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Foreword
The Third International Conference on Advanced Communications and Computation
(INFOCOMP 2013), held between November 17-22, 2013 in Lisbon, Portugal, continued a series of
events dedicated to advanced communications and computing aspects, covering academic and
industrial achievements and visions.
The diversity of semantics of data, context gathering and processing led to complex mechanisms
for applications requiring special communication and computation support in terms of volume of data,
processing speed, context variety, etc. The new computation paradigms and communications
technologies are now driven by the needs for fast processing and requirements from data-intensive
applications and domain-oriented applications (medicine, geoinformatics, climatology, remote learning,
education, large scale digital libraries, social networks, etc.). Mobility, ubiquity, multicast, multi-access
networks, data centers, cloud computing are now forming the spectrum of de factor approaches in
response to the diversity of user demands and applications. In parallel, measurements control and
management (self-management) of such environments evolved to deal with new complex situations.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INFOCOMP 2013
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to INFOCOMP
2013. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top
quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INFOCOMP 2013 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that INFOCOMP 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of advanced
communications and computation.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We hope that Lisbon, Portugal, provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Abstract— Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are seen as a promising
technology to face the current requirements of large-scale
distributed and complex systems, e.g., autonomous traffic
systems or risk management. The application of MAS to such
large scale systems, characterised by millions of distributed
nodes, imposes special demanding requirements in terms of
fast computation. The paper discusses the parallelisation of
MAS solutions using larger-scale distributed High End
Computing platforms as well as High Performance Computing
as a suitable approach to handle the complexity associated to
collaborative solutions for large-scale systems.
Keywords- Multi-Agent Systems; High
Computing; Parallel systems; Risk Management.

Performance

I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of business environments and technological advancements are driving forces of an increasing demand
for High-End and High- Performance Computing (HEC,
HPC) for designing and operating highly customised and
complex products and services like networked manufacturing systems (e.g., Nokia mobile phones), autonomous
traffic systems (e.g., SESAR aviation), computational risk
management (e.g., financial models), complex design (e.g.,
new aircrafts) and complex service operations (e.g., a large
airport, harbour), oil and gas seismic imaging, climate and
weather forecasting, bacteria modelling and estimated coverage of epidemics, considering huge population sizes.
Therefore, more flexible, agile and reconfigurable systems
are required, in opposite to the typical centralised solutions
that are not enough to address the demanding requirements.
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [1], [2], [3] are a suitable
approach to face this challenge, based on the decentralisation
of functions by distributed nodes. The application of MAS
principles to large scale systems (e.g., 6 million parts
spanning across a supply-chain) imposes demanding requirements in terms of fast computation that significantly exceed
any current MAS platform. The use of reliable, secure and
“on demand” utilisation of high computing capacities to
handle all or part of such complexity associated to largescale systems within short periods of time is required.
High End Computing (HEC) and High Performance
Computing (HPC) are widely perceived as only affordable to
large corporations. However, a recent communication from
the European Commission predicts that “Exa-scale compu-
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ters (machines capable of 1e+18 operations / second) will be
in existence by 2020” and suggests that “97 % of industrial
companies that employ HPC consider it indispensable for
their ability to innovate, compete, and survive” [4].
In this paper we discuss the parallelisation of MAS using
larger-scale HEC or HPC platforms to handle the complexity
associated to collaborative solutions for large-scale systems.
The computational power of these platforms is useful for
large-scale modelling and simulation of data and compute
intensive applications like those mentioned above that often
require the use of simulations because real-world testing
would be too expensive, dangerous, environmentally damaging, or even physically impossible. For this purpose, agentbased simulation is a suitable approach, but its computing
requirements can be high and demanding distributed and
non-distributed highly performant computing platforms.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II
overviews the MAS and HPC concepts and Section III
discusses the combination of these technologies, namely the
associated challenges and the existing approaches. Section
IV presents some scenarios that benefit from the use of MAS
solutions running in high end platforms. Section V describes
the REPAST HPC tool, as an example of an agent-based
modelling framework for large-scale distributed computing
platforms. At last, Section VI rounds up the paper with the
conclusions and points out the future work.
II. BACKGROUND ON MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS AND HIGH
PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
A. Multi-agent Systems
MAS are a computational paradigm derived from the
distributed artificial intelligence field, characterised by the
decentralisation and parallel execution of activities based on
autonomous agents. Since agents have limited knowledge
and skills, they need to interact, e.g., through negotiation, to
achieve their individual goals, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
high-level of autonomy and cooperation exhibited by such
solutions, allow them to fast respond to perturbations. MAS
can be used to solve problems that are difficult or impossible
for a monolithic system to solve, offering models for
representing complex and dynamic real-world environments
[5]. Examples of application areas are electronic commerce,
manufacturing, robotics and telecommunications.
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The development of multi-agent system solutions is
strongly simplified if an agent development platform is used,
taking advantage of the useful features and services
provided, such as registry and management services. In some
cases, they follow the specifications established by the
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA). Examples
of such agent-development platforms are the Java Agent
Development Framework (JADE), AGlobe and JACK. For
example, JADE [6] is a Java based architecture that uses the
Remote Method Invocation (RMI) to support the creation of
distributed Java based applications. It is compliant with
FIPA specifications, providing low programming effort and
features to support the management of agent-based solutions,
delivering an easy integration with other tools, namely
Protégé and Java Expert System Shell (JESS).

performance” is considered in its broadest definition
covering demanding applications that are compute and / or
data-centric, which can support the exploitation of
parallelism on a large scale.
HEC systems can range from a desktop computer,
through clusters of servers and data centres up to high-end
custom supercomputers. Resources can be physically close
to each other, e.g., in a highly performant compute cluster, or
the compute power can be distributed on a large number of
computers as with most Grid and Cloud computing concepts.
HPC systems are based on architectures with a large
number of processors, for exploiting massive parallelism.
Commonly used models are Massively Parallel Processing
and Symmetric Multi-Processing, used with the concept of
local islands. Due to physically shared memory usage and
compute communication the physical architectures with
these HPC systems are different.
Therefore, besides the compute power, the major
challenges with the high end field of applications and
economical resources usage are efficient communication and
data locality. So, major requirements are the intelligent and
autonomous distribution and scheduling of highly parallel
and loosely coupled job tasks and processes as well as
managing the automation of data distribution.
III. PARALLELISING MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS OVER HIGH
PERFORMANCE COMPUTING PLATFORMS

Figure 1. Example of a Multi-agent system.

Another level of using multi-agent systems principles is
known as Agent-Based Modelling (ABM), which is a
paradigm to create, analyse, experiment and simulate
systems populated by cooperative agents. The dynamics of
the simulation are specified as agent behaviour rules, and the
purpose of the simulation is to reveal population-level
structure that is the outcome of this individual-level
behaviour. In particular, it supports the reproduction of a
variety of patterns and complex phenomena observed in real
world, such as evolution and self-organisation. Examples are
the simulation of economic, biological and physical
dynamics. Several ABM computational frameworks are
currently available, such as Netlogo, Mason and Repast (for
a comparative survey, see [7] and [8]). Applications of
ABMs can be found in [9].
Note that there is a clear difference between multi-agent
systems and agent-based simulation: MAS frameworks allow
building agent-based systems, but they haven’t a simulation
infrastructure (e.g., misses a scheduler and the notion of a
"clock"). On contrary, ABM frameworks allow agent-based
simulation but they have not the purpose of developing agent
systems (nor FIPA compliant).
B. High Performance Computing
In the 21st century, highly performant computing,
especially HEC and HPC, is a key enabling technology, with
many countries world-wide investing huge sums of public
money on related infrastructure, energy, and services. “High
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As previously described, HPC is nowadays a hot topic,
with many high processing computing resources available
through the organisation of grids or clusters of computers.
The pertinent question arising in this context is how MAS
can be integrated into HPC environments, allowing the
development of solutions handling more efficiently
complexity in large scale systems. This section discusses the
challenges in this topic and particularly, the parallelisation of
MAS solutions.
A. Challenges, Requirements and Technical Issues
The main issue related to this topic is to understand how
to deploy societies of agents on a large scale computational
platform. The challenges are mainly related to the
parallelisation and HPC readiness of MAS applications.
Parallelising MAS applications means deploying and
running these multiple intelligent agents on several
computational resources nodes. As an example, if a
simulation experiment plan defines 10000 simulations (e.g.,
each one carried out by one agent), and a computational Grid
of 20 nodes is used, five hundred simulations can be
assigned to each node (note that parallelising only one
simulation is also possible by decomposing the simulation in
independent agents). However, the distribution of the multiagent system execution is a complex task, due to the
technical particularities, and particularly, to the intensive
communication among agents and the environment.
Additionally, individual agents need to modify the
environment during their decision-making processes, which
in terms of parallelisation are translated to the need to share
several layers of environmental data and agents, which is a
complex process [10]. The access to these distributed nodes
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to collect and synchronise the state and actions of the agents,
e.g., to support decision-making and monitoring processes,
are also required.
Traditionally, HPC are placed in one site, being a
challenge to combine several HPC sites that work in a
transparent way for the MAS applications. Usually the agentdevelopment platforms support the distribution within a
single computer, for example using threads or simple sharedmemory parallelism. For example, JADE agents are based in
a behaviour structure that are implemented a simple threads.
Having these considerations in mind, important
requirements and constraints for each HPC provider with
respect to the MAS applications are related to:
 Integration and storage of data: Middleware for
integrating flow of data from distributed, heterogeneous
sources, and also the agent’s endogenous data and the
agent topologies.
 Synchronisation of distributed data and behaviour:
HPC systems primarily synchronise the distribution of
data and algorithms of massive parallel applications
across massive parallel hardware and are eﬃcient if
processor primarily compute rather than communicate
or wait for input from other applications.
 Communication scale and latency: ICT platform that
ensure the scalability of many agents and the fulfilment
of communication constraints, and particularly, time
latency in the interaction between MAS nodes and also
with legacy systems.
 Security: Infrastructure granting high-level security and
privacy of data (probably implementing risk-aware
capabilities as feature of intelligent applications).
 Interaction and searching: Proper mechanisms for the
scale design of interactions among agents, e.g.,
negotiation protocols using Agent Communication
Languages (ACL), and the searching and discovering
features in large-scale systems.
In conclusion, these systems should exhibit a set of
properties that include a time scheduler for coordinating and
synchronising flow of agent-based events, and storage
systems for endogenous data, such as agents’ internal state
information and agents’ topologies, synchronised to form a
single data storage framework.
At this stage, the question is if agent development
frameworks, such as JADE, or ABM frameworks, such as
Repast, already fulfil these requirements. Basically, agentdevelopment frameworks let these issues open to the
developer, being necessary to consider a proper architecture
that allows the integration. The architecture may consider
three layers, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The lower part is about the MAS based application,
using an agent development framework or an ABM tool. At
this application level, the agent-based model may integrate
relevant sources of knowledge distributed across organisations, functions, space, but also time (different latency,
etc.) and technically to be parallel computed on thread level.
An example is a risk management application designed as a
MAS solution and able of running on HPC resources (chiefly
effectively distributed with multiple HPC islands).
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Figure 2. Architecture for an integrated MAS – HPC solution.

The middle part is related to the middleware that ensure
the automatic parallelisation of the multi-agent system
application, namely providing mechanisms for integration
and storage of data, synchronisation of distributed data and
behaviour and security of data.
The upper part is about the HPC/Cloud infrastructure.
Access is provided by a service platform, including a
"configurator" for adjusting demands of applications and
HPC capacities, a "broker" system for access of configured
applications to HPC capacity including commercial
management functionality, an "application controller", e.g.,
for managing simulation, and "data exchange" functionality
(which may include security systems).
The holonic principles may be considered to make more
flexible the development of the multi-agent system
applications, and also to reduce the communication across
MAS nodes (note that holonic systems, following the
Koestler observations, define intermediate stable control
states [11]). This may simplify the achievement of the cross
communication latency.
B. Existing Approaches
Multi-agent system technology is already being used in
some HPC/Cloud projects as brokers for service search in the
EU FP7 mOSIAC project [12] or as learning entities for
energy efficiency in the EnerGy project [13].
However, the several available agent-development
frameworks, as JADE is, are not completely aimed to run at
extremely high-performance computing platforms, i.e., they
are not HPC compliant. The same occur for the existing
ABMs frameworks. Note that these frameworks can be used
to distribute MAS applications across multiple computing
resources, but this is a complex task that requires that
developers codify by hand the HPC functionalities.
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As explained by Dr. Michael North, deputy director of
Argonne’s Center for Complex Adaptive Agent Systems
Simulation, “Before we can efficiently use high-performance
computing, we need to do research to understand how to best
use the architectures. Switching our model to run on 10,000
nodes instead of 10 is not just a linearly scalable process.
Moving from a few interactions to a million interactions is
not just moving to greater numbers. Entire interactions
change. Also, we need to consider implementation issues
such as partitioning of the name space, memory space,
communicate on, and the effect of noise and jitter on these
large platforms. Ultimately, we need to make changes to our
model to deal with such issues.” [14].
The advent of HPC had driven the extension of some of
the ABM tools to support the deployment of agent-based
models into HPC environments aiming to have simulation
results in a fast way. Examples are Repast HPC [15],
Flexible Large-Scale Agent Modelling Environment
(FLAME) [16], Pandora [10] and GridABM [17]. These
ABM frameworks support the design and execution of largescale social simulations in HPC environments. Examples of
services and mechanisms provided by these tools are the
cross-process communication and synchronisation, parallel
scheduling, data collection and random number generation.
The EPIS project provides a general and user-friendly
approach to combine multi-agent based simulation and HPC
platforms, based on the definition of workflows, allowing to
deploy simulations on a cluster of computers without any
prior parallelising work [18].
However, the same effort is missing for the agent
development frameworks. Probably, the reason for the
missing HPC extensions in the agent development
frameworks, and only focused in ABM frameworks, is that
HPC platforms are more useful for simulation purposes that
requires more computational power, due to the typical huge
population size and short time response.
IV. SCENARIOS
Though swarms of software agents imply parallel operations, the title of this paper indicates that processing and
communication in typical MAS are at least not fully parallel
organised. Thus, which kind of problems drives the need of
porting technological swarm intelligence to the capacity and
capability levels of typically parallel high-end computing?
The industrial use-cases motivating our work on parallel
MAS are marked by large landscapes of interdependent risks
to be managed. First ideas (example 1) to model such
landscapes and to make them accessible for computing grew
in the Cargo-Lifter project that aimed at the development of
the technology, the production and the operations of a 265metres airship for transporting heavy and oversized goods.
The venture failed because of its overwhelming and, in key
areas of technology and operations, ignored complexity [23].
In current industry-driven research, the concept of risk
landscapes again became relevant: The ARUM project [24]
(example 2) addresses problems of the ramp-up of production of small series, particularly in aviation industry. Factors
like a high capital intensity of product and production
development and specifics of small series lead to a “point of
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no return” where a decision is to be made to start production.
After this decision has been made, immatureness and
undependability of technology, of suppliers or production
processes and resources are left to ramp-up management.
Problems in this phase delayed the market introduction of
the Boeing 787 “Dreamliner” for about 3 years and returned
in January 2013 when fire hazards of a new type of LithiumIon batteries gave reason to ground 50 operating aircrafts for,
at the time this text is written, for about 4 months [25].
Comparing, failures delayed the production of the Airbus
A380 [26]. A core problem of the case is that events may
interact in hardly predictable ways. These events affect
revenues, translate into early depreciations, drive costs by
disrupting operations or by re-engineering, and finally penalties or a loss of reputation.
A third industrial case relies on work with scientists and
industry experts on a risk model for a complex change
program of another globally operating technology provider
in aviation industry. In the next four years the firm will face
a multi ramp-up scenario by exchanging old by new products
and production technologies. A factory-wide “Readiness
Review” delivered more than 2200 issues, each representing
a risk identified by an expert and in further analysis melted
down to about 1000 problems that, in further steps, are to be
operationalized by respective control parameters and to be
assigned to “cells” of managerial responsibility.
In the first example about 20 factors were identified
influencing the incidence rate per risk and another 20 their
impact. Yet under ramp-up conditions, both, event-risk and
impact may be not known and the view is to be altered from
handling material risk to understanding holistic capabilities
of the system to adapt.
Particularly, in the latter approach the computational
scale of the problem matters: In example 1, a MAS has been
used to support the development of a common domain ontology across teams in product-, production and operations’
engineering and to integrate the knowledge from more than
60 large industrial lead-users worldwide. Yet the model just
captured about 70 of about 1400 risks that had been identified in a high level analysis (comparing to example 3).
In ARUM semantic technologies will improve response
to unplanned events as they occur by identifying, structuring
and exploiting discretions to act in a scene and, in tactical
planning, by enhancing capabilities to adapt to unplanned
events. In order to demonstrate its value ARUM will focus
exemplary cases and test scenarios like the scene of a workstation or of the production of a module of an aircraft. At the
end, ARUM will come up with an intelligent enterprise bus
integrating legacy with new intelligent planning systems.
In contrast, the third case puts the behaviour of the landscape into the foreground. This requires holistic modelling
and, e.g., of running batches of Monte-Carlo simulations in
reasonable response times. While in ARUM the operations’
network is beyond the scope the third example will need
further research and experiments.
As a first approach similarities between existing and envisioned industrial HPC applications may help to demarcate
the dimension of the scale: Such a similarity is provided by
events propagating across a network specified by dimensions
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like space and time, temperature and humidity, organisation
or technology. For example, event A with a likelihood of
p(A) may occur in place 1 at time t1 and with a likelihood of
p(AB) will cause event B at place 2 and time t2. The event
may be ’increase of humidity of x%’ propagating with the
direction of wind in a geographic area, or ‘failure of resource
X’ affecting subsequent operations in a factory.
In natural sciences, an event can be linked to geographic
areas while in a business environment it is linked to areas of
managerial responsibility. Although the domains materially
differ, the concept of propagation applies to both and, besides laws of physics, is controlled by two arguments: The
event risk and the impact of the event. And, as events in
weather models may result in rain or sunshine, an unavailability of a resource may induce a downside (a production
delay), or an upside if, e.g., the analysis of an unavailability
or failure can help to pave the way for change of the process
that reduces risk.
Based on such initial and rough deliberations, the computational scale of simulating interdependent risks organised by
“cells” of managerial responsibility may be compared to the
scale of a weather model with a similar number of
geographic "cells". So MAS-goes-HPC approaches as taken
here may also contribute to discussions in the HPC
community about the needs for more autonomic software
[27] to master an increasing complexity.
V. REPAST FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING
The combination of MAS principles and HPC platforms
can be illustrated with the Repast HPC tool, which
constitutes an example of an ABM system for massively
distributed MAS solutions over large-scale distributed
computing platforms.
The Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast)
is one of several available ABMs toolkits, developed by the
Argonne National Laboratory's Decision and Information
Sciences Division. In spite of borrowing many concepts from
the Swarm agent-based modelling toolkit [28], Repast
differentiates from Swarm since Repast has multiple pure
implementations in several languages and built-in adaptive
features such as genetic algorithms and neural networks.
Repast is a free open source toolkit, which supports the
development of extremely flexible models of social agents,
being possible to dynamically access and modify the agent’s
model properties at run time. Repast includes a fully
concurrent discrete event scheduler that supports both
sequential and parallel discrete event operations, offering an
automated Monte Carlo simulation framework.
Repast for High Performance Computing (Repast HPC),
is written using C++ and makes use of the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [29] for parallel operations through
distributed memory computing. Repast HPC is based on the
development principles of the Repast Simphony toolkit (e.g.,
the Context and Projections concepts), and extended with
functionalities to support the distribution of the agent-based
model working in a parallel distributed environment. As an
ABM toolkit, Repast HPC offers a suite of features that
specifically facilitate creating, executing and evaluating
agent-based models, but also provides the following key
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features that support the parallelisation of the agent-based
model [30]:
 Synchronisation scheduling of events.
 Global data collection (similar to Repast Simphony).
 Automatic management of agent interactions across
Processes.
Repast HPC is designed for a parallel environment in
which many processes, each one containing several agents),
are running in parallel and memory is not shared across
processes. Since Repast HPC simulations are distributed
across multiple processes, cross-process communication and
synchronisation of the simulation state are required. This is
performed automatically by Repast HPC.
A Repast HPC simulation consists of [30]:
 A set of agents, each one implemented as objects, i.e.,
as C++ classes (the agents’ state is represented by the
attributes of the classes and the agents' behaviour
represented by the methods in those classes).
 The Package type code, that are typically implemented
as structures containing the minimal amount of agent
state necessary to copy an agent from one process to
another one.
 A model class, which is responsible to initialise the
simulation, namely to create the SharedContext and
populated it with agents, create projections and add
them to the SharedContext, initialise data collection,
schedule simulation actions and perform an initial
synchronisation of agents and projections.
 A main function, which initialises the MPI and Repast
HPC environments, creates the model class and triggers
the Scheduler Runner.
After the development of the agent-based model, the
model is ready to be simulated, requiring the configuration of
the simulation, as well the code to make scalable some
actions in the simulation. Note that in spite of Repast HPC
does much of the parallel programming of an agent
simulation, developers should provide details of how the
simulation can be properly implemented to run in the parallel
environment
Repast HPC was successfully tested for scalability on the
Blue Gene/P computer of the Argonne National
Laboratory's, which is a first signal of the framework
maturity and reliability to run simulations in HPC
environments. However, a long step is required to ensure the
desired reliability and robustness of MAS parallelisation for
critical large-scale applications.
Other aspect to be considered is the possibility to connect
Repast HPC with other systems (e.g., legacy systems) into
larger, heterogeneous application landscapes (e.g., for risk
management spanning domains of engineering and business
operations). In the literature, several connections to other
systems, e.g., JADE platform that is widely used for the
development of MAS solutions, are found. Since the API is
written in C++, the connection to legacy systems could be
simplified. Note that the Repast HPC version has two types
of programming languages/environments: Logo-style C++
for less demanding applications and a C++ version for more
complex ones.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discusses the combination of MAS and HPC
concepts aiming to overcome the demanding computational
requirements of MAS platforms when they are applied to
very large-scale systems. For this purpose, several scenarios
that benefit from the usage of MAS solutions running over
high end platforms were presented, as well the emerging
challenges of such combination.
In particular, it was noticed the importance of using such
approach in the simulation of data considering huge
population sizes. For this purpose, the Repast HPC
framework was analysed, which is an agent-based modelling
and simulation tool for handling massively distributed MAS
solutions running over large-scale distributed platforms.
Future work is devoted to the application of mechanisms
to parallelise MAS solutions, and particularly Repast HPC,
for large-scale systems involving complex problems.
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Abstract—The inevitable increase of the frequency of hard
and soft faults in current and future high performance computing
systems motivates the need of integrated approaches to improve
the resilience of such systems. In this paper, a framework for
a fault tolerant environment termed FETOL implementing an
approach to achieve a coordinated resilience solution is presented.
FETOL is based on a software solution exploiting a Divide-andConquer strategy that will offer comprehensive methods on the
middleware and application level to deal with various failure
scenarios.
Keywords—hpc; resilience; fault-tolerance; divide-and-conquer.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The increasing size and complexity of HPC (High Performance Computing) systems are two major factors that are
leading to an inevitable increase of the frequency of hard and
soft faults in present Peta-Flop and future Exa-Flop systems.
Therefore, these HPC systems are prone to become less robust
and the operating efficiency and reliability of such systems
tend to deteriorate profoundly. New integrated approaches
to improve the resilience of HPC systems are undoubtedly
needed in order to maintain a reasonable operation of such
systems. Recent literature surveys have shown that resilience
cannot be efficiently realised by implementing fault tolerance
mechanisms on the system level only [1]. Different application
domains have different methodological requirements to achieve
resilience of an HPC application. Hence, an integrated application oriented approach is mandatory.
In this paper, the concept of an application oriented
framework for a fault tolerant environment termed FETOL is
presented. FETOL is an abbreviation of the German translation
”Fehler Toleranz” of ”Fault Tolerance”. FETOL is based on
a software solution exploiting a Divide-and-Conquer strategy.
In the next section, the background and motivation of the
presented work are given. The main idea of FETOL with
its central operation of breaking down the HPC application
into subtasks and grouping them into individually restartable
process bundles is explained in Section III. In Section IV,
the system architecture and design are presented including
the checkpointing and the fault tolerance mechanisms. In
Section V, the proposed approach is discussed in the context of
related work in the field. An evaluation of a new communication component developed as part of the proposed framework
is presented in Section VI. In the last section a brief conclusion
and an outlook are given.
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II.

BACKGROUND

Different MPI (Message Passing Interface) implementations are presently the most used parallel programming libraries in developing large-scale parallel applications. A parallel application in the context of MPI usually runs on a
cluster of computing nodes in the form of different MPI
processes. MPI processes are grouped together in a so-called
MPI communicator that takes care of the explicit and unambiguous identification of messages and addresses respectively.
Accordingly, the frequently needed communication for the
purpose of exchanging data or synchronising pace among these
processes is carried out via MPI library calls. In the case of
a network failure or the breakdown of one of the computing
nodes the state of an MPI communicator becomes undefined
and the entire parallel application will come to a halt and terminate without any protective or recovery actions. This serious
drawback of the current existing MPI implementations causes
the interrupted parallel application to terminate irrecoverablly
and thereby the entire MPI parallel application must manually
be restarted from scratch or at least from the last checkpoint
data.
III.

T HE A PPROACH IN FETOL

The divide-and-conquer strategy followed in FETOL aims
at implicitly overcoming the limitation in the MPI implementations that renders the parallel application irrecoverable by
grouping the processes of a parallel application into more than
one so-called PB (Process Bundle), see Figure 1. Each of these
PBs will be executed on one or more computing nodes of the
cluster. The processes within each PB communicate with each
other via native MPI using a PB specific MPI communicator.
An additional cross PBs communicator called BOND, see
Section IV-B, will take care of the needed communication
between the processes of two different PBs. This alternative
communicator is based on TCP/IP and on a multi-agent
architecture.
The execution of the parallel application is started by
sequential or parallel initialisation of all PBs, where each PB
is regarded as a separate MPI parallel application that uses a
bundle specific MPI communicator. In this case, a hardware
failure will only affect one of the PBs and accordingly only
the respective MPI communicator will be in an undefined state.
As a result, there will be no need to restart the execution of
the entire parallel application and only the affected PB must
be restarted. Moreover, restarting the defect PB from the very
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Figure 1. FETOL System architecture.

beginning can also be avoided in making use of the other PBs
that are still running. The initialisation of the new PB can
be done either from reconstructed data of the PBs that are
still alive or from available check pointing data written by the
lost PB before its crash. A coordinating middleware, called
JM (Job Manager), is responsible for restoring and migrating
any failed PB in cooperation with the resource manager that
usually controls the computing nodes of the cluster.
IV.

S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE AND D ESIGN

Resilient high performance computing requires the collaboration between different software components. These components are: the resource manager with the associated hardware
system monitoring tools, the communication libraries used
to allow a parallel execution, the parallel application itself
with its application level techniques of data persistency and
the software monitoring and fault detection mechanisms. The
collaboration between these components is managed in FETOL
by introducing the JM middleware. Figure 1 schematically
shows FETOL’s system architecture. In the following sections
the different components of this architecture will be described
as well as the fault tolerance mechanism and the checkpointing approach adopted in FETOL.
A. Job Manager
The JM, as a coordinating middleware, has the task of
bundling, orchestrating and extending the different functionalities of the other software components in FETOL. Different
system and application information, which are delivered by the
monitoring tools on the system level and the soft monitoring
on the application level, will trigger the coordinated reactions
of the Job Manager.
The JM should restore and migrate any failed PB. Restoring
a PB includes managing and coordinating the process of
retrieving application state data as well as remapping the cross
PB communication channels between the restored processes
and the still running processes of the other PBs. Application
state data include the usual checkpointing data already stored
on persistent storage or/and data sets that are reconstructed
from the data of the still running processes, which are carrying
computations on partitions of the application computational
domain adjacent to that of the PB being restored. Migrating
the restored PB to run on new hardware resources is being
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The system architecture shown in Figure 1 illustrates the
implementation of the JM. The system JM consists of multiple
software instances that run on different computing nodes. Each
PB has its own JM software instance that is responsible for the
specific PB. The different PB specific JM software instances
are coordinated and managed by two identical central ”Parent
JM” software instances that operate in a synchronously parallel
fashion on two different nodes of the cluster to increase the
redundancy of the system. These two ”Parent JM” instances
assume the task of communicating with the resource manager
and the responsibility of restoring any PB specific JM with
failure. All software instances of the JM communicate and pass
the needed information between each other using the BOND
communication framework.
B. BOND
During the EU project COAST a software framework was
developed to couple multiple individual software solvers in
a flexible and distributed manner [2]. This framework allows
distributed coupling according to agent oriented programming
principles. Multi agent systems already proved their robustness
and flexibility in other distributed systems [3][4].
With the acquired experiences in multi agent frameworks
on HPC hardware, a successor framework coined BOND
has been developed. This framework has been adapted to
closely follow the programming paradigms known from MPI
programmes, yet keep some of the benefits of multi agent
platforms, such as robustness and scalability. The main use
case of BOND is within the FETOL framework, where it
serves as an alternative communication library to cover failures
of MPI.
BOND is a C++ library with the corresponding API
(programming interface). Bindings for Fortran and plain C
are targeted for a later stage of the project. Within the C++
library, Java asynchronous socket communication is being
used to deliver MPI style data buffers to a remote machine
in a distributed HPC environment. BOND communication
currently utilises the following primary communication calls:
non-blocking send operation, blocking send operation and
blocking receive operation.
On its way to the remote machine, the data is directly
transferred to a user allocated target buffer, as it is common in
MPI distributed HPC codes. The data buffer is never managed
by the Java memory management, but always remains in native
heap space. Due to this cautious data management, the Java
garbage collector does not pose an overhead for data transfers,
making communication speed via BOND comparable to that
of MPI, see Section VI. Even high performance host channel
adapters like Infiniband can be used effectively, bypassing
most of the TCP/IP protocol overhead using the socket direct
protocol.
C. MPI Program
The class of MPI programs considered in FETOL addresses
primarily stencil based applications that are based on computational domain decomposition in the form of meshes to carry
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Figure 2. Data structure of the in-house LB solver and partitioning into
bundles of processes.

on their calculations. LB (Lattice-Boltzmann) solvers can be
regarded as an important example of this class of scientific
applications. Our in-house Lattice-Boltzmann flow solver VirtualFluids [5] is an adaptive MPI based parallel application
which is comprised of various cores. The software framework
is based on object-oriented technology and uses tree-like data
structures. The flow region is divided into discrete blocks on
the basis of an Octa-tree. These discrete blocks contain the numerical sub-grids of the computational domain in the form of
equally dimensioned matrices of nodes per block, see Figure 2.
This structure has many advantages. The use of uniform girds
in form of matrices within blocks allows the use of efficient
algorithms and requires less computing resources since direct
addressing is possible and the cache memory of CPU can be
better utilised. Restricting the communication on the blockedges/-areas reduces the complexity of parallelisation. These
data structures are also suitable for hierarchical parallelisation
using a combination of PThreads and MPI and dynamic load
balancing.
D. Check-Pointing Approach
Data persistency approaches in the field of fault-tolerant
HPC applications can be divided into Message-logging and
Check-pointing approaches. For the class of the scientific
applications considered in FETOL, the approach of messagelogging is not practical. Usually scientific applications of
this class exchange too much data. In the case of recovery
the live processes would have to wait too long until the
recovered process computes the current actual consistent state
and thus, the overall efficiency of the resilience mechanism
would deteriorate unacceptably.
In FETOL, an application-level checkpointing approach
is adopted and implemented in the framework of the inhouse LB solver. In contrast to the widely used system-level
checkpointing, where the system stores the complete state of
the application independently, different mechanisms of data
reduction can be implemented minimising the volume of stored
data per checkpoint.
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interpolation
blocks

Figure 3. Data persistency (a) the boundary nodes of all blocks are stored.
(b) recovery depending on neighbouring bundles

The individual steps of the periodical checkpointing procedure in VirtualFluids and a mechanism to deal with data
consistency are given in the following: (1) The application
periodically serialises and stores the state data of the corresponding blocks of the grid of each MPI process in the file
system. (2) After saving each process state data the process
internally sets a checkpoint counter variable. (3) This action is
then synchronised by a root process that sets a global environment variable, that indicates the last successful checkpointing,
at which the state of the application is consistent.
Two different mechanisms of data recovery after failure
are implemented in VirtualFluids. The first one is based on a
data reduction strategy that minimises the volume of the stored
data per checkpoint. When checkpointing the simulation data
of a process, only the information in the boundary nodes of
each block is saved, see Figure 3 (a). The rest of the omitted
information are then interpolated for the internal nodes of
each block during the data recovery procedure. The second
recovery mechanism is applied when no checkpointing data
for a whole bundle can be retrieved at all. The missing data
are then approximated from the data of the still running
processes, which are carrying computations on partitions of
the application computational domain adjacent to that of the
bundle being restored, see Figure 3 (b).
E. Fault Tolerance Mechanism
After specifying the needed resources and the executable
binary of the Parallel Application by the user the execution of
the JM is started on the Cluster. The Resource Manager assigns
the needed resources, which were specified by the User, plus
additional so-called recovery resources to the JM. The JM
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starts the execution of the Parallel Application on the Cluster.
The JM listens permanently to and analyses the information
delivered by the Hardware and Software Monitors. The JM
terminates when the Parallel Application successfully ends.
The occurrence of hardware faults will prevent the successful execution of the Parallel Application, which will result in
two different scenarios. The first scenario happens when the
JM identifies - according to the analysis of the information
received from the Hardware and Software Monitors - any
running vulnerable process that might put the execution of
the Parallel Application at risk. In this case the JM initiates
an active fault-tolerance action by stopping and then restoring
the execution of the process bundle containing the vulnerable
process on new resources and the execution of the Parallel
Application continues.
The second scenario can occur, if the Hardware and/or
Software Monitors are totally absent as software components
or fail to report a failure. In this case the Parallel Application
might fail to continue its execution unnoticed by the JM.
For this reason, the BOND framework, which is imbedded in
the Parallel Application, will support a passive fault-tolerance
action of the JM and takes the responsibility of reporting any
failed process bundle to the JM. The JM then restores the failed
process bundle and the execution of the Parallel Application
continues.
The step of restoring a process bundle requires the retrieval
of the process state data for each process of the process bundle
being restored from the Storage System. Here the Parallel
Application retrieves the process state data stored in form of
checkpointing data from the Storage System or approximates
a set of process state data, using the still running processes’
data, i.e, the corresponding ”neighbouring” PBs.
The JM then remaps the communication channels between
the processes being restored and those still running. At the
end the JM migrates and starts the restored process bundle on
new nodes of the Cluster using its extra recovery resources.
If the extra recovery resources of the JM are exhausted,
the JM demands new recovery resources from the Resource
Manager. The latter assigns then the demanded resources
and the migration of the process bundle can be successfully
accomplished.
V.

R ELATED W ORK

Different approaches that address the problem mentioned
in Section II have recently been proposed and implemented.
These approaches can be grouped into the two categories: MPI
based and non MPI based approaches.
MPI based approaches [6][7][8]: In [6] a ULFM (User
Level Failure Mitigation) approach is presented, where a set
of five new interfaces are added to the MPI implementation.
In contrast to [6], in this paper, no extension of the MPI
standard or implementation is suggested. Hence, protective
actions are located entirely outside the MPI implementation
and the use of arbitrary MPI implementations is possible.
The recovery processes is driven by three components (the
Job Manager, the additional communication framework BOND
and the parallel application). Only the MPI communicator
of a group of processes Bundle is replaced by restarting
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a new mpirun instance that spawns replacement processes
within a new MPI communicator. The MPI communication
performance is essentially maintained inside each bundle.
The approach in [7] aims at enabling MPI implementations
to support Algorithm-based Fault Tolerant techniques, see
also [11]. It avoids any periodic checkpointing by storing the
application state only after a failure is detected. The MPI
runtime is augmented with a failure detection service and the
MPI implementation is modified. In FETOL, instead of relaunching the entire MPI application, only the Process Bundle,
which is a subset of the parallel application, is relaunched.
The Checkpoint-on-failure approach in [7] can be integrated
bundle-wise in FETOL to support an ABFT (Algorithm-Based
Fault Tolerant) like technique used to recover data from
checkpoints.
The fault tolerance mechanism of the Job Pause Service in
[8] is implemented within LAM/MPI using the BLCR [9] as
a checkpointing library. The fault tolerance mechanism allows
live processes to remain active after a notification of a process
failure. The live processes will roll back to the last checkpoint
and retain the internal communication links. Failed processes
are dynamically replaced by new ones on spare nodes before
resuming from the last checkpoint.
The fault tolerance mechanism in [8] resembles the one
proposed in this paper to a fair extent. For example, the Job
Manager can be compared to the Scheduler daemon. BOND
can be compared to the scalable communication infrastructure
used to notify the active nodes about the replacement nodes
and reconfigure the communication infrastructure. However,
the following differences are significant: the fault tolerance
mechanism in FETOL has the scope of bundles of processes
as opposed to a single process; No modification to the MPI
implementation is necessary; Checkpointing is carried out on
the application level avoiding the lack of flexibility of the
system level checkpointing.
Non MPI based approaches [10]: In [10] an object-oriented
parallel programming library for C++ called Charm++ is
presented. It differs from traditional message passing programming libraries (such as MPI) in that Charm++ is messagedriven. Furthermore, it provides a methodology and a virtualisation infrastructure in which the programmer decomposes
the data and computation in the program without worrying
about the number of physical processors on which the program
will run. The runtime system is in charge of distributing those
objects among the processors.
FETOL does not offer the sophistication of Charm++ [10]
and keeps the fault tolerance mechanism as simple as possible
reducing the complexity of the implementation and the usage.
Therefore, the user application can still rely on its favourite
MPI implementation. In addition, the asynchronous communication framework BOND provides an automatic overlap of
communication with computation, which facilitates the faulttolerance mechanism in FETOL.
In the following, two categories of data recovery approaches that are tangential to the approach followed in this
paper are also identified and briefly summarised.
Algorithm-based fault-tolerance [11][12]: The most significant and relevant aspect of ABFT techniques [11] is that
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failures can be tolerated without checkpointing or message
logging. Per definition as found in the literature, for example
in [7], an ABFT uses mathematical and algorithmic properties
to reconstruct failure-damaged data and to complete operations
despite failures. The Algorithm-Based Checkpoint-Free Fault
Tolerance Technique in [12] extends the ABFT idea to recover
applications from failures, in which the failed process stops
working and the data are totally lost.
In FETOL, a data recovery strategy similar to ABFT is
adopted in that mathematical interpolations are used in two
ways: first, in recovering reduced checkpointing data, second,
in recovering and restoring missing data from living processes.
Moreover, the assumptions about the capabilities of the runtime
environment mentioned in [12] are guaranteed by FETOL.
Checkpointing and message-logging [13][14]: The partial
message logging protocol proposed in [13] is based on process
clustering and a hierarchical rollback-recovery protocol that
applies different protocols for the communications inside a
cluster of processes and for the communications among the
cluster. The group-based Checkpoint/Restart solution in [14]
combines coordinated checkpointing and message logging.
In FETOL, message logging is totally avoided, since the
properties of the scientific parallel application considered in
FETOL make the use of message logging disadvantageous
in terms of storage size and time overhead of recovery. One
more distinction between FETOL and [14] is that the parallel
application is responsible for receiving checkpoint requests
and writing and reading checkpoints, instead of modifying
mpirun. One similarity to the hierarchal rollback-recovery
protocols mentioned in [13] that should be stated is the division
of processes in groups called Bundles and the application
of different communication protocols inside and among the
different bundles. Therefore, FETOL can be regarded as a
hierarchical rollback-recovery protocol.
VI.

E VALUATION

The low-level ping-pong benchmark was used to evaluate
the bandwidth performance of BOND in comparison to Intel
MPI, for given different message sizes, see Figure 4. The
different tests were conducted on a cluster based on two-socket
compute nodes equipped with 16-core AMD Opteron 6134
Magny Cours processors. The cluster is also equipped with a
GE (Gigabit Ethernet), which can achieve around 125 MB/s,
as well as with a fully non-blocking IB (QDR-InfiniBand)
network with a bandwidth of ca. 3 GB/s. An implementation of
the ping-pong benchmark using BOND was compared to the
one included in the Intel MPI benchmarks [15] compiled with
Intel MPI. The different tests have shown the following results,
see Figure 4. Over GE both implementations can sustain
nearly the full bandwidth. Moreover, both implementations
show the same quantitative bandwidth when using IPoIB (IP
protocol over the IB interconnect), however Intel MPI achieves
a slightly higher bandwidth for messages smaller than 64 kB
and BOND for messages larger than that. The usage of SDP
(the Sockets Direct Protocol), which provides the advantages
of RDMA transfers from IB to IP connections, only brings
a benefit for Intel MPI. BOND stays nearly on the same
bandwidth level in a similar way as in the IPoIB test version.
Interestingly, the bandwidth for BOND drops below 1 MB/s
when message sizes fall in the interval between 16 kB and
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Figure 4. Performance evaluation - BOND in comparison to Intel MPI

128 kB. It is suspected that the unchanged performance of
BOND with SDP and the bandwidth drop could be due to
implementation details of the Java SDP interface.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

The full implementation of the divide-and-conquer strategy
for a coordinated resilience of an HPC application presented
in this paper is still under development. A ”proof-of-concept”
implementation is presently developed and first benchmarking
tests of the new communication component BOND were presented in this paper. The presented results show that there are
no substantial side effects of using BOND beside MPI. On the
contrary, BOND might even outperform MPI in some cases.
The implementation and test of a procedure for passive faulttolerance is being addressed at the time of this writing. For
the passive fault tolerance the BOND framework is exploited
as a pseudo-monitoring tool that captures and reports any
error collectively and indifferently as a failure of a process
bundle. Addressing different categories of faults will then
be handled in the context of implementing an active faulttolerance approach that utilises a hardware monitoring tool on
the system level and some software monitoring mechanism
on the parallel application level. A fundamental problem that
still has to be addressed for implementing an efficient active
fault-tolerance is the definition and test of quality metrics that
quantify and indicate the vulnerability of a process bundle.
The identification of system parameter thresholds that indicate
when the vulnerability of a PB is critical is a trade-off
between the increased risk of complete failure, in case no
intervention was undertaken, and the overhead incurred by
a fault prevention measure, in which the execution of a still
running PB, but yet considered as vulnerable, is stopped and
restarted as a precaution.
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Abstract—The Croatian language, like many minority
languages used by less than 0.1% of the world population, is in
need of mature automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems
for applications such as transcription of speech recordings,
voice control, an aid to impaired people, etc. This paper
describes a short-term research and development project
aimed to produce an applicable Croatian large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition system from scratch. The opensource CMU Sphinx toolkit was our platform choice. For the
purpose of acoustic model training, we made a speech training
set of several hundred utterances, containing words carefully
chosen according to their phonetic properties. Language
models were derived from the Croatian large-scale n-gram
system, which ensures the system’s applicability. During the
project, we succeeded in developing an ASR system able to
recognize freely chosen utterances composed of 15,000 most
frequently used Croatian words reasonably well.
Keywords-automatic speech recognition; continuous speech;
large-scale n-gram model; large vocabulary.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The first research and development attempting to produce
an applicable ASR system for the Croatian language was
done at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), Pittsburgh, PA,
USA, motivated by the needs of the USA Army personnel
located in the Balkans in that time [1]. Since the USA
Army’s priorities changed drastically after September 11,
2001, the project ended without delivering intended field
system. After that, some attempts were made in Croatia too,
but they did not result in publicly available ASR systems yet.
Non-existence of Croatian large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition (LVCSR) systems was the main impulse
for our research. In this paper, we examine the current state
of Croatian ASR systems, shortly explain the most important
theoretical concepts and techniques used in ASR and present
our own implementation of Croatian ASR using CMU
Sphinx, a state-of-the-art speech recognition toolkit created
by one of the leading language technology laboratories in the
world [2]. Our system is designed to recognize 15,000 most
frequent Croatian words, or at least 75% of Croatian word
usage, using the Sphinx4 speech recognition library.
An overview of the process of building such a system
will be given with detailed examination of the parts which
were most interesting during the research.
A. Related work
In [3], a Croatian ASR system is realized using the
Sphinx3 speech recognition library. It was tested on many
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speakers and utterances. The vocabulary consisted of only 40
words, which resulted in very effective recognition. The
English phonetic transcription was used to build a Croatian
pronouncing dictionary in order to provide a recognition
system exclusively for the Croatian language.
In [4], an acoustic model for Croatian LVCSR system,
with vocabulary size of 14,551 words, was created using
Croatian speech database of weather forecasts (VEPRAD),
as well as read tales and spontaneous speech. A statistical
bigram language model was used, which was derived from
the training utterances. Their system was based upon the
HTK speech recognition toolkit [5], which differs in many
details from CMU Sphinx, and they report achieving word
error rate (WER) below 5% for a test set which consisted
only of weather related utterances from their training set.
In [6], Slovak ASR system is implemented using the
Sphinx4 library for digits and application words recognition
in GSM networks. The MOBILDAT-SK database for the
Slovak language was used. The WER results were fairly low
(below 10%). The context-dependent system gave slightly
better results.
In [7], a task-oriented continuous speech recognition
system for the Polish language is implemented as a voice
interface for a computer game Rally Navigator, using the
Sphinx4 library. They have managed to achieve sentence
recognition accuracy of 97.6%.
Very successful ASR systems exist for English, even
with unconstrained vocabularies. The Whisper system
described in [8] is given as an example.
B. Organization of the paper
In Section II, some theoretical concepts are given, which
are needed to understand the basics of acoustic and language
modeling.
Section III presents the methods used to build our ASR
system. First, in subsection A, the pronouncing dictionary
creation is mentioned. In subsection B, all the required steps
one would have to take to build an acoustic model in CMU
Sphinx are described. In subsection C, a detailed overview of
the development of our acoustic model is given. Subsection
D demonstrates our approach to language modeling. In
subsection E, we explain our ideas for further improvements
of our language model. The development described in
Section III lasted from October 2012 until March 2013.
In Section IV, we discuss our speech recognition results
and present independent WER measurements that confirm
them.
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In Section V, we demonstrate further developments of
large-scale language models for Croatian ASR purposes and
discuss the feasibility of extending the vocabulary size in
order to achieve larger word usage coverage.
Finally, in Section VI, we conclude the paper with a
summary of our results and a thought about the possible use
of our research in future projects aiming to create Croatian
LVCSR systems.
II.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

In order to understand how a speech recognition system
works, one has to know the underlying concepts behind
modeling two key parts of every ASR system: the acoustic
model and the language model.
A. Acoustic Modeling
One of the main problems of this method is the
adjustment of speech signal for processing and analysis of
basic speech units - phonemes [8]. For effective phoneme
detection, the main information carriers have to be extracted
from a speech signal (features). Such carriers are melfrequency cepstral coefficients [9]. For successful further
processing, it is crucial for samples to be accurate
(recognizable in different contexts), trainable (feasible
parameter estimation), and generalizable (new words
composition) [8].
A word, as a basic processing form and meaningful
speech unit, is certainly one of the most important
information carriers, but its recognition is very difficult since
a language contains many words, including different word
forms in highly inflected languages like Croatian. In the
testing phase, it can lead to many obstacles (nongeneralizable samples) and the results of the phonetic
analysis may be inaccurate. Syllables, however, are
inadequate as a training set, especially for the Indo-European
languages [10].
A compromise is achieved by suing a specific array of
three phonemes - triphone, which describes a clear
pronunciation of the central phoneme - allophone
(neighboring dependency). One of the biggest allophone and
phoneme advantages in relation to the other units is
parameter sharing. This significantly reduces computing time
for parameter estimation, i.e., the parameters for allophones
and phonemes can easily be estimated from acoustic
parameters of a known training set.
Allophones may also differ by intonation (position in
sentence) and degree of stress (vowels at higher dose of
stress last longer, have higher pitch, and are more intense).
Many similar phonemes (labials, velars) are grouped into
corresponding classes (clusters) consisting of senones.
A senone is a specific phonetic subunit which describes
the type of allophone. Their amount depends on the learning
corpus, which highly influenced the construction of our final
training set described in III.C. Decision trees contain senones
and searching is enabled by many binary conditions as
internal nodes.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are used for modeling
segmented allophones from a language learning corpus [11].
HMM consists of states, transitions, and distributions. It
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represents the realization of a complex discrete finite state
machine in which every next state depends only on the
previous state. The state probability is computed as a product
of initial state probabilities and transition conditional
probabilities. As mentioned in [8], there are two
characteristic assumptions employed in HMM studies Markov's and event independence.
The HMM modeling and processing is decomposed into
three problems: evaluation, decoding, and training [8]. The
evaluation problem is subdued to the calculation of state
posterior probability using Bayes’ formula [12] and state
output probabilities.
The decoding process results in the most probable set of
states (deterministic states), where HMM becomes an
ordinary Markov model. The most probable state sequence
path and decoding is implemented by the Viterbi algorithm
[13] and applied to the process.
The learning process is conducted several times during
the construction of the acoustic model. The main goal is to
estimate the model parameters using the Baum-Welch
(forward-backward) algorithm, while HMMs can be
implemented as continuous, semi-continuous or discrete
[14].
Acoustic modeling is used to compute acoustic
parameters by using loaded utterances and phonetic rules.
Previously obtained feature vectors, along with the speech
phonetic transcriptions and monophone labels, are used to
train the parameters of newly created monophone HMMs.
After monophone HMM is formed, the automatic
segmentation process is applied. Monophones are aligned to
the recorded speech sequence, and then trained with the
Baum-Welch algorithm by incrementing Gaussian density
mixtures [4][8].
After the training process, the triphone structures are
built using estimated parameters and generated triphone
labels. The senones [4][15] are classified using decision
trees. After the state reduction, triphone HMMs are ready for
merging into bigger units such as subwords and words. The
phonetic dictionary and HMM-formatted phonetic
transcriptions are employed to achieve merging.
Furthermore, the Baum-Welch training algorithm is
applied once more including some slight modifications
(insertion, replacement or deletion of allophones-triphones)
in order to achieve correct utterance transcription. Triphones
obtained by above-mentioned method represent acoustic
modeling output and together with the n-gram language
model form a system for speech recognition.
B. Language Modeling
The concept of language modeling is closely associated
with word searching space reduction during the construction
of sentences. The reduction degree depends on learning
corpus size, number of phonetic transcriptions, dictionary
size, and degree of the implemented grammatical model. In
this project, we used statistical language modeling based on
the Croatian large-scale n-gram system [16].
Value n denotes the number of words in a particular
structure, i.e., for n=3, the likelihood of the 3rd word will be
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computed on a basis of two words appearing before,
according to the Bayes’ formula [12].
In the case of word construction beyond the learning set,
n-gram in utterance is marked with a minimal amount of
probability. This method is also known as n-gram
smoothing. It is executed by adjusting the maximum
likelihood estimation [17] probabilities to obtain higher
robustness.
III.

APPLIED PROCEDURE

The CMU Sphinx toolkit is based upon three main
components: pronouncing dictionary, acoustic model, and
language model. Pronouncing dictionary maps written word
form into its pronunciation according to the predefined set of
phonemes.
Acoustic model needs to be trained from pairs of spoken
utterances and their transcriptions. After the previous step
has been completed, the trained acoustic model with already
prepared language model can be used in speech recognition
of test utterances or live continuous speech.
A. Building the Pronouncing Dictionary
Because of Croatian phonemic orthography, when only
words strictly obeying the orthography are considered, as
this was in our case, the pronouncing dictionary creation is a
straight mapping of written words into CMU Sphinx
dictionary format.
B. Building the Acoustic Model
Necessary files needed to train an acoustic model are:
phonetic dictionary, phoneme list, filler list, list of training
audio files’ IDs, and transcriptions of training audio files.
Phonetic dictionary must consist of all the words that
occur in the training utterances with corresponding
phonemes from which their spoken analogue is made of;
phoneme list contains all the phonemes that occur in the
spoken utterances; filler list is a file which consists of all the
non-spoken sounds, such as the breathing sound, pause, etc.
List of training audio files’ IDs consists of file names of
all the training data that were used during the procedure of
acoustic model training, while the transcriptions of training
audio files contain all the utterances in their written form that
correspond to the IDs of recordings mentioned earlier.
All the audio recordings were taken in MS WAV format
with the sample rate of 16 kHz, 16 bit, mono. The lengths of
recordings range from just a couple of seconds up to 30
seconds.
C. Developing the Acoustic Model
At the beginning of this project, we constrained ourselves
to the subset of words which only covered letters of Croatian
alphabet and digits from zero to nine. That system was tested
and proved our suspicions that in this case the phonemebased recognition system could not function properly
because it did not have enough context to rely on.
The only result worth mentioning is the recognition of
digits because those words consist of more phonemes and the
system coped with them with ease.
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After that stage, we moved to the domain of continuously
spoken words by using a small training set of 270 short
utterances, composed of 1,010 words. Initially, we
constrained our recognition system to recognize just the
words which have been already seen through the acoustic
training process, although not necessarily in the same context
as before.
After initial success, we decided to make a system able to
recognize 15,000 most frequent words in the Croatian
language, regardless of the amount of different recorded
words in the training utterances.
In our new training set, there was a total of 657
utterances, built up of 4,145 different words, which were
recorded by 15 non-professional speakers, 4 female and 11
male students. They produced 16-hour-long speech database
for acoustic modeling. The utterance construction was
governed by the idea of covering as many Croatian phoneme
combinations and acoustic transitions as possible within a
small sentence sample.
The recordings were not made in acoustically perfect
conditions. On the contrary, the recordings were made in an
environment which was likely to have noise and (at the time)
we thought that it could ultimately make our ASR system
more robust in a real-world situation.
After all prerequisite files are in place, the acoustic model
training can begin. Important thing to notice is that many
parameters of the procedure of acoustic model training can
be changed from predefined values, but the parameters with
the highest impact on the accuracy of the recognition itself
are the number of Gaussian mixtures and the number of
senones. The influence of these choices on the recognition
accuracy is presented in Section IV.
D. Generating the Language Model
After the acoustic model has been trained, in order to use
the recognition system, the language model must be
generated. There are certainly many ways to do so, from web
crawling to manually creating a set of possible word
combinations which may occur in a speech that will be
recognized.
Our approach was to use already existing corpus of
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, which was obtained
through Hascheck, Croatian academic spellchecking web
service [16][18]. Out of all the words found in Hascheck’s
large-scale n-gram database, we selected only the 15,000
most frequent words that cover over 75% of the Croatian
word usage and added 396 words which appear in our
training set because of phonetic reasons.
The complete vocabulary was used to extract all the
bigrams and trigrams in which only those words occur.
Because of immense initial numbers, only n-grams with
frequencies ≥ 10 were selected (10+ n-grams in Table I).
TABLE I.

all
unigrams
15,396

all
bigrams
≈14e+6

BASIS FOR LANGUAGE MODELING.

all
trigrams
≈64e+6

10+
bigrams
2,955,551

10+
trigrams
5,214,340
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After the selection was made, only the trigrams (without
their frequencies) have been passed on to the CMU language
modeling toolkit (CMU LMTK), along with the
transcriptions of all the recorded utterances.
This approach yielded good results, but since the
frequencies of trigrams from Hascheck’s database were
completely ignored and all the trigrams were treated as
equally likely, couple of problems emerged, one of which
was a problem with the recognition of the starting word in
testing utterances, being particularly troublesome for our
system. This is not surprising since at the beginning of an
utterance there is no context to rely on and every word had
equal probability of being recognized as the correctly spoken
starting word.
E. Improving the Language Model
Because of the problem mentioned above, it was
necessary to address this problem by pondering trigrams in
order to preserve some information about the frequency of
each individual trigram. After initial testing, it was
discovered that additional pondering could be useful.
Therefore, we also decided to ponder unigrams, hoping
to improve our recognition results achieved so far. The
ponderings of trigrams and subsequently unigrams were
made roughly on logarithm scale according to their original
frequencies. This choice, motivated by the data minimization
needs, proved to yield much better results, both in
recognition accuracy and utterance decoding response time.
IV.

RESULTS

The speech database was divided into the training set
(roughly 80% of the total number of recorded utterances) and
the testing set (the rest of the recordings) by random
partitioning of each speaker’s recordings into two groups
(training and testing subset) in the same ratio.
Four systems with different language models were tested:
trigram model (not pondered) extracted from the 15,000
most frequent words in the Croatian language, trigram model
extracted from recorded utterances, pondered unigram and
trigram model extracted from the 15,000 most frequent
words, and pondered unigram and trigram model extracted
from the 15,000 most frequent words merged with the
trigram model found in recorded utterances. Pondered ngrams were repeated in sentence style as many times as
needed, i.e., according to their pondered frequencies, in order
to satisfy CMU LMTK requirements.
Unsurprisingly, the best language model for the testing
set described above was the one consisting only of the
trigrams which were extracted from the recorded utterances.
This model outperformed all the other models, which is
expected because the model was biased by the word
combinations found in recorded utterances, but its
vocabulary would be too specific for arbitrary speech.
Recognition results are presented at Fig. 1 by
corresponding values of word error rate (WER), the ratio
between the number of inserted, deleted, and substituted
words in test utterances, and sentence error rate (SER), the
ratio of utterances in which at least one word was incorrectly
recognized.
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Figure 1. Speaker-dependent recognition results for the first testing set.

Presented results are achieved using large values of
parameters for word combinations search and the
computation needed to produce these results cannot be done
in real-time (the speed of decoding an audio file was about
3xRT). We tried to use smaller values for those parameters
and managed to get a system which can operate in real-time
(the speed of decoding an audio file was roughly 1xRT), but
the achieved WER results were fairly poor (about 65%).
The acoustic model generation for our final acoustic
model lasted about 10 hours, while it took roughly an hour to
create our biggest language model.
The whole computation/decoding were done in a virtual
machine running Ubuntu 10.04 using VMware Workstation
on a laptop with 4 GB RAM and 2.4 GHz processor.
Considering all 15 speakers in the first testing set, we
obtained an average WER equal to 23.8%, and an average
SER equal to 45.9%. The average results are heavily
influenced by the utterances produced by speakers 1, 7, 10,
and 14, whose recordings were done in extremely noisy
conditions. Without them, the average WER would be 4.5%,
and the average SER would be 28.6%. These recognition
results are comparable to those presented in [4]. The
measurements were performed with the number of Gaussian
mixtures set to 8 and the number of senones set to 150
(default values).
Among other language models the last one, composed of
pondered unigrams and trigrams containing 15,000 most
frequent Croatian words and the utterances from the training
set, has demonstrated to be the most accurate. Logarithmic
pondering of n-grams and their conversion in sentences
according to the pondered frequencies proved that our
approach to language modeling through Hascheck’s n-gram
database was an appropriate choice for rapid LVCSR system
prototyping.
Further testing was done by changing the number of
Gaussian mixtures as well as the number of senones. The
second test set was now built of 131 utterances freely
composed of words from the dictionary, pronounced by a
speaker whose voice is represented in the training set. The
recognition results are presented in Table II.
Since the number of Gaussian mixtures can only be a
power of 2, we tested powers of 2 between 8 and 64, while
the number of senones remained at 150, except in one test
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scenario, when the tested value was 3000 (which was
estimated by the CMU Sphinx toolkit as the best choice for
our amount of training data).
The best result achieved for the number of Gaussian
mixtures set to 8 and the number of senones set to 3000 is a
consequence of the voice known to the system. For unknown
voices, the best combination, according to our experience, is
32 Gaussian mixtures and 150 senones.
TABLE II.

IMPACT OF THE KEY PARAMETERS ON THE RESULTS.

Combinations of
the key
parameters
8 Gaussian
mixtures, 150
senones
16 Gaussian
mixtures, 150
senones
32 Gaussian
mixtures, 150
senones
64 Gaussian
mixtures, 150
senones
8 Gaussian
mixtures, 3000
senones

WER

SER

28.4%

68.7%

24.4%

63.4%

21.8%

59.5%

19.7%

56.5%

15.0%

49.6%

These results were confirmed by independent
measurements performed according to the CMU Sphinx
performance regression tests adapted to the Croatian
language [19]. The main results are the following:
 Testing with known utterances from the training set
gave WER of 7.83%;
 Testing with known utterances spoken by a speaker
who was not in the training set gave WER of
10.82%;
 Testing with unknown utterances composed of
words that are covered by our phonetic dictionary
and spoken by a speaker who was not in the
training set gave WER of 24.81%.
Unstressed monosyllabic words demonstrated to be the
most problematic for correct recognition. For example, the
Croatian number 5, whose pronunciation is “pet”, very
similar to the pronunciation of the identically written English
word, was almost regularly misdecoded.
V.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

As one direction of possible improvements, we tried to
test the limits of our LVCSR system by increasing the
number of words our system can recognize, and check the
feasibility of using the larger system for speakerindependent speech recognition.
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A. Enlarging the Pronouncing Dictionary
From Hascheck’s unigram database we took 130,160
most frequent Croatian words, which cover 95% of the
Croatian word usage, as a basis for developing a large
Croatian pronouncing dictionary. Those words were divided
into three groups:
 Croatian non-name words;
 English words (mostly international names like
Alexander, Mexico, Yamaha, etc.) contained in
the CMU Sphinx pronouncing dictionary;
 All the other words.
Since the file with Croatian common (non-name) words
contained 102,636 items, going through these words
manually and writing them in the CMU Sphinx dictionary
format would require a lot of time. Therefore, we made a
short script in the Python programming language, which
reads word by word from the input file containing Croatian
words and writes those words in the CMU Sphinx dictionary
format to the output file. Because of Croatian phonemic
orthography, this was an easy task.
Generating Croatian pronouncing dictionary for English
words (12,635 such words were found) proved to be a bit
trickier. The English language contains many phonemes
(“ah”, “iy”, “th”, and the like) which do not exist in the
Croatian language. Therefore, we had to write a program
which converts them into their Croatian counterparts, in a
manner in which they would be pronounced by native
Croatian speakers. The program was tuned by testing how
the English words, being converted into Croatian phonetic
system, are pronounced by HascheckVoice, Croatian
academic speech synthesizer [20]. The final version of the
program was applied to the English words found in the large
Croatian dictionary, and this resolved the problem of their
phonetic encoding.
Among other words (14,889 words in total) dominate
name entities with South Slavic origin, which obey the same
orthography as common (non-name) words. They were
extracted and converted into the CMU Sphinx dictionary
format in the same manner as common Croatian words. The
remainder (3,102 words in total) had to be encoded
manually. This was done in a few days.
All the dictionaries discussed in the next subsection are
subsets of the large Croatian pronouncing dictionary with
130,160 entries.
B. Generating Bigger Language Model
After the initial success with 15,000 words covering 75%
of the Croatian word usage, our goal was to develop a
language model for 95% of the Croatian word usage. The
intention was to repeat the steps used for generating the
language model based upon 15,000 words on the new
vocabulary size of 130,160 words, in order to produce a new
language model for speech recognition purposes.
Since the size of n-gram files generated from 130,160
words was too big to handle, only n-grams with frequencies
≥ 10 were selected, which resulted in 4,158,737 bigrams and
15,686,105 trigrams. Selected trigrams were given as an
input to the CMU LMTK.
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Here is the point where the problems started. Generating
the .arpa file using CMU LMTK needed a special flag for
memory calculation because of the huge number of words.
After that, generating the .lm.DMP file used in Sphinx4
was aborted with error message saying that the number of
unigrams exceeded 65,535. It was impossible to generate the
binary file. More attempts to generate language model using
unigrams and bigrams resulted in the same problem.
Unfortunately, sphinx_lm_convert tool within the CMU
LMTK does not allow more than 65,535 unigrams.
Due to the limitation on the number of unigrams to
65,535, and the complexity of the work required to change
the source code of the CMU LMTK and the Sphinx4 library,
which would allow us to work with bigger models, we
restricted ourselves to the number of unigrams ≤ 65,535.
The next implementations of enlarged language models
were based on dictionaries of 30,000 and 45,000 words,
respectively. As with the previous model containing 15,000
words, we tested these models without any pondering, which
resulted in the same issue of incorrect recognition of words
at the start of utterances. In order to solve this problem, we
pondered unigrams and trigrams logarithmically as before.
After testing such models, we concluded that with linear
pondering of 10+ unigrams, 10+ bigrams without attestation
in 10+ trigrams, and 10+ trigrams, we can get more accurate
speech recognition than with the models of logarithmically
pondered unigrams and trigrams. Development of linearly
pondered language models is still in progress.
The CMU LMTK limits mean that we cannot achieve
95% coverage of Croatian word usage for now, but a
coverage exceeding 85% seems easily feasible. Sometime in
the future it might be necessary to develop systems able to
work with larger dictionaries and language models. Until
then, our efforts have to be focused on improving WERs in
language models within the CMU Sphinx dictionary limits.
VI.
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Abstract—We present a new heuristic for 2D-packing of
rectangles inside a rectangular area where the aesthetics of
the resulting packing is amenable to generating large collages
of photographs or images. The heuristic works by maintaining
a sorted collection of vertical segments covering the area to
be packed. The segments define the leftmost boundaries of
rectangular and possibly overlapping areas that are yet to be
covered. The use of this data structure allows for easily defining
ahead of time arbitrary rectangular areas that the packing must
avoid. The 2D-packing heuristic presented does not allow the
rectangles to be rotated during the packing, but could easily be
modified to implement this feature. The execution time of the
present heuristic on various benchmark problems is on par with
recently published research in this area, including some that do
allow rotation of items while packing. Several examples of image
packing are presented.
Keywords—bin packing; rectangle packing; multi-threaded and
parallel algorithms; heuristics; greedy algorithms; image collages.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We present a new heuristic for placing two-dimensional
rectangles in a rectangular surface. The heuristic keeps track
of the empty area with a new data structure that allows for
the natural packing around predefined rectangular areas where
packing is forbidden, and the packing flows in a natural way
around these “holes” without subdividing the original surface
into smaller packing areas. The main application for this
heuristic is to generate collages of large collections of images
where some images are disproportionally larger than the others
and positioned in key locations of the original surface. This
feature could also be applied in domains where the original
surface has defects over which packing is not to take place.
We are especially interested in avoiding packings that place
the larger items concentrated on one side of the surface, and
keep covering the remainder of the surface using decreasingly
smaller items. These are not aesthetically pleasing packings.
This form of 2D-packing is a special case of the 2D Orthogonal Packing Problem (OPP-2) which consists in deciding
whether a set of rectangular items can be placed, rotated or
not, inside a rectangular surface without overlapping, and such
that the uncovered surface area is minimized. In this paper
we assume that all dimensions are expressed as integers, and
that items cannot be rotated during the packing, which is
important if the items are images. 2D-packing problems appear
in many areas of manufacturing and technology, including
lumber processing, glass cutting, sheet metal cutting, VLSI
design, typesetting of newspaper pages, Web-page design or
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data visualization. Efficient solutions to this problem have
direct implications for these industries [11].
Our algorithm packs thousands of items with a competitive
efficiency, covering in the high 98 to 99% of the original
surface for large collections of items. We provide solutions for
several benchmark problems from the literature [5], [12], [14],
and show that our heuristic in some cases generates tighter
packings with less wasted space than previously published
results, although running slower than the currently fastest
solution [15].
To improve the aesthetics of the resulting packing, we
use Huang and Chen’s [13] surprising quasi-human approach
borrowed from masons who pack patios by starting with
the corners first, then borders, then inside these limits (also
similar to the way one solves a jigsaw puzzle). Our algorithm
departs from Huang and Chen’s in that it implements a greedy
localized best-fit first approach and uses a collection of vertical
lines containing segments. Each vertical segment represents the
leftmost side of rectangular area of empty space extending to
the rightmost edge of the area to cover. The collection keep
the lines ordered by their x-coordinate. All the segments in a
line have the same x-coordinate and are ordered by their ycoordinate. Representing empty space in this fashion permits
the easy and natural definition of rectangular areas that can
be excluded from packing, which in turn offers two distinct
advantages: the first is that some rectangular areas can be
defined ahead of time as containing images positioned at key
locations, and therefore should not be packed over. The second
is that subsections of the area to pack can easily be delineated
and given to other threads/processes to pack in parallel. Simple
scheduling and load-balancing agents are required to allow
such processes to exchange items as the packing progresses.
The impetus for this algorithm is to pack a large number
of images, typically thousand to millions, in a rectangular
surface of a given geometry to form large-scale collages. In
such applications items are not rotated 90 degrees since they
represent images. This type of packing is referred to as nesting
[7].
II.

R EVIEW OF THE L ITERATURE

Possibly because of its importance in many fabrication
processes [11], different forms of 2D-packing have evolved
and been studied quite extensively since Garey and Johnson
categorized this class of problems as NP-hard [9]. It is hence
a challenge to create a comprehensive review of the literature,
as any 2-dimensional arranging of rectangular items in a
rectangular surface can be characterized as packing. Burke,
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Fig. 1.

The basic concept of the packing heuristic.

Fig. 2.

Running times and regression fits for packings of 100 to 50,000 random rectangles on one core of a 3.5 GHz 64-bit AMD 8-core processor.

Kendall and Whitwell [5] and Verstichel, De Causmaecker,
and Vanden Berghe [20] provide among the best encompassing
surveys of the literature on 2D-packing and strip-packing
research.
While exact solutions are non-polynomial in nature and
slow, researchers have achieved optimal solutions for small
problem sizes. Baldacci and Boschetti, for example, reports
four know approaches to the particular problem of 2D orthogonal non-guillotine cutting problem [3], Beasley’s optimal
algorithm [4] probably being the one most often cited. Unfortunately such approaches work well on rather small problem sets.
Baldacci and Boschetti, for example, report execution times in
the order of tens of milliseconds to tens of seconds for problem
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sets of size less than 100 on a 2GHz Pentium processor.
Scientists from the theory and operations-research communities have also delved on 2D-packing and have generated
close to optimal solutions [6], [8]. The Bottom-Left heuristic
using rectangles sorted by decreasing width has been used
in various situations yielding different asymptotic relative
performance guarantees [1], [2], [19] [16]. Other approaches
concentrate on local search methods and lead to good solutions
in practice, although computationally expensive. Genetic algorithms, tabu search, hill-climbing, and simulated annealing
[18] [17] are interesting techniques that have been detailed
by Hopper and Turton [11] [12]. These meta-heuristics have
heavy computational complexities and have been outperformed
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Fig. 3.

Two examples of potential rectangle placements. In (a) the proposed location for the rectangle (shown in dashed line) is valid and will not intersect

with other placed rectangles (not shown) because 1) its horizontal projection on the line Li directly left of it is fulling included in a segment of Li , and 2) its
intersection with Lines Lj , Lk , and Lm is fully covered by segments of these lines. In (b) the proposed location for the rectangle is not valid, and will result
in its overlapping with already placed rectangles since its intersection with Line Lj is not fully included in one of Lj ’s segments.

recently by simpler best-fit based approaches, including those
of Hwang and Chen [13] [14], or Burke, Kendall and Whitwell
[5]. Huang and Chen show that placement heuristics such as
their quasi-human approach inspired by Chinese masons outperforms the meta-heuristics in minimizing uncovered surfaces
in many cases, although requiring relatively long execution
times. Burke et al. propose best-fit heuristic that is a close
competitor in the minimization of the uncovered surface but
with faster execution times.

to the number of rectangles. Only the last few remaining
rectangles take the longest amount of time to pack in the left
over space. We compare our algorithm to several test cases
taken from the literature in the benchmark section, and close
with several examples illustrating how the algorithm operates.
The conclusion section presents future research areas.

Probably the fastest algorithm to date is that of Imahori
and Yagiura [15] which is based on Burke et al.’s best-fit
approach. Their algorithm is very efficient and requires linear
space and O(n log n) time, and solves strip-packing problems
where the height of the surface to pack can expand infinitely
until all items are packed. They report execution times in
the order of 10 seconds for problems of size 220 items. Our
application is slower, as our timing results show below, but
provide a better qualitative aesthetic packing in a fixed size
surface with similarly small wasted area. Because the time
consuming operation of a collage of image is in the resizing
and merging of images on the canvas which vastly surpasses
our packing time by several orders of magnitude, the added
value of the quality of the aesthetics of the packing makes our
algorithm none-the-less attractive compared to the above cited
faster contenders.

A. Basic Data-Structures

In the next section we present the algorithm, its basic
data structure, and an important proposition that controls the
packing and ensures the positioning of items without overlap.
We follow with an analysis of the time and space complexities
of our algorithm, and show that the algorithm uses linear
2
space and requires at most O(N 3 log(N ) ) time, although
experimental results show closer to linear evolution of the
execution times. This is due to the fact that the algorithm
generally finds a rectangle to pack in the first few steps of
the process, and the execution time is proportional mostly
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III.

T HE A LGORITHM

The algorithm is a greedy, localized best-fit algorithm that
finds the best fitting rectangles to pack closest to either one of
the left side or top side of the surface. Figure 1 captures the
essence of the algorithm and how it progresses.
The algorithm maintains ordered collections of vertical
segments representing rectangular areas of empty space. Segments are vertical but could also be made horizontal without
impeding the operation of the algorithm. These vertical segments can be thought of as the left-most height of a rectangle
extending to the right-most edge of the surface to pack. Vertical
segments with the same x-coordinate relative to the top-left
corner of the surface to cover are kept in vertical lines. The
algorithm’s main data structure is thus a collection of lines
ordered by their x-coordinates, each line itself a collection of
segments, also ordered by their y-coordinates. The collections
are selected to allow efficient exact searching, approximate
searching returning the closest item to a given coordinate,
inserting a new item (line or segment) while maintain the
sorted order. Red-black trees [10] are good implementations
for these collections.
The main property on which the algorithm relies to position
a new rectangle on the surface without creating an overlap with
already positioned rectangles is expressed by the following
proposition:
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Fig. 4.

The packing of 100 items in 16 objects as proposed by Hopper as the “M1a” case.

Proposition 1: A new rectangle can be positioned in the
surface such that its top-left corner falls on the point of
coordinates (xtl , ytl ) and such that it will not intersect with
already positioned rectangles if it satisfies two properties
relative to the set of vertical lines:
1) Let Llef t be the vertical line whose x-coordinate xlef t is
the floor of xtl , i.e. the largest x such that x <= xtl .
In other words, Llef t is the vertical line the closest
to or touching the left side of the rectangle. For the
rectangle to have a chance to fit at its present location,
the horizontal projection of the rectangle on Llef t must
intersect with one of its segments that completely contains
this projection.
2) The horizontal projection of the rectangle on any vertical
line that intersects it must also be completely included in
a segment of this line.
Figure 3 illustrates this proposition.
B. Basic Operation
The algorithm starts with two vertical lines, L0 and L∞ .
The first line originates at the top-left corner of the surface to
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cover, and contains a single segment whose length defines the
full height of the surface to pack. L∞ is a vertical line located
at an x-coordinate equal to the width of the surface to pack.
L∞ contains no segments. It identifies the end of the area to
pack. Any rectangle that extends past the end of the area to
cover will cross L∞ , and because this one does not contain
segment, the second part of the proposition above will reject
the rectangle.
To simplify the description of the algorithm, we use the
generic term line to refer to lines and segments. The algorithm
packs from top to bottom and from left to right. Starting with
the vertical line L0 it finds the item R0 with the largest height
less than L0 . If several items have identical largest height,
the algorithm picks the one with the largest perimeter and
tests whether it can be positioned without overlapping any
other already placed items. The algorithm tries three different
locations: at the top of L0 , at the bottom of L0 , or at the centre
of L0 . The item is positioned at the first location that offers
no overlap, otherwise the next best-fitting item is tested, and
so on.
The positioning of R0 shortens L0 , as shown in Figure
1(b). A new line L1 is added to the right of R0 to indicate a
new band of space to its right that is free for packing.
The goal is to place all larger items first and automatically
the smaller ones find places in between the larger ones.
In Figure 1(c) the algorithm finds R1 as the rectangle
whose width is the largest less than L1 and positions it against
the left most part of L1 . Adding R1 shortens L1 , indicating that
all the space right of the now shorter L1 is free for packing.
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Fig. 5. The packing of 97,272 randomly generated items in a a rectangular surface. The application is multithreaded, each thread associated with a rectangular
border. 5 large lime-green rectangles with different geometries are placed in various locations before the computation starts.

Again, a new line L2 is added to delineate a band of empty
space to the right of R1 .
We implement the data-structures for the lines as trees
sorted on the line position relative to the top-left corner of the
initial surface, so that a line or a group of lines perpendicular
to particular length along the width or height of the original
surface can be quickly found.
Note that in our context these line-based data-structures
allow for the easy random positioning of rectangles in the
surface before the packing starts, as illustrated in Figure 1(d)
where a rectangle R0 is placed first in the middle of the surface
before the packing starts.
C. The Code and its Time and Space Complexities
We now proceed to evaluate the time complexity of our
heuristic, whose algorithmic description is given in Algorithm
1. In it, N is the number of items to pack, rects is the list of
items to pack, VL the collection of vertical lines, and vl one
such individual line.
Since N is the original number of items to pack, then
clearly the size of VL is O(N ). Given a line vl of VL, we argue
that the average number of segments it contains (exemplified
by L1a and L1b in Figure 1) is O(N ). The goal of the Loop
starting at Line 3 is to pack all rectangles, and it will repeat
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N times, hence O(N ). The combined time complexity of the
loops at Lines 5 and 7 is O(N ) because they touch at most all
segments in all the lines, which is bounded by O(N ). The time
complexity of Line 16 is clearly O(N log N ),√although on the
average the number of pairs to sort will be O( N ) rather than
O(N log N ). The loop starting at Line 17 processes at most
O(N ) pairs, and for each rectangle in it, must compare it to at
most O(N ) line vl. So it contributes O(N 2 ), which overpowers
the sorting of the list. Therefore the combined complexity of
the whole loop starting on Line 3 is O(N 3 ). Empirically,
however, the algorithm evolves in nearly linear fashion as
illustrated in Figure 2 where various selections of rectangles
with randomly picked sizes are packed in a rectangular surface
that is selected ahead of time to be of a given aspect ratio, and
whose total area is 1/98% larger than the sum of all the items
to pack. We found this approach the best for packing quickly
the great majority, if not of all the items.
The space complexity is clearly O(N ), since the packing of
a new item in the surface introduces at most 2 new segments
in the data structures.
D. Algorithmic Features
Our heuristic sports one feature that is key for our imagecollage application: Rectangular areas in which packing is
forbidden can easily be identified inside the main surface to
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Fig. 6.

The packing of 2,200 photos of various sizes and aspect-ratios, as many are cropped for artistic quality. The size of the photos is randomly picked by

the algorithm. All the photos belong to this author.

be packed, either statically before starting the packing or even
dynamically during run time. We refer to these areas as empty
zones. This feature offers the user the option of positioning
interesting images at key positions on the surface to be packed
ahead of time. In other domains of application these could
be areas with defects. Additionally, it allows parallel packing
approaches where rectangular empty zones can be given out
to new processes to pack in parallel, possibly shortening the
execution time.

IV.

B ENCHMARKS

A set of benchmark cases used frequently in the literature
are those of Hopper and Turton [12], and of Burke, Kendall
and Whitwell [5]. For the sake of brevity we select a sample
of representative cases and run our heuristic on each one. The
computer used to run the test is one core of a 64-bit Ubuntu
machine driven by a 3.5GHz AMD 8-core processor, with
16GB of ram. The heuristic is coded in Java. Note that all
published results are on different types of computers, ranging
from ageing memory-limited laptops to supped up desktops,
all with different processor speed and memory capacities.
To provide a more objective comparison, we make the following assumptions: a) all results reported in the literature
corresponded to compiled applications that are all memory
residents, b) they are the only workload running on the system,
c) MIPS are linearly related to CPU frequency, and thus we
scale the execution times of already published data reported
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by the ratio of their operating CPU frequencies to that of our
processor (3.5GHz).
We follow the same procedure used by the researchers
whose algorithms we compare ours to, and we run our application multiple times (in our case 30 times) on the same
problem set and kept the best result.
Table I shows the scaled execution times of the various
heuristics for problem sets taken from the literature. The times
are those reported in the literature multiplied by a scaling factor
equal to the 3.5GHz/speed of processor, where the processor
is the one used by the researchers. For the Burke column, the
speed of the processor is 850MHz. For the GRASP column,
2GHz, and for the 3-way column, 3GHz.
We observe that, as previously discovered [15] our packing
efficiency improves as the number of items gets larger (in
the thousand of items), which is the size of our domain of
interest. The execution times of our heuristic are faster than
those of Burke’s best-fit, or of GRASP, and at most five times
slower than the fast running 3-way best-fit of Imahori and
Yagiur [15]. This difference might be attributed to either the
choice of language used to code the algorithm, Java in our
case, versus C for theirs, in our multithreaded approach–see the
examples below–which adds a level of overhead, or possibly
some inefficiency in the selection of slower data structures.
In the next section we show several packings generated by
our heuristic.
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TABLE I.
Burke
Case

P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON TABLE

GRASP

3-way

DT

No. items

optimal

diff.

time (s)

diff.

time (s)

diff.

time (s)

diff.

N1

10

40

0

∼14.571

0

∼34.286

5

<0.009

0

time (s)
0.05

N2

20

50

0

∼14.571

0

∼34.286

3

<0.009

6

<0.01

N3

30

50

1

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

4

<0.009

10

<0.01

N4

40

80

2

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

6

<0.009

49

<0.01

N5

50

100

3

∼14.571

2

∼34.286

4

<0.009

5

0.03

N6

60

100

2

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

2

<0.009

22

0.01

N7

70

100

4

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

7

<0.009

14

<0.01

N8

80

80

2

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

3

<0.009

23

<0.01

N9

100

150

2

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

13

<0.009

5

0.04

N10

200

150

2

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

2

0.01

10

0.03

N11

300

150

3

∼14.571

1

∼34.286

2

0.01

2

0.49

N12

500

300

6

∼14.571

3

∼34.286

5

0.02

7

0.07

N13

3152

960

4

∼14.571

3

∼34.286

4

0.20

5

0.927

C7-P1

196

240

4

∼14.571

4

∼34.286

6

<0.009

17

0.02

C7-P2

197

240

4

∼14.571

3

∼34.286

4

<0.009

41

0.02

C7-P3

196

240

5

∼14.571

3

∼34.286

5

<0.009

24

0.01

Algorithm 1 Simplified Packing Heuristic
1: N = dimension( rects )
2: VL = {L0 , L∞ }
3: while not VL.isempty() do
4:
success = false
5:
for all line vl in VL do
6:
list = { } // empty collection
7:
for all segment sl in vl do
8:
rect = rectangle in Rects with height closest to
but less than sl
9:
if rect not null then
10:
list.add( Pair( rect, sl ) )
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
if list.isempty() then
14:
continue
15:
end if
16:
sort list in decreasing order of ratio of rect.length to
sl.length
17:
for all pair in list do
18:
rect, sl = pair.split()
19:
if rect fits in VL then
20:
pack rect at the top of sl
21:
update VL
22:
success = true
23:
break
24:
end if
25:
end for
26:
if success == true then
27:
break
28:
end if
29:
end for
30:
if Rects.isEmpty() then
31:
break
32:
end if
33: end while
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V.

PACKING E XAMPLES

In this section we provide several examples of packing
under various conditions and constraints, some of them taken
from the literature.
In Figure 4 we apply our heuristic to Hopper’s M1a case
[11] where 100 items must be packed into 16 different objects.
Our algorithm also packs the objects, although this is not a
requirement of the test. In this experiment our heuristic is
multithreaded and several threads pack the different objects.
A scheduler simply distributes the objects to separate threads,
picking the largest object first and assigning it to a new thread
implementing our packing heuristic. Then the scheduler picks
the next largest object (in terms of its area) and assigns it
to a new thread, and so on. The earliest starting threads are
given a random sample of the items to pack. Threads that start
last have to wait until earlier threads finish packing and return
items that couldn’t be packed. This automatically packs objects
in such a way that as few objects as possible are packed, and
some left empty, which may be desirable.
In Figure 5 the original surface is divided at run time
into smaller surfaces, or borders one inside the other as the
packing progresses, and individual threads are running the
packing on individual borders. Here again the threads are given
random samples of the original population of items and a load
balancing scheme allows for the exchange of items between
threads. This is represented by items with different colors. For
example, the items associated with the first thread are all dark
green, and some can be found in the light green, orange or
pink borders as they are rejected by the first thread once it has
packed the dark green band. Note that the utilization of the
surface is 99.30%.
In Figure 5 we have placed five large items (yellowgreen rectangles) on the surface before launching the packing
algorithm. Notice how the heuristic naturally packs around
these areas. Note also that as in Figures 4 and 5, we
follow Huang and Chen’s quasi-human approach [13] and
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pack corners and borders first before proceeding with the
inside areas. Note that this modification of the algorithm fits
completely with the natural properties of the heuristic, and
enhances the visual aspect of the final packing.

[7]

pp. 401–415, 1991.
[8]

VI.

Our packing heuristic does not rotate items, but none-theless compares favourably with other heuristics published in the
literature that solve 2D-strip packing with rotation of items
allowed.
The data structure used to maintain the empty areas lends
itself well to positioning items in key places ahead of time, or
in subdividing the original surface into multiple holes that can
be either left empty, reserved for large size items, or assigned
to separate processes that will pack in parallel. Such holes may
contain defects (for example in a sheet of metal, or glass) that
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Abstract—This paper presents a near real-time stereo matching
method with acceptable matching results. This method consists of
three important steps: SAD-ALD cost measure, cost aggregation
in adaptive window in cross-based support regions and a refinement step. These three steps are well organized to be adopted by
the GPU’s parallel architecture. The parallelism brought by GPU
and CUDA implementations provides significant acceleration in
running time. This method is tested on six pairs of images from
Middlebury dataset, each possibly declined within different sizes.
For each pair of images it can generate acceptable matching
results in roughly less than 100 milliseconds. The method is also
compared with three GPU-based methods and one CPU-based
method on increasing size image pairs.

Keywords - GPU; Real-Time Stereovision; SAD-ALD;
Adaptive Window; CUDA.

brand new method, which also has near real-time performance,
but simple computing components. It can naturally scale
according to the image sizes. Our method is a correlationbased technique, which falls into the class of local dense stereo
matching approaches. It includes the following key characters:
•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Stereo matching is one of the most extensively studied problems in computer vision. In years, people take their time into
stereo matching algorithm designing for new achievements in
the matching accuracy and the processing efficiency. Even with
many algorithms introduced every year, the two concerns of
accuracy and speed still tend to be contradictory in reported
results: accurate stereo methods are usually time consuming.
Some algorithms use large support windows for robust cost
aggregation [1]–[3], and the disparity computation step is
formulated as an energy minimization problem and solved with
slow-converging optimizers [4]; In other studies, segmented
image regions are used extensively as matching units [5],
surface constraints [6], [7] or post-processing patches [8].
These techniques significantly improve the matching quality
by paying considerable computation costs. As a result, people
tend to look for new possibilities on Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) platforms. However, current accurate stereo algorithms employ some key techniques, which seem not to
be suitable for parallel GPU architecture. As proved in [9]–
[12], it will be tricky and cumbersome to directly take these
techniques into GPU applications: large aggregation windows
require extensive iterations over each pixel; some optimization,
segmentation and post-processing methods require complex
data structures and sequential processing. In spite of these
difficulties, GPU is sill promising to fast stereo matching
applications because of its powerful parallel computing ability.
In fact, there already exist three GPU-based methods, namely,
CostFilter [13], PlaneFitBP [12] and ADCensus [14] in the
top 20 of Middlebury repository [15]. They all have near realtime performance. Trying to outperform them, we propose a
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•

•

SAD-ALD cost measure combining the adapted Sum
of Absolute Differences (SAD) measure and the ArmLength-Differences (ALD) measure. The usage of ALD
is inspired by the similarity of the pixel’s support region
and that of its homologous pixel. This combined measure
provides more accurate matching results than common
aggregation methods.
Improved cross-based regions for efficient cost aggregation. Proposed by Zhang et al. [16], the support regions
are based on cross skeletons with accurate cross construction and cost aggregation by reusing middle-ranking
disparity data.
A simple refinement process with support region voting.
This simple process proves to be quite effective with little
time consuming.
Efficient system implementation on GPU with Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA).

This paper is organised as follows. Section II presents the
stereo-matching steps of the proposed method. Section III
details the experiment carried out on a set of increasing size
images from Middlebury dataset, with regard to both GPU and
CPU methods. Section IV concludes the paper.
II. S TEREO M ATCHING S TEPS
A. Adapted Matching Cost
The method is a local dense stereo matching method. It
respects the very assumption that color information of the
neighbors of a left pixel should be close to those of the same
neighbors of its homologous right pixel in the right image.
So, the matching costs are defined between the left pixel and
the candidate right pixels in the corresponding line (epipolar
line) in the right image. The cost is shifted over all possible
pixels so that a matching cost between the left pixel and each
candidate in the right image is obtained. By the aggregation
of matching cost and the winner-takes-all method, the final
disparity estimation is realized by selecting the candidate pixel
with the lowest matching cost.
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The SAD matching cost is adapted as (1).


SAD(xl , y, d) = 41 12 14


|IlR (xl , y) − IrR (xl − d, y)|
× |IlG (xl , y) − IrG (xl − d, y)|
|IlB (xl , y) − IrB (xl − d, y)|

(1)

In the formula, | · | is the absolute value, d is the spatial shift
along the horizontal epipolar line (or we call it the disparity
of the two pixels), and |Ili (xl , y) − Iri (xl − d, y)|(i=R,G,B)
are the absolute difference (AD) of three color components in
the two chosen pixels. For the coefficient
matrix
 of the three

color components, we choose the 14 12 41 according to
the Bayer Filter Mosaic [17], which uses twice as many green
elements as red or blue to mimic the physiology of the human
eye.
Since these pixels of horizontal lines with the same parity
in left and right color images are characterized by the same
three color components, we can reasonably assume that the
color points of two homologous pixels are similar. Because the
matching cost compares the color points of left and right pixels
located on the same horizontal lines, they reach an extremum
when the shift is equal to the disparity.
An assumption for matching cost aggregation is that a pixel
and its homologous pixel should have the similar support
region arm-length in vertical direction as shown in Fig. 1.
This implies that the arm-length data can be used to enhance
the matching results in most regions of the image pairs. So,
we update the matching cost equation as (2),
M atchingCost(xl , y, d) = SAD(xl , y, d)
X
+K ×
|ALlj (xl , y) − ALrj (xl − d, y)|

For updating the matching cost equation, the second one is
that neighboring pixels with similar colors should have similar
disparities. Many well known cost aggregation methods have
adopted this assumption such as segment support [6], adaptive
weight [3], geodesic weight [1] and those proposed for GPU
systems such as simplified adaptive weight techniques with
1D aggregation [11], [18] and color averaging [9], [12], either
require too many segmentation operations, expensive iterations
or lead to matching quality decrease owing to maladjustment
of GPU’s parallel architecture. Some other researchers have
formulated the matching cost step as a cost filtering problem
[13] and made the matching quality be well guaranteed by
smoothing each cost slice with a guided filter.
Zhang et al. [16] have proposed a cross-based matching
cost aggregation method. This method can be adopted to GPU’s parallel computation architecture and produce aggregated
results comparable to the adaptive weight method but with
less computation time. Moreover, this method constructs a
support region for every pixel, which can provide supplemental
information for later processing steps.

(2)

j

where j = (Up arm, Bottom arm)

(a) Cross Construction

In the formula, |ALlj (xl , y) − ALrj (xl − d, y)| is the difference of their arm-length (AL) in vertical direction, and the
parameter K is a empirical preset value. The arm-length (AL)
is equivalent to absolute difference of their coordinates in the
same direction (|xp − xp0 | or |yp − yp0 | for pixel p and one of
its endpoint pixel p0 , detail in Section B).
We find that this enhancement can evidently reduce the
errors in most regions (the advantage degrades in those areas
where both the color and the shape repeat).
B. Cross-based Cost Aggregation
In this step, each pixel’s matching cost over its support
region is aggregated, to reduce the matching ambiguities and
noise, in the initial cost volume in order to pick out the best
candidate pixel. As it is mentioned in the previous section, the
matching method respects the very assumption that the color
information of neighbors of a left pixel is close to those of
the same neighbors of its homologous right pixel in the right
image. Meanwhile, for matching cost aggregation, there is also
two simple but effective assumptions, the first is the one that a
pixel and its homologous pixel should have the similar support
region arm-length in vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 1.
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(b) Cost Aggregation

Fig. 1: Cross-based aggregation.
As it is shown in Fig. 1(a), cross-based aggregation is
carried out by a two-step-process. In the first step, an upright
cross in constructed for every pixel. The support region of a
given pixel, such as p in the Fig. 1(a), is modeled by merging
the horizontal arms of the pixels (such as the pixel q in Fig.
1(a)) lying on the vertical arms of pixel p. Generally, every
pixel has four arms and the length of the arms is set by an
endpoint pixel p0 in the same direction that does not obey both
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the two following rules:
1) Dc (p, p0 ) < σdc and Dc (p0 , p00 ) < σdc , where
Dc (p, p0 ) = max|Ii (p) − Ii (p0 )|(i=R,G,B) is the color
difference between the pixel p and the pixel p0 , and p00
is the predecessor of p0 lying between p and p0 while σdc
is a empirical preset threshold value.
2) Ds (p, p0 ) < σds , where Ds (p, p0 ) = |p − p0 | is the spatial
distance, which is equivalent to absolute difference of
their coordinates in the same direction (|xp −xp0 | or |yp −
yp0 |) while the σds is a empirical preset maximum length
measured in pixels.
These two rules provide constraints in the four arm directions
both on color similarity and arm length with parameter σdc
and σds . After the cross construction step, the support region
for pixel p is modeled by merging the horizontal arms of
all the pixels lying on p’s vertical arms (as done for q for
example in Fig. 1(a)). In the second step, shown in Fig. 1(b),
the aggregated costs over all pixels are computed by firstly
summing up the matching costs horizontally and secondly
summing up these horizontal sum results vertically to get the
final costs.
In some too textured regions, the color and the shape both
repeat, which leads to degradation in matching results. We
find that the reason for this degradation lies in the shape of
aggregation support region. As seen in Fig. 1(a), we take the
pixel at the end of pixel p’s right arm as example, for this
pixel, its up arm and bottom arm could be very short (less
than 2 pixels), so, in the aggregation of its matching cost,
there will be not enough information to achieve a unique
minimum in the Winner-Takes-All processing, which leads to
marching errors at this pixel. As a solution to this problem,
we artificially enlarge the arms of a pixel to two pixels if its
support region is too small, to make sure that the matching
cost aggregation processing can have enough information for
stereo matching. This operation provides a slight improvement
in matching results in paying no computation time cost.
C. Simple Refinement
After the previous step, the disparity results of both the left
image and the right image contain some outliers in certain
regions that should be corrected by further operations. A
simple refinement is carried out after detecting these outliers.
The outliers in the left image are detected with left-right
consistency check: for a given pixel p, it is classified into
outliers if this equation does not hold true: dˆLp = dˆR(p−dˆLp )
where dˆLp is the estimated disparity for pixel p in the left
image and dˆRp is the estimated disparity for pixel p in the
right image.
These detected outliers are these errors that should be corrected. The most current accurate stereo matching algorithms
use segmented regions for outlier handing [7], [8], which are
not suitable for GPU architecture. Here, what we use is a
simple voting refinement in reusing the support region information. We still take the pixel p in the left image as example,
all the reliable disparities lying in its cross-based support
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region are sorted by their disparity values. The disparity value,
which repeats the most (has the most votes), is denoted as d̂0 Lp
, its repeating frequency is denoted as Fp (d̂0 Lp ), the number
of reliable pixels are denoted as Spr and the total number of
pixels in its support region are denoted as Sp . The disparity
value of outlier pixel p is then replaced with d̂0 Lp if these
Sr
F (dˆ0 )
inequations hold true: p S rLp > σF , Spp > σS . If not, the p’s
p
disparity will be updated with nearest reliable disparity [19]
in its support region.
These parameters are given in Table I, which will be kept
constant in all the following experiments.
TABLE I: E XPERIMENT PARAMETERS .
K

σdc

σds

σF

σS

1.12

12

10

0.4

0.55

III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Platform and CUDA Employments
Our experiments are carried out both on CPU and GPU.
For the CPU, it is a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400,
3.00GHz, each of the two cores with a cache of 6144KB.
The GPU used in the experiments is a GPU GeForce GTX
570 of NVIDIA. It has 15 multiprocessors of 32 cores, the
total amount of global memory is 1280 Mb (constant memory
65536 Kb, shared memory per block 49152 Kb). The system,
on which the experiment is evaluated, is Ubuntu 11.04, 32
bits.
The programming interface we used for parallel computation on GPU is the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA). The parallel computation work is realized by a kernel
function which is executed concurrently by multiple threads on
data elements. All these threads are organized into a two level
concepts: grid and block. A kernel has one grid which contains
multiple blocks. Every block is formed of multiple threads. The
dimension of grid and of blocks can be one-dimension, twodimension or three-dimension. The performance of GPU with
CUDA is closely related to thread organization and memory
accesses, which should attract much attention according to
various computation works and GPU platform. Based on our
experimental platform, given an image of size W × H, we
briefly lay out the CUDA settings and the parameter values
mentioned in our algorithm.
In our experiments, we use two-dimension blocks of size
16×16. Every thread takes care of one pixel at the three steps:
matching cost computation, aggregation of the matching cost
and refinement. So, for the W × H image, there are three
grid each containing W × H threads distributed to the three
matching steps and the size of grid is obtained by W +16−1
×
16
H+16−1
.
In
the
cost
computation
step,
a
grid
is
created
with
16
W × H threads, every thread takes care of one pixel for the
matching cost value computation at a set of given disparities. A
logical 3D memory space will be employed to store matching
costs obtained by this grid for the following steps.
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TABLE II: C OMPARATIVE E VALUATION ON THE F OUR M IDDLEBURY DATA S ETS OF T HREE D IFFERENT S IZES
BY D IFFERENT
P IXELS (PBP)’

GPU P ROGRAMMING V ERSIONS . ‘C OMPUTATION T IME (CT)’
.

Image

Size

Rocks1
Aloe
Cones
Teddy

Small size
Half size
Full size
Small size
Half size
Full size
Small size
Half size
Full size
Small size
Half size
Full size
Avg.

AND

‘P ERCENTAGE

Partial Demosaiced
PBP
CT (s)

Full Color
PBP
CT (s)

Gray level
PBP
CT (s)

GPU Ada
PBP
CT (s)

28.76
32.24
37.06
27.08
29.33
30.26
39.18
46.98
52.14
45.27
53.69
57.36

0.214
0.679
5.811
0.214
0.698
5.955
0.234
2.123
20.569
0.23
2.12
27.09

25.81
27.87
31.20
24.96
25.78
28.98
29.77
37.36
44.85
32.23
38.38
46.58

0.191
0.715
5.717
0.192
0.697
5.875
0.229
1.548
11.502
0.23
1.55
11.51

24.58
25.82
28.93
23.96
24.94
26.04
28.76
36.91
45.16
29.86
37.77
47.37

0.146
0.913
8.235
0.115
0.68
5.595
0.276
3.024
19.881
0.284
3.246
24.922

24.28
24.91
28.40
23.69
24.22
25.99
18.90
35.26
44.18
23.67
36.09
45.98

0.068
0.239
2.275
0.063
0.217
2.180
0.079
0.812
6.159
0.112
0.999
6.783

39.95

5.495

32.82

3.330

31.68

5.610

28.84

1.666

OF

BAD

size W × H is employed to make sure that each pixel has one
thread for its refinement processing.
B. Experimental Results

(a) Comparison on computation-time (s).

(b) PBP(%) comparison results.

Fig. 2: Comparison of the methods on the ‘Aloe’ image pair.

In the cost aggregation step, a second grid of size W × H
is created, so that each pixel has one thread to take care of
its matching cost aggregation and then the Winner-Takes-All
processing aiming at a winner pixel from a set of candidate
pixels, which will be the estimated disparity at the pixel. Here,
data reuse with shared memory is considered in this step to
reduce the accesses into the global memory space for saving
time.
For the simple refinement, the platform does the executions
concurrently on the estimated disparity images, a third grid of
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We test our method on the standard image pairs from the
Middlebury datasets. Firstly, we take into the test these four
pairs of three different sizes (measured in pixels):
- Small size: Rocks1: 425×370; Aloe: 427×370; Cones:
450×375; Teddy: 450×375
- Half size: Rocks1: 638×555; Aloe: 641×555; Cones:
900×750; Teddy: 900×750
- Full size: Rocks1: 1276×1110; Aloe: 1282×1110;
Cones: 1800×1500; Teddy: 1800×1500
We first compare our method with three other methods that
we implement also on GPU. These methods are the partial demosaicing matching method originally proposed by Halawana
[20] and the classic fixed windows matching method, treating
full color image and gray-level image separately. The results
are shown in Table II. The PBP column reports the percentage
of bad pixels, whereas the Computation Time (CT) column
reports the computation time in seconds. We can verify that
our adaptive method competes with the other ones on all these
four pairs both in matching quality and in computation time,
as it is shown in Fig. 2 more intuitively. Better performance
comes from a new support region and different structure
of computation, in comparing with the other methods. The
other three methods use square window for cost aggregation.
They always have the problem of adjusting the window
size: small windows do not contain enough information to
allow a correct matching or for a unique minimum in the
matching cost, while at the opposite, too large aggregation
windows may cover image regions containing pixels with
different disparities, which violates the assumption of constant
disparity inside the aggregation window. The upright cross
support region used in this method has no such weakness.
Here, the cost aggregation window could be well adjusted to
make sure that only those useful pixels are covered, and it
could be big enough to have sufficient information for a good
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stereo matching result, which offers important contribution to
matching quality. Meanwhile, the cost computation, the cost
aggregation are organized into two different CUDA girds, each
does a part of the stereovision work. This partition leads to
less memory coalescence but better profit from GPU’s massive
mathematical capacity, feeding back a short running time. It is
worth noting that near-real time computation is achieved for
the small size images, since computing time may reduce to
about less than 100 ms. Our method puts most of the data on
the global memory space and carefully treats the coalescence
of memory access with proper programming structures and
adapted usage of cached memory space of GPU such as shared
memory and texture memory for intermediary data, which
makes our method be very extensible and scalable for large
image pairs.

(a) Comparison on computation-time (s).

TABLE III: C OMPARATIVE E VALUATION ON THE F OUR M IDDLE BURY DATA S ETS OF T HREE D IFFERENT S IZES BY DP AND O UR
M ETHOD . ‘C OMPUTATION T IME (CT) ’ AND ‘P ERCENTAGE OF
BAD P IXELS (PBP)’ .

CPU DP
PBP
CT (s)

GPU Ada
PBP
CT (s)

Small size
Half size
Full size

25.49
27.71
27.85

0.509
1.811
14.194

24.28
24.91
28.40

0.068
0.239
2.275

(b) PBP(%) comparison results.

Small size
Half size
Full size

26.90
28.46
29.72

0.544
1.842
14.534

23.69
24.22
25.99

0.063
0.217
2.180

Fig. 3: Comparison to Dynamic Programming on ‘Aloe’ image pair.

Small size
Half size
Full size
Small size
Half size
Full size

21.57
28.89
35.32
20.80
27.95
33.51

0.583
4.903
37.736
0.590
4.881
37.704

18.90
35.26
44.18
23.67
36.09
45.98

0.079
0.812
6.159
0.112
0.999
6.783

27.85

9.986

28.84

1.666

Image

Size

Rocks1

Aloe

Cones

Teddy

Avg.

We also compare our method with a standard Dynamic
Programming (DP) matching method that we implement on
CPU, and the results are presented in Table III, and in Fig.
3 more intuitively. These two methods can achieve similar
matching quality but our method outperforms the dynamicprogramming method in computation time with about five to
ten times acceleration. On the four small size image pairs, the
dynamic-programming method can finish its work in less than
half a second, however, our system does have work done in
100 milliseconds.
Finally, some disparity results are presented in Fig. 4. These
results concern the four images allowed in the Middlebury
database for general comparison and ranking. These images
are the small size images Tsukuba, Venus, Teddy and Cones.
The ranking evaluations is shown in Fig. 5. Our method gives
back the best results for the Venus image pair among the
four image pairs. Generally speaking, the matching quality
of the method is not very competitive in comparing to some
other very sophisticated methods on CPU, especially for the
Tsukuba image pair, in some regions of this image pair, near
the shoulder or the lamp for example, the color is too dark and
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the color components’ values are far out of the ordinary, which
become as the noises to the matching method. Different from
the methods on CPU, which take at least half a second to do
the stereo matching, our method requires only 0.017 seconds
for Tsukuba pair, 0.053 seconds for Venus pair, 0.079 seconds
for Cones pair and 0.112 seconds for Teddy image pair.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a stereo matching method suitable
to GPU’s parallel architecture with good performance when
looking at the trade-off between accuracy and computation
time. The method is formed of three steps: SAD-ALD cost
measure, cost aggregation in adaptive window in cross-based
support regions and a refinement step to reduce the matching
errors in the disparity results. Every step is well organized
so that this method can be adopted efficiently by the GPU’s
parallel architecture. Experiment results show the accuracy and
the efficiency of this method: this method can handle some
pairs of images from Middlebury database within roughly 100
milliseconds with acceptable matching quality both in nonoccluded regions and depth discontinuities. Furthermore, the
approach scales well as the image size increases.
Although the running time is short, the implementation in
real time is still a great challenge. As the cost aggregation
step takes the biggest proportion of running time, looking for
a more efficient way to further accelerate cost aggregation and
finding out a set of robust experiment parameters to improve
matching quality can be interesting topics for future studies.
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Fig. 4: Matching results for the four basic Middlebury image pairs: Estimated disparity map (first row) and disparity matching
error maps (second row) with threshold 1 where the errors in unoccluded and occluded regions are marked in black and gray
respectively.

Fig. 5: The rankings in the Middlebury datasets with the error percentages in different regions.
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Abstract—This paper presents a GPU implementation of a
partial demosaicing scheme that is specially designed for stereo
matching of CFA image. This method consists of three main
techniques keys: the adapted matching cost for CFA image, the
estimated Second color component based on Hamilton’s estimate
method and a robust cost aggregation window. Experiments
are carried out to explore the performance for this method on
GPU both at matching quality and matching efficiency, with
comparison with version on CPU. The experiments on different
size image pairs from Middlebury dataset show that this method
can be substantially accelerated on GPU when the image size is
large and has still space for improvements in performance.

Keywords: GPU, Demaosaicing Stereovision, CFA Image,
CUDA
I. I NTRODUCTION
In most implementation of stereo matching, such as in
intelligent cars and integrated robot systems, color image pairs
can be acquired by two types of cameras: the one equipped
with three sensors associated with beam splitters and color
filters providing the so-called full color images, of which each
pixel is characterized in Red, Green and Blue levels, and the
one equipped only with a single-sensor.
In the second case, the single-sensor can not provide a
full color image directly but actually deliver a color filter
array (CFA) image, of which every pixel is characterized
by a single color component that can be one of the three
color components: Red, Green and Blue. So, the missing color
components has to be estimated at each pixel. This process of
estimating the missing color components is usually referred to
as CFA demosaicing and produces a demosaicing color image
where every pixel is represented by an estimated color point
[1]. This estimation step brings some artifacts in color density
values, so, it is interesting to find one stereo matching directly
based on CFA image.
As the demosaicing methods intend to produce demosaiced
color images, they attempt to reduce the presence of color
artifacts, such as the false colors ot zipper effects, by filtering
the images [2]. So, some useful color information for stereo
matching may be lost in the color demosaiced images. As
a result, the demosaiced color image pairs stereo matching
quality usually suffer either from color artifacts or from the
alteration of color texture caused by demosaicing schemes.
The method that is used in this paper is an alternative
solution to match pixels by analyzing directly the CFA images
without reconstructing the full color image by demosaicing
processing, but only estimating a second color component. The
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method is a local dense stereo matching method that was first
proposed by Halawana [3]. Here, we study its potential for
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) implementation.
The following contents are organized in three parts. The
Section II presents the partial demosaicing matching method
including the estimation of the second color component and
the adapted matching cost. The Section III describes the
experiment platform and CUDA implantation. The Section IV
details the experimental results. At the end is a conclusion.
II. PARTIAL D EMOSAICING M ATCHING M ETHOD
A. Second Color Component
The partial demosaicing matching method starts with the
mosaiced CFA images. Here, the CFA images are those images
obtained according to the Bayer color filter, each two-by-two
submosaic contains 2 green, 1 blue and 1 red filter, each
covering one pixel sensor and the mosaiced CFA image is the
one whose pixel contains only one color component according
to the Bayer color filter.
Different from the classic methods, which estimate all
the missing color components for every pixel in the CFA
images, the partial demosaicing method estimates only one
color component, the Second Color Component (SCC), for
every pixel. Here, the SCC is defined as the color component
that is available in the same line. This means that SCC is the
green color for all the red and blue pixels while for the green
pixels the SCC is the red color component for even lines and
the blue color component for odd lines. Summarized as (1).

 Ĝ(x, y) for red and blue pixels
SCC(x, y) =
R̂(x, y) for green pixels in even lines

B̂(x, y) for green pixels in odd lines

(1)

B. Hamilton’s Estimate Method
This method is an edge-adapted demosaicing method presented by Hamilton and Adams [4]. To select the interpolation direction, this method takes into account both gradient
and Laplacian second-order values by using the green levels
available at nearby pixels and red (or blue) samples located
two apart.
We take the case GRG, as illustrated in Fig. 1, as example,
to estimate the missing green level at the red pixels, this
method uses the following algorithm:
a) Approximate the horizontal ∆x and vertical ∆y gradients
thanks to absolute differences as (2).
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b) Interpolate the green level as (3).

The matching cost, SSD (Sum of Squared Differences cost),
is adapted as (5).
SSDω (xl , y, s) =
ω
ω
X
X
k IˆlP A (xl + i, y + j)

(5)

i=−ω j=−ω

− IˆrP A (xl + i − s, y + j)k2

Fig. 1: Estimation of SCC in case of GRG.



Ĝ =

∆x = |G−1,0 − G1,0 | + |2R − R−2,0 − R2,0 |
∆y = |G0,−1 − G0,1 | + |2R − R0,−2 − R0,2 |










2R−R−2,0 −R2,0
G−1,0 +G1,0
+
2
4
G0,−1 +G0,1
2R−R0,−2 −R0,2
+
2
4
G−1,0 +G1,0 +G0,−1 +G0,1
4
4R−R−2,0 −R2,0 −R0,−2 −R0,2
+
8

(2)

III. E XPERIMENT
if ∆x < ∆y
if ∆x > ∆y

A. Experiment Platform and CUDA Implementation
(3)

if ∆x = ∆y

Since this method well combines two color component
data in partial derivate approximations by exploiting spectral
correlation in the green plane estimation, the precision is well
guaranteed.
Each pixel with coordinates (x, y) in the partially demosaiced color images is characterized by a two-dimensional
partial color denoted IˆP A . As shown in (4), this partial color
point is composed of the available color component and the
estimated second color component.
IˆP A (x, y) =

T

 (R(x, y), Ĝ(x, y))T

(R̂(x, y), G(x, y))

(Ĝ(x, y), B(x, y))T


(G(x, y), B̂(x, y))T

if
if
if
if

x
x
x
x

is
is
is
is

odd and y is even
even and y is even
even and y is odd
odd and y is odd

(4)

C. Adapted Matching Cost
The method is a local dense stereo matching method also
called window-based approach. It respects the very assumption
that the color information of neighbors of a left pixel is close
to those of the same neighbors of its homologous right pixel
in the right image. So, the matching costs are defined between
the window around the left pixel and the window around the
candidate right pixels in the corresponding line (epipolar line)
in the right image. The window is shifted over all possible
pixels so that a matching cost between the left pixel and
each candidate in the right image is obtained. By the WinnerTakes-All method, the final disparity estimation is realized by
selecting the window with the lowest matching cost.
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Where the k •k is the Euclidean norm. While s is the spatial
shift along the horizontal epipolar line and ω the half-width
of the (2ω + 1) × (2ω + 1) aggregation window.
Since these pixels of horizontal lines with the same parity in
the left and right partially demosaiced color images are characterized by the same two color components, we can reasonably
assume that the partial color points of two homologous pixels
are similar. Because the partial costs compare the partial color
points of left and right pixels located on the same horizontal
lines, they reach an extremum when the shift is equal to the
disparity.
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We implement on GPU the partial demosaiced matching
method of H. Halawana [3]. We use the well known Middlebury databases [5] to evaluate the method on both accuracy
and computation time, as the image size grows. It is worth
noting that the method was only implemented in a sequential
computer (CPU) with no systematic evaluation of the tradeoff between quality and computation time. The ten datasets
used in our experiments are entitled ‘Aloe’, ‘Bowling1’,
‘Cloth1’, ‘Flowerpots’, ‘Lampshade1’, ‘Midd1’, ‘Monopoly’,
‘Plastic’, ‘Rocks1’ and ‘Wood1’. All the datasets of 2 views
are used here (full-size (width: 1240...1396, height: 1110),
half-size (width: 620...698, height: 555), and third-size (width:
413...465, height: 370) ) . In these datasets, the color stereo
images are acquired by high resolution cameras equipped with
one-single-sensor [6]. That’s to say, the full color images are
in fact color images that have been demosaiced by a specific
chip integrated in the camera. They could contain artifacts
caused by the demosaiced step. What’s more, the work of
applying a demosaicing step on CFA images, which have
been generated by sampling color components from these
previously demosaiced color images involves applying two
successive demosaicing steps on the CFA images acquired by
the camera. However, since Middlebury is the most frequently
utilized database, an evaluation on this database will allow
future comparative evaluation with new methods.
Our experiments are carried out both on CPU and GPU.
For the CPU, we use a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400
of 3.00GHz, with two cores having a cache of 6144KB. The
GPU used in the experiments is a GPU GeForce GTX 570 of
NVIDIA. It has 15 multiprocessors of 32 cores, GPU clock
speed 1.54GHz, Memory clock rate 2000MHz, Memory Bus
width 320 bits while the total amount of global memory is
1280 Mb (constant memory 65536 Kb, shared memory per
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block 49152 Kb). The system, on which the experiment is
evaluated is Ubuntu 11.04 32 bits.
The programming interface we used for parallel computation on GPU is the Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA). The parallel computation work is realized by a
kernel function, which is executed concurrently by multiple
threads on data elements. All these threads are organized
into a two level concepts: grid and block. A kernel has one
grid, which contains multiple blocks. Every block is formed
of multiple threads. The dimension of grid and of blocks
can be one-dimension, two-dimension or three-dimension. The
performance of GPU with CUDA is closely related to thread
organization and memory accesses, which should attract much
attention according to various computation works and GPU
platform. Based on our experiment platform, given an image
of size W×H as example and briefly lay out the CUDA settings
and the parameter values mentioned in our algorithm.
In our experiments, we use the two-dimension blocks of
16 × 16 size. Every thread takes care of one pixel and the
× H+16−1
for a given
size of grid is obtained by W +16−1
16
16
W×H image. In the SCC estimation step, a grid of W×H
threads is created and each thread takes care of one pixel in
the estimation, and the shared memory is employed to for fast
memory access. For the matching cost computation, a grid of
W×H threads is employed to compute the matching cost for
every pixel at a set of given disparity and then pick out the best
homologous candidate pixel by the Winner-Takes-All method,
here, the main data is stored on Global memory space while
the shared memory space is used to support the computation
of matching cost and the comparison in WTA processing.
B. Experiment Process
The procedures on CPU and on GPU are almost the same.
As the datasets are all full color images, at the very
beginning of the experiments, a simulation step for every pair
of images is realized to obtain their CFA images needed by
keeping only one of the three color components at every pixel.
This work is done by GPU and by CPU separately . The whole
evaluation is performed according to the spatial arrangement
of the Bayers CFA. Then, for every CFA image, we do partial
demosaicing step. Here, the partial demosaicing estimates only
the missed Second Color Component (SCC) for every pixel
by Hamilton’s estimate method in the left image and in the
right image. So, the left demosaiced color image and the right
one are produced. The estimation method is the edge-adaptive
demosaicing method proposed by Hamilton as presented in
the precedent section.
The original full color image is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the
left demosaiced color image using Hamiltons method is shown
in Fig. 2(c). They look somewhat similar. However, zooming
on the square areas outlined in these images as presented in
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d), shows that textured areas are locally
different.
Then the local stereo matching algorithm and the WinnerTakes-All method are taken into actions. In this step, as shown
in Fig. 3 for every pixel in the left image, the method finds out
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Fig. 2: ‘Aloe’ left image.

its homologous pixel from a group of candidate pixels in the
right image and compute their disparity s by computing the
matching cost SSD, which is modified to adapt to the partial
demosaiced color images.

Fig. 3: matched pixel and its candidate ones in the right image.
A matching is considered as valid when the absolute difference between the estimated disparity and the given benchmark
dω
l (xl , y) is lower or equal to δ, which is the disparity error
tolerance. In the experiments we set this coefficient to 1.
At the end, a disparity map, as illustrated in Fig. 2(e), is
estimated for each pair of image.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND DISCUSS
The experiment are executed on all the ten chosen datasets.
Here, we take the ‘Aloe’ image group as an example. As it
is shown in Fig. 4 that with the increase of the half-window,
the computation time increases significantly. When the halfwindow is given as ω, for every pixel in the left image and
for their every possible candidate pixel in the right image, we
should compute a group of (2ω +1)×(2ω +1) pixels to obtain
the matching cost. So, when the half-window ω increases, the
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(a) Compute-time of GPU and CPU on full size datasets

(b) RCMP of GPU and CPU on full size datasets

(c) Compute-time of GPU and CPU on half size datasets

(d) RCMP of GPU and CPU on half size datasets

(e) Compute-time of GPU and CPU on third size datasets

(f) RCMP of GPU and CPU on third size datasets

Fig. 4: Compute-time and rate of correctly matched pixels (RCMP) obtained with the adapted SSD computed on
the full sizeAloe stereo image pair for δ set to 1.
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Fig. 5: GPU outperforms CPU in terms of computation time. The maximum, the minimum and the
average acceleration factor obtained in the executions on ’Aloe’ image pair based on half-window from
1 to 10 are marked. The acceleration increases along with the image dimensions.
TABLE I: COMPARATIVE EVALUATION ON THE FOUR MIDDLEBURY DATA SETS OF THE THREE
DIFFERENT SIZES BY DIFFERENT GPU PROGRAMMING VERSION. ‘COMPUTATION TIME (CT) ’ AND
‘PERCENTAGE OF BAD PIXELS (PBP)’ .
Image
Rocks1

Aloe

Cones

Teddy

Size
Third size
Half size
Full size
Third size
Half size
Full size
Third size
Half size
Full size
Third size
Half size
Full size
Avg.

Partial Demosaiced
PBP
CT (s)

Full Color
PBP CT (s)

Gray level
PBP CT (s)

28.76
32.24
37.06
27.08
29.33
30.26
39.18
46.98
52.14
45.27
53.69
57.36

0.214
0.679
5.811
0.214
0.698
5.955
0.234
2.123
20.569
0.23
2.12
27.09

25.81
27.87
31.20
24.96
25.78
28.98
29.77
37.36
44.85
32.23
38.38
46.58

0.191
0.715
5.717
0.192
0.697
5.875
0.229
1.548
11.502
0.23
1.55
11.51

24.58
25.82
28.93
23.96
24.94
26.04
28.76
36.91
45.16
29.86
37.77
47.37

0.146
0.913
8.235
0.115
0.68
5.595
0.276
3.024
19.881
0.284
3.246
24.922

39.95

5.495

32.82

3.330

31.68

5.610

computing complexity is a squared function of ω, which is a
real challenge to the capacity of the processors.
Meanwhile, with the increase of the half-window, and so,
the computation intensity, CPU’s computation time increases
more importantly than GPU’s computation time. Moreover,
as illustrated in Fig. 5, as the image dimensions augment,
the acceleration factor obtained by using GPU has expanded
from 1.75 to 20.75. This means that the GPU offers powerful
computation capacity in intense computation thanks to the
parallel organization of the blocks and the threads on GPU.
The performance of GPU is significantly influenced by the
dimension of the image. The nearer to the complete load of
the employed streaming multiprocessor on GPU, the higher
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performance we get.
The Ratio of Correctly Matched Pixel (RCMP) is the
percentage of the well matched pixels in all the pixels of
the image to be matched. As it is shown in Fig. 4, for ‘Aloe
’ image pair, the RCMP reaches the smooth peak when the
half-window is between 4 and 8 (for those textureless image
pairs, the half-window should be bigger to have their peak
of RCMP). In fact, whatever the image type, the matching
performance increases with aggregation window half-width.
Small windows do not contain enough information to allow
a correct matching. At the opposite, too large aggregation
windows may cover image regions containing pixels with
different disparities, which explains the decrease of matching
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performance. Though on CPU and on GPU, all the singleprecision floating-point computations follow the same accuracy standards. The accuracy-loss is more important on
GPU owning to the accuracy problem of floating-point, that
is why the results by CPU and that by GPU may have
some deviations, especially when some cumulations in the
computation exists. In our experiments, we use the floating
point in the computation of matching cost with SSD and in
the aggregation based on fixed support window, the deviation
occurs at these computations, which can explain the tolerances
between the RCMP by CPU and that by GPU shown in Fig.
4(b).
In addition, this method is also compared with the classic
fixed windows matching methods (treating full color image
and gray-level image separately) we used in former experiments, the results are shown in Table I. This method performs
worse on all these four pairs both in matching quality and
in computation time. That is because this method requires
too many refers to the logical operations in the programming
and too many branches in data treatments, which is the real
weakness of GPU architecture. These branches and logical
operations lead to great load on to the GPU system when
loading data from the memory space and wastes GPU’s CUDA
cores, which are powerful in arithmetical operation, by making
them do logical works.

[6] D. Scharstein and R. Szeliski, “A taxonomy and evaluation of dense
two- frame stereo correspondence algorithms,” International Journal of
Computer Vision, 47:7–42, 2002.

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a GPU implementation of a partial
demosaicing scheme specially designed for stereo matching
of CFA image. By analyzing the CFA image directly, this
method can handle the stereo matching works in case of
single-CCD cameras usage. This method has three main techniques characters: the adapted matching cost for CFA image,
the estimated Second color component based on Hamilton’s
estimate method, and the robust cost aggregation window.
Experiments carried on show the performance of this method
on GPU. The results show that this method can benefit from
GPU’s parallel architecture. The experiments also show that
this method performs faster on GPU as the image size grows.
Future improvements should come from a better setting of
the memory arrangement in order to allow more coalescing
accesses.
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Abstract—We present the C++ library CppSs (C++ superscalar), which provides efficient task-parallelism without the need
for special compilers or other software. Any C++ compiler that
supports C++11 is sufficient. CppSs features different directionality clauses for defining data dependencies. While the variable
argument lists of the taskified functions are evaluated at compile
time, the resulting task dependencies are fixed by the runtime
value of the arguments and are thus analysed at runtime. With
CppSs, we provide task-parallelism using merely native C++.
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dependencies can sometimes be derived from the placement of
the calls (see Figure 1b)).
In many implementations of task based programming models, the data dependencies are specified explicitly by the
programmer (e.g. SMPSs [4], OMPSs [5], StarPU [6] and
XKAAPI [7]). This allows for more complex dependency
graphs and therefore more possibilities to adjust the parallelisation to the code, the amount of data and the architecture.
However, these implementations suffer from a number of
disadvantages:
•

The tasks and/or task instances and their dependencies have to be marked by special directives, usually
within a #pragma in C or using special comments in
Fortran. These use keywords and syntax which is not
part of the actual language and which the programmer
needs to learn.

•

In order to compile the instrumented code, the programmer needs a special compiler or preprocessor. She
depends on this additional software to be available on
the desired platform, which is not generally the case.

•

The need for special compilers also poses additional
work to system administrators who will be asked by
the programmer to install the specific compiler used
in the application.

•

The code of the programming model implementation
itself becomes more difficult to maintain and usually
at least one additional compile step is introduced when
compiling the user code.

I NTRODUCTION

Programming models implementing task-parallelism play
a major role when preparing code for modern architectures
with many cores per node and thousands of nodes per cluster.
In high performance computing, a common approach for
achieving the best parallel performance is to apply the message
passing interface (MPI) [1] for inter-node communication and
a shared-memory programming model for intra-node parallelisation. This way, the communication overhead of pure MPI
applications can be overcome.
Shared memory models are also crucial when using single
node computers as there are systems consisting of hundreds or
even thousands of processing units accessing the same memory
address space. These systems offer great parallelism to the
developer. But utilising the processing units evenly, so that
they can run efficiently, is a non-trivial task.
Many scientific applications are based on processing large
amounts of data. Usually, the processing of this data can be
split up and some of these chunks have to be executed in a
well defined order while others are independent. This is the
level on which task based programming models are employed.
We will call the chunks of work to be processed tasks, while
the appearances in the code (e.g., if they are implemented as
functions, methods or subroutines) are going to be called task
instances.
The dependencies between tasks can be stated explicitly
by the programmer or inferred automatically by some kind of
preprocessing of the code. In the case of fork-join-models (e.g.
OpenMP [2]), all tasks after a “fork” are (potentially) parallel
while code after the “join” and all consecutive forks depend
on them. For example, in figure 1a), tasks 2, 3 and 4 can run
in parallel, if sufficient processing units are available. Task
5 cannot be executed before all other tasks have finished. In
programming models which support nesting (e.g. Cilk [3]), the
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In order to avoid these inconveniences, we developed a
pure C/C++ library, which allows functions to be marked as
tasks and to execute them asynchronously. The programmer
still needs to prepare the code looking for the parts feasible
for parallelisation and separate them into functions. Also, it
is still necessary to instrument the code with the CppSs API.
But contrary to the implementations mentioned above, this is
achieved using standard C++11 syntax instead of an “imposed”
pragma language.
To execute the application serially, e.g. for debugging,
the programmer can define the macro NO_CPPSS, which
bypasses the creation of additional threads and converts the
tasks instances into normal function calls.
In the following, we will illustrate the usage (Section II)
and present the basic implementation of the library CppSs
(Section III). Lastly, we will sum up our conclusions in
Section IV.
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auto func_task = CppSs::MakeTask(func,
{INOUT,IN,OUT},
"func");
auto func_task = CPPSS_TASK(func,
{INOUT,IN,OUT});
CPPSS_TASKIFY(func,{INOUT,IN,OUT})
Fig. 3. Convenience macros for task declaration. These three lines translate
into the same binary code. Hence only one of them should be used.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Example of fork-join-parallelism. After task 1 the execution thread
is forked. (b) Example of nested parallelism. Task 1 spawns tasks 2 and 5.
Before task 5 is created, task 3 and 4 are spawned, hence the numbering.
void func1(int *a1, double *a2, double *b)
{
//...
}
auto func1_task = CppSs::MakeTask(func1,
{INOUT,IN,OUT},
"func1");
Fig. 2. Defining and taskifying a function. The return value is a functor, i.e.,
an object which overloads the parenthesis operator. Hence it can be “called”
like a function.

II.

C PP S S - USAGE

CppSs is a library which compiles on any system with
a working C++ compiler. The C++11 features necessary for
CppSs are provided by the GNU compiler of version 4.6 or
higher and the Intel compiler of version 13 or higher.
In order to use CppSs, the programmer only needs to
include the header CppSs.h and link against the library
libcppss.so. All of CppSs’ application programming interface (API) functions are declared in the namespace CppSs
to avoid overlap with other libraries’ functions. In the following, the CppSs API is introduced presenting the declaration of
tasks (Section II-A), the initialisation and finishing of the parallel execution (Section II-B) and setting barriers (Section II-C).
Finally, we will give a minimal example putting everything
together in Section II-D.
A. Declaring Tasks
Parallelisation with CppSs relies on functions with well
defined directionality of their parameters. Loop parallelisation
and anonymous code blocks are not supported.
To convert a function into a task, the programmer has to
call the API function MakeTask, which takes the following
parameters (see listing in Figure 2):
•

a pointer to the function,

•

an initialiser list containing directionality specifiers for
each function parameter,

•

(optional) a string with the function name for debugging purposes and

•

(optional) a priority level, which is ignored in the
present version. Future versions will provide one or
more priority queues.
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It is required that the arguments of the taskified function
which are intended to cause dependencies are pointers. These
can be used to access arrays, built-in types or any other data
structure. However, potential overlap with other data structures
is not detected. The directionality specifier must be one of
IN, OUT, INOUT, REDUCTION or PARAMETER. The latter
is used for arguments which are not to be interpreted as a
potential dependency and must be of a built-in numerical type.
The effect of each of the directionality specifiers are described
in the following:
a) IN: The task treats this argument as input. It will
not be executed until all task instantiations which were called
before the function and which write to this argument (i.e.
have an OUT, INOUT or REDUCTION specifier for the same
argument value) have finished.
b) OUT: The task treats this argument as output. The
content of the variable or array pointed to is (possibly) overwritten. This affects functions with an IN or INOUT specifier
for the same argument value.
c) INOUT: The task intends to read from and write
to this argument value. It will be dependent on the last task
writing to this memory address. The following tasks reading
from this memory address will be dependent on this task.
d) REDUCTION: Similar to INOUT. The task intends
to read from and write to this argument value. In contrast to
INOUT, the tasks with a REDUCTION clause will depend on
other tasks with a REDUCTION clause on the same argument
value.
e) PARAMETER: The argument is treated as a parameter. It will be ignored for the dependency analysis.
The return type of MakeTask is an internal template type,
which includes the argument types of the taskified function,
thus we recommend to use the C++11 keyword auto.
For convenience two macros were defined that wrap the
call to MakeTask. The three calls in Figure 3 are equivalent.
B. Init and Finish
The next instrumentation to be inserted in the application
code is calls to Init and Finish. These calls must be called
before and after each task, respectively. While Finish takes
no arguments, Init takes two optional arguments, namely
•

the number of threads and

•

the reporting level.

The number of threads must be any positive integer. If
none is given, the default is 2. The reporting level must be
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#include <iostream>
#include "CppSs.h"
#define N_THREADS 2
void set(int *a, int b)
{
(*a) = b;
}
CPPSS_TASKIFY(set,{OUT,PARAMETER})
void increment(int *a)
{
++(*a);
}
CPPSS_TASKIFY(increment,{INOUT})

Fig. 4. Task dependency graph of the minimal example in listing in Figure
5. The blue nodes (1 and 4) represent task function set_task, the red nodes
(2 and 5) increment_task and the green nodes (3 and 6) output_task.

one of ERROR, WARNING, INFO or DEBUG, which causes
increasing amount of output. The default is WARNING.

void output(int *a)
{
std::cout << (*a) << std::endl;
}
CPPSS_TASKIFY(output,{IN})
int main(void)
{
int a[] = {1,11};
CppSs::Init(N_THREADS,INFO);

Init will instantiate a runtime system which enables the
queuing and asynchronous execution of tasks. The runtime will
create one thread less than the number of threads specified in
the call to Init as the main thread will also execute tasks.
The threads will be constructed using the standard library
std::thread class. This way portability is granted for each
system which provides a C++11 compiler.

for (unsigned i=0; i < 2; ++i){
set_task(&(a[i]), i);
increment_task(&(a[0]));
output_task(&(a[0]));
}
CppSs::Finish();
return 0;

Finish will wait for all the tasks to be finished and
destruct all threads, queues and the runtime.

}

C. Barriers

Fig. 5. Minimal complete example for CppSs. This code will produce a
dependency graph as shown in Figure 4. The output will be similar to listing
in Figure 6.

With the API function Barrier it is possible to halt the
main execution thread, i.e. the code outside of tasks, until
all tasks instantiated so far have finished. The call takes no
arguments. The call to Finish contains a call to Barrier.
D. Minimal example
To sum up the API usage, we compile everything into a
small example, shown in Figure 5. Internally, it produces the
dependency graph shown in Figure 4 and prints the output
shown in Figure 6.
III.

C PP S S - IMPLEMENTATION WITH VARIADIC
TEMPLATES

The major design paradigm for CppSs was to avoid usage
of external libraries. All code should be compilable with a
standard C++ compiler. In order to achieve this goal, several
features of C++11 were used, the most prominent one being
variadic templates [8]. These are of central importance as
the objects representing a task and an instance of a task are
implemented as variadic templates, the function arguments
of the taskified function being the template arguments. This
is necessary because a function which the application programmer wants to taskify can have any number and type of
arguments. These arguments are known at compile time, so an
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1
2
-

13:32:45.207 INFO: ### CppSs::Init ###
13:32:45.207 INFO: adding worker: 1 of 2
13:32:45.207 INFO: Running on 2 threads.

13:32:45.207 INFO: Executed 6 tasks.
13:32:45.207 INFO: ### CppSs::Finish ###

Fig. 6.

Output from minimal example from listing in Figure 5.

implementation with variadic templates is the most efficient
way to handle variable argument lists.
An excerpt of the Task_functor class declaration which
stores the taskified function is shown in Figure 7.
In order to process the variable argument list at compile
time, recursive template evaluation is necessary. For instance,
the set of template functions used to retrieve the types of the
task function arguments is shown in Figure 8.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

We developed a pure C/C++ library, which allows functions
in C/C++ source code to be marked as tasks, specify their
dependencies and to execute them asynchronously. Contrary
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template<typename... ARGS>
class Task_functor : public Task_functor_base
{
//...
void (*m_f) (ARGS...);
}
Fig. 7. Excerpt from the class declaration of Task_functor which stores
the taskified function. The member declaration shows the pointer to the actual
function with a variable argument list.
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template <typename fun, size_t i>
struct get_types_helper {
static void get_types(
std::vector<std::type_info const*> &types) {
get_types_helper<fun, i-1>::get_types(types);
types.push_back(&typeid(typename
function_traits<fun>::template arg<i-1>::type));
}
};
template <typename fun>
struct get_types_helper<fun,0> {
static void get_types(
std::vector<std::type_info const*> &types) {}
};
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template <typename fun>
void get_types(std::vector<std::type_info const*> &types) {
get_types_helper<fun, function_traits<fun>::nargs>::\
get_types(types);
}

Fig. 8. Template functions to process argument types at compile time. A
call to get_types<function>(types) will recursively get the type of
each of function’s arguments and place their type in the array types.

to other similar task based programming models like OpenMP,
SMPSs or OMPSs, no preprocessor directives are necessary
and the instrumented code will compile with any compiler,
which supports C++11 features such as variadic templates,
smart pointers and initializer lists. The smallest versions that
qualify of the GNU compiler collection (gcc) and the Intel C
compiler (icc), both of which are widely available, are gcc 4.6
and icc 13.
The current version is capable of constructing the task dependency graph and execute the tasks asynchronously. Several
directionality clauses are available.
The code was checked for correctness but has still to
prove scalability in realistic scenarios. First performance tests
showed more than three times faster execution when running
on four cores compared with the serial version of the same
algorithm. We believe that these results can be enhanced by
revising the implementation of the queueing and dequeueing as
well as the creation and destruction of task functor instances.
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Abstract—This paper is concerned with simulation technologies
for the next generation high-performance computing systems that
will operate at ExaFLOP (exascale). As the scale of computer
simulations grows in terms of participants and simulated entities,
using data filtering schemes to reduce the amount of data communication becomes increasingly important for exascale simulation
systems. This paper presents a parallel data filtering algorithm,
which divides the workload of filtering process across multiple
processors. It also presents an evaluation on the optimal partition
granularity of the parallel algorithm, which ensures an optimal
use of computational resources in the simulation system.
Index Terms—Exascale Simulation Systems, Interest Management, Data Distribution Management

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the coming years, we expect to reach a computational power equivalent to a thousandfold that of the current most powerful supercomputer. The next generation highperformance computing systems will achieve a computational
power equivalent to ExaFLOPS (1018 floating point operations
per second). Computational advances have opened the way for
a growing number of computer simulation applications across
many fields. However, exascale simulations also generate a
substantial amount of data communication within the simulation systems.
The simplest data distribution approach for parallel or
distributed simulations would be to have each host broadcast
the data of each simulated entity (e.g., position of a vehicle)
that it maintains. This might include, however, data that are
not of interest to some receiving hosts. As the scale grows,
providing scalable data distribution through filtering (referred
to as “interest management”) becomes one of the major design
requirements of exascale simulation systems. The basic idea
of interest management is simple: all participants of the
simulation should only receive data that are of interest to
them. This usually involves a process called “interest matching”, which matches the “interest” between data senders and
receivers. This process, however, may introduce considerable
computational overhead. If the cost of interest management
is too high, it would degrade the overall performance of the
simulation. Over the years, numerous interest management
schemes have been proposed, which sought to reduce the
computational overhead and, at the same time, to maintain
the high precision of data filtering. These schemes, however,
are designed for serial processing which is supposed to be run
on a single processor. As exascale simulations are executed on
parallel or distributed systems, deploying the existing schemes
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on these systems would be unsuitable, and the performance
cannot be guaranteed.
In our previous work [1], we presented the preliminary
design of a parallel algorithm for interest management, which
is suitable to deploy on multiprocessors. It facilitates workload
sharing by dividing the simulated virtual worlds into a number
of partitions (referred to as “zones”) and distributing the
interest matching process among multiple processors. In this
paper, we present the theoretical background of this algorithm.
We also present a performance evaluation of the algorithm,
which focuses on finding the optimal granularity for the
partitions.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II briefly reviews the background and related work of zonebased interest management schemes and partition granularity.
Section III presents the details of our parallel interest matching
algorithm. Section IV evaluates the optimal partition granularity for our approach by experimental results. Finally, Section
V concludes this paper and briefly describes our future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
This section briefly reviews the related work of zone-based
interest management and granularity of zones.
A. Zone-based Filtering
Zone-based filtering schemes (various other terms have been
used in the literature to describe this generic approach, most
noticeably “cell-based”, “grid-based”, and “region-based”) are
perhaps the most widely used approaches for interest management. It has been studied extensively in many fields such
as military simulations, commercial games, and academic
simulation systems. Numerous schemes have been proposed
throughout the years, which usually limit the participants’
interactions and communications within a small number of
space subdivisions, or zones. They typically partition the
simulated virtual world into a number of zones with each zone
containing a subset of entities. Participants in the simulation
are connected to these zones in order to receive events and
updates that are generated from them.
The seamless zone-based approach enables participants to
specify an area of interest (AOI), in order to subscribe to
multiple partitions. A typical AOI consists of a radius of zones
where the participant is joining new zones at the leading edge
and leaving old zones at the trailing edge as their avatar moves
around the virtual world.
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The primary advantage of using seamless zones is that
they provide a “seamless” view of the virtual world. In other
words, this approach has a better migration transparency the participant would not see a “loading screen” when they
join a new zone. Interest matching, however, is required for
this approach. Whenever the AOI moves, the system needs to
determine which zone(s) it overlaps. If the number of zones
is constant, the computational complexity of the matching
process would be O(m) where m is the number of AOIs.
Zone-based schemes that adopt uniform partitioning [2], [3],
[4] divide the virtual world into zones that are static, regular,
have a uniform orientation, and have uniform adjacency. The
most common shapes adopted by the existing approaches are
rectangles, hexagons, and triangles.
The majority of nonuniform partitioning schemes employ
hierarchical data structures such as binary space partitioning (BSP) trees [5], k-dimensional (k-d) trees [6], [7], and
quadtrees [8], [9] for space partitioning. Unlike uniform
partitioning, individual zones can be chosen freely and may
be modified dynamically during runtime based on whatever
is most convenient from the perspective of designing the
individual zones themselves.
Furthermore, some systems that are compliant to HighLevel Architecture (HLA) [10] also adopt this type of filtering
schemes [11].
B. Granularity
Choosing a proper granularity is one of the major considerations for all zone-based schemes. For a static partitioning
of the virtual world, a significant trade-off must be made. If
the zones are large, each zone would contain a large number
of virtual entities and thus the participants might receive a
large amount of irrelevant data. On the other hand, if the
zones are small, the number of zones as well as the number
of multicast groups would become large, and therefore the
entity movement between zones would be more frequent. This
increases the chance of subscribing to and unsubscribing from
multicast groups as the participants move around the virtual
world, resulting in an increase in management overheads.
The hierarchy structures described in the previous subsection also suffer from the same problem but in a different
form - a trade off must be made when choosing a proper
granularity of the leaf nodes or a proper height of the hierarchy. Researchers such as Van Hook et al. [8] and Steed and
Abou-Haidar [6] tried to maintain a balanced hierarchy by
setting a maximum height or a population threshold. These
are practical solutions, however, one should also consider the
characteristic of the application, and the processing power and
communication speed of the entire simulation system when
choosing the optimal granularity.
A study presented in [11] argued that in a system with fast
CPUs and slow communication network, the optimal zone size
would be rather small. On the other hand, in a simulation system with slower CPUs and faster communication the optimal
zone size would be rather large. Moreover, according to Rak
and Van Hook [12], setting the zone size between 2 to 2.5km
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provides the optimal results in terms of filtering precision and
multicast group join rates. These results are, however, entirely
dependent on the simulation settings.
In this paper, we perform experimental evaluations on the
optimal partition granularity of our parallel simulation system.
The finding of the experiments is important as it allows the
system to achieve and maintain an optimal use of resources.
III. PARALLEL I NTEREST M ATCHING A LGORITHM
This section describes a parallel interest matching algorithm
which facilitates parallelism by distributing the workload of
the matching process across multiprocessors. The algorithm
divides the matching process into two phases. In the first phase
it employs a spatial data structure called uniform subdivision
to efficiently decompose the virtual space into a number
of subdivisions. We define as work unit (WU) the interest
matching process within a space subdivision. In the second
phase, WUs are distributed across different processors and are
processed concurrently.
For the sake of consistency, aura is hereafter referred to as
“regions” as per the terminology of HLA.
A. Spatial Decomposition
Uniform subdivision is a common spatial data structure,
which has long been used as a mean of rapid retrieval of geometric information. The idea of using hashing for subdivision
directory was first described in an early article [13] and was
later discussed more generally in [14]. This section presents
the formal definitions of uniform subdivision, which leads to
the discussion in the subsequent sections where they are used
for hash indexing and rapid WU distribution.
Formally, the virtual space S can be defined as a multidimensional point set that contains all entities in the virtual
world. Therefore, all update or subscription regions can be
regarded as the subsets of S .
Definition 1. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of a
space S in d dimension, for d = 1, 2, ..., n.
S ={(x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) | xd ∈ R ∧ SM INd ≤ xd < SM AXd ,
for d = 1, 2, ..., n}.
Alternatively, S can be expressed as the Cartesian product
of its one-dimensional boundaries.
Definition 2. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of a
space S in d dimension, for d = 1, 2, ..., n.
S =[SM IN1 , SM AX1 ) × [SM IN2 , SM AX2 ) × ...
× [SM INn , SM AXn )
n
Y
[SM INd , SM AXd ).
=
d=1

The hashing approach requires decomposing S into uniform
subdivisions. Each subdivision represents a slot in the hash
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table, which is labelled by a multidimensional hash table
index.
Definition 3. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of
a space S in d dimension. The boundary can be uniformly
divided into Nd sub-boundaries with unit length Ld , such that
Ld =
+

S =[SM IN1 , SM AX1 ) × [SM IN2 , SM AX2 ) × ...
× [SM INn , SM AXn )
=

N1
[

SM AXd − SM INd
Nd

×

N2
[

[SM IN2 + z2 L2 , SM IN2 + (z2 + 1)L2 )

z2 =0

+

∀Nd ∈ Z , ∀Ld ∈ R , for d = 1, 2, ..., n.
Definition 4. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of a
space in d dimension, for d = 1, 2, ..., n. The boundary is
uniformly divided into Nd sub-boundaries with unit length
Ld . The uniform subdivision Z of S is labelled by a multidimensional hash table index (z1 , z2 , ..., zn ), such that

[SM IN1 + z1 L1 , SM IN1 + (z1 + 1)L1 )

z1 =0

× ...
×

N
[n

[SM INn + zn Ln , SM INn + (zn + 1)Ln )

zn =0

=

[

Z (k).

HI
k∈HI

Z (z1 , z2 , ..., zn )
={(x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) | xd ∈ R ∧ SM INd + zd Ld ≤ xd
< SM INd + (zd + 1)Ld , for d = 1, 2, ..., n}
for zd = 0, 1, ..., Nd − 1.
Similar to all axis-aligned point sets, the uniform subdivision can be expressed as the Cartesian product of its onedimensional boundaries, which is given in Definition 5.
Definition 5. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of a
space in d dimension, for d = 1, 2, ..., n. The boundary is
uniformly divided into Nd sub-boundaries with unit length
Ld . The uniform subdivision Z of S can be defined as
Z (z1 , z2 , ..., zn )

B. First Phase: Hashing
During the simulation, regions are hashed into the hash
table. The algorithm uses the coordinate of a region’s vertex
as a hash key. Given a key k, a hash value H(k) is computed,
where H() is the hash function. The hash value is an ndimensional index, which can be matched with the index
of a space subdivision, and therefore indicating that which
subdivision the vertex lies in. Hence, the regions with hash
key k are stored in slot H(k). The hash function is given in
Definition 6.
Definition 6. Let [SM INd , SM AXd ) be the boundary of a
space in d dimension, for d = 1, 2, ..., n. The boundary is
uniformly divided into Nd sub-boundaries with unit length
Ld . The hash function for transforming a key kd into a hash
value is defined as

=[SM IN1 + z1 L1 , SM IN1 + (z1 + 1)L1 )
× [SM IN2 + z2 L2 , SM IN2 + (z2 + 1)L2 )
× ...
× [SM INn + zn Ln , SM INn + (zn + 1)Ln )
n
Y
=
[SM INd + zd Ld , SM INd + (zd + 1)Ld )
d=1

for zd = 0, 1, ..., Nd − 1.
Theorem 1. Given a set of all hash table indices
HI = {(z1 , z2 , ..., zn ) | zd = 0, 1, ..., Nd − 1 ∧ d = 1, 2, ..., n}
where Nd is the number of subdivisions of space S in d
dimension. Then, S can be expressed as the union of all
uniform subdivisions, such that
S=

[

Z (k).

HI
k∈HI

Proof: By Definition 2, we derive
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H : Rn → Zn , H(kd ) = b

kd − SM INd
c
Ld

There are two important properties of using a hash table
for spatial decomposition. First, hash table collision means
that regions in the same slot are potentially overlapped with
each other; therefore, further investigation on their overlap
status is required. This process is left to the second phase
of the algorithm. Second, if a region lies in multiple space
subdivisions, it would be hashed into all of them. The algorithm assumes that the size of region is much smaller than a
space subdivision. Therefore, a region would exist in at most
four slots in the two-dimensional space (at most eight slots
in the three-dimensional space). This assumption ensures that
the computational complexity of the hashing process would
be bounded by a constant.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept of the spatial hashing
for two-dimensional space. In the figure, region A is hashed
into slot (0,1); region B is hashed into slots (0,0), (0,1), (1,0)
and (1,1); region C is hashed into slots (1,1) and (1,2); region
D is hashed into (1,0), (1,1), (2,0) and (2,1).
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Fig. 1.

Hashing for Space Subdivisions

The basic steps to construct a hash table are given in
Algorithm 1. Note that if not all vertices of a region are
hashed into the same slot, then the region exists in multiple
subdivisions.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for Hash Table Construction
(Region)
Data: S : a n-dimensional virtual space
Data: Z : an uniform subdivision of S
Data: k: a n-dimensional hash table index
Data: R : a region
Data: v: a vertex of R
Data: H(): a hash function
Data: HashT able: a hash table
1 begin
2
Decompose S into a list of Z ;
3
foreach Z do
4
Determine the index k for Z ;
5
end
6
foreach k do
7
HashT able.AddSlot(k);
8
end
9
foreach R do
10
foreach v of R do
R);
11
HashT able.Slot[H(v)].AddRegion(R
12
end
13
end
14 end
The hash table is constructed at the initialisation stage.
During runtime, the position and size of regions may be
frequently modified. Therefore, the algorithm needs to perform
rehashing for the regions at every time-step. The complexity
of this process is O(n + m) where m is the number of
subscription regions and n is the number of update regions.
C. Second Phase: Sorting
After the hashing stage, each slot of the hash table represents a WU which will be distributed across different processors. The algorithm then places the WUs on a task queue.
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Each processor fetches WUs from the queue and performs
interest matching for the corresponding space subdivisions.
Since only one processor has the authority to manage each
space subdivision, there will be no ambiguous matching result.
As discussed in [15], the task queue approach is desired for
task distribution and provides very good load sharing for
multiprocessors. When a processor finishes processing a WU,
it would fetch another WU from the task queue immediately
unless the queue is empty. Therefore, no processor would
be idle until all WUs are fetched. The worst case happens
only when all regions reside in a single space subdivision. In
this situation, a single processor would be responsible for the
matching of all of them.
The spatial decomposition approach essentially transforms
the large-scale interest matching process into several individual
sub-problems. When a WU is being processed, each processor
carries out a matching process only for the regions within the
WU. The matching process employs a sorting algorithm [1],
which makes use of the concept of dimension reduction and
is theoretically the most efficient serial algorithm for interest
matching.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
This section presents the experimental evaluation on the
optimal partition granularity of the parallel algorithm. Two sets
of experiments were carried out to compare the performance
of two approaches, namely:
1) Discrete interest matching by parallel algorithm (PDIM)
2) Space-time interest matching by parallel algorithm
(PCIM)
PDIM [1] and PCIM [16] are the two parallel algorithms,
which exploit parallelism by distributing the workload across
multiple processors. The PDIM approach is designed for
discrete interest matching approach, which performs interest
matching at discrete time intervals, while the PCIM approach
performs space-time interest matching approach, which perform space-time interest matching in order to capture more
events in the simulation. The PCIM approach usually requires
more computational effort than the PDIM approach.
A. Implementation and Experimental Set-ups
The two algorithms were implemented in C++. Message
communication was constructed based on Open MPI protocols,
such as M P I Bcast(), M P I Send(), and M P I Recv();
all processes were synchronised by the M P I Barrier() call,
which is a simple lock-step synchronisation protocol. The
experiments were executed on the eScience Cluster at the
Midland e-Science Centre. Each worker node has an Intel
Xeon 3GHz 4-core processor with 2GB main memory. A
Myrinet backplane is used to give 2+2Gbps programmable
interconnection between the worker nodes.
The following set-up was used for the experiments.
• Entity Distribution: The entities are distributed randomly
across the virtual space.
• Entity Movement: All entities move in a random direction
and undergo linear translational motion.
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•
•
•
•

•

•

Entity Speed: The speed factor (SF) represents the average speed of the entities in proportion to its region length.
Number of Dimensions: All simulations were performed
in three-dimensional space.
Number of Regions An update region and a subscription
region were associated with each moving entity.
Execution Time Measurement: Average execution time of
the matching algorithms was measured over 10,000 timesteps.
Number of WUs: The number of WUs is dependent
on the granularity of spatial decomposition, which was
assigned statically. The optimal granularity value was
determined through experiments, which are presented in
Section IV-B.
Number of Nodes: All experiments of the parallel algorithms were run on 10 nodes.

B. Granularity of Spatial Decomposition
The spatial decomposition approach described in Section
III-A requires an optimal granularity to achieve an optimal use
of resources. This is similar to the virtual world partitioning
problem as we have discussed in Section II-B. In this section,
we present the results of a set of experiments that we have
conducted to determine the optimal granularity of partitioning.
Since uniform subdivisions are employed for the parallel algorithm, the granularity of spatial decomposition is dependent
on the number of sub-boundaries per dimension (denoted by
Nd in Definition 3). We take N1 = N2 = N3 , which implies
that each subdivision is a cube in shape. We measured the
execution time of PDIM and PCIM, with Nd extending from
2 to 10. The number of entities was set to 20000 and the SF
was set to 20.

the size of job queue becomes large and thus overhead would
be introduced due to the increase in the frequency of job
queue access. According to results shown in Figure 2, we can
conclude that, for the current experimental set-up, the optimal
value of Nd for both PDIM and PCIM is 5.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The interest management schemes enhance the scalability
of the exascale simulation systems by filtering irrelevant
data communication on the network. Over the years, many
efficient filtering algorithms were proposed to speed up the
interest matching process. However, they were designed for
serial processing which is supposed to be run on a single
processor. As the problem size grows, using these algorithms
does not satisfy the scalability requirement of exascale simulations since the single processor may eventually become a
bottleneck. In our previous work [1], we have presented the
preliminary design of a parallel interest matching algorithm
which is suitable to deploy on a multiprocessor computer. This
algorithm partitions the simulated virtual world and distributes
the interest management process across multiple processors. In
this paper, we presented the detailed theoretical background
of the parallel algorithm. We also presented an experimental
evaluation on the optimal partition granularity of the proposed
algorithm. Using the optimal granularity in future experiments
would be the most efficient way to achieve and maintain an
optimal use of resources in the simulation system.
Our future work will concentrate on evaluating the runtime
efficiency of the parallel algorithm. We will test and compare
its performance under different entity behaviors, number of
nodes, and occupation density.
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Abstract-Visual analytics is a recent research field for finding
knowledge from data masses. It combines the strengths of
automatic data processing, and the visual perception and
analysis capabilities of the human user. This article represents
a framework for analysis of measurement data with the help of
visual analytics. The framework consists of a message service
platform for collecting and unifying measurement data, and a
visual analytics tool for analysis. The platform receives data
from different types of measurement devices and transforms
the data into unified format that applications can use through
standard interfaces. With the visual analytics tool users can
analyse the data coming from the platform. The tool shows
data as interactive visualizations, both abstract and
descriptive, and suggests analysis methods to the user. User
performs reasoning by interpreting a series of consecutive
visualizations. The framework frees the analyst from the time
demanding data pre-processing and makes analysis possible
without special skills and expertise in data analysis. A
prototype application to demonstrate the framework is
presented. Examples with real data show how explanations for
building energy consumption can be reasoned with the help of
the visual analytics tool.
Keywords- visual analytics; measurement data management;
information visualization

I.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in sensor and data processing technology have
extensively broadened the reach of measurement data. In
industry, sensors monitor the state of machinery,
environmental meters collect measurements from the
environment, building automation systems store building
information, and enterprises track the actions and behavior of
consumers.
The accumulated data are expected to contain important
knowledge that can be used to improve processes and
support decision making. However, the collected data
coming from different sources and forms requires a
considerable amount of pre-processing; the relevant data
must be recognized and extracted from the data sources, and
noisy data has to be cleaned. Data values can be in noncomparable units that have to be harmonized. Before
analysis and visualization data need to be transformed to
specific data formats. The variety of data can be confusing to
the user. Even a simple operational data base can contain
dozens of data entities and each entity dozens of attributes.
The analyst has to find the most meaningful properties and
the right analysis methods.
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Visual Analytics is a recent approach to finding
knowledge from data masses [1-8]. It provides tools to
support analytical reasoning. A visual analytic tool processes
the raw data and shows the information in the form of
abstract and interconnected visualizations. Users can then
look for patterns, trends, anomalies, similarities and other
relevant “nuggets of information” from the visualizations.
Users can launch analysis, browse and navigate
visualizations and highlight and select important areas for
further study.
This article represents a framework for visual analytics of
measurement data carried out as part of MMEA
(Measurement, Monitoring, and Environmental Assessment)
research programme under the Finnish Cluster for Energy
and Environment (CLEEN). The framework consists of a
message service platform that collects and pre-processes the
measurement data, and a visual analytics tool for analysis.
The framework provides a streamlined environment for
analysis of measurement data where users reason by
interpreting a series of consecutive visualizations. The tool
combines both information visualization and descriptive
visualizations of the monitored objects. A prototype is
constructed to analyze energy consumption and indoor air
quality measurements of office buildings in a research
campus area in Finland.
The approach provides a novel general purpose dataanalysis environment for measurement data. Data can
originate from different kind of measurement devices as
well as information systems such as data warehouses. Data
are available in uniform format for analysis. Integration of a
visual analytics tool to the platform provides an easy and
comprehensive way to analyse data - no expertize in data
analysis is required. Combining abstract and descriptive
visualizations of measurement data is a novel approach in
visual analytics.
The article is organized as follows. Visual analytics is
introduced in Section II. The framework and the
implementation method are presented in Section III. Section
IV gives examples of how to reason with the help of the
visual analytics tool. Section V ends the article with
conclusions and discussion.
II.

BACKGROUND

Visual analytics is defined as “the science of analytical
reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces” [1, 2].
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It provides visual tools for finding insight from complex,
conflicting and dynamic data to support analytical reasoning
and decision making. The basic idea of visual analytics is to
unite the strengths of automatic data analysis and the visual
perception and analysis capabilities of the human user.
Humans can easily recognize patterns, colour, shape,
orientation and spatial position, detect changes and
movement, and identify specific areas and items from visual
presentations. Humans are good at reasoning and generating
problem-solving heuristics [10]. Showing data and analysis
results in the form of abstract visualizations is an efficient
way to find insight from data [11]. Computers, on the other
hand, have superior working memory and unlimited
information processing capacity without cognitive biases
[12]. The goal is to create systems that utilize human
strengths while providing external aids to compensate for
human weaknesses [2]. Visual analytics is especially
focused on situations where huge amounts of data and the
complexity of the problem make automatic reasoning
impossible without human interaction.
Visual analytics is a multi-disciplinary research area,
combining information visualization science, data mining,
mathematical and statistical methods, data management,
user interface techniques, human perception and cognition
research. The area has several challenges, listed in [8] and
[9], including management and integration of very large,
diverse and variable quality of datasets.
The markets and research have produced a variety of
visual analytics tools, including tools by major software
houses, analysis and visualization environments, libraries,
application-oriented tools, and technology-oriented tools.
But, the use of visual analytic is not yet widespread. Market
survey companies Frost & Sullivan, ReportLinker and
Gartner Group have recently recognized the new field and
made references to recommended application areas.
III. RESEARCH APPROACH
The research was implemented as constructive research,
by
identifying the problems faced when using large
amounts of measurement data to support reasoning
based on the measurements,

2.

creating a reasoning framework, combining the
structural data model of the object monitored and
the measurements,

3.

building a prototype application to prove realistic
implementation possibilities of the framework, and

4.

testing the framework with real life reasoning
examples.

A. Identifying the problem
Data quality is a well-known problem in data mining
research [13]. The problem is partly caused by missing or
erroneous measurements, as well as disparate data formats
when combing data from several sources. In practical
implementations, for example when comparing and
estimating measurements (for example indoor temperatures,
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B. Framework
Fig. 1 shows the framework concept. Measurement data
are collected from sensors and databases and delivered to
applications through a message service platform in unified
format. The format provides measurement data as simple
data-timestamp –pairs accompanied with metadata. Our
application, the visual analytics tool receives data from the
platform and stores it into its own database. The database
consists of time stamped measurement values, together with
background data, properties of the monitored object and
metadata of measurements. Data are stored in such a form
that visualizations and analysis can be easily applied.
Performance indices and other quantities are calculated
from the data. In our experiments, building sensor
measurements were used, but the data can be as well
environmental data or human behavior data.
A set of pre-defined data analysis and visualization
methods is coupled to the database. In our example, a set of
analysis methods that is relevant for measurement data, such
as finding correlations, trends, outliers, interesting subsets
and clusters from data, is selected. When a new data set
requires analysis, the data from the platform is loaded to the
visual analytics tool database. The predefined analysis and
visualization methods would be automatically available.

Visual analytics tool

Message service
platform

1.

CO2 values) from different buildings and from the
surrounding environment, the data quality problem is faced
immediately. Buildings have their own building automation
systems, each storing the monitored data in different format.
Things get even more complicated when the building
monitoring data are combined with environmental
measurements, such as outdoor temperatures or aerosol
emissions that are again represented in different formats.
More problems are faced when trying to use the
measurement data to support reasoning. Often the data are
handled by facility management systems that reduce the
data into simple performance indices and trend graphs. Even
though the tools used by the data reasoning experts, such as
R Statistical computing package [14] contain functions to
import data from different sources, the task of transforming
and importing the data is often the most time consuming
task in the reasoning process. Also, the data analysis tools
often have poor visualization capabilities, producing just
static pictures for human viewing.

Analysis and
visualisation
generation

Monitored object metadata

Interactive visualisation
for selecting interesting
data features and objects

Figure 1. Framework concept.

All analysis show results in visual form and the
visualizations are interactive. Visual reasoning is intensified
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-

Visual Analytics Web UI

GWT, Google Visualisation API
Open Street Map, OpenLayers
X3DOM

Visualisation interface (Servlet)

MySQL

- Measurements
- Measurements’
metadata
- Building metadata

- Statistics and visualisation
generation using R
- Index calculation
- Linking metadata and
statistics
- System configuration

rJava

Visual Analytics Core

JDBC

by combining descriptive models of the monitored object
(e.g., maps, 3D models or product structures) with abstract
visualizations. This approach is expected to strengthen the
interpretation of the results and help users set the results into
the right context.
During the reasoning process, the user selects variables
from the database for analysis. The tool guides the user to
choose the most suitable analysis and visualizations based
on user’s selections. For example, if user has selected power
and water consumption measurements for analysis of a
whole week, user is suggested calculation of correlations
and scatterplots with regression lines and time series of
correlations, to start with. Users can select data sets from the
visualization for further analysis.

R

- Statistical
computing

Web service (SOAP)

Data Sources

MMEA message service platform

C. Visual analytics prototype
A web application was constructed using the framework.
The monitored objects consist of office buildings of a
research campus area in Finland. Measurements of power,
reactive power, district heat and water used of each
building, and environmental measurements including
outdoor temperature and relative humidity were available,
with measurement frequency measurement/hour. Indoor
temperature, occupancy of people and CO2 measurements
were available of one office building. In addition, the
building gross volume, gross floor area and building age
were available. A map of the campus area was used as
descriptive visualization.
The user gets a visual user interface (Fig. 2), where the
user can select monitored buildings and their properties for
analysis. The buildings can be classified and visualized
using different symbols or colors to help selecting.

Figure 2: User interface.
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Figure 3. Prototype architecture.

An index for energy performance for each building is
calculated. The set of visualizations and analysis methods
include basic statistics (min, max, mean, standard deviation),
histograms, time series with different time granularities
(hour/day/week), clustering, correlations, scatterplots, linear
regression, time series of correlations, autocorrelations and
cross correlations.
D. Implementation details
The current prototype application uses a set of open
source technologies for implementing the required features
(Fig. 3). The user interface is implemented as a browser
interface, showing the monitored buildings on Open Street
Map environment. The user interactions and the visual
markers representing the monitored building on the map are
implemented using Openlayers JavaScript library. The
building 3D geometry details can also be shown in the
browser interface, by using X3DOM (X-Freedom)
technology [15 ].
The MMEA message service platform takes care of
collecting the data from different sensors and other
measurement sources, as well as transforming the
measurements to unified data representation. The
measurements, together with measurement metadata and
building properties from the Real estate information register
maintained by Finnish Population Register Centre, are stored
in the MySQL database.
Statistical computing is performed using R statistical
library [14]. In the current prototype version, the graphics for
example shown in Figure 2 are generated using R, too.
However, in the future the R graphics will be replaced with
more visually pleasing and interactive JavaScript
visualizations, using JavaScript visualization packages such
as Google Visualisation API.
Interfaces between MMEA Visual Analytics tool core
and other components are implemented using standard
technologies: browser server communication is implemented
using REST servlets, database is connected to the core via
JDBC, R statistical library is integrated to the core using
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rJava package, and data are received from message service
platform using Web Service interface.
IV. EXAMPLE OF USING THE FRAMEWORK
The goal of the visual analytics tool is to help users find
interesting phenomena and explanations to support decision
making. It is performed by interpreting a series of
consecutive visualizations. The principle is presented here by
simple examples.
A. Data overview
Let us assume that a user is interested in the energy
efficiency of the campus area buildings. First, the user gets
an overview of the energy efficiency of the buildings on the
map (Fig. 4). Different colours indicate the energy
performance index values of each building, showing a rough
estimate of energy performance of each building. User can
click the buildings and get more details.
To get a better overview, the user wants to see the basic
statistics and time series of all the buildings (Fig. 5). Figures
show two interesting things: Most buildings have low energy
performance index (i.e., low energy usage) but some have
very high values. The time series show that energy usage on
weekend, and on day and night differ a lot.

Figure 5. Basic statistics.

B. Finding explanations
Next, the user wants to find reasons for the big variances
in the energy performance index values. User considers if the
building age is behind the high energy performance values.
A scatterplot with correlation coefficient value 0.43 and an
ascending regression line give hint that there is some
correlation between age and energy performance index (Fig.
6). The user can select an object from the scatterplot and see
the corresponding buildings on the map. In the scatterplot
user has paid attention to plots that indicate high index value
and building age. The plots prove out to come from one
building that is highlighted on the map. Similarly, user can
study other background variables.

Figure 6. Correlation with age.

Figure 4. Overview.
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C. Exploring subsets
The user can also select data subsets of visualizations and
perform analysis with subsets. In the example in Fig. 7, three
clusters are formed based on the indices, and the statistics
and details of one of the clusters are shown.
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Figure 7. Analysis of subsets.

D. Multivariate analysis
The second example is about multivariate analysis. The
example studies correlations between the energy
performance index, district heat and water consumption (Fig.
8). The figures show that there is a strong correlation
between district heat and energy performance. User wants to
study more this correlation and produces a scatterplot. The
plot shows an interesting pattern that the user wants to study
more. It proves out to represent a specific building that is
highlighted on the map.

The trials suggest that the framework provides solutions
to the introduced data analysis problems. It provides a
streamlined general-purpose environment for analysis of
measurement data. Data are available from the message
service platform in a standard form, avoiding the time
demanding pre-processing. The analyst gets high quality data
from the platform and can focus on the analysis task. Also
the same pre-processed data are available to other
applications, thus avoiding overlapping work.
Data analysis has been considered a job that requires
special skills and expertise. With the suggested visual
analytics tool the user needs no beforehand knowledge of
data analysis or statistical methods. The complex analysis
algorithms are hidden behind the user interface. The user
only needs to select data, launch analysis from a pre-defined
set of suitable analysis and interpret the results. Using
abstract
visualizations
together
with
descriptive
visualizations of the monitored objects intensifies the
interpretation of the results. Thereby the data analysis can be
performed by the domain expert, instead of a data analysis
expert, as before.
Taking new datasets for analysis is straightforward. The
data model of the tool, the user interface and the analysis
methods are general purpose and can be applied as well as to
environmental data or human behavior. Data coming from
the message platform is ready for analysis after simple
specifications. If new analysis methods are required, they
can be easily taken into use from the R statistical package
resources. The only time demanding tasks are adding the
application specific calculations, such as performance
indices, and adding the descriptive visualizations. The
benefits of the framework are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.

BENEFITS OF MMEA PLATFORM.

General-purpose environment for analysis of measurement data.
Uniform data format for analysis, independent of individual data
sources.
Data is pre-processed only once, proving high quality data for
different kind of applications and saving overlapping work.
A general purpose data analysis tool for non-experts
Easy and comprehensive visualizations to reason and interpret
data.
More analysis power by combining abstract and descriptive
visualizations.

Figure 8. Multivariate analysis.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
A novel visual analytics based approach to tackle the
information overload problem was introduced. It consists of
a framework including a message platform and a visual
analytics tool for experts and researchers to analyze
measurement data. The approach was evaluated with
identification and diagnostics of problems from building
energy consumption.
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The current prototype does not contain a full set of
interactive features. A real visual analytics application would
enable making most of the interactions needed in reasoning
by interacting with the visualizations generated by the
system. Creating truly interactive visualizations in the
browser environment is a challenge that will be tackled next.
Another objective would be to develop further the user
support in reasoning. At the moment the tool suggest
analysis methods that are based on the qualities of the
selected data. In addition to them knowledge of user actions
and semantics could be utilized. The user could also discard
obvious relationships to diminish the problem space. The
third goal would be to study the usability of the solution:
does the framework help users to utilize measurement data,
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find interesting phenomena and explanations, and improve
decision making.
The framework described above enables linking the
measurements into the object that is monitored: in examples
above map based visualization of a set of buildings was used
as a user interface to access the reasoning algorithms.
Currently, the prototype supports map visualization and
experimental 3D model visualization showing the monitored
objects in the browser. In the future the visualizations of the
monitored object will be further developed. Also, the
prototype architecture enables embedding the visualizations
to other user interfaces, such as aerial 3D model, allowing
the user navigate in the 3D model instead of using the map
user interface (Fig. 9).
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Abstract—This paper presents the results from an implementation of long-term sustainable knowledge resources, which
can be used for documentation, classification, and structuring as
well as with scientific supercomputing resources for advanced
information systems. The paper discusses the current implementation of information structures and object representations
used with universal classification and computation algorithms for
multi-disciplinary, dynamical knowledge discovery. It discusses
practical examples from archaeology and geosciences disciplines,
relying on the content, structure, and classification from the
knowledge resources used with various case studies. The combination of universal knowledge resources and computational
workflows based on High End Computing (HEC) resources and
Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) allows for the goal of successful creation of long-term sustainable Integrated Information
and Computing System components.
Keywords–Integrated Systems; Scientific Supercomputing;
Sustainability; Knowledge Resources; Information Systems; UDC;
Archaeology; Geosciences; High Performance Computing.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The amount of data as well as the complexity of information keeps steadily increasing. The developments of the last
decades have shown that for a continuous positive progress not
only the efficiency must increase, the more, developments must
be made long-term sustainable, too. As the knowledge gathered
during generations should be considered the most important
component to the overall success we need universal knowledge
resources that can handle documentation as well as universal
classification and structuring. The knowledge resources should
not only be traditional collections as with digital libraries
[1] and isolated content [2] but, despite any challenges be
accessible with scientific supercomputing resources in order
to create advanced information systems and implement and
improve workflows and recommended operation [3], [4].
So, this decisively contributes to the goal of successful
creation of long-term sustainable Integrated Information and
Computing System components. The created features of the
knowledge resources presented for the first time in this paper contain new practical concepts for information structures
and object representations. The objects and derivatives, described in this paper, can be used with universal classification
and computation algorithms for multi-disciplinary, dynamical
knowledge discovery. This paper presents examples from archaeology and geosciences disciplines, resulting from practical
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case studies on structure and workflow modularisation, within
the GEXI collaborations [5]. These are part of a multidisciplinary knowledge structure. Further, the implementation
of the knowledge objects is suitable to be used very flexibly
with workflows on HEC resources, e.g., with Integrated Information and Computing System (IICS) components [6]. Multidisciplinary knowledge resources are used to resemble and
document of any information available. As the requirements
for complexity can become arbitrary high, compute resources
have to be used for any more advanced applications. Creating
workflows based on the multi-disciplinary knowledge matrix
therefore requires highly performant resources. The structure
of the knowledge objects has to support the modularisation
for application scenarios where the workflow has to allow
highly efficient implementations itself. The applicability for
parallelisation of the contributing algorithms with the complex
knowledge trees has therefore been analysed with the case
studies. The motivation for investigating in the efficiency
and modularisation of the knowledge trees is the increased
potential for drastical improvements of the Quality of Data
(QoD) with the result matrix, which contributes to advanced
cognition within the multi-disciplinary context.
This paper is organised as follows. Sections II and III
introduce with sustainability and vitality of knowledge-based
architectures and main issues of complexity. Sections IV and
V present a practically used classification approach to the
challenges. Sections VI and VII describe the new concept of
object carousels, the discovery of “missing links”, workflow,
and computation demands. Sections VIII and IX discuss the
lessons learned and summarise conclusions and future work.
II.

S USTAINABILITY AND VITALITY

Data mining is not only an analysis step of knowledge
discovery in databases based on informatics but much more
general in data pools. It is an inter-disciplinary as well as multidisciplinary field of many sciences and computer science.
It means discovering patterns in data pools using methods
implementing statistics, classification, artificial intelligence,
learning and many more based on knowledge resources.
The process targets to extract information from knowledge
resources and gaining content and context, e.g., based on
structure and references, in order to prepare for further use.
Sustainable long-term strategies have to combine operation,
services, and especially the knowledge resources. With the
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available systems components, we have Resources Oriented
Architectures (ROA), Services Oriented Architectures (SOA),
and “Knowledge Oriented Architectures” (KOA) in addition
[7]. For long-term operation, all three must be obtained from
the creation and operation. Considering the entirety of aspects
necessary for a successful long-term change management with
future information technology structures. Nevertheless, the
KOA is the most important complement as it contains the
highest percentage of the overall investments for the results
and the data that may even not be reproducible later on.
III.

C OMPLEX KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES CASE

The knowledge resources created can integrate any object.
These objects can be described with universal classification,
handled with phonetic algorithms [8], [9], and can refer
to external resources. The overall big data challenges, data
intensive volume, variability, velocity and for future scenarios
especially data vitality, meaning long-term documentation,
usability, and accessibility can be handled in a scalable, modular way. Further, the components created are considered to
become objects of sustainable knowledge resources, for longterm persistent big data vitality of documentation, processing,
analysis, and evaluation. The created solution for long-term
use meets a number of attributes, e.g., it should be generic,
superior, adaptable, flexible, seminal sustainable. In summary,
these combined vital features are called “eonic”.
IV.

K NOWLEDGE RESOURCES CLASSIFICATION SUPPORT

The operated knowledge resources, based on the LX Foundation Scientific Resources [8], incorporate UDC classification
for any discipline and purpose, e.g., for knowledge discovery
and workflows. Practical summarising excerpt subsets for
specific disciplines are given in Tables I to II.
Table I.

A RCHAEOLOGY KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES CLASSIFICATION .

UDC Code

Description

UDC902
UDC903
UDC904
UDC”63”
UDC56
UDC55
UDC711.42
UDC720.32

Archaeology
Prehistory. Prehistoric remains, artefacts, antiquities
Cultural remains of historical times
Archaeological, prehistoric, protohistoric periods, ages
Palaeontology
Earth Sciences. Geological sciences
Kinds of town, locality, settlement
Ancient architecture

The UDC sets have been used with the presented computation. UDC [10] currently provides around 70000 entries
in about 100 top classes, whereas the UDC Summary [11]
provides a selection of more than 2000 classes. The multilingual support lists translations in fifty languages [12]. UDC
classifications have been integrated with tens of thousands of
knowledge objects [9] which are a base for each computation.
V.

C OPING WITH THE CHALLENGES

A. Modular components for geoscientific applications
Complex geophysical exploration is an explicit big data
problem. Data locality and data movements are of essential
importance. Therefore, data handling does take longer a time
than the compute intervals. Due to the short intervals for
licensing and the high costs even the time efficiency has to be
increased. This can be supported by parallel techniques [13].
In many multi-disciplinary cases, e.g., explicitely shown with
the case studies [6], [8], the more with growing importance
of evaluation processes, the task- and thread-parallelity has to
be increased both. The data in geosciences and in associated
natural sciences contains the most valuable information because many of these natural processes change in geological
time intervals. Imaging for oil and gas is one of the most demanding tasks in computational sciences. It requires scale-out
architectures, the processing and simulation are computation
intensive as well as data intensive. The data provides longterm challenges on knowledge and resources to researchers
and industry because of expenses on data collection and longterm usability.
B. Rising requirements on quantity and computation
As soon as even a selected subset of the available classification is integrated with a subset of detailed knowledge
resources, the requirements for computing and interfaces are
rising drastically. The increasing demands for advanced scientific computing are resulting from the huge number of relations
within the knowledge resources as well as a consequence of
the workflows, dynamical interaction, presentation, and visualisation of results. The conditions for the optimal computing
architecture are defined by the application scenario, not by the
knowledge resources themselves.
C. Quality for Quantity

Table II.

VOLCANOES KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES CLASSIFICATION .

UDC Code

Description

UDC532
UDC550.93
UDC551
UDC551.1
UDC551.2
UDC551.21
UDC551.23
UDC551.24
UDC551.26
UDC551.4
UDC551.44
UDC551.462
UDC551.588
UDC551.7
UDC551.8
UDC552.2

Fluid mechanics in general.
Geochronology. Geological dating. . . .
General geology. Meteorology.
General structure of the Earth
Internal geodynamics (endogenous processes)
Vulcanicity. Vulcanism. Volcanoes. Eruptive phenomena.
Fumaroles. Solfataras. Geysers. Hot springs. Mofettes.
Geotectonics
Structural-formative zones and geological formations
Geomorphology. Study of the Earth’s physical forms
Speleology. Caves. Fissures. Underground waters
Submarine topography. Sea-floor features
Influence of environment on climate
Historical geology. Stratigraphy
Palaeogeography
General petrography. Classification of rocks
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For the discovery of a result matrix from a large quantity
of data, additional high quality resources can be used for
improving the quality of results deduced. The premise is that
appropriate workflows and algorithms will be applied. The
high quality knowledge resources have been used as “Quality
for Quantity” (Q4Q), in order to build any additional missing
references in the quantity data. With these HEC and discovery
processes, big data means volume regarding storage, means
variability regarding workflow processes, means velocity regarding instances, and vitality regarding knowledge resources.
VI.

O BJECT CAROUSELS

The organisation of the knowledge objects can be arbitrary
complex. Many cases can be described in a simplified way like
a mindmap, which has been used for introducing a new symbolic representation named “object carousels”. The knowledge
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objects build a kind of dynamical molecules. These molecules
have connectors and references. These connectors can connect
with other knowledge objects by computing references from
any number of directions. The process reminds of rotating
branches of trees, rings, and multi-dimensional objects for
finding pluggable connections. The creation of object carousels
does have the benefit, that knowledge discovery workflows can
be implemented very scalable, using various algorithms for
connecting trees. For example, full text references can be used
between any carousels in order to compute a result matrix.

and process parallelity for using objects and object groups or
clusters.
C. Case study views
Suitable views for volcanoes are: Type (of volcano, coarse
categories), date on timeline, size (height). For craters respective views are: Type (of crater, fragmentary), date on timeline,
size (diameter). An object carousel generated for volcano
types, shows the knowledge resources groups (Figure 2).

A. Object mapping

Strato
volcano

The mapping in Figure 1 shows an excerpt for the volcanology context on terrestrial volcanism calculated from the
knowledge resources. These allow to calculate relations via
flexible, user-defined algorithms.

Unspecified
type
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Shield
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Submarine
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Explosion
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Figure 1. Object carousel for terrestrial “volcanism” context with subset of
computed volcano references and examples of levels object relations.

The figure shows an excerpt of the direct relations by
quality of relations and quality of objects. The colours visualise
object groups or attributes within each figure. Any object or
attribute can dock-in at any placed defined by the workflows,
not depending on the grouping. Nevertheless, the decision
within the workflow maybe assisted by the group information.
The knowledge resources can contain objects and relations as
well as classification entries. The case study example being
the base for illustrating the different aspects in all the next
sections follows a discovery path (3D), starting discovery on
object and realia references in the volcanology dimension.

Volcanic
field

Hydroth.
field

Figure 2. Object carousel for volcano and type references computed for
terrestrial volcanism, providing volcano type references.

An evaluation of the association that users have, showed
that the criteria “date” and “location” are most prominent with
objects if the workflow approaches from the “surface (of the
earth)” view. Therefore, mapping and timelining will be the
natural result.
D. Improving quality within the workflow
The resources, workflow, and classification are essential
for a high level of usability quality of results. The elaborate
workflow process for improving the quality of results when
calculating a result matrix from a knowledge base is:

B. Information and object usage
In a non-promoted environment, a knowledge search engine
showed significant requirements with up to over 500,000
application- and several million object-requests per day. The
study on object usage from international public interest groups
done in a time interval from 1994 to 2012 [5] revealed comparable large numbers of accesses and complexity. The object
mapping is a basic part, whereas the algorithmic workflow
for improving the quality can be as expendable as using every
information available with each step recursively and iteratively.
The computation share can increase to hours per discovery
instance but computation can be done for any number of
carousels in parallel. The KOA opens flexible support for task
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Calculate associator attributes and classes,
Compute on a base with large numbers of objects,
Evaluate detailed classification information,
Compute for a reduction of numbers of objects,
Create suggestions and recommendations.

The first computation block (b) is needed for considering more
objects when applying the further steps afterwards. Here, the
classification is essential for improving the quality for the
respective selection process. The second computation block
(d) is necessary for improving a selection process for the
target audience or services. The selection processes can be
significantly supported by high quality knowledge resources
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(Q4Q), e.g., via the authored, classified, and audited content,
with regular expression search, and phonetical algorithms.
E. Improving coverage: Dark data
In analogy to “dark matter” and “dark energy”, there exists
“dark information” and to an uncertain extent an unknown
driving force in knowledge creation, even building “dark
service” provided via “dark resources”. Those information resources are not wider accessible and it is not known where the
intention of gathering and creation. Anyway, this information
must be considered for any holistic long-term concept as it
provides an important factor for the overall knowledge and
will stay in existance despite of any development. With the
concept of long-term knowledge resources the information
has been integrated in order to extend the base for any
knowledge discovery. Considered methods for integration of
resources are, e.g., references, description or caches. This
further includes seamless updating of information, licensing
of resources, dynamical use of data as well as provisioning of
defined quality and reliability for sources and complements.
VII.

D ISCOVERY OF MISSING LINKS

From the disciplines of humanities and archaeology, the
directed tree spanning from settlements to used materials
will show up with a practically defined depth. On the other
hand, starting from natural sciences a directed tree spanning
to materials associated with processes will deliver a natural
sciences path. Along with the different paths, the genetic
connectors of both carousels will show up with links from
both directions. The connecting links, or short “connections”
from the directed search do open new associations that can be
used to discover the overall knowledge much deeper with new
facets and quality, which provide multi-disciplinary links that
have been missing in non-genetic discovery.
In general, any kind of tree path can be generated from
the knowledge resources using a workflow and any number
of carousels can be discovered for connections. The following example shows a simple two-carousel case (Figure 3).
Computing the object carousels connections is shown for a
historical city carousel and an environment object carousel.
The trees show a subset of computed references computed by
the workflow within the knowledge resources. The depth of the
trees may by different for the computation. The connections are
considered as soon as they lead to a defined conformity. In that
case, defined conformity can mean comparable or identical.
The example shows two trees, one from archaeology and one
from natural sciences disciplines. For both, at a certain branch
leading to object referring to stone material, which is shown
by the highlighted red bullets.
A. Computing connections on modular objects
Figure 3 shows the principle used for computing
connections with object carousels. It depicts one fitting
branch, within archaeology and geosciences associated
objects. Starting with the objects Historical City and
Environment (identified by large golden bullets) and the
linking objects “stone” the computed carousels show trees
with a subset of references. The workflow attributes have been
choosen to provide no tree depth restriction for computation.
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The two fitting connection lines within the object carousels
of this example are highlighted in a three-dimensional
representation: Roman : Pompeji : Napoli : Architecture
: Volcanic stone and Volcanology : Catastrophe :
: Volcanic stone. In the sample workflow the carousel
connections are calculated via non-explicit references of
comparable objects (red objects) from knowledge resources
within trees. In addition, the red circle does mark those
objects at the same depth level, including the fitting object
term for historical city and environment Volcanic stone.
The excerpt of associated multi-disciplinary branch level
objects are Limestone, Impact feature, and Climate
change.The method for creation of non-explicit references
can be defined in the workflow. Here, full text mining
and evaluation (red objects) has been used. For derivated
associations additional objects can be computed and extracted
in every branch as well as on all levels.
B. Connecting knowledge
Objects can be connected by various attributes. These may
be attributes associated with content as well as with context.
For example, relations for a volcano object can be connected
and triggered by a large variety of attributes. Table III shows
an excerpt of attributes and examples.
Table III.

ATTRIBUTES LINKING AND TRIGGERING VOLCANO OBJECTS
AND SELECTED EXAMPLES ( EXCERPT ).

Attribute

Example in Archaeology / Geosciences

Time
Location
Physics
Chemistry
Geology
Catastrophes
Etymology
Cults, religions
Artefacts
Historic events

Events on timeline
Volcano-impact-settlement locations
Earthquakes
Volcanic SO2 ejection
Earth crust, petrography
Volcanic eruptions, Tsunamis
Phlegra, Vesuvius
Volcano gods
Archaeological objects, “Pompeji” events
Volcano, climate, economy, revolution

Relations can refer to any multi-disciplinary topic, building
results from combination of information and generation of new
objects and references, e.g., visualisations and views.
C. Flexible support for HEC and dynamical discovery
The KOA architecture is based on a flexible documentation
and development architecture [9] and integrated with the
case study implementations based on the Collaboration house
framework for disciplines, services, and resources [8]. Building
the tree paths as well as the discovery of connections in the
carousels can be done in parallel, comparable to a modelling
process. This way, while computing one tree it is possible to
follow connections into other disciplines’ branches interesting
for a workflow. The task parallel processes can be computed to
look ahead, dynamically discovering fitting relations. On the
other hand it is possible to compute multiple trees and create
intermediate result matrices, which can be used for building
multi-disciplinary results. Referring objects for publicly available information can be integrated by dynamically building
associations from the knowledge resources as has currently
been done with search engine content, e.g., results from Google
or other dynamical sources.
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Figure 3. Computing object carousel connections: Historical city and environment object carousels showing trees with a subset of computed references. In this
sample workflow the carousel links are calculated via non-explicit references of comparable objects (red) from knowledge resources within trees.

D. Workflow and computation demands
Table IV shows the resulting computation times (wall
clock) for straight and broadened application qualities. Straight
means calculating the result matrix directly from the plain data
available, including ranking. Broadened means using full text,
references, and available secondary context information, with
a wide spectrum of topics. It is possible to flexibly support
the knowledge discovery workflow by any number and kind
of algorithms and communication. In this case classification,
keywords, synonyms, phonetic algorithms, homophones, and
category lists have been used.
Table IV.
S TRAIGHT AND BROADENED ( SERIAL ) APPLICATION
QUALITIES AND COMPUTATION TIMES PER WORKFLOW INSTANCE AND
REQUEST ( RESTRICTED TO THREE INITIAL TERMS ).

Item
Number of terms (restricted for demo.)
Comparisons
Selection processes
Intermediate results
Final results (selected top 10)
Classification evaluation time share
Keyword extraction time share
Fulltext support time share
Reference support time share
Phonetic support time share
Instance computation time

Straight

Broadened

3
≈ 90000
1540
420
10
3s
2s
4s
1s
3s
3s

3
≈ 1090000
16700
5100
10
30 s
4s
22 s
3s
8s
120 s

The example demonstrates the principle and tendency.
Starting a single workflow instance with a small number of
3 object terms (Figure 3), this statistically results in:
a)

Straight: Retrieval followed by 90000 comparisons,
delivers 30000 results, ranked to create a top 10.

b)

Broadened: This requires an additional 1 million comparisons per term and some 10000 comparisons on
more than one term as well as on subterms, it delivers
90000 results, which are ranked to create a top 10.
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In an average of terms, b) results in 3 new top terms better
reflecting the context, which means a significant improvement
of the quality of the result matrix. As Table IV shows, when
improving the quality, the compute time increases from about
3 seconds to 2 minutes. Over the time the resource usage
increases by about a factor of 50. Due to the structure of the
compute algorithms a part of the workflow processes can be
done in parallel before the final result matrix is created. Other
advanced workflow processes, e.g., those processes where all
the intermediate results must be available before any decision
on the next step can be done, have to be chained for the
purpose of improving the quality. With parallel processing in
the above example the overall time can be reduced to about 30 s
on the same architecture if an increased number of resources
is available. Increasing the number of comparisons by adding
further sources for improving the quality of results increases
the requirements on resources more than linear referring to
the compute time. This is going ahead with a smaller amount
of numerical improvement for the top results. The knowledge
resources fully support this procedure. The broadened serial
and task parallel (dual-core processors) application qualities
per workflow instance and request are summarised in Table V.
Table V.
B ROADENED SERIAL AND PARALLEL APPLICATION
QUALITIES PER WORKFLOW INSTANCE AND REQUEST ( AS ABOVE ).

Workflow
Item
Number of terms (restricted for demo.)
Parallel resources (nodes)
Instance computation time

Broadened
Serial

Broadened
Parallel

3
1
120 s

3
10
20 s

The resulting computation times per instance can be efficiently reduced exploiting parallelity of resources. Modularising the knowledge resources into dynamical entity groups
of objects is very efficient for a large number of requests
and resources available. This is especially interesting for any
wider economical and practical interactive use. The higher the
complexity of the single, even non-linear, workflow is, the less
efficient are todays resources architectures.
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VIII.

D ISCUSSION

Regarding the sustainability of the knowledge resources
support it has been practical to consider three main aspects
for creating sustainable KOA architectures.
1)
2)

3)

Scalability and efficiency: The workflow process can
be modularised and therefore can be implemented as
scalable and parallelised algorithms.
Discovery and content: Big amounts of multidisciplinary information will always have to consider inhomogeneous groups of information. With
the described method the barrier between the inhomogeneous content, for example, between different disciplines can be overcome. The knowledge
resources support structuring and modularising the
workflows to a defined level. Any references that
might not already exist explicitely in the knowledge
resources can be suggested by a non-tree link. An
example is, computing full text comparisons between
the carousels from the available plain content of the
knowledge resources.
Universal multi-disciplinarity: The knowledge resources allow any number of dimensional space.
Besides that, the knowledge resources allow to use
multi-disciplinary clustering of objects, e.g., clustering of stones for an archaeological view as well as
for a petrographical view.

These features can be used for a flexible dynamically
guided discovery. Besides the benefits of very flexible classification support, e.g., via UDC, expenses are that the creation
and operation do require intensive work.

can result in very high requirements for resources. With the
presented object carousels an undefined number of practical
workflows can be created on the knowledge resources. The
object carousels concept is part of the “tooth system” for longterm documentation and algorithms and the exploitation of
supercomputing resources for use with future IICS.
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Abstract— Internet of Things is everywhere, nowadays, in
industrial fields, academic fields, and also in standardization
fields. Most researches and products are about identification
and connectivity aspects. If everything is connected and
identified uniquely, then what can happen? This paper focuses
on the usage of Internet of Things from a view point of
personalized service provision by ad hoc things collaboration
deployed by multiple providers. In this case, things are
deployed without organized plans by multiple providers and
shared among any users with appropriate permissions.
Therefore, discovery, grouping, management and scheduling
on things for collaboration are the main issues to resolve.
Keywords-Internet
of
collaboration; semantics.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet of Thing (IoT) has many different definitions
[1][2] by different organizations. But, a common
characteristic of Internet of things defined by different
organizations is things-connectedness. In any case,
everything should be connected to the Internet to
communicate with other things.
There are many researches and standards regarding how
to connect things to the internet. IETF Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) [3] is an application layer
messaging protocol to connect constrained things to the
internet with a light RESTful framework. IETF 6LowPan [4]
is a light IPv6 protocol for the constrained things to connect
to the internet. A smart gateway [5] and a WoT Broker [6]
are the gateways which bridge between different air protocol
things (Bluetooth, IEEE802.11.4, WiFi) and web protocol
things. Nowadays, many researches focus on Web of Things
[4][6][7], which tries to connect things with web protocols.
Meanwhile, Web of Objects (WoO) project [8] tries to build
things manipulation environment based on Service Oriented
Architecture (SoA)[9] philosophy.
When it comes to identification, identification
requirements for IoT [10] are being analyzed and
summarized now in ITU-T. In a web area, Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) is the identification scheme for all connected
things. Until now, it is an open issue whether one powerful
identification scheme prevails over the whole IoT things, or
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there just needs a smart interpreter or translator between
different service/network area identification schemes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
related works regarding things collaboration. Section III
describes ad hoc things collaboration from a lifecycle
management aspect.
II.

RELATED WORKS

A. Common Open semantic USN Service platform
(COMUS)
COMUS [11] is an open USN semantic service platform
under developing by ETRI since 2010. Ubiquitous Sensor
Network (USN) is focusing on sensors but deals with
actuators also. One big characteristic of COMUS is that users
send queries to COMUS to get needed sensor data with an
abstract level query such as “get temperature values from
room_number1”. Then, COMUS looks up the USN
repository to get sensors’ identifiers located within a
room_number1 and sends sensor data requests to those
sensors. This is called as a dynamic logical sensor group
management in ITU-T F.OpenUSN [12]. By using this
mechanism, users do not need to know details of sensor
networks.
B. Social Web of Things and Device Sociality
Convergence of sociality and things are the hottest IT
trend nowadays and it is a very interesting and realistic
model because there need ways to share connected things
everywhere based on some permission mechanisms. Social
web of things [5][7] and device sociality [13] approach a
things-sharing issue with social networks. Paraimpu [7]
provides a things-distribution mechanism based on a social
network service and provides a social mashup editor to
operate things which are allowed to use based on social
relationships. So, users can share their things with friends
and can build things-mashup easily. Meanwhile, device
sociality aims at building and managing social relationships
of personal devices by using human relationships obtained
by social networking services. Multiple devices of one user
can share data, application or more resources. Also, different
devices of different users, but with human-friendship
relationships can be shared among those users.
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C. Other works
ISO/IEC 20005 (Information technology -- Sensor
networks -- Services and interfaces supporting collaborative
information processing in intelligent sensor networks) [14] is
a standard about a node grouping for collaborative
information processing. Actually, it does not include any
logic or context but it defines related services and interfaces
to manage a dynamic node group for collaborative
information processing.
There were other approaches for collaborative
application. Moon et al. [15] deals with collaborative
application in VANETs (vehicular ad-hoc networks). While
driving, if gasoline is running out of, then the vehicle
initiates communication with other vehicles to get
information about cheap and close gas stations. Then, other
vehicles can give requested information to a requesting
vehicle. The requester broadcasts queries to the certain
amount of distance. Therefore, a size of an ad hoc group of
vehicles can vary to the circumstance. And, members of a
vehicle ad hoc group can vary where the broadcasting
happens.
D. ThingsDoWeb
ThingsDoWeb is a dynamic things collaboration platform
which is under developing by ETRI since 2013. It aims at
providing environments where things collaborate with each
other for seamless service provision. Things are identified by
URI and communicate with each other by RESTful API.
Things do web to collect information and to control other
things for proving user-friendly seamless service without

humans’ intervention. To do that, ThingsDoWeb platform
provides connectivity for all things and provides dynamic
collaborative group management based on things’ context
(semantics of things) and users’ preference. Ad hoc things
collaboration based on semantics of things is one of the main
research issues of ThingsDoWeb project.
III.

AD HOC THINGS COLLABORATION BASED ON
SEMANTICS OF THINGS

The everything-connectedness is the motto of IoT.
Assuming that everything is connected, what can be done by
using things? It necessarily brings up services which use
multiple things to provide specific functions for human
beings. When it comes to service provision, many cases
require multiple things to provide target services what users
want to receive. At this point, the important thing to be
considered is which things should collaborate with others to
serve the target services. This is the thing discovery,
selection and grouping issues and it highly depends on the
availability of things at the service time at the service spot.
Especially, when we consider user’s mobility, then available
things are changed according to the location of users. Even
though a user does not move, a thing can be out of order and
a new thing can join to the given physical space.
Therefore, an available things list and things’ status
should be managed in real time and target service executors
should manage and schedule things collaboration
accordingly. This is the management and scheduling on
things issues.

Figure 1. Ad hoc Things Collaboration Life Cycle.

Figure 1 depicts an ad hoc things collaboration life cycle.
When target service initiation is triggered, first step is
discovery of available things to use for the target services.
When service triggering is initiated, target service
information and user information need to be detected by
using appropriate mechanism. Radio frequency identification
[16] technology can be used to detect and identify user. Or, a
newly designed things collaboration protocol can be used to
detect target service information.
Then, based on detected information, things discovery
should be performed. As a result of discovery process, an
available things list is set up for the services. Then, next step
is things composition. Composition (ad hoc things
collaboration space management) includes selection and
grouping of things and it should be performed based on the
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semantics of both services and things. Semantics of services
is a specification of services which include service identifier,
service location, service type, workflow, user’s preference,
etc. Semantics of things is a specification of things which
include thing identifier, location, service type, device type,
permission, etc. Next step is scheduling, which plans
execution flow of things. Things can be operated in parallel
or serialized. It depends on the semantics of services. Then,
next step is execution of a composed service. During
execution, status of each thing should be monitored and if
certain thing’s status is changed then service composition
should be adapted accordingly. It is a monitoring step.
Finally, when a user wants to stop services, then ad hoc
things collaboration is terminated. It is a termination step.
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A. Triggering
Ad hoc things collaboration can be triggered by users’
manual click or can be triggered by intelligent things which
recognize needs of users.
B. Discovery
Generally, discovery can be performed in two ways. One
is a broadcast-based discovery, and the other is a
registration-based discovery. In the case where collaborating
things are restricted in a local domain, then both ways can be
applied. But if things to collaborate with are in an open
domain and scale of things are varying and large, then
broadcast-based approach is not reasonable from the
scalability and network traffic points of view. Figure 2 shows
broadcast-based discovery and collaboration.

type, owner, location, etc. Thing specification gives selection
criteria such as a resource list, location, etc.
The definitions on things and services are very much
arguable. In this paper, things are mapped into devices and
devices provide multiple services. Figure 4 depicts the
composition and relation between things and services.

Figure 4. Things and services.

Table I shows a semantics of things (thing specification)
and semantics of services (service specification) based on
concepts of Figure 4.
TABLE I.

Figure 2. Broadcast-based discovery.

Figure 3 shows registration-based discovery. For service
provision, within an open service domain, registration-based
discovery may be a better choice than broadcast-based
discovery. But, management of repository for a vast number
of things is also a tricky problem. So, a DNS-like
hierarchical management policy may be applied to keep
consistency and an easy discovery.

Figure 3. Registration-based discovery.

C. Composition
When it comes to selection, there need criteria for
selecting members. Criteria for selecting things for target
services are what functionalities are needed to perform
services and what kinds of things users can use. Optionally
users’ preference on things can be an important factor.
Semantics of services is service specification and it
includes service identifier, service name, service type,
required service type list, workflow of services, associated
things list, user’s preferences, etc. Service specification gives
the selection criteria such as a required service list which is
provided by things and user’s preference. Meanwhile,
semantics of things is the thing specification. Thing
specification includes thing identifier, thing name, access
address, resource list (or supporting service type list), device
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TABLE A SEMANTICS OF THINGS AND SERVICES

Thing Specification
thing identifier
thing name
access address
resource list(=supporting
service type list)
deviceType
owner
location
etc.











Service Specification
service identifier
service name
required service type list
workflow
associatedThings list
user’s preference
location
service provider
etc.

D. Scheduling
A things collaboration execution schedule is determined
by a coordinator. A coordinator can be preconfigured when
things are deployed or a coordinator can be elected while
operating based on a specific election algorithm. Both
approaches have pros. and cons. But, from a practical point
of view, a preconfigured coordinator is more reasonable than
an elected coordinator. Figure 5 shows a role of collaboration
coordinator.

Figure 5. Collaboration coordinator.

E. Execution
Things collaboration can be executed in parallel or in
serial. Figure 6 (a) shows a parallel execution case.
Everything operates in parallel and this case can happen
when a speaker, a player and a displayer operate together for
a movie playing.
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from the user’s mobility and things’ status change point of
views.

Figure 6. Collaboration execution in parallel.

In case of a serial execution, three modes are possible.
First case is that a coordinator instructs each thing to start
operation with an exact start time value and a duration time
value optionally. Then each thing operates accordingly. The
second case is that a coordinator sends each task to each
thing. And then a coordinator instructs to the first things for
start operation. After finishing operation, the thing triggers
next thing’s operation and so forth. The third case is that a
coordinator transmits tasks to each thing. And then, a
coordinator controls whole process. Everything should report
its service termination to a coordinator, then a coordinator
determines next thing to operate, and so forth.
Figure 7 shows serial execution cases. Case (a) means a
collaboration coordinator instructs to each thing to operate
with start time and duration time. Then each thing operates
accordingly. In case of case (a), time synchronization among
things is very much crucial. Case (b) means a collaboration
coordinator transmits each thing with tasks at a time. Then
each thing operates based on the specified task and after
doing its task, each thing gives a notification to next thing
and so forth. In this case, a coordinator specifies a workflow
among things clearly and this information should be reflected
into the things’ tasks appropriately. Case (c) means each
thing sends a finish notification to a collaboration
coordinator after finishing its task, then a collaboration
coordinator instruct to a next thing to do its task. This case is
more flexible than the previous cases (a) and (b) from a point
that when context or situation is changed during execution, a
collaboration coordinator can react against the situation
effectively.

Figure 8. Ad hoc things collaboration space adaptation.

G. Termination
When collaboration service ends all things become
released. Then each things change each occupancy status and
a collaboration coordinator stops working.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes ad hoc things collaboration lifecycle
management and draft version of service specification and
thing specification. It is in an early stage of design and
implementation.
Furthermore, whole processes can be generalized as like
SoA or Resource Oriented Architecture (RoA). Then, both of
semantics of things or semantics of services can be refined
clearly enough.
Even though this is in early stage, it is obvious that an ad
hoc things collaboration technology is a key technology to
empower Internet of Things or Web of Things. Based on the
connectivity given by IoT or WoT, things can be operated
more human friendly and that is a goal of ICT.
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Abstract—Computed Tomography is one of the most valuable
modalities of medical imaging and is used in the diagnosis of a
wide range of pathologies. In many cases, it is necessary to obtain
a precise segmentation and a 3D visualization of certain organs,
tissues, nodules or regions in the tomography. However, manual
delimitation is a very time-consuming process and advanced
applications are needed to perform this process automatically.
Active contours intend to fit an initial approximation to the most
relevant edges around the starting contour. Most approaches of
active contours assume that all points in the initial approximation
are close to the final solution and that similar conditions can
be set to all the sections of the contour, which is frequently
a false assumption. For that reason, we have developed a
new approach, in which different terms are used and adapted
according to the evolution of the contour. Balloon, regularizing
and attraction terms are combined and extended to 3D, avoiding
the need for a close initial approximation and reducing human
intervention. Furthermore, a multiscale framework is added to
tackle the heterogeneity of the images and the variability of the
approximations. The combination of these terms allows obtaining
a more precise segmentation of the tomography.
Keywords—segmentation; computed tomography; active contours.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Computed tomography (CT) is a medical imaging technique which generates tomographic images or slices from
computer-processed X-rays. The cross-sectional images which
are obtained can be used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. For an appropriate assessment of a radiological study,
or for the extraction of certain measurements, the segmentation
of the corresponding organs, tissues, or regions is frequently
needed.
Different approaches have been proposed to perform this
kind of segmentations, from graph-based algorithms [1] to
atlas-based systems [2] and region-growing schemes [3]. Some
methods are fully automated [4], some others require human
intervention [5].
Active contours are a very useful tool for adjusting a
contour to the edges in an image [6][7][8]. The basic idea
underlying active contours consists in making a contour evolve
locally according to certain features of the neighborhood of
each contour point. Several problems arise when applying this
technique to computed tomography. First, an initial approximation is required, but manual initialization is an extremely
time-consuming task, since each 3D image consists of a large
amount of 2D images. Second, these images present noise,
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heterogeneities and blurred edges, which makes it necessary
to include additional terms to separate regions without clearly
defined edges. Finally, local minima may stop the evolution
on wrong edges.
Some variations have been proposed to tackle these problems in different types of images, but handling all of them
is still a challenging task. Among these works, we can find
some approaches applied to textured regions and areas without
clearly defined edges, using region descriptors or statistical information [9][10][11][12][13]. If we focus on medical images,
similar approaches using texture descriptors and statistical
information have been applied in [14][15]. Active contours
have also been used to deal with other kinds of problems,
such as object tracking and motion estimation [16] or tensor
images [17].
In this work, we propose a multistage approach in which
human intervention has been considerably reduced. First, we
filter the images by means of a 3D anisotropic filter. We
adapt the ideas of the classical Perona-Malik equation [18] to
the diffusion of computed tomographies. Afterward, an initial
approximation is obtained from a single inner point of the
region we want to segment by combining some terms in the
active contours approach. These terms include balloon forces
to expand the region, regularizing terms to smooth the contour
and include small holes, and attraction terms to fit the contour
to the edges. Finally, we introduce a multiscale framework
to refine the segmentation and adapt it to the edges in the
image. To tackle the problem of irregular edges and variable
distance from the initial segmentation to the actual contour,
this framework includes different scales in the attraction term,
so that the diffusion depends on the magnitude of the gradient
in the region. These multiscale active contours allow a better
adaptation to the particular features of each area.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
underlying ideas of active contours and the classical approach
used in their application. In Section III, the 3D anisotropic
filtering is presented. The three types of morphological active
contours (balloon, regularizing and attraction terms) which are
combined in this work are presented in Section IV, whereas
the multiscale approach used to improve the segmentation
is explained in Section V. Section VI explains the postprocessing of the 3D contour points to obtain the final volume
and Section VII summarizes our main conclusions and future
work.
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II.

G EODESIC ACTIVE C ONTOURS

Geodesic active contours, also known as snakes, are based
on the minimization of the following energy with respect to
the contour C:
Z
Egac (C) =
gσ (C(s)) ds,
(1)
C
2

where C : [0, L] → R , L > 0, is a rectifiable curve parameterized by arc-length s, and ds denotes the arc-length element.
The function gσ (x, y) is used to stop the evolution of the
snake when it approaches the edges. It is a smooth decreasing
function of the modulus of the gradient of a regularized version
of the image I(x, y) on which the segmentation is performed,
and acts as an edge detector. As in [7], we can use:
1
gσ (I) = q
,
2
1 + α k∇Iσ k

(2)

where Iσ represents the convolution of the original image
I with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ. The
parameter α controls how contrasted the edges must be to stop
the evolution. On the other hand, σ determines how much I
is smoothed, so that increasing its value will blur the image,
reducing noise but also details. To minimize the energy in (1),
we can use a gradient descent curve evolution written as:
Ct = −
δE

δEgac (C)
,
δC

(C)

(4)

where κ denotes the curvature of C. To write the level set
formulation of (4), we introduce a function u(t, x, y) as an
implicit representation of C(t). Usually, to construct the initial
snake u(0, x, y), a set of points determining a parameterization
of a polygon P0 (s̃) = (x0 (s̃), y0 (s̃)) are manually selected.
Afterward, u(0, x, y) is defined in such a way that P0 (s̃)
corresponds to the zero level set of u(0, x, y). In our case,
instead of manually defining P0 (s̃) by means of several points
outlining the contour, we apply the morphological snakes
described in Section IV from a single inner point (manually
selected by the user) and consider the curve Pi (s̃) obtained
when finishing the process. This way, we can define u(0, x, y)
as the signed distance function to Pi (s̃) (positive inside,
negative outside), or simply consider two different values for
the inner and outer regions.
With this approach, the level set formulation of the geometric curve evolution in (4) is given by:


∇u
∂u
= k∇uk div gσ (I)
.
∂t
k∇uk

(5)

If we expand this equation, we obtain the following expression, in which the first term controls the smoothness of the
contour and the second one makes the contour evolve toward
the highest gradients:
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∇u
k∇uk


+ λ∇u∇gσ (I) .

(6)

The parameter λ > 0 has been introduced to balance the
contribution of both terms. If we increase the value of λ,
the attraction term will have a higher contribution and the
contour will try to fit to the highest gradients in the current
configuration. On the other hand, decreasing its value will
round the contour, making it tend to a more regular outline.
When an initial approximation is available, geodesic active
contours permit to improve the pre-segmentation, since the
contour adapts to the minimum of the energy in (1). As
mentioned above, this pre-segmentation must be relatively
close to the real contour of the region to segment. Otherwise,
the effect of the second term in (6) will not be enough to
overcome the regularizing effect of the first term and, instead
of approaching the real edges, the snake will be rounded and
will tend to reduce.
From this general scheme of active contours, we propose
a three-stage process to segment the computed tomography
images. First, the tomography is filtered using an anisotropic
3D filter. Second, three types of morphological operations are
combined to obtain an initial approximation of the contours.
Finally, a multiscale scheme for active contours is introduced
to refine the approximation and improve its accuracy.

(3)

gac
where
represents the first variation of Egac . ComδC
puting the first variation of E, we obtain (see [7]) the curve
evolution equation:

Ct = (κgσ − h∇gσ , ni)n,

∂u
= gσ (I) k∇uk div
∂t

III.

T HREE -D IMENSIONAL A NISOTROPIC F ILTERING

Balloon forces allow obtaining an initial approximation
from a seed point, but they need a relatively homogeneous
region to expand, in which irrelevant or spurious edges have
been removed or reduced. With the aim of reducing noise,
but preserving the edges, we first apply a 3D adaptation of
Perona-Malik filtering [18]:
ut = div (k (k∇uk) ∇u) ,

(7)

k (x) = e−βx .

(8)

where we use:

This kind of approaches, which diffuse the image but
preserve the most important edges, are usually applied to single
2D images. However, as we deal with a series of uniformly
spaced images, we can apply them in three dimensions, so
that the noise reduction process also takes into account the
neighbors in the previous and next images in the CT, i.e.,
the values at the same position in the neighboring images.
Since the distance between two consecutive images may not
be the same as the distance between the pixels within an
image, different weights can be assigned to the neighbors in
the different coordinates. This way, we filter the 3D image as
a whole, and not each slice separately.
Depending on the similarity of the various elements in the
3D image, their contrast and texture, the value of β in (8) can
be adapted, as well as the number of iterations in the following
discrete approach:
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n
un+1
i,j,k = ui,j,k +

dt


n
2 M ui,j,k ,
2 (dh)

(9)



where M uni,j,k is the result of convolving at each point
(i, j, k) in the iteration n with the 3 × 3 × 3 mask whose
coefficients are:

Ci+a,j,k = ki+a,j,k + ki,j,k
Ci,j+a,k = ki,j+a,k + ki,j,k
Ci,j,k+a = ki,j,k+a + ki,j,k
Ci,j,k = −ki+1,j,k − ki−1,j,k − ki,j+1,k
−ki,j−1,k − ki,j,k+1 − ki,j,k−1 − 6ki,j,k

(a)

Figure 1 shows a slice of the result of applying this type
of filter to a computed tomography of the abdominal region.
As observed, the edges which are obtained from the filtered
image are clearer, which makes them more suitable for a
semi-automatic process. Noise and irrelevant edges have been
reduced and the morphological snakes can act faster and more
precisely to approach the actual edges.
IV.

(10)

and a ∈ {−1, 1}. The values of ki,j,k are obtained from (8)
as follows:
ki,j,k = e−βk∇uki,j,k .

An increase of β preserves more edges, but also noise.
Therefore, its value must be adapted to the amount of noise
present in the image and the relevance of the edges to be
considered.

(11)

(b)

M ORPHOLOGICAL S NAKES

The extraction of the initial approximation is one of the
most important drawbacks of active contours. Manual delimitation is extremely time-consuming, even more when dealing
with 3D images, as in our case. In particular, when working
with large series of images in a computed tomography, it is
almost unfeasible and hardly reproducible. As an example, in
Figure 1(e), the regions corresponding to the liver, the spleen
and a vertebra have manually been delimited. This corresponds
to a single image from a large series of two-dimensional
images contained in a three-dimensional CT scan. The use
of region-growing algorithms is too risky when the limits
are not clearly defined. This is the reason why, in order to
obtain an initial pre-segmentation from a single point, we use
a combination of different morphological operators based on
[19][20]. These filters have been extended to three dimensions
and applied considering the whole tomography. Instead of
adopting the classical level-set approach with a range of values
and a limit to separate the inner and outer regions, we work
with only two values, so that the points are either inside or
outside the snake according to a binary scheme.
In the first stage of the active contours, we use a balloon
force which aims at growing from the initial seed while the
magnitude of the gradient is lower than a certain threshold (we
must be cautious with this threshold to avoid growing beyond
the limits of the region we want to segment). This can be
expressed with the following PDE:

(c)

(d)

∂u
= g (I) v k5uk ,
(12)
∂t
where g (I) is the stopping function described in (2). This
PDE can be used for both, expanding or contracting contours,
depending on the sign of v. In order to discretize this expression, we consider the dilation and erosion operators (Dd and
Ed , where d stands for discrete) as follows:
(
Dd un (x)
if g (I) (x) ≥ t and v > 0
n+1
Ed un (x)
if g (I) (x) ≥ t and v < 0
u
(x) =
un (x)
otherwise
(13)
where t is a threshold to determine when the evolution must
be stopped. As our intention consists in expanding from the
seed point, we make use of the first case, i.e., dilation.

(e)
Figure 1. Image filtering: (a) sample slice of a CT, (b) gradient obtained from
the original image, (c) result of the 3D anisotropic filter, (d) gradient obtained
from the filtered image, (e) manually delimited regions corresponding to the
liver (red), the spleen (green) and a vertebra (yellow).
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However, balloon forces by themselves cannot provide
precise and satisfactory contours. Therefore, when we have
approached the edges and the magnitude of the gradient starts
increasing, two more terms are introduced. One of them is
a regularizing term which aims at smoothing the edges and
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filling the holes of the segmentation, avoiding an extremely
irregular contour. This is obtained by controlling the curvature
of the contour as follows:



∂u
5u
= g (I) k5uk div
.
∂t
k5uk

(14)

In order to implement this kind of regularization, we
consider the SId and ISd operators:

S∈B


inf u (y)
y∈x+hS
!

Figure 2. Final contour obtained for the liver using the morphological snakes
in an image belonging to a computed tomography.


(SId u) (x) = sup
(ISd u) (x) = inf

S∈B

(15)

sup u (y)
y∈x+hS

where sup is the supremum or least upper bound and inf is the
infimum or greatest lower bound (h is a scale factor). The base
B is a set of 9 planes (since we work with a 3D image, we
deal with 9 planes instead of the 4 lines used in [19] and [20]),
which cover all the possible planes within the neighborhood of
the point which is being considered. The combination of both
operators generates a smoother contour by performing erosion
and dilation processes as follows:

n+1

u


(x) =

(SId ◦ ISd un ) (x)
un (x)

if g (I) (x) ≥ t
otherwise

(16)

Finally, the third term is an attraction term, similar to that
described in Section II (second term in (6)), although, in this
case, the levels are only two, i.e., inside and outside the contour
(1 or 0), and the condition to expand, contract, or remain
constant depends on the product of the gradient of the current
snake and that of the stopping function g:
∂u
= 5g (I) 5 u,
∂t

(17)

which is discretized as follows:

un+1 (x) =

















1

if 5 un (x) 5 g (I) (x) > 0
and g (I) (x) ≥ t

0

if 5 un (x) 5 g (I) (x) < 0
and g (I) (x) ≥ t

un (x)

M ULTISCALE ACTIVE C ONTOURS

As explained in Section II, the value of σ determines how
far the edges can be from the approximation to be reached. If
the initial segmentation is too coarse, we need to use a high
value of σ, but, as we approach the edges, it should be lower to
prevent the contour from being too rounded and poorly defined.
Using higher values in the first iterations and lower ones in
the last steps works properly if the distance from the current
approximation to the actual contour is homogeneous along the
snake.
Since it is usual that some segments of the snake are far
away from the actual contour, while others are already close
to it, we use a multiscale implementation, considering higher
values of σ in the most homogeneous regions and reducing it
when the edges are nearby. This way, the scale varies not only
across the iterations, but also from one region to another in
the same iteration. However, it is computationally expensive
to work simultaneously with a large number of different scales.
Therefore, we use a combination of a reduced set of them in
a single stopping/attraction term:
1
,


n
P
2
1+α
wn k∇Iσn k

(19)

i=0

where the weights wn depend on the magnitude of the gradient
computed on the smoothed image.

otherwise

Since the first iterations are supposed to be quite far away
from the final result, we start by applying only the balloon
term to speed up the process, and then introduce the other two
terms and combine all of them.
Figure 2 illustrates the result of applying these three types
of snakes from a single point for the segmentation of the liver.
Although it is a 3D segmentation, we show a single image
as a sample. As observed, the segmentation is not completely
satisfactory, since the balloon force has been stopped by the
proximity of the edges, the smoothing term has rounded the
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V.

g (I) = s

(18)
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contour and the attraction term has not been strong enough to
fit the contour to the edges in all its segments. For this reason,
the multiscale approach described in the next section has been
introduced to refine the results.

In fact, we use four scales and four blending functions
which determine their weights, with the constraint that the
sum of all of them is 1 for every gradient value. In the
most homogeneous regions, large scales have a higher weight.
Therefore, further edges can be reached and the probability
of being stopped by a local minimum is reduced. When the
magnitude of the gradient increases, the weight of the small
scales is also increased. As a consequence, the contour can be
refined according to the more detailed information.
Figure 3 shows how this approach improves the result of
the segmentation of the liver, the spleen, the liquid in the
stomach and a vertebra. Although the images which are shown
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Final contours for: (a) the liver, (b) the spleen, (c) the liquid in
the stomach, and (d) a vertebra, obtained after using the multiscale approach.

correspond to a single slice, the process is carried out in the
whole tomography, adapting the snake according to the edges
in all the slices. As observed, the combination of different
scales, which simultaneously contribute to adjust the contour,
allows adapting the evolution of the snake to the particular
features of each region, instead of trying to find global values
for the entire 3D image.
VI.

T HREE - DIMENSIONAL P ROCESSING AND C ONTOUR
C OMBINATION

The case of computed tomographies is a special one, since
the 3D images are a combination of 2D images and, not only
may the distance between the slices be different to the distance
between the pixels in each 2D image, but it may also vary from
one scan to another.

Figure 4. Final contours obtained for the liver in different slices of a computed
tomography.

In order to represent the final segmentation in a more
intuitive way, a triangulation process is applied by joining the
3D contour points. This allows building a 3D reconstruction of
the region of interest and performing a further analysis when
it is needed (e.g., measurements or shape analysis). Figure 5
illustrates the triangulation for a section of the liver. Figure 6
shows a 3D volume representation of the spleen.

As mentioned above, we try to minimize human intervention and, at the same time, accelerate the process as much
as possible. To this aim, when the seed point is selected to
apply the morphological snakes, it is advisable to choose it in
one of the central slices, in order to reduce the distance to the
furthest edges in the volume. However, the thresholds for these
morphological snakes must be chosen carefully to prevent the
expansion from flooding other regions.
The final segmentation is given by a set of 3D points,
which belong to the planes determined by the slices in the
tomography. Figure 4 illustrates some slices of the 3D segmentation of the liver obtained from a single point in a computed
tomography. Since the active contours are applied in the 3D
image, a single point allows reaching the edges in the whole
tomography. The balloon forces provide an initial volume,
which is later refined by using the attraction, smoothing and
multiscale terms.
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Figure 5. Triangulation of a section of the liver obtained from the 3D contour
points.
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Abstract—User access limitations are very valuable in
Hadoop distributed file systems to access sensitive and
personal data. Even though the user has access to the
database, the access limit check is very relevant at the time
of MapReduce to control the user and to receive only
permissible data. Data nodes do not enforce any access
control on its access to the data blocks (read or write).
Therefore, Kerberos ticket granting model for user login
and user access permissions to MapReduce jobs do not limit
the unauthorized data to obtain from the access granted
database. In addition, to secure the data during processing,
the authentication and authorization of data is required. The
problems broadly include a) who will access the data, b) how
it will be encrypted, and c) stability of data processing while
the data are continuously growing. The current study
includes the security mechanisms currently available in
Hadoop systems, requirements of access control
mechanisms, and change of access control depending upon
the sensitivity of data.
Keywords—Hadoop systems; access control; distributed
file systems; MapReduce; network environment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The term big data is misleading in size and
organization. Big data means exceeding the normal
capacity and unmanageable with current available
technologies. The data can be in the form of structured or
unstructured category. It is large in the form of volume,
variety, and velocity (increasing at any given time). In
Defense organizations, big data can contain defense related
documents that include text, images, and videos. The high
sensitive data need to be analyzed and processed for realtime response. The initial designers of data models
(hierarchical, relational, and the network) did not have an
idea of volume of current data, type of data, and speed of
growing. The Federal Government currently has a big
challenge of managing big data volume compared to any
other organization. The US health care system is expected
to grow in size to yottabytes (1024 gigabytes) soon.
Similarly, the Defense data will grow in size to yottabytes.
From 1960 to 2000, the storage, communication and
processing time was very expensive. So, the concentration
was storing the data and organizing the data using different
data management techniques (indexed, index sequential,
random, etc.). The recent developments made the storage,
communication, and processing time very cheap.
Therefore, corporations began storing all kinds of data
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(images, text, symbols, different languages, and various
volume sizes) to meet the various types of emergencies.
Thus, analysis and control of data has become
unmanageable. The trend is built to elaborate models with
more test data rather than simple models. The task in
Defense organizations is to manage a large chunk of data
sets, provide additional benefits like statistical data, and
real-time answers to responsible officers. Therefore,
threats to the database need to be identified sooner, so that
the data can be protected. The query processing and threat
detection must happen in real time and with lower cost.
After year 2000, the internet usage increased
exponentially. The server and storage technology
underwent many changes. Therefore, the distributed
computing with many nodes was extremely difficult for
many reasons such as distributed locking, data parallelism
and distribution, load balancing, failure recovery, and
network congestion. The big data revolution started after
the release of “MapReduce: Simplified Data Processing on
Large Clusters” in 2004 by Google. Soon, Google became
the number one search engine. Next, Google released
another paper “The Google File System”, which is a highperformance, widely available distributed file system that
provides the storage layer for the MapReduce processing.
The key advantage is ‘move processing to data’ rather than
‘moving the data to computer resources’.
The Hadoop project was developed in Java around
these two papers and became a new paradigm [1, 3]. The
system was adopted more in the DoD (Department of
Defense) than in other agencies. The problem in Hadoop
system design is lack of reusability of existing
applications. The Apache Hadoop defines the new Java
Application Programming Interfaces (API’s) for data
access. This means the existing applications must be
rewritten to access their big data in the Hadoop
environment. Further, more work is needed to protect the
data at source and at communication lines. Research is in
progress in understanding the Hadoop system design,
usage, and security status. Security can be improved at the
source level using Honeypots database, and at
communication level through protocol modifications.
Federated systems enable collaboration of multiple
systems, networks, and organizations with different trust
levels. Authentication and authorization procedures of a
client must be kept separate from services. The
deployment of federated security architecture was
discussed in Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
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[1]. WCF provides support for building and deploying
distributed systems that employ federated security.
Domain/realm, federation, and security token service
consist of primary security architecture of federated
systems.
Traditional security is about protecting the resources
within the boundary of the organization. The federated
systems require the security specification for each
function. Further, the federated systems change over time
with new participants joining and they may not all be
trusted. Therefore, individual protection domains are
required for each entity. Boundary constraints are required
depending upon the system. Therefore, monolithic security
domain will not work in federated systems.
Existing federated security systems separates the client
access, associated authentication and authorization
procedures. As the federated systems are distributed, they
need collaboration between networking, organizations and
associated systems. Maintaining security among these is
not an easy task, since multiple entities are involved.
Security threat may be unavoidable from a variety of
sources. Therefore, a high level coarse-grained security
goals need to be specified in the requirements.
The rest of the paper discusses the review of research,
security policies and proposed design. The recent
developments in federated systems security are discussed
in Section II. The proposed model is analyzed in Section
III, and controlling the user access in Hadoop systems to
the proposed model in Section IV. Section V provides the
conclusions and suggestions for future research.
II.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Data reside in mobile devices, social media, cloud, and
many static and dynamic storage media. IBM announced
real-time security for big data environments that include
data from mobile devices, social media, and cloud
computing [2]. Tight coupling of the name space and block
storage is possible by limiting the use of block storage
directly. Further, IBM offers data masking to de-identify
sensitive information as it moves into and out of big data
systems. The implementation is limited to 60K tasks, but
the next generation of Apache MapREduce supports 100K
concurrent tasks [3]. In MapReduce, users specify the
computation in terms of the map and a reduce function.
The underlying scheme in MapReduce package
automatically paralyzes the computation and schedules the
parallel operations so that the task uses the network and
computational facilities to perform the operations faster.
An average of a hundred thousand MapReduce jobs are
executed on Google clusters every day.
Halevy et al. [4] suggested that representing the data
of large data sources with a nonparametric model is
needed compared to summarizing parametric model
because the large data sources hold a lot of details. The
authors felt that choosing unsupervised learning on
unlabeled data is more powerful than on labeled data.
They pointed out that creating required data sets by
automatically combining data from multiple tables is an
active research area. Combining data from multiple tables
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with data from other sources, such as unstructured Web
pages or Web search queries, is an important research
problem.
User logs of search engines on query clustering, query
expansion, and user generated query reformulations have
attracted many researchers in recent years. Riezler et al.
[5] studied the user queries and snippets of clicked results
to train a machine translation model to bridge the “lexical
gap” between query and document space. The authors
claimed that the model has better results on contextual
query expansion than other systems (based on term
correlations). Further, dissecting the contribution of
translation model and language model improved the search
results. The improved search models include the
combination of the correlation-based system, languagebased system, and language model filter.
Queries without understanding the full complexity of
schemas, source relationships, and query languages are
another task of the research area. Talukdar et al. [6]
presented a system in which non-expert user can create a
new query templates and Web forms to be used by any
user with related information needed. The proposed
system works with the combination of user queries with
keywords and sequence of associations used by the
system. The system processes with multiple ranked
queries, linking the matches to keywords. The query sets
attached to Web form creates a particular query so that the
user can input or fill in the blanks for search. The authors
claimed that their approach is highly promising compared
to other approaches for practical bioinformatics queries.
Thuraisingham [7] used federated database systems as
cooperative, autonomous, heterogeneous, and distributed.
The author discussed various types of security policies
such as local, component, generic, export and federated.
He further outlined the ways to generate and enforce the
security policies. Jonsher and Dittrich [8] discussed the
access control mechanisms to be applied at a global layer
and showed how they can be mapped onto less powerful
mechanisms of component database management systems.
Tari and Fernadez [9] discussed the federated access
control and secure access control in distributed object
kernel for federated database systems. They proposed a
unified security model aiming for the integration of
existing access control models, such as mandatory access
control and discretionary access control that could be
imposed on local components. The authors introduced task
agents within database agents to enforce the federated
security policies using security procedures. The proposed
idea may work better than existing procedures to secure
the Hadoop systems with limitations. Geon and Qian [10]
discussed the interoperation and security in a large
database and recommended a security design. One of the
proposals made by the authors is defining the interfaces to
preserve the security. They suggested restricted access on
direct and indirect access in these distributed systems. The
suggestions may extend to honeypot databases. Ebmayr et
al. [11] discussed the taxonomy of major design choices
and access controls for federated database environments.
Their work presents the main security mechanisms,
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authorization, and access control through simple examples.
Neuman [12] discussed the security in federated
systems and reasons for failure. As the future technology is
based on federated systems, it is necessary to understand
the interactions and proper definition of security
boundaries. Further, engineering, development and
deployment must enforce these boundaries. Security and
fail-recovery are very important in small or large data sets.
The data recovery from failure was discussed by Gamble
[13]. Big data policies and law enforcement in Hadoop
systems was discussed by Oleskeer [14]. The research
discussed the monitoring and user accountability,
predictive policies, and the use of Hadoop systems by
enforcement agencies.
Hadoop security was discussed in the reports [15-18].
Ravi’s [15] comment on Security for Big Data in Hadoop
is a two key solution that includes authentication and
encryption. According to him, Kerberos file system has
better protection to keep the intruders away from accessing
the file system. Since the discipline is new, there has not
been much research in Hadoop security. Chary et al. [16]
presented security implementation in Hadoop systems.
Their research discussed the security in distributed systems
and current level of security in Hadoop systems. It also
includes the client access for Hadoop cluster using
Kerberos Protocol and authorization to access. O’Malley
et al. [17-18] discussed the security in Hadoop design.
They discussed the security threats from different user
groups, Kerberos authentication system, role of delegation
token in Kerberos and MapReduce implementation details.
These papers discuss the encryption, limiting access to
specific users by application, isolation between customers,
and information protection. Their research further
emphasizes the need for internal and external security for
Hadoop systems.
Roy et al. [19] presented a prototype system called
“Airavat”, a MapReduce-based system which provides
strong security and privacy guarantees for distributed
computations of sensitive data. The authors provided a
method to estimate the different parameters that should be
used and tested on several different problems. Their
proposed system has weak use cases, a complicated
process in specifying the parameters, and is not efficient in
general composition of MapReduce computations (the
MapR function followed by another mapper). Some
organizations raised critical questions on privacy and trust
of the system.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
In this paper, a dependable security model is presented
and explained how it differs from existing federated
systems. Further, it discusses the difference between
securities in federated systems and general distributed
systems.
Hadoop system users are of four types. First, use of
the facilities for storing, accessing, processing, and
transferring the information; second, acquiring
information (Google, for example) for research (to
acquire knowledge for scientific purposes); third,
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accessing the globally stored information (including
blogs) for current and future applications (research &
business); and the fourth is hackers, who misuse the
information or destroy sensitive information. The main
purpose of security is to avoid unauthorized access and
save the sensitive information from the intruders.
In federated systems, security is available through
authorization and authentication. The authorization is
provided using the Key Distributed System (KDS). Every
federated user requires a security key to access the data.
The client access in Hadoop high-level architecture has
job tracker as well as task tracker. Once the client is
authorized to access the data, the data will be processed
on HDFS data nodes and package MapReduce will fuse
the information as required by the client.
If a user from one business needs service in another
business, a security token will be created to access the
resources. The security token is the authorization to
access and build the trust of the client. In Kerberos, the
new delegation token is obtained with TokenID (as in
(1)).
TokenID = {ownerID, renewerID, issueDate, maxDate,
sequenceNumber}
(1)
Once the delegation token is obtained, it is valid for a
day as a default or the token can be renewed for a week.
Normally, the token is issued until the job is completed.
The additional requirements for a job token are access
limits and verification in MapR process. Access limits are
the controls on stored information. The MapR module
must verify the access rights of a user before filtering
(reduce) and deliver the filtered response to the user
query. The equation (1) is rewritten as (2) to incorporate
the access rights of a user.
TokenID = {ownerIDc, renewerID, issueDate, maxDate,
sequenceNumber, outputCheck}
(2)
where ownerIDc is the identification of user access rights
and OutputCheck is verification of information after
MapR function is performed. Formula (2) also helps in
accessing blocks. Therefore, the OwnerIDc is formulated
as in (3).
ownerIDc = {ownerID, accessLimit, keyID,
expirationDate}

(3)

where ownerID is the right to use, accessLimit is the
limitation
of
access
to
blocks
or
files
(read/write/execute/update), and expirationDate is a valid
time limit.
The access limits depend on types of files accessed
by the client. For example, a nurse in the hospital can
access patient information, unless it is restricted. The
accessLimit keyword stops access to unauthorized
information. Similarly, depending on the information,
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sensitive or clustered, the accessLimit keyword helps in
securing the files.
In the federated security, the access limits are
required within and outside the organization. Federated
user jobs include job/task localization and shuffling the
information. For example, in Yahoo, once the user is
authenticated, the servlets check the authentication of the
user to permit the operations. For example, in a hospital, a
nurse is allowed to access the patient records. This should
be limited to the type of user and permitted information.
Similarly, for a doctor the limits apply to the medical
records of the patient. These limits are designed in
equation (2).
In federated databases, key management, access
control, policy management, auditing, and distributed
authentication are very important. The access control
design changes depending on the environment and
sensitivity of the information. Kerberos access control is
available for the federated databases. Additional controls
are required as introduced in (2) for sensitive data.
IV. CONTROLLING THE USER ACCESS TO DATABASES
Each ownerIDc is defined with a set of permissions
to the database within or outside the organization for
processing and retrieving information. Every user is
tagged an access limit ‘token’ during login. If a login user
is an intruder, the system must detect the access rights of
the user (intruder) before permitting access to the
database. The intruder is generally caught at login time or
MapR time to retrieve unauthorized information. If an
intruder is internal user and tries to access the
unauthorized information, the intruder will be controlled
with access limits to resources and further verified at
MapReduce time. Consider the objective function G with
a set of users (N), set of access rights (A), set of allowed
resources in the database (D), and the response (U).
G  {N , A, D,U}

(4)

where

ni  N (Set of users);
ai  A (Set of access rights);
d i  D (Set of allowed resources in the database);
ui  U (The return result of the user query)
In the current research, the healthcare model is used
for access control. For example, if a person is admitted to
the emergency room, doctors can access the most up-todate medical history and related information. This
information helps the medical team to develop a
personalized treatment plan while avoiding duplicate tests
and procedures. It is assumed that a patient may be
admitted to any hospital on the globe and patient’s
medical records are available on-line to the doctors to
provide personalized treatment. Further, the access rights
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to patient’s information are clearly defined to each person
attending the patient.
The following assumptions, definitions, propositions,
and theorems help us to generate the algorithms that
control the unauthorized information.
 Every authenticated user ni (ni  N ) will be provided
a service token to a resource within its domain with a
set of access types ai . The limitation helps to control
the user for resource access.
 For each service requested by the user, the system
generates a set of access permissions to the resources.
The services requested should not exceed the user
limits. If the requested resources are outside the user
boundaries, then the system alarms the security and
denies the request.
 Hacker is a user that does not have any role in the
system.
 An authorized user will be treated as hacker if the user
tries to access unauthorized information. For example,
the health care staff member will be treated as an
intruder if the user accesses unauthorized data or
misuses (printing and forwarding, for example) the
authorized information.
Proposition 1: If user ni possesses access types  ai
i 1, k

where

k is the access limit, then the user ni gets

permission to access the database only if  ai U (the
i 1, k

results must match with access permission). That is
accessed information and MapR result must satisfy the
access rights.
Proposition 2: Given any two users ni and n j the
operation ni  n j   ; where

 is null and  represents

‘different from’ (not equals). That is, two users may have
common access types. There are many examples using
doctor and nurse combination.
 Two nurses working on a patient in different shifts have
access to see the primary data about a patient (access to
the data to collect or examine the type of medicine
given at different times).
 A doctor and a nurse may have some common access
rights on a patient.
 Two doctors in different shifts attending the patient
have the same access rights.
 Two doctors working on a patient can have access to
the previous data or data collected by the nurses.
Proposition 3: For any two users ni and n j

the

operation ni  n j   ; then the two users do not have any
common access type. That is, they must be performing
different operations on the resource (a doctor and a
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cleaning person; a doctor and an accountant) or two
different doctors do not have any common access rights.
Proposition 4: If user ni possesses resources d i and

d j with

access

types  a i and

 a j respectively,

j 1,l

i 1, k

then  ai   a j   , shows the user ni do not have the
i 1,k

j 1,l

same access types on both data sets d i and d j .
In

other

words,

if

user ni has

access

types

 a i   a j   then the user ni can have one or more

i 1, k

Proposition 6: If an internal hacker tries to access
unauthorized information then the system will alarm the
warning to user and then send the internal security threat
to security administrator.
Let internal hacker place a query Q( Ini ,d i) on data
source d i simulating

the

user

query Q (ni ,d i) .

A

mismatched query will get information from security
token service. Algorithm-1 helps to handle the internal
hacker while trying to retrieve the information outside the
user bounds.
Algorithm 1:

j 1, l

common access rights between the two data sets. These
cases are bound for close observation by security at the
time of data consolidation by MapR; otherwise security
threat will be alarmed.
Definition 1: The user with complete authorization access
is called a super user (S). The super user ‘S’ possesses
access rights of all users S   ai where  means

If Q (ni ,d i) matches the ownerIDc of TokenID, then the
corresponding utility function

else the query reflects as Q(ni , hd i) , where h is a
hacker.
If the hacker is an internal user then

hui  ui  h ' d i ( ui Internal user), alarms security

i 1,n

contains. All accesses of super user on the database must
be recorded.
Definition 2: The user that does not have any
authorization is called hacker ( hi ) and represented as H
( hi  H )

and

H (hackers)

the

access

Proposition 5: If Q(hi , d i ) is a query placed by the
hacker hi on

data

source d i simulating

the

manager about internal hacker.
If

Q(ni ,d i)  ui then exit;

else if Q(ni ,d i)  ui & &Q(ni ,d i)  hui then
convert

rights

aih  d i   is true; aih is access rights of the
hackers,  implication to, and  is equivalent to.
user

query Q(ni ,d i) then a mismatched query will be locked
and alarmed the security.
Since the hacker could get the authorization and does not
know the set of access rights ai and access to permutable

ui will be generated,

Q(ni ,d i)

as

Q(ni , hd i) and

generate

hui  ui  h ' d i
Store the user utility hui that contains u i  h d i and
'

inform security and keep the counter (log) in alert for
further attempts.
The Algorithm 1 helps to detect the hacker if the user tries
to gain the information with unauthorized access from the
database. The following query and Table I explains the
unauthorized access to information.
If Q (ni ,d i )  Q ( hni , d i )  ui or Q (hni , d i )  hui then

resources d i , then the security takes control of the hacker

Q(hni , di )  hui , retrieve hui (utility from the

and alarms the security manager. If an unauthorized user
repeatedly accessing through a particular terminal, then
the security system locks the terminal and user access to
resources till the problem is resolved. Similar action will
be taken for batch submission.
Furthermore, the query and assigned information is
recorded as part of utility, and if the hacker poses the
same query then the query and utility will be recorded for
future intruder detection. For example, if hi pretends as

Hacker alarm to database) and alarm security alert;

user

ni and try to access the information (that user ni has

permissions) then the system stamps on hi as

hi ui (called

hacker utility) and process as the hacker action.
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where

hui is available in log or identified as a new hacker

and logged as new entry. The log is provided in Table I.
TABLE I. HACKER LOG AND ACTION
Hacker
A

Status
new

Result

hui

Action
New hacker, alarm

A

repeat

hui

Alarm and freeze

In general, if the hacker attempts to gain access to the
database at different trimmings, the time attribute plays an
important role to detect the hacker. Algorithm 1 is
modified as Algorithm-2.
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depends upon the merge and decomposition of two or
more users.

ui will be

Theorem 1: The security of the hospital system depends
upon time and terminal type attributes but not on the
merge and decomposition operators.
Let u it,d be the doctor user and u it,n be the nurse user

generated,
else the query reflects as Q(ni , t j , hd i) then user will get

at any time t. The decomposition of these attributes at
time t is

Algorithm-2
If Q(ni , ti ,d i) is genuine and attempted during duty times
then corresponding utility function

hui  ui  h ' d i (where ui is internal user information
'

and h d i is the hacker alarm at time t j ).
If Q(ni , ti ,d i)  ui then exit (user access accepted)
else
if (Q (ni , t j ,d i)  ui ) & &(Q ( ni , t j ,d i)  hui )

hui  ui  h ' d i (alarm alert to Security manager)
Note: Store the user utility hui that contains ui  h d i and
alert security and keep the counter for further attempts.
If the hacker is external, then divert to the KDS. If the
user hacks with authentication, then the time stamp will
help to detect the hacker. For example,
'

If Q(ni , t j ,d i)  Q( hni , t j , d i )  ui or  hui then
retrieve hui ,

and

alarm

the

security;
where

hui is available in log or identified as a new hacker

and logged as a new entry. Table II provides the log
entries.
TABLE II. HACKER LOG AND DETECTION
Hacker
A
A

Status
New,
internal
Repeated,
internal

Time
Outsidebounds
Withinbounds

Result

hui
hui

Action
Detect as internal
hacker and alarm
Check for presence
of real user and alarm
and find real user

Depending upon the security level, Algorithm-2 will be
modified by adding the terminal type and log-on timings.
Terminal type and time of access attributes along with
access type attributes will protect the secret and top secret
information.
Let us assume the hospital environment in the
healthcare system. A doctor and nurse have common
access to certain information (the doctor prescribes the
medicine and the nurse is responsible for giving it to the
patient). Then, the attributes patient id, type of medicine,
and scheduled time medicine to be given to patient is
accessible by the nurse. The same attributes are also
accessible by the doctor. Therefore, the system security
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(5)

The relation is true, since the duty timings are different.
Similarly,

Convert Q ( ni , t j ,d i ) as Q ( ni , t j , hd i ) and generate

Q(hni , t j , di )  hui ,

u it,d  u it,n   or u it,d  u it,1n  

u it,,d  uit,,n   or u it,,d  uit,,n  
where  and  are terminal types and

(6)

uit,,d  uit,1n, shows

the doctor and nurse on the same terminal at different
times. For security purposes, the nurse is not allowed on
the doctor’s terminal, since the terminal is involved in
access rights. We can show the similar operation for
merge. This concludes that the merge and decompose
operations provide the common and combined access
types without compromising security.
Theorem 2: Any change in resource access will affect the
utility (result of merge and decomposition operators).
The resource access changes will be done by the
security authority through the Systems Administrator. The
change in access rights in any user will affect the utility
function and as a result the output of merge and
decompose (in MapR process) operations change. The
change reflects the presence of intruder. For example, if
the nurse becomes head nurse (hn) then:

uit,d  uit,n  uit,d  uit,hn or uit,d  uit,1n  uit,d  uit,1hn (7)

uit,hn  uit,n   or uit,1n  uit,1hn  

(8)



uit,,hn
 uit,,n   or uit,,hn
 uit,,n  

(9)

It shows that the head nurse has the access rights of a
nurse and additional access permissions to resources. The
change must reflect, otherwise security alarm alerts. The
proposed system was implemented using CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) framework in Python language (V2.6)
for hospital environment. The program also uses HTML,
JavaScript, AJAX and PHP for support. The database
used is MySQL database and Hash security to encrypt the
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password. The results were satisfactory. We are extending
the work to Hadoop database (health care environment).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EFFORTS
The research was concentrated on security in Hadoop
distributed file systems during access and MapReduce
operations. The authentication access limits proposed in
this paper ensure the limitations of user access to global
data and avoids the unauthorized access to data. An
objective function was created for the user access to the
database and theoretical foundations were provided. The
algorithms help to detect an intruder. The security model
includes the access rights and resulting return value. The
return value depends on the access permissions (Theorem
2).
The healthcare database is treated as a ‘Big Database’
(for global availability) because a patient may be admitted
in the hospital of his/her choice (irrespective of place and
time). The doctor on-duty needs to see the history of the
patient to avoid unnecessary tests and provide
personalized treatment. At the same time, the data are
confidential. For example, news reporters are eager to
collect information on a celebrity or an administrator
(President, Senator, or movie actor, or any similar
important person). Easy target is a hospital employee
(nurse, for example). Some unauthorized doctors may be
eager to know the sensitive data. In such cases, access
rights restrict the unauthorized access to such data.
Future efforts of projects related to ‘Federated Hadoop
systems include the design, implementation and
processing of data with security tags for sensitive data.
Develop the algorithms with appropriate access rights to
provide security to sensitive data within and outside
organization is an important research problem.
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Abstract—The ‘Web of Data’ is a growing trend for the
creation of innovative services on the web. Thus, a search
engine for the data is becoming important for promoting dataintensive services. However, full-text search is not suitable for data
fragments, and formal query languages are difficult for ordinary
users. Therefore, we propose a query answering system in natural
language over the ‘Web of Data’. We focus on mapping of
question sentences to open-schema data, and data acquisition, and
then propose improvement of accuracy based on user feedback
and acquisition of new data by user context information. We also
present ‘Flower Voice’, which is an environmental application of
the query answering system for assisting with users’ fieldwork
and confirm the effectiveness.
Keywords—Web of Data; Open Data; Query Answering System;
Field; Plant.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ‘Web of Data’ is attracting attention for the creation of innovative service businesses, mainly in the areas of
government, bioscience, and smart X projects [3], [7], [9],
[15]. To promote the application of the data in a greater
number of consumer services, it would be helpful to have
a search function for the data that can reveal what kinds of
data are available on the web. Especially if the data on the
web forms Linked Open Data (LOD) that is the collection
of interrelated datasets described in a triple language like
Resource Description Framework (RDF) in Extensible Markup
Language (XML) format, full-text search is not suitable for
data fragments in the linked datasets. Moreover, it is difficult
for ordinary users to perform searches using SPARQL Protocol
and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). We therefore propose
a query answering system for matching triples extracted from
the user query sentence to triples < Subject, V erb, Object >
in the RDF. This also serves as a registration mechanism for
user-generated triples.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
problems with and approaches to realizing the query answering
service to the LOD. Section 3 proposes an application for
this software, Flower Voice, which is a smartphone tool for
searching for information and for logging agricultural work.
We then present several examples of related work in Section
4, and finally conclude with intended future work in Section
5.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In research on the query answering (QA) systems and
databases, many attempts have been made to automatically
translate from natural language queries to formal languages
like Structured Query Language (SQL) and SPARQL in order
to help the understanding of ordinary users and even basebase
(DB) experts. Research also exists on outputting the queries
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and results into natural language sentences [22], [11]. Although
it is difficult to apply full-text search to data fragments, as we
pointed out in Section 1, there has been research on converting
a keyword list to a logical query [14], [23], [25].
In this section, we focus on Linked (Open) Data as a
data structure and SPARQL as a query language, and classify
research on QA systems, which translate natural sentences into
queries into two categories based on whether a deep or shallow
linguistic analysis is needed.
One system that requires deep linguistic analysis is
ORAKEL [4], [5]. It first translates a natural sentence into a
syntax tree using Lexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammars, and
then converts it to F-logic or SPARQL. Although it is able
to translate while retaining a high degree of expressiveness, it
also requires the original sentence to be precise and regular.
[27] considers a QA system together with the design of a target
ontology mainly for event information, and features handling
of temporality and N-ary during the syntax tree creation. It
assigns the words of the sentence to slots in a constraint
called a semantic description defined by the ontology, and
finally converts the semantic description to SPARQL recursively. However, it requires advance knowledge of the ontology
structure.
In terms of the voice-controlled QA system for users,
however, these approaches are problematic for practical use
due to voice recognition errors, syntax errors in the original
sentences, and triplification errors. Furthermore, if the DB is
open, the assumption that the ontology schema is already given
is also questionable. Approaches that use shallow linguistic
analysis thus aim for portability and schema independence
from the DB. Our proposed system falls into this category.
FREyA [6] was originally developed as a natural language
interface for ontology search. It has many similarities with
our system like matching the words from the sentence with
Resources and Properties by using a string similarity measure
and synonyms from WordNet and improvement of accuracy
based on user feedback. However, it performs conversion of
the sentence to a logical form using ontology-based constraints
(without consideration of the syntax of the original sentence
unlike the semantic description), assuming completeness of the
ontology used in the DB. By contrast, DEQA [17] takes an
approach called Template-Based SPARQL Query Generator
[26]. It takes prepared templates of SPARQL queries and
converts the sentence to fill the slots in the template (not the
ontology constraint). Like our system, DEQA also applies to
a specific domain (real estate search), and exhibits a certain
degree of accuracy. PowerAqua [18], [19], [20] also originated
as a natural language interface for ontology search and has
similarities with our system such as a simple conversion to
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basic graph pattern called Query-Triples, matching of words
from the sentence with Resources and Properties using a string
similarity measure and synonyms from WordNet, and the use
of user feedback. When used with the open data, PowerAqua
also introduces heuristics according to the query context to
prevent decreased throughput.
[21] serves as a useful reference for surveying QA systems.
The system proposed in this paper is related to a number of
works. However, it is distinguished by using a social approach,
that is, improvement of accuracy and data acquisition through
user participation by seamlessly combining the search query
and registration statement. There are no similar work in terms
of application to fieldwork (and Japanese sentences). Also,
our system currently does not use the ontology, since our
target source for the query is the LOD and we assume the
open schema scenarios. The LOD schema is not regulated by
any organization, and there may be several properties of the
same meaning and a sudden addition of a new property. In
addition, we assume searching over multiple LOD sets made
by the different authors. Therefore, we do not rely on the
ontology behind the LOD. However, the proper adaptation of
the ontology is useful to interpret the semantics, and thus we
will address this issue in the future.
Recently, well-known voice assistants such as Apple Siri
and xBrainSoft Angie have been commercialized. Both offer
high accuracy voice recognition functions and are good at
certain typical tasks such as calling up handset capabilities
and installed applications, which are easily identified from
the query. In terms of the information search, these voice
assistants correctly answer the question in cases that the information source is a well-structured web site such as Wikipedia.
However, extracting the information from unstructured web
sites often fails and they return the search engine results page
(SERP), and thus the user needs to tap URLs from the list.
Angie also provides a link to Facebook and a development
kit. By comparison, our system focuses on the information
search using the LOD as the knowledge source, and raises the
accuracy using the user feedback.
Targeting smartphone applications in agriculture, Fujitsu
Ltd. provides a recording system, in which the user can simply
register the work type by buttons on the screen that have
photos of cultivated plants. NEC Corp. also offers a machineto-machine (M2M) service aimed at visualization of sensor
information and support of farming diaries. Both systems
address recording and visualization of work the same as Flower
Voice, but our system contains a form of voice-controlled QA
system for the open-schema data that takes a social approach
by combining data recording with data viewing.
In terms of combination of the sensor and the semantics,
the sensor data in semantic sensor network are annotated with
semantic metadata to support for environmental monitoring
and decision-making at the time of disaster. For example,
SemSorGrid4Env [13] has been applied to flood emergency
response planning. However, searching and reasoning is conducted on the collected semantic sensor data, whereas the
sensor data in our system is connected to a broader range of
the LOD DB. In social sensor research, social networking services and physical-presence awareness like Radio Frequency
IDentification (RFID) and twitter with GPS data are integrated
in order to encourage the collaboration and communication
among users. For example, Live Social Semantics [24] was
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applied to academic conferences, and suggested new interests
for attendees. Although the objectives are different, the architecture where face-to-face contact events obtained by RFID are
connected to the social information is similar to our system.
This will provide guidance for scaling up our system in the
future.
III.

P ROBLEMS AND A PPROACHES TO O PEN -S CHEMA
DATA
In the classification of interactive systems, our QA service
is in the same category as Siri, which is a DB-search QA
system. However, Siri is more precisely a combination of a
closed DB and open Web-search QA system, whereas our
system is an ‘open’ DB-search QA system. Although the
detailed architecture is described in the next section, the basic
operation is to extract a triple such as subject, verb, and object
from the query sentence by using morphological analysis and
dependency parsing. Figure 1 shows a conversion from a
dependency tree to a triple. Any query words (what, where,
when, why, etc.) are then replaced with a variable and the LOD
DB is searched. SPARQL is based on graph pattern matching,
and this method corresponds to a basic graph pattern (one
triple matching). At the data registration, if there is a Resource
corresponding to the Subject and a Property corresponding
to the V erb from the user statement, a triple, which has the
Object from the user statement as the Value is added to the
DB.
Although DB-search QA systems without dialog control
have a long history, there are at least the following two
problems because the data schema is ‘open’.
A. Mapping of Query Sentence to LOD Schema
Although a mapping between the verb in the query sentence
(in Japanese) and a Property in the LOD schema of the DB
must be prepared in advance, both of them are unknown in
the open-schema data (compared with a closed DB where the
schema is given), so the score according to the mapping degree
can not be predefined.
We therefore use a string similarity and a semantic similarity technique from the field of ontology alignment to map
verbs to Properties, and attempt to improve the mapping based
on user feedback. We first register a certain set of mappings
{Verb (in Japanese), Property} as seeds in the Key-Value Store
(KVS). If a verb is unregistered we then do the following:

Figure 1: Conversion from dependency tree to triple.
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(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

Expand the verb to its synonyms using Japanese
WordNet ontology, and then calculate the Longest
Common Substring (LCS) with the registered verbs
to use as the similarity.
Translate the new verb to English, and calculate the
LCS of the English with the registered Properties.
If we find a Resource that corresponds to a subject in
the query sentence in the LOD, we then calculate the
LCSs of the translated verbs with all the Properties
belonging to the Resource, and create a ranking of
possible mappings according to the combination of
the above LCS values (Figure 2).
The user feedback, which indicates which Property
was actually viewed, is sent to the server, and the
corresponding mapping of the new verb to the Property is registered in the KVS.
Since the registered mappings are not necessarily
correct, we recalculate the confidence value of the
mapping based on the number of pieces of feedback,
and update the ranking of the mapping to improve
the N-best accuracy (refer to Section IV-D).

B. Acquisition and Expansion of LOD Data
Even for an open DB, it is not easy for an ordinary user to
register new triples in the DB. We therefore provide an easy
registration method that uses the same extraction mechanism
as triples from statements.
We also provide an automatic registration method of the
user context information to support of the data registration by
the user. When the user registers a triple in the DB, the sensor
data are automatically aggregated by using built-in sensors
on the smartphone, and the context information related to the
triple are inserted in the DB after the semantic conversion of
the sensor data. Although Twitter is providing a function for
attaching geographical information to tweets, this method is
available with a greater variety of the context information. By
using this method, the user can register not only the direct
assertion, that is an object in the user statement, but also
several background information at once. We describe examples
of the sensor data and the corresponding context information
in the next section. This is an approach to collect the necessary
data from side effects of the user actions (the registration in
this case), and corresponds to a typical method in the Human
Computation mechanisms.
By contrast, we also attach the Twitter ID of the registrant

Figure 2: Calculation of LCS.
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to the data as the Creator in order to raise the feeling of
contribution in the user who share the significance of building
the ‘Web of Data’. This is another method in the Human
Computation mechanisms. These efforts further promote the
social user participatory approach.
We have also been developing a semi-automatic LOD
extraction mechanism from web pages for generic and specialized information; this mechanism uses Conditional Random
Fields (CRF) to extract triples from blogs and tweets. As [29]
shows, it has achieved a certain degree of extraction accuracy.
IV.

D EVELOPMENT OF A PPLICATIONS FOR F IELDWORK
S UPPORT
This section shows the implementation of our service and
an applications. The applications of QA systems include Interactive Voice Response, guide systems for tourists and facilities,
car navigation systems, and game characters. However, these
all basically use closed DBs and would not be the best match
for an open DB. In addition, our system does not currently
incorporate dialog control such as Finite-State Transducers
(FST), so that problem-solving tasks such as product support
are also difficult. We thus focus on searching for information as
described in the previous sections and introduce the following
applications.
1) General Information Retrieval
DBpedia [9] already stores more than one billion
triples, and there are 31 billion triples on the web,
so part of the information people are browsing in
Wikipedia can be retrieved from LOD.
2) Recording and Searching Information for Fieldwork
Since the system allows user registration of information, the information relevant to a specific domain can
be recorded and searched, including for agricultural
and gardening work, elevator maintenance, factory
inspection, camping and climbing, evacuation, and
travel.
3) Information Storage and Mining Coupled with Twitter
If we focus on the information sharing, it is possible
that when a user tweets using a certain hash tag (#),
the tweet is automatically converted to a triple and
registered in the LOD DB. Similarly, when the user
submits a query using a hash tag, the answer is mined
from the LOD DB, which stores a large amount of
past tweets. This would be useful for the recording
and sharing of word of mouth information and life
log information.
Although the above (1) is our purpose mentioned in the
introduction, we introduce an application of our QA system
from the second perspective in the following section to evaluate
the system in a limited domain, which is “Flower Voice” to
answer a query regarding the agricultural, gardening work like
disease and pest, fertilization, maintenance, etc.
A. Flower Voice
Urban greening and agriculture have been receiving growing attention due to the rise of environmental consciousness
and growing interest in macrobiotics. However, the cultivation
of greenery in a restricted urban space is not necessarily a
simple matter. Beginners who have no gardening expertise
have questions and get into trouble in several situations ranging
from planting to harvesting. Although the user could employ
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Figure 3: Overview of Flower Voice.

a professional gardening advisor to solve these problems, this
would involve costs and may not be readily available in urban
areas. Also this kind of work cannot be fully planned and the
gardener needs to respond to the current status of the plants on
site, since it highly depends on the surrounding environment.
However, searching the Internet using a smartphone suffers
from the disadvantages of inputting keywords and iteratively
tapping and scrolling through SERP to find the answer. Therefore, we developed Flower Voice, which is a QA service for
smartphones that answers questions regarding agricultural and
gardening work. Moreover, we used a voice control, which is
suitable for this work since users typically have dirty hands
(and no need to be shy because no eyes and ears around).
Furthermore, we provided a mechanism for registering the
work of the user, since data logging is the basis of precision
farming according to the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture.
This is a tool for searching information and for logging by
voice using smartphones for agricultural and gardening work.
Figure 3 shows an overview of Flower Voice. It automatically
classifies the speech intention (Question Type) of the user into
the following four types (Answer Type is a literal, Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI), or image).
1)
2)

3)

4)

Information Search (IS)
Search for plant information in the LOD DB.
Information Registration (IR)
Register new information for a plant that does not
currently exist in the LOD DB or add information to
an existing plant.
Record Registration (RR)
Register and share records of daily work. Since data
logging is important for the farming, it would be
useful to add sensor information together with the
registered record. However, the verbs that can be
registered are limited to the predefined Properties in
the DB (see the next section).
Record Search (RS)
Search through records to remember previous work
and view the work of other people.
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Figure 4: Chaining search.

The possible use cases are as follows.
1) Chaining Search: This is the case, in which Flower
Voice continuously provides the pinpoint data that the user
wants to know on site during the work (Figure 4).
2) Use of User Participation: This is the case where the
user uses the registration mechanism to share a piece of data
they learned about. This would be useful, for example, in environmental surveys (Figure 5 above ) where users cooperatively
investigate and report the specific environmental items such as
rare species of plants that the users discovered, and building a
knowledge community (Figure 5 below). The registered data
are annotated with the Twitter ID of the registrant.
B. Plant LOD
The LOD used by Flower Voice is called Plant LOD,
and consists of more than 10,000 Resources (species) under
the Plant Class in DBpedia and 104 Japanese Resources that
we have added. We have also added 37 Properties related
to plant cultivation to the existing 300 Properties. In terms
of the LOD Schemas for registering records, we prepared
Properties mainly for recording dates of flowering, fertilizing,
and harvesting. Figure 6 illustrates Plant LOD, which is an
extension of the LOD used by Green-Thumb Camera [16],
which was developed for introducing plants (greening design).
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TABLE I: MAPPING OF SENSOR AND CONTEXT INFORMATION.

Sensors
Clock
GPS
(Combination of the above two)
Illuminance
Acceleration

Figure 5: Use for environmental survey (above) and knowledge community (below).

Plant LOD is now stored and publicly available at Dydra.com.
C. System Architecture
Figure 7 shows the architecture of Flower Voice. The
user can input a query sentence by Google voice recognition
or keyboard. The system then accesses the Yahoo! API for
Japanese morphological analysis to extract a triple using the
built-in dependency parser, and generates a SPARQL query
by filling in slots in a query template. The similar process
also works for English sentences, although the morphological
analyzer and dependency parser must be changed to, for
example, Berkeley Parser [2]. The search results are received in
XML format. After searching the {Verb, Property} mappings
registered in Google Big Table and accessing the Microsoft
Translator API and Japanese WordNet Ontology provided by
the National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology (NICT), the LCS values for each mapping are
calculated as described in Section 2. The order of matching
is firstly matching the Subject against Resources by tracing
‘sameAs’ and ‘wikiPageRedirects’ links, and then searching
for V erb matches with the Properties of the Resources. A list
of possible answers is then created from the pairs of Properties
and Values with the highest LCS values. The number of
answers in the list is set to three due to constraints on the
client UI. The results of a Google search are also shown
below in the client to clarify the advantages and limitations
of the QA service by comparison. User feedback is obtained
by opening and closing a collapsible area in the client, which
gives a detailed look at the Value of the Property (but only the
first click). During searches, feedback updates the confidence
value of a registered mapping {Verb, Property} or registers
a new mapping. During registration, the feedback has the
role of indicating which of three Properties to which the
Object(V alue) should be registered. The client UI displays
the results. Text-to-speech has not been implemented yet.
In terms of the computational performance, this service
is currently running on 1 CPU with 55.1 MBytes memory
of Google App Engine 1.8.4, where 1 CPU corresponds to
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Context Info.
that can be obtained
Date, Time
Location, Nearby POI
Weather, Temperature,
Humidity
Space{Indoor, Outdoor}
Status{Moving, Stop},
Walking Time&Distance

1.0–1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron. Then, it needs almost 1 (sec) for
retrieving a plant data from the LOD, but once loaded the data,
it takes 0.05–0.3 (sec) for answering a query. However, it is
difficult to compare the performance with other services, and
thus evaluate the data accuracy and acquisition in the following
sections.
The automatic registration method of the user context
information is realized by the acquisition of sensor data and the
semantic conversion based on the LOD Schema. The sensor
data are obtained by JavaScript running on the smartphone,
except for Osaifu-Keitai that is FeliCa (a specification of
Near Field Communication) mobile payment. Table I shows
examples of the sensor data and the corresponding context
information. Note that although the clock and Osaifu-Keitai are
not the sensors, these are included in the table for showing the
mapping with the context information. Furthermore, Points of
Interest (POI) and Weather are obtained by accessing Yahoo!
Open Local Platform and Japan Meteorological Agency based
on the Global Positioning System (GPS) information. The
POIs specifies location names (buildings, companies, stations)
around the location.
We prepared the LOD schemas (Properties) corresponding to the above context information, and once the sensor
information is retrieved, we convert it to the property value
with the designated data types like literal and interger that
are predefined by the schemas. For example, when a user
registers a triple describing “a flower has blossomed”, the
sensor data for the location is converted to literal, one for
the temperature is conveted to integer, and one for the space
is translated to Indoor or Outdoor, respectively. Then, the
context information such as gtcprop:flowerAddress (location), gtcprop:flowerDateHighTemp (highest temperature of
the day), gtcprop:flowerDateLowTemp (lowest temperature
of the day), gtcprop:flowerSpace (space of the flower) are
automatically registered in the LOD DB.
We show the combinations of Properties registered by
the user and the additional context information obtained by
the sensors in Figure 8. In this figure, gtcprop:flowerDate–
Weather means that the weather is registered with a flowering
date. The links of the property and the context information
can be easily changed according to the purpose of application.
Flower Voice currently does not use the context information
related to the user actions like number of steps, walking
distance, walking time, etc. Therefore, there are unlinked
contexts in the figure.
We have also added an advanced function for changing
the LOD DB that is searched by the user input to a SPARQL
endpoint as entered in an input field of the client UI, although
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Figure 6: Plant LOD.

Figure 7: Mashup architecture.

the change is limited to searches. This is not compatible with
all servers because the query is based on predefined templates
and the results are received in XML format. Some servers
also require attention to latency. Endpoints that have been
confirmed include DBpedia Japanese [10], Data City SABAE
[8], Yokohama Art LOD [28], etc. Users can also manually
register {Verb, Property} mappings. If the Property that a user
wants does not appear in the three answers, the user can input
a {Verb, Property} mapping in an input field. The mapping is
then registered in the KVS and will be searched by the next
query. Although this function targets users who have some
expertize dealing with LOD, we are expecting to discover
unanticipated use cases when the system is open to users.
Flower Voice is available from our website (in Japanese)
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[12], and almost 500 users have used it with at least one query
so far (Flower Voice won a Judges’ Special Award in the LOD
Challenge Japan 2012).
D. Evaluation of Accuracy Improvement
We conducted experiments on the current system to confirm
the search accuracy, and how the accuracy is improved by the
user feedback mechanism described in Section 2. Note that
if a sentence is composed of more than two triples, it must
be queried as separate single sentences. The intention of the
speech, such as searching or registration, is classified by the existence of question words and the use of postpositional words,
not by intonation. Sentences need to be literally described
regardless of whether they are affirmative or interrogative.
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TABLE III: EFFECTIVENESS OF ADDITIONAL CONTEXT.

False

Figure 8: Properties and corresponding contexts.

TABLE II: ACCURACY OF SEARCH.

False
1st Set
(ave)
2nd Set
(ave)

True

no Res.

no Prop.

triplification error

18.2%

0%

9.1%

1-best

3-best

54.5%

72.7%

72.7%

72.7%

In the experiment, we asked several experienced gardeners
to select frequently asked questions from their daily work,
and collected 99 query sentences (and the preferred answers).
Although there were no duplicate sentences, sentences having
the same meaning at the semantic level were included. We then
randomly constructed 9 test sets consisting of 11 sentences
each. We first evaluate one test set randomly selected, and
give the correct feedback, which means registering {Verb,
Property} mappings and updating the confidence value for one
of the three answers for each query. We then proceed on to
the next set. After evaluating the second test set, we clear the
effects of the user feedback and repeated the above again from
the first set. The difference of the accuracy between the first
and the second set corresponds to the improvement by the
user feedback. The results are shown in Table II. We assume
that query sentences are correctly entered, since in practice
Google Voice Recognition returns the possible results of the
recognition, and the users can select the correct sentence in a
dialog, or start over from speech.
In the table, “no Res.” means that there was no corresponding Resource (plant) in the Plant DB, and “no Prop.” means
no Property corresponding to the Verb in the query sentence.
“triplification error” indicates failure to extract a triple from
the query sentence in case of a long complex question, etc.
N-best accuracy is calculated by the following equation:
N − best precision =

∑
1
rk
|Dq |

(1)

1≤k≤N

,where |Dq| is the number of correct answers for query q, and
rk is an indicator function equaling 1 if the item at rank k is
correct, zero otherwise. In the case of 3-best, the three answers
are compared with the correct answer, and if any one of them
is correct, then the result is regarded as correct.
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no Prop.

triplification error

success

0%

9.1%

90.9%

True
num. of
additional
context
9.3 triples
per
registration

num. of
useful
context
3.4 triples
per
registration

We found that approximately 20% of the queries were for
unregistered plants, and the prepared Properties covered all of
the queries. The current extraction mechanism is rule-based,
and approximately 10% of the queries were not analyzed
correctly. Although the queries are in a controlled natural
language since the queries need to be literally described as
single sentences, we found that 90% of questions are allowed
in our system. We are planning to extend the rules and use
CRF [29] for further improvement.
The N-best accuracy can be increased by providing more
data such as Resources and Properties in the Plant LOD and
{Verb, Property} mappings, and so the base accuracy of the
first set is not particularly important. However, by comparing
the results for the first set with the second one, we can confirm
that the improvement of the accuracy was affected by the user
feedback (note that the fact that 1-best accuracy equals 3-best
accuracy means all the correct answers are in the first position,
that is, they are among the first three positions).
We expect that the number of acquired {Verb, Property}
mappings will form a saturation curve according to the number
of trials that saturates to a domain-dependent value. In this
domain, we found that an average of 0.09 new mappings were
acquired per trial (query) from an initial 201 mappings in the
DB. More detailed analysis will contribute to the bootstrap
issue for applications in other domains.
E. Evaluation on Data Acquisition
We also conducted experiments on the current system to
confirm the effectiveness of the context acquisition. In the
experiment, we first collected 44 sentences for the registration
from the experienced gardeners, and then registered them in the
DB. We do not consider voice recognition errors as well as the
previous experiment. We also assume that the user feedbacks
that indicate Properties for registering the context information
are correctly entered. The results are shown in Table III.
In the table, “no Prop.” means no Property corresponding to
the Verb in the sentence. “triplification error” indicates failure
to extract a triple from the query sentence. However, if there
was no corresponding Resource (plant) in the Plant DB during
the registration, the Resource is automatically created, and so
“no Res.” does not happen in this experiment. Furthermore,
“num. of additional context” means how many triples for the
context information on average are automatically added with
a triple that is successfully registered. Note that all the context
information shown in Figure 8 are not necessarily obtained in
practice because of the status and timing of the sensors. “num.
of useful context” means the number of triples the experienced
gardeners considered useful among all the additional context
information. The followings are examples of the useful context
information.
wateringDate–Location, HighTemp, Space: By this com-
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bination, useful data to analyze correlation with the watering
period to the circumstances and seasons would be collected.
flowerDate, fruitDate, dieDate–Address, Weather, HighTemp, LowTemp, Space: By these combinations, usefull data
regarding the process from flowering and fruiting to dying
depending on weather change in each area would be collected.
pruningDate, flowerDate, fruitDate–Address, HighTemp, LowTemp: Correlation with flowering and fruiting to
pruning can be investigated based on these data.
hasWhiteSpot–Humid: The risk of developing red spiders
would be anticipated by drying in the planting space.
As a result, by automatically adding the context information as the side effects of the user registration, we confirmed
that the useful triples have been increased 3.4 times more as
the result. If these data are described in RDF and shared in
the Cloud DB, then people who have several viewpoints can
easily analyze from their own aspects.
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[11]

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we proposed a query answering service,
which uses the LOD as a knowledge source to facilitate the
spread of the data-intensive services. We then developed and
evaluated an application for assisting with fieldwork. It also
features the Human Computation mechanisms, namely, the
improvement of accuracy based on user feedback and the
acquisition of new data by user participation.
We have realized the method to register the context information converted from the sensor data in order to increase
the new data in this paper. However, as lessons learnt from
the application, we should also consider to use the context
information for the searches. This means the refinement of the
search results using subgraph matching based on user context.
It would be useful to automatically select the necessary information based on the current and past situation of the user
without explaining every detail. Also, we need to conduct the
evaluation of accuracy with the LOD size, in general scalability
of the system, and discuss the impact of the values gathered in
the sense of how well does the system scale. In the future, we
also intend to collect customer feedback on this application,
and to apply the system to domains other than agriculture.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel evolutionary
algorithm called Genetic Algorithm with Asexual Reproduction (GAwAR) to solve Maximum Lifetime Coverage (MLC)
Problem in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). We use for
GAwAR a binary coding of the problem, develop asexual
operator of crossover and operator of mutation in which
knowledge about MLC problem is incorporated, and apply
deterministic selection. We compare the proposed algorithm
with a standard Genetic Algorithm with elitist strategy. We
show that the proposed GAwAR significantly outperforms the
standard Genetic Algorithm.
Keywords- Wireless Sensor Network; Maximum Lifetime Coverage Problem; Genetic Algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
WSN is a widely developing area of technology. They
are getting involved in many spheres of human vital activities, such as military, healthcare, biomedicine, environment
observation, etc. According to an application area different
tasks are set before WSN, among which are monitoring
environment, gathering data, transmission data to a sink, etc.
Due to their tiny construction WSN nodes have limitations of
energy power, computing power, sensing range, transmission
distance and bandwidth. There are well-known optimization
problems in the literature [1] [7] [9] related to WSN, among
which are the sensor deployment problem, the coverage
problem, the routing problem and the MLC problem, which
will be the subject of this paper. One of the most important issues related to these problems is minimizing energy
consumption in order to prolong the lifetime of WSN.
All these aforementioned problems are computationally
difficult problems and belong to the class of NP-hard
problems. Different solutions have been proposed to solve
different variants of MLC problem. Among them are approximation algorithms [18] proposed for some variants of MLC
problem, linear programming [11] [15] and different heuristics [17] [19] [20] [21]. Recently, a number of approaches
based on application of evolutionary algorithms have been
also proposed [2] [6] [23] to deliver approximate solutions.
Our recent study [10] comparing performance of genetic
algorithms (GA), memetic algorithms and a local optimization scheme have shown that general solvers based on
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standard evolutionary schemes do not provide satisfactory
solutions. Prevailing number of currently applied GAs to
solve different problems are based on sexual reproduction,
where two randomly selected individuals (solutions of a
problem) create two offspring, which are a subject of selection and mutation. Some recent studies [22] have shown
that succesfull evolutionary search may be conducted also
by using asexual reproduction. Therefore, in this paper,
we develop a novel evolutionary algorithm with asexual
reproduction, where basic evolutionary operators such as
selection and crossover are performed on single individuals. Additionally, we incorporate a specific knowlege about
the problem into operators of crossover and mutation. We
compare our approach with an approach based on a standard
GA with sexual reproduction and elitist strategy incorporated
into GA.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section outlines MLC problem. In Section III, we introduce some preliminary notions. Section IV introduces our
proposed greedy heuristic to solve MLC problem. In Section
V, we describe two genetic algorithm - based solutions.
Section VI contains results of experimental study of these
algorithms. The conclusion is presented in the last section.
II. M AXIMUM L IFETIME C OVERAGE P ROBLEM
S TATEMENT
Let us consider a sensor network S = {s1 , . . . , sN }
consisting of N sensor nodes randomly distributed over a
given target field F, a two-dimensional rectangular area of
W × H m2 . The target field F is uniformly divided on points
of interest (POIs) with a step g (see Figure 1).
Sensors are responsible for detection of an intruder (a
target point) and sending an alarm message to the sink node.
A sensor is defined as a point of coordinates (xs , ys ). All
sensor nodes have the same sensing range Rs , communication range Rc and battery capacity b. The coverage model
of a sensor node is assumed a disk model [9].
It is assumed that each sensor can work in two modes:
active mode and sleeping mode. In active mode a sensor
observes an area within its sensing range and can transmit
or receive a signal.
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Figure 1. An example of sensor network deployed over the target field
divided on POIs.

Below we give a number of definitions concerning the
problem statement.
Definition1. A sensor s(xs , ys ) covers a POI p(x, y)
denoted as P OIobs iff the Euclidean distance d(s,p) between
them is less than the sensing range Rs .
Definition2. Coverage of a target field F at i − th time
period ti denoted as cov(i) is defined as a ratio of observed
P OIsobs by a network of active sensors S to all P OIs, i.e.
|P OIs|obs
(1)
|P OIs|
In this paper, a sensor is assumed to consume energy for
monitoring area and it depends on its sensing range Rs . Considering a homogeneous sensor network, where all sensors
have the same sensing range, the energy consumption per
time interval is constant.
An objective in a point coverage problem is to cover
a set of discrete points (targets), while an area coverage
problem aims to cover the whole target field. In grid approaches, where the sensing field is uniformly divided on
discrete points, called points of interest POIs [2] or targets,
the area coverage problem can be considered as a point
coverage problem. In this paper, we consider Maximum
Lifetime Coverage Problem as a scheduling problem applied
to WSN solving the point coverage problem regarding to
prolongation the lifetime of WSN.
MLC has as objective to prolong lifetime of WSN by
minimizing a number of redundant sensors during each time
interval in order to minimize energy consumption. Lifetime
of WSN is defined as a maximal number of consecutive time
intervals, during which the coverage requirement is met, i.e.
cov(i) =

Lif etime(q) = max{m|(∀i)i < m

cov(i) ≥ q − δ} (2)

Coverage requirement is given by a coverage degree k
and a coverage ratio q, which means that at least q-th part
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with small declination δ of all targets is covered by at least
k sensors. A point coverage problem with k coverage degree
is denoted in literature as k-coverage problem. Further, we
assume k to be equal to 1.
Maximum Lifetime Coverage Problem can be stated as
follows:
• Given a set of numbers P OIs = {1, 2, ..., P }, each
element represents an ordinal number of a POI (a target), given a family of N subsets S = {S1 , S2 , ..., SN },
where each element Si ⊆ P OIs, i = 1, 2, ..., N , is
related to covered POIs by i-th sensor, and given an
integer number b.
0
0
0
• Find a maximal number m of subsets {S1 , S2 , ..., Sm },
0
where Sj ⊆ S, such that the number of covered
elements | ∪Si ∈Sj0 Si | meets the coverage ratio (Eq. 3)
and each element Si of the family S is included in b
subsets {Sj0 1 , Sj0 2 , ..., Sj0 b } (Eq. 4), i.e.
(∀j)j=1,...,m |

| ∪Si ⊆Sj0 Si |
|P OIs|

≥q−δ

(∀i)(∃j1 , ..., jb )|Si ∈ Sj0 1 , ..., Si ∈ Sj0 m ,

(3)

(4)

where i = 1, ..., N and (∀k)k=1,...,b |1 ≤ jk ≤ m
An objective of searching a maximal number m of subsets
satisfying (3) is equivalent to lifetime maximization and
corresponds to scheduling activities of sensor nodes. The last
equation (4) corresponds to the battery capacity restriction.
In section IV, we present a heuristic to solve the MLC
problem. Also we have taken into account the following
assumptions:
0
• i-th subset Si represents the network of active sensors
during the i-th time interval,
• duration of all time intervals are the same,
• a number b is predefined and corresponds to the battery
capacity of a sensor node, so that initial battery capacity
is sufficient for every sensor’s activity during the b time
intervals (rounds).
III. P RELIMINARY NOTIONS
In this section, we describe a schedule solution representation and present classification of time intervals of WSN work
according to coverage quality. For this purpose we introduce
notions of Redundant, Excellent and U nsatisf actory
Subsequences (RS, ES and U S). In Subsection 3.2, a
volume of search space is evaluated.
A. Solution representation
A solution is encoded as an Tmax × N table (further we
call it as a schedule or a schedule solution), where Tmax is
predefined in time intervals meeting the following condition:
b < Lif etime(q) < Tmax << N × b,

(5)
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where Tmax should to be set greater than Lif etime(q) (2).
The upper bound N × b arises as a maximal number of different subsets, each of which consists of one element (such
elements N ) and, according to battery capacity requirement,
can appear in the schedule b times.
In the schedule the parameter Tmax is related to a number
of columns. N is a number of sensors in the sensor network
and concerning the number of rows in the schedule solution’s
table. A column of the schedule contains a network of active
sensors during the certain time interval. Each row of the table
is related to one of the sensors and represents its schedule
of activity over all period of time Tmax .
Binary coding is used, so that ”1”s value corresponds
to active state of a sensor, ”0” corresponds to a sleeping
state. Cells of the table are filled by ”1”s and ”0”s values in
such a way that battery capacity restriction is met, i.e. each
row of the table contains b ones and Tmax − b zeros. An
exemplary schedule solution correspondingly to the network
configuration from Figure 1 is depicted in Figure 2 (left).
A schedule solution is associated with a sequence of Tmax
numbers called a coverage string, i.e

1) Redundant Subsequence (RS),
2) Excellent Subsequence (ES),
3) Unsatisfactory Subsequence (US).
Each subsequence groups time intervals such that a network
of active sensors covers the target area with certain coverage
ratio.
RS subsequence is introduced in order to reveal time
intervals during which we potentially have redundant sensors
and we wish to shift elements from RS into ES. RS is
defined as a sequence of time intervals {i}, during which
the coverage is greater than the coverage ratio q on at least
δ, i.e.
cov(i) > q + 2δ,
(8)

coverage string = {cov(1), ..., cov(Tmax )},

We use ES as a mark of high quality of the schedule
solution regarding to lifetime. In order to prolong the WSN’s
lifetime a number of elements in ES should be increased and
their values should be less than elements included in US.
US subsequence is defined as time intervals {i} in the
schedule during which the coverage of the target field is
less than the coverage ratio q on at least δ, i.e.

(6)

where for every i = 1, ..., Tmax cov(i) is counted according
to (1) and |P OIsobs | = |∪j=1 P OIsobs (sj )|. These numbers
represent a coverage of the target field during a corresponding time interval. For the individual from Figure 2 (left)
correspondingly to WSN from Figure 1, the coverage string
is the following {0.48, 0.36, 0.56, 0.24, 0.64, 0.0, 0.6}.

where δ is a small value representing a predefined declination from coverage ratio q.
ES subsequence consists of time intervals {i} in the
schedule during which the coverage of the target field is
within δ range from given coverage ratio q:
|cov(i) − δ| ≤ q + δ

cov(i) < q

B. Solution space
Solution space contains all possible schedules and its
volume depends on such parameters as a number of sensors
N , battery capacity b and timeline division Tmax . For a
sensor a number of different schedules is equal to a number
of different combinations of b ones and T − b zeros. From
max !
combinatorics one can find that it is equal to b!(TTmax
−b)! .
The volume of solution space for N sensors is presented
by the following equation:
N
Tmax !
b!(Tmax − b)!

(7)

For example, in the experiments we have WSN consisting
of 100 sensors (N = 100), battery capacity b is equal to 15
and maximal number of intervals Tmax is equal to 150, the
search space in this case contains 148976491201904240100
elements.
C. Redundant, Excellent and Unsatisfactory Subsequences
(RS, ES and US)
A searching process conducted by our proposed heuristics
is based on the following classification of columns in a
schedule. All columns of the schedule solution’s table are
divided on three groups called three subsequences:
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(9)

(10)

Let us denote a number of elements in RS, ES and US
as NR , NE and NU respectevely.
IV. G ENETIC ALGORITHM - BASED SOLUTION TO MLC
PROBLEM IN WSN
Evolutionary approaches are based on improving the initial population of individuals (schedules) through repetitive
application of selection, crossover and mutation operators.
In this section we describe a solution based on Genetic
algorithm (GA) approach, see Algorithm 1 in Figure 2.
Individuals in a population are encoded as tables such as
described in Section III.A. As fitness function Lifetime(q)
(Equation 2) metric is used.
At the beginning a population of schedules is initialized
in such a way that battery constraint is met, i.e. each row
of the table is filled by b ones at random, the rest cells
are filled by zeros. We use tournament selection scheme,
where in each tornament between m randomly chosen individuals the winner goes to the next phase of reproduction.
Further, selected individuals create offspring by applying the
crossover operator with probability pc . Their offspring are
mutated with probability pm and pass to the next generation.
Lastly, the elitist strategy is applied, i.e. the best individual
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Figure 2.

Genetic Algorithm.

from the previous population goes to the next generation
without changing, replacing the worst offspring.
These steps are repeated through G generations.
1) Representation: Individuals (or chromosomes) of a
population are represented by solutions and encoded as
described ones in Section III.A.
2) Fitness function: Individuals are evaluated according
to fitness function introduced in Section II as Lifetime(q)
metric (Equation 2).
3) Genetic operators: Genetic operators work in the
following way.
Firstly, in a generation a tournament selection is applied.
In each tournament m competitors participate. We use an
elitist selection, where the best E individuals are copied to
the population without changes.
In our algorithm crossover is an analogy of simple singlepoint crossover operator, which proceed in two steps. First,
individuals of the newly reproduced population are mated at
random. Second, each pair of schedules undergoes crossing
over as follows: an integer position k along the rows of
the tables is selected uniforly at random between 1 and a
number of rows N less one [1, N -1]. Two new individuals
are created by swapping all values in the rows between k +1
and N .
Binary mutation is used with probability pm .
4) Correction of individuals: Under crossover operator
application the battery capacity condition in offspring schedules is kept. But mutation can change a number of activity
time interval of several sensors in a chromosome. Therefore,
each individual is corrected in such a way that, in case of
battery is overused the genes corresponding to the last active
time intervals are zeroised. Otherwise, randomly chosen zero
genes in the row related to the disturber sensor change their
values to value one.
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Figure 3.

Genetic Algorithm with Asexual Reproduction.

V. A N OVEL G ENETIC A LGORITHM WITH A SEXUAL
R EPRODUCTION TO MLC PROBLEM IN WSN
In this section, we propose an Genetic Algorithm with
Asexual Reproduction (GAwAR) to solve MLC problem
in WSN. Firstly, for a given WSN and grid target field a
population of Np individuals are generated. Solutions are
encoded such as described in Section III.A. In evolutionary
strategies in each generation an individual of the population
produces an offspring by using a crossover operation, further
it is mutated and deterministic selection applied to chose
individuals for the next generation (see, Algorithm 2 in
Figure 3).
A. Representation
Individuals of a population are represented by solutions
and encoded as described in Section III.A.
B. Fitness function
Individuals are evaluated according to fitness function
introduced in Section II as Lifetime(q) metric (Equation 2).
C. Genetic operators
Genetic operators work in the following way. In GAwAR
crossover is a modification of two operators: inver-over
and position-based crossover [5] [8] adopted to solve MLC
problem. The crossover is executed on each single individual
from the population and consists of the following two steps:
• searching pairs of values in the same row in two
consecutive US columns, such that the first value of
the pair (the value from the first US column) is equal
to 0, and the second value of the pair is equal to 1;
• swap these values.
In another words, in the result the first selected column
contains ”1” in all cells, if at least one of the corresponding
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Figure 4.

An example of a crossover in GAwAR.

cells has contained ”1”. The second column contains the rest
of two values which was not used in the first one.
The aim of crossover is to shift several columns from US
toward ES or RS.
An example of an offspring obtained by crossover is
outlined in Figure 4. The schedule is constructed for a sensor
network depicted in Figure 1 for seven consequtive time
intervals. For coverage ratio q equal to 0.6 and coverage
declination δ equal to 0.05, U S consists of the four elements
{1, 2, 4, 6}. As NU =4, then the procedure repeats k or no
more than 6 times. For instance, the initial schedule involves
two columns corresponding to t1 and t2 time intervals. In
the offspring solution two pairs related to sensors s1 and s3
in the two chosen columns change their values. Coverage
strings of the parent and its offspring solutions are presented
in the figure (left) and (right) respectevely.
The purpose of the crossover operator is to shift several
columns from US toward ES or RS. But, during the evolution process, it may happen that, after applying crossover
once, the chromosome does not improve its quality. Thus,
we apply k-crossover operator, which is equivalent to use
crossover k times to columns (1, 2), (1, 3), ..., (1, k+1)
respectevely. k-crossover is executed on k pairs of columns
from US consequently. In our example, after performing
crossover for columns (1, 2) the operator will be continued
for columns (1, 4) and (1, 6).
It is worth to notice that in the proposed algorithm
crossover operator produces a single offspring from a single
parent. This offspring will replace the parent if it is better
or the parent will pass to the next generation. Therefore,
at the beginning of evolution k is equal to 1. In the next
generation k increases by 1 for the individual, if its fitness
function value decreases.
Mutation is applied to each individual from the population. Mutation is based on reciprocal exchange of two gene’s
values in the individual. The first gene is taken from RS
column with probability pi :
(
0,
if the i − th gene in the column is equal to 0,
pi = 1
,
if
the i − th gene in the column is equal to 1,
n1
where n1 is a number ”1” genes in the column. Therefore,
the first selected gene is equal to 1. The second mutated
gene is taken as the first ”0” gene from U S and from the
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Figure 5.

An example of a mutation in GAwAR.

same row as previous gene was. The selected genes swap
their values. If there is no a gene with the value ”0” in U S,
mutation does not make any change in the chromosome.
Therefore, the first selected cell is equal to 1. The second
selected cell is taken as the first ”0” cell from U S and from
the same row as previous cell was. The selected cells swap
their values. If there is no a cell with the value ”0” in U S,
the parent solution coincides with its offspring.
Mutation is applied NR times, once for each RS column.
An example of mutation is shown in Figure 5. A schedule
constructed for a sensor network depicted in Figure 1 for
seven consecutive time intervals. For coverage ratio q equal
to 0.6 and coverage declination δ equal to 0.05, coverage
string as follows {0.8, 0.16, 0.4, 0.24, 0.64, 0, 0.6}, where
RS contains one element t1 . Therefore, mutation is executed
once via changing the first column in the schedule. From the
t1 column with equal probabilities pi = 0.16 for all cells of
”1”s values the one is taken, for an example the 4-th cell
was selected. The chosen ”1” cell changes its value into ”0”,
while the first ”0” cell of the corresponding row from U S
(in the picture such cell is from t3 column) changes its value
into opposite one. Coverage of the schedule for the first time
interval (from the column t1 ) decreases, while the coverage
for the t3 increases. Coverage string of the offspring solution
becomes the following: {0.76, 0.16, 0.56, 0.24, 0.64, 0, 0.6}.
Lastly, deterministic selection is applied, where the best
individual from each pair: a parent and its offspring passes
to the next generation. These steps are repeated until stop
condition is met. The best schedule from the last generation
is a result of the algorithm.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present some results of experimental
study of the proposed algorithms.
The experimental study was conducted in two steps.
Firstly, several experiments were made in order to estimate
the best values for parameters of the algorithms. The next
step of experiments was to compare these two algorithms
with the best parameters sets.
For evaluating the solutions, we rely on our network
simulator, written in Java. The experiments were run on
standard PC computer with two cores 1.66GHz CPU and
1GB RAM.
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Figure 6. An examplary run for the best solution of algorithms: GAwAR10, GAwAR-50, GA-10 and GA-50.

Sensors are randomly deployed over the target field F of
dimensions (L × L)m2 , where in all experiments we assume
L = 100. POIs are uniformly distributed over the target field
F in every g m, where g = 20.
WSN consists of 100 sensors, sensing range Rs is equal to
20m and each node has a battery capacity b = 10. The size
of an schedule solution is equal to N ×Tmax , when N = 100
and Tmax = 150. We consider that required coverage ratio
is 90%, where q is equal to 0.91 and δ=0.01.
We assume two sizes of a population 10 and 50 individuals for each of considered algorithms, let us called them as
GA-10, GA-50, GAwAR-10 and GAwAR-50 respectevely.
The rest parameters: elite size is equal to 1, a number of
competitors in a tournament m is equal to 2, crossover and
mutation probabilities pc and pm are equal to 0.06 and 0.01.
Evolution process of the algorithms is considered over 150
generations (G = 150).
We run 5 times each of these algorithms: for five different
randomly created WSN configurations. Exemplary runs with
the best result for the first WSN instance of GA-10, GA50, GAwAR-10 and GAwAR-50 are presented in Figure 6.
Figure 7 presents the CoverageString of the best solution
obtained by GAwAR-10 and GA-10 for the first WSN
instance in first (a), 50 (b), and the last (c) generation. The
summarized results are presented in Table I. In the table from
the left to right there are maximum, average with standard
deviation values of Lifetime(0.9) obtained by each of the
algorithms. The values in the two last column outlines a
number of times a maximum solution by the algorithm was
achieved and its average run time. Bold figures represent the
best result for the WSN instance.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel evolutionary
algorithm with asexual reproduction to solve MLC problem.
Due to this approach it was possible to incorporate a specific
knowledge about the problem into genetic operators of
crossover and mutation. The performance of the proposed
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7. CoverageString of the best solution obtained by GAwAR-10
and GA-10 in first (a), 50 (b) and the last (c) generation.

algorithm has been compared with one delivered by a
standard GA. The preliminary results of experimental study
of both algoritms have shown that the proposed GAwAR
algorithm due to special design of its genetic operators
significantly outperforms the standard GA-based approach,
regarding to lifetime values and runnable time as well. The
purpose of current and future studies is a more detailed study
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Table I
L IFETIME (0.9): MAXIMAL , AVERAGE WITH STANDARD DEVIATION
VALUES OF L IFETIME (0.9) AND NUMBER OF TIMES OF MAXIMUM
ACHIEVED FOR GAWAR-10, GAWAR-50, GA-10 AND GA-50.
WSN

Instance
1

Instance
2

Instance
3

Instance
4

Instance
5

Algorithm
GAwAR-10
GAwAR-50
GA-10
GA-50
GAwAR-10
GAwAR-50
GA-10
GA-50
GAwAR-10
GAwAR-50
GA-10
GA-50
GAwAR-10
GAwAR-50
GA-10
GA-50
GAwAR-10
GAwAR-50
GA-10
GA-50

Max

Avg ± σ

40
40
24
25
33
33
19
20
45
45
24
26
38
39
22
23
55
52
31
33

38.8 ± 0.96
39.6 ± 0.24
21.8 ± 1.46
23.4 ± 2.24
32.2 ± 0.56
32.6 ± 0.24
18 ± 1.2
19 ± 0.4
42.8 ± 1.76
44 ± 0.8
22.6 ± 1.04
23.8 ± 1.36
37.4 ± 0.24
38 ± 0.4
21.8 ± 0.16
22.2 ± 0.56
53.2 ± 0.96
50.8 ± 0.96
29 ± 2
31.4 ± 1.04

Times
of Max
1
3
1
2
2
3
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
4
2
1
2
1
1

Texec
[s]
21
111
39
186
22
117
40
231
22
127
36
185
23
122
39
157
22
101
38
162

of the proposed algorithm and using it for different variants
of MLC problem.
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Abstract—The aim of our research is to develop domainrestricted resources for web interaction supporting different
languages: English, Hindi and Spanish. Many practical natural
language systems use linguistic resources adapted to a specific
domain because the processing is faster and more robust
against errors. Besides, those grammars can be adapted to the
language used by different types of users. To facilitate the
process of generating linguistic resources for each domain and
language, we use ontologies representing the entities and
relations in a specific domain. The use of domain ontologies
also favors the integration of knowledge from several web sites.
For developing the grammar rules for each domain and
language, we use Grammar Framework, a powerful tool for
writing multilingual grammars that supports several
alphabets. Our work is focused on the generation of assisting
the user when accessing the web in two different scenarios:
searching for information on cultural events and searching for
a new medical specialist.
Keywords-multilingual web interfaces; domain ontologies;
semantic grammars.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As web is becoming more central to our daily activities,
the need of web assistants adaptable to different types of
users (different languages, ages, skills, and cultural
sensitivity) increases. In this context, conversational systems
guiding the user to access web information are becoming a
good opportunity to enhance web usability.
The main challenge in conversational systems consists of
understanding correctly the user's needs. To solve this
problem, most practical conversational systems are adapted
to a particular domain, thus limiting possible
misunderstandings and errors. However, the cost of building
the domain-restricted linguistic resources needed for
processing the user interventions is high and they are
difficult to adapt to a new domain. There are different
approaches to face this problem, all requiring human
intervention. Statistical techniques require big corpus,
manually tagged. In knowledge-based approaches,
conceptual and linguistic resources have to be developed by
skilled professionals. Although several of the works on
domain adaptation use in-domain training data to reduce the
adaptation cost, most of these works are based on the use of
domain conceptual models.
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There are complex research communication systems that
use general grammars to syntactically analyze user
interventions and, from the results obtained perform
semantic analysis, using conceptual domain-restricted
knowledge. However, most practical conversational systems
use semantic grammars adapted to a specific domain that
perform syntactic and semantic analysis in parallel. The
reason is that rules in semantic grammars correspond directly
to the domain entities and relations, resulting in faster
processing and more robust against errors. Besides, domainrestricted grammars are especially appropriate for
multilingual systems because similar processing can be done
for each language supported. Although domain-restricted
grammars are easier to write and maintain than general
grammars, they have to be build for each approach. The use
of semantic-domain models may also be used to facilitate
this task.
The use of a semantic model representing domain entities
facilitates the obtaining of the domain-restricted resources
needed for interpreting users needs. Furthermore, the
semantic models in multilingual (and multimodal) systems
provide a common semantic interpretation for different
languages (and modes of interaction).
Domain knowledge can be represented in several
semantic formalisms. Most used formalism to represent
domain entities are database models, frames and ontologies.
Database models are useful in applications using databases
or web services and have been used in relevant works, such
as the dialogue systems described by Polifroni et al. [1] and
D’Haro et al. [2]. Frames and ontologies provide a more
flexible way of representing domain concepts and have also
been used in many interaction systems.
In ontologies, relations and preconditions between
entities are defined, thus providing a richer conceptual
representation. For this reason, they are very appropriate for
complex systems, providing consistent generic processes,
reusable for several domains, such as those described by
Nesselrath and Porta [3] and Dzikovska et al. [4].
The use of ontologies also favours integration of
knowledge sources of different types. Thus, ontologies are
especially appropriate for communication systems
integrating different types of knowledge, such as the
dialogue system Smartweb (described by Sonntag et al. [5]),
supporting several languages and modes of interaction and
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the web assistant Active (described by Guzzoni et al. [6]),
integrating language and active learning technologies.
Additionally, the organization of knowledge in
ontologies in classes/subclasse helps with under/over
specification phenomena and other simple inferences that
may appear in communication in complex domains, such as
the medical domain (as explained by Milward and M.
Beveridge [7]).
In this paper, we present our work on the use of
ontologies to generate the domain-restricted grammars
needed for a web interface system supporting different
languages: English, Hindi and Spanish.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
our approach and Section III describes its application to two
different scenarios: searching for cultural events and
searching for a medical specialist. Conclusions and future
work are given in the last section.
II.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

The work described in this article is related to previous
work on a dialogue system guiding the user when accessing
web services, described in [8]. For that system, messages
were generated using a general method, defined by J.A.
Bateman et al. [9], based on a sintactico-semantic taxonomy
that relates concepts and attributes in conceptual ontologies
to the linguistic structures needed for their expression in
several languages (Spanish, English and Catalan). Using this
taxonomy grammars and sentences expressing queries and
answers about the values of the conceptual attributes can be
automatically generated, although they have to be manually
supervised. The resulting sentences have been incorporated
in the dialogue system with minor changes, however, the
resulting grammars have not, because those grammars only
recognized correctly a few sentences.
Manually defined grammars can support many more
different forms of expressing domain terms, including
abbreviations, mistakes, informal expressions, new terms and
other forms difficult to represent in a formally. Besides, they
can be adapted considering different types of users, different
ages and different expertise levels.
Our current work is focused on the study of an
appropriate representation of the conceptual and linguistic
knowledge involved in communication to facilitate the
manually creation of semantic grammars for new domains,
new languages and new types of users. As in several of the
works mentioned, we represent the general knowledge
involved in several domains in reusable representation bases
and the specific knowledge for each domain is incorporated
manually. In our proposal, concepts appearing in several
domains are represented in general ontologies and the
linguistic knowledge associated with it in general grammar
rules. Then, adapting the system to a new domain requires
building the domain ontologies as well as the grammars rules
related to this domain knowledge for each language.
Similar approaches have been followed in complex
research dialogue systems supporting rich communication in
different types of applications. The main difference is that
our work was focused on assisting the user when accessing
the web. The language supported by our system is limited to
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that used by the user when asking for information. Thus, the
effort of generating the semantic grammar can be limited if
first the user needs and expressions in the particular scenario
are studied. Additionally, we have used a multilingual
grammar environment, Grammatical Framework (GF), [10]
specially appropriate for our approach. In GF grammars are
represented in two separated modules: conceptual (abstract
grammar) and syntactic (concrete grammar). The abstract
grammar captures the semantics to be communicated and can
be the same for all languages supported in a particular
application. The concrete grammar component relates the
abstract syntax to the linear strings representations and it is
different for each language. This separation of grammars in
two components therefore helps the human experts ease the
generation of rules in each of the languages.
Following our proposal, the abstract grammars are
defined considering the concepts in the domain ontologies.
Then, the related rules in each concrete grammar are defined
by the language experts.
The integration of the Hindi language with other
languages is also an important difference from previous
works on communication systems. Our proposed
organization of knowledge in separated conceptual and
linguistic knowledge and general and domain-specific has
also facilitated work with language with a different
organization and a different alphabet.
III.

GENERATING DOMAIN-RESTRICTED GRAMMARS

Domain ontologies provide a formal organization of the
conceptual knowledge appearing in user intervention when
accessing web information in a particular domain. Thus, it
can facilitate the integration of domain knowledge that
appears in several web sites in different formats and
languages. This formal representation of the domain
knowledge facilitates the generation of linguistic resources
needed for processing the user interventions and generating
the system responses. This section describes the use of
domain ontologies to generate semantic grammars needed
for web interaction in English, Hindi and Spanish. Our
proposal is based on a clear separation of general and
domain-specific knowledge. General entities common to
several domains (such as those related to time and space) are
defined in an upper ontology.
Grammars rules and
vocabulary supporting the expressions related to those
general conceptual entities are represented in a general
grammar. General grammar also includes rules supporting
expressions common to all scenarios (such as those
expressing misunderstandings).
For each new scenario, we first study the user needs and
the corpus of user’s questions, if available. Then, the domain
specific entities are described and related to those general
entities in the upper ontology. Existing domain ontologies
could also be integrated, when needed. For example, in the
scenario the user is looking for a specialist an existing
ontology describing parts of the body would be incorporated.
In the final step, grammars supporting question and
descriptions of the concepts in the domain ontologies are
developed.
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We had studied our proposal in two different scenarios
where the user searches for practical information on the web.
The first scenario we have studied is that of a user looking
for a cultural event in the city. We selected this scenario
because we already had previously collected a corpus of user
interventions asking for information on cultural events. The
second scenario we studied is that of a user searching for a
specialist and we did not collect any corpus related to it.
Next subsections describe the ontologies and grammars
generated for two different scenarios.
A. Building the Domain Ontologies
In the first scenario we studied, the user wants to consult
information on the cultural events that take place in the city.
We consider the user may ask for information for a specific
event (giving its name) or, alternatively, may ask for the
events satisfying a specific description. There are many web
sites giving information on cultural events. The central
concept in those web sites is the same: a cultural event
described by a set of attributes. Several of those attributes are
the same in most web sites: title, venue, date and time. In
some of those web sites additional information could also be
given such us participants, price, age.
Figure 1 shows the description of the two entities involve
in this scenario: Event and Event-venue. As can be seen, the
concept Event is described by the attributes: name, genre,
at-venue, at_day and at_hour. The concept Event_venue
is described by two attributes: venue and venue_zone. These
two domain concepts are related to the general concepts
Zone and Unit_Of_Time.
In order to support most common user's questions in this
domain we have defined the grammar rules supporting the
consulting of the attribute values of the two concepts Event
and Event_venue.

information about his/her disease and asking for information
about specialists.
There are different web sites containing practical
information about medical specialists (i.e., the place where
they visit and their schedule). In most of these web sites
medical specializations and diseases are described using
medical terms that could prove difficult for not experts. To
solve this problem we have developed the semantic grammar
needed for processing the questions asked by general public
using non medical terms.
Figure 2 shows the concepts involved in the scenario of
searching for a specialist. There are three top concepts:
Disease, Body_Parts and Medical_Resources.Medical
Resources is subclassified in three concepts: Doctor,
Equipment, and Others. The main concept, Doctor, is
described by a set of attributes: name, specialist_type
treat_of_body_part, visit_at_equipment, visit_at_day,
visit_at_hour. The concept Body_Parts has been included
because one common way to ask for a specialist consists of
giving the common name of the body part where a problem
has been detected, as in the example “I have stomachache,
and I need a doctor”. As shown in the Figure 2, the concepts
in this domain have also been related to the general concepts
Zone and Unit_of_Time. From this domain ontology, the
abstract grammar is generated.

Figure 2. Conceptual knowledge in the health domain.

We have used Protégé, a knowledge-based framework to
develop the ontologies.

Figure 1. Conceptual knowledge in the Cultural Events domain.

We have considered a second scenario in a different
domain: the health domain. In particular, we have considered
the scenario in which the user accesses the web for searching
information about a new medical specialist. In this scenario,
most common user interventions will consist of giving
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B. Building the Grammars
As we mentioned in the introduction, we have used GF,
an open-source environment for writing grammars in
different languages. The main reason for using GF is that it
supports languages using different alphabets, including
Devanagari. However, because not all computers are
configured to support Devanagari, we have also transliterated
Hindi grammars to the Latin alphabet.
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Figure 3. The abstract grammar for the event domain.

Figure 5. Hindi concrete grammar for event domain

Figure 4. The English concrete grammar for the event domain
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The use of GF also facilitates multilingual applications
because all grammars are divided in two components: the
abstract syntax component, a tree-like representation that
captures the domain knowledge and the concrete syntax that
relates the domain knowledge to the corresponding linear
strings. We have defined the abstract syntax component (the
same for all languages) using the domain representation in
the ontology. Additional information obtained from the
collected examples of sentences can also be included. Then,
the concrete syntax for each language is obtained from the
abstract syntax.
The general mechanism to define the abstract grammar
from the ontology consists of representing ontology concepts
and attributes appearing in the conversation as categories in
the grammar (cat) and as the right part of one or more rules
(fun). There are two types of rules: syntactical rules (if the
right side of the rule has more than one category), and lexical
rules (if the right side of the rule has only one category).
Instances and values of conceptual attributes were
represented as lexical rules while syntact rules represent the
combination of concepts appearing in user's interventions.
Figure 3 shows a fragment of the abstract grammar
obtained from the ontology representing the cultural events
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entities. Fragments of the concrete grammars for English and
Hindi are represented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively.
Notice that, even when the two languages are very different,
the concrete grammars in both languages have the same
organization because the abstract grammar is the same.

to study how many sentences can be supported by the
grammars has not been done. Instead, we have measured the
reusability of grammar components (abstract and concrete
rules) across domains and languages, finding high rates of
reusability.
Our proposal also includes the semi-automatic generation
of system responses by using a syntactic-semantic taxonomy.
We have also started working on the adaptation of this
taxonomy to the Hindi language, finding it simpler of what
we expected. Future work will also include the definition of
different types of users for the scenarios considered and the
presentation of the results obtained in the most appropriate
form for each type of user.
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Abstract— Large, dynamic landscapes of interdependent risks
are potentially existential challenges to industry. Substantiated
by an example out of a variety of concrete industrial cases, we
discuss in this paper concepts of modelling and managing such
landscapes in a new way. The starting-points of the concept are
managerial responsibility, the propagation of risk along
dependencies in complex operations’ systems and resulting
impacts, fundamental ambiguities of awareness, events’
classification and mitigation of impacts. For solving these
problems, we suggest semantic technologies and the
programming paradigm of multi-agent systems that for this
reason are to be leveraged by effective parallel computing.
Keywords–Operations’ Risk Management; Disambiguation;
Semantic Technologies; High-End Computing.

I.

INTRODUCTION: COMPLEX LANDSCAPES OF RISK

For the purpose of this paper we shall reduce the scope of
Risk Management (RM) as it is described in ISO 31000
(2009) to is the task of managing the negative or positive
impact of events under uncertainty [17]. The Event Risk (ER)
is equal to a stochastically or statistically defined probability
p, with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, where 1 and 0 represent certainty of
occurrence or non-occurrence respectively.
In managerial contexts, the relevance of events is equal to
its Economic Expectation Value (eEV), which is the product
of event risk (p), impact (I, a monetary value) and awareness
(A): eEV = p*I*A. Impacts may be positive or negative and
will be experienced by at least one victim or beneficiary. We
added the parameter of “awareness” to the model because it
is an obvious prerequisite of managerial acting. So the
awareness of a competitor’s attack may be achieved too late.
The factor of awareness again depends on factors like
implicitness, ambiguity, ignorance, taboos, hubris or
unknown knowables and unknowables [1] that may
antagonize managerial effort. Risk landscapes (RL) develop
from interacting risks and the value of p may be a function of
other incidents: the risk of a denial of service attack depends
on the probability to hijack a sufficiently large number of
computers. That way, forward chaining of events is
represented as risk of transit and negative impacts may be
mitigated or eliminated by other events (consider noise
cancellation) or meet a well prepared “victim”. Accordingly,
beneficiaries may not be that impressed by a price.
Time in Figure 1 passes from left to right with cones
representing the universe of past and future events. Those to
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Figure 1. Cone of Cause-Effect Relations and Propagation.

the left are causes and those to the right effects of the one in
the centre. Given a maximum speed of propagation events
outside delimitations can neither be causes nor effects of the
event in the focus. In managerial contexts, except in
computer trading [3], propagation is determined by physical
or organisational parameters of the system, not at least by the
factor of awareness. Further the cause of an event matters.
But when the event has arrived immediate managerial action
needs to focus on appropriate response. The causes are
subject of back-office analysis.
Hence, landscapes of risk are (possibly very large) sets of
interacting cause-effect cones with a system-specific
behaviour. It is “the set of all (possible) events in the
managerial universe” [4]. Complexity emerges from variety
and resolution of object and time, the chance that more and
more variant objects become source or target of more and
more variant events. This reduces the control of a system’s
behaviour: due to Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety [5],
controllers need to dispose of as much Discretion to Act
(DTA) as the controlled system – but it should be the right
ones.
This paper explains an industrial use-case (Section II),
the need and aspects of computing the model (Section III), a
semantic model of a risk landscape (Section IV) and concluded by a section on current and future work.
II.

THE ARUM SCENARIO

The ARUM project [6], a project in the 7th European
Research Framework Program, aims at improving ramp-ups
of small series of complex products, chiefly in aviation
industry. Delays and costs’ explosions of the Airbus A380 or
Boeing B787 exemplify the problem [7]. Nightmares may
develop from a component (e.g., a bracket later used for
harnessing) showing a failure that has slipped through
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previous tests. To avoid “extrinsic hazards that can result in
compromises in the quality of engineering” [1], production
management is obliged to report failures. But only
engineering is entitled to ascertain the failure and to decide
conditions to continue work. Thus production is interrupted
and solutions may change technology needing to revise
previous assemblies. So delays may sum up to weeks and
costs to Millions of euros.
B4

B5

B1
B1

upstream
downstream

Duration
of B1
S

E!

End of Main-Process B6
End of Product Assembly
time
time

policies need to provide adequate positive effect compared to
the case of doing nothing.
In the case of the faulty brackets, a policy may be to
implement an auxiliary solution, e.g. special cable ties, to be
replaced later in time, but now applied in order to avoid far
more expensive problems in station 3. However, further
events may turn efficient policies into problems and so their
effectiveness is to be tracked and changed: e.g., engineering
needs more time and the problem propagates more than
initially expected and planned. Alternatively, the policy may
have to be suspended in order to save time and rework if
station 3 is stopped for another reason, while the auxiliary
solution is being implemented.
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III. EFFICIENT HANDLING OF LANDSCAPES OF RISK
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Figure 2. Diagram for Cause-Effect Analysis (fictitious example).

Landscapes of risk develop under such circumstances
since at any time a variety of disruptions may occur at any
node of operations. In short, the reasons are that competition
pushes the technological envelops, that not all detail can be
tested or that at some point in time capital intensity and small
series enforce the start of production. After that
immatureness of technology, resources, suppliers or processes are left to ramp-up management, now required to
identify and clear up the nature of the problem, to assess
impact, to select or in situ elaborate and to coordinate
system-wide policies that mitigate impact. But although the
defined technological and economical constraints may fail,
they provide a reference that, as far as possible, is expected
to be recovered. It also is an advantage that most aspects are
transformed into monetary values.
The example of the faulty bracket mentioned above may
lead to a formal declaration of ‘non-conformity to design’
and by this withdraw many brackets of this type from
production. If buffers are exhausted, the problem propagates
along technical dependencies, the more the longer it takes to
solve the problem. Figure 2 shows such dependencies in a
Fishbone Diagram (a tool of Failure Effect and Mode
Analysis [8]) matching the breakdown of work in a
production system and relates to its explosion of the bill of
materials. For this paper a time-line and a red line
representing the present are added. The fictitious plant hosts
lines B1 – B6, together delivering, e.g., an aircraft.
Substructures are indicated for line B6 (bottom right). All
assemblies finished in point B6 meet time constraints. The
example of line B1 shows the duration of an assembly.
A station manager is expected to know “his” events’
cones. So downstream, an NC-event that occurs in station 4
(marked in red) will disable the execution of subsequent
work-orders in station 3 and following ones. Besides starting
the NC-process, the station manager has only one obligation:
mitigating negative impact by implementing a policy (prestructured tactics). In in economic operations, this decision is
driven by economic relevance (the eEV): Mitigating action is
justified by exceeding a threshold of economic impact and
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A. Managerial Concepts
A variety of use-cases from airports, airlines, inflight
catering, large-scale technological ventures, or small series
production show that even small operations systems can
become very complex and not call for both, significantly
improved planning capabilities and augmented awareness of
system behaviour and the propagation of impact.
Effective policies are outcomes of operations’ intelligence and deep knowledge about operations’ behaviour like
indicators of sensitivity or criticality. Policies may be an idea
of proficient workers, step by step building a library of
policies. Some are limited to a station or to a set of
proceedings agreed between neighbour stations, others may
refer to the main process or the whole factory. To ease
rework policies may be considered in the design of the
product. Some are documented or even certified, others may
be used more informally.
In the simplest case an RL connects work-stations by
sequential technical dependencies as indicated in Figure 2.
But not all stations may be directly connected. A little more
complicated model is shown in the Pert diagram [9] in Figure
3: a failure in station 6 may affect station 7 by stopping work
in station 8 and shared resources may open another path of
propagation.
Unplanned events with a serious impact switch the mode
operations management from ‘maintain standard operations’
into ‘manage an exception’ with objectives different from
standard proceedings. The background lies in the arguments
of the formula eEV = p*I*A: If a substantial economic
expectation value would have been identified already in
planning, a proficient management would have planned for
that contingency. If p or I are underestimated it arrives as
unplanned event, and if A is (close to) 0 the event belongs to
the class of unknown knowables [1].
While contingency buffers enable standard processes to
breath, policies are temporarily implemented processes that
exchange failing standard processes with the objective to
recover (possibly improved) standard operations as soon as
possible. Therefore the lifetime of policies is either limited to
the time it needs to find and implement a solution recovering
the initial or, if need be, a new standard or until a new event
requires to change the policy.
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Figure 3. Pert-diagram of dependencies in Figure 2.

A policy has the planned impact to reduce a downside or
to save an upside of the related unplanned event, both
calculated from the eEV of the triggering event with p=1 and
A=1 but still with an impact to be validated. As in real world
the evaluation follows the way of propagation and, therefore,
is calculated by the target stations until propagation is
stopped. Considering first-level effects only, the impact of an
unplanned event in station 6 in Figure 3 is equal to the sum
of impacts in stations 7 to 11 and in the pools of resources
(e.g., in terms of idleness).
As a process a policy employs resources and has costs.
These resources may be (a) implemental ones like cable-ties
that temporarily replace proper brackets for cables, or (b)
contingency buffers that may even have been allocated to
another purpose. The management of policies may use any
discretion to act (DTA): In the cable-ties’ example the
chance to reduce rework was introduced as consequence of
the actually negative event of failing operations in Station 3.
In this way DTA belong to the ‘fabric’ of policies.
So the industrial cases have common demands: (a) to
provide technology that supports back- and the front-office
analysis and planning, and (b) to provide simulation-based
training of managerial awareness of events.
With regard to the need for effective reasoning about the
ambiguity of events, impacts and finally the value of
policies, semantic technologies constitute the most promising
approach and the integration of case-based, process-based
and ontology-based reasoning. It should be noted that this
concerns borders between conceptualisation strategies based
on the (today most popular) root-concept of things on one
side and on the root-concept of “process” (change) on the
other side [13].
B. Draft of a Multi-Agent Approach of Handling RLs
Agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS) provides
means to handle RLs with thousands of geographically or
organisationally distributed nodes. In the example, each node
of the landscape, e.g., a work-station and its share in the
work breakdown (fishbones in Figure 2 and resources assigned to it), pools of workers, inventories of resources etc. can
be represented by one agent, or, if a deeper resolution of the
network is required, further agents may represent elements of
their substructures.
The choice of algorithms coding the behaviour of agents
belongs to the core aspect of modelling. Examples are
algorithms to check eligibility of resources to serve in a
particular process (workers, tools or components need specified skills) or economic algorithms to minimize idle times.
Methods will also control the behaviour of agents depending
on constraints: e.g., agents of components of the product may
be passive in a phase of transfer as one of many shipments
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(transport) or as one of many stock keeping units (storage)
that temporarily are represented by one agent.
The impact of events and related activity is driven by
communications between agents: affected by a statement of
non-conformity (setting value of the attribute “eligible for” to
zero) the withdrawal of respective resource(s) will cause a
missing-resource event in the respective process, start evaluation of impact and activate mitigating action and respective
implemental resources. The value of risk in this context may
be defined by the responsible managers or calculated on the
base of simulations and statistics.
But, also human factors and the variety or context sensitivity of latency times of organisations (slow decision procedures) or of IT-systems or material resources are to be
modelled because each may substantially contribute to problems in synchronising activities and to disambiguate the
character and control the impact of events.
The computational support of managing complex RLs
calls for High-end or High-performance capacity, while however current multi-agent systems (MAS) are hardly designed
for running under the conditions of present HPC/HEC environments and implementations, that again are less economic
for applications imposing the burden of a high load of communication that is typical for MAS.
Technology arranging architecture and operations
systems that provide high computational power and
architectures of applications allowing high granularity and
high adaptiveness to events are described in [14]: an example
is the Repast HPC tool [16], offering both an editor for
designing a multi-agent system and a platform organising
and synchronizing interactions of agents in a way that is
compatible to HEC/HPC environments.
To estimate the computational scale of simulating an RL,
similarities to existing HEC applications deliver an idea: an
architecture of a weather model with a number of
interdependent geographic cells may compare to a network
of interdependent cells of managerial responsibility (e.g., in a
factory).
While the number of cells of the latter may be smaller,
the variety of interactions is noticeably higher. And while
weather models have clear inputs like temperature or
humidity, managerial models may have to deal with the
question “Is it the problem about humidity?”. The
phenomenon of immediate impact of human behaviour
(awareness) implies that the disambiguation of events, of
propagation, of building of patterns is not an input but an
expected output of computing.
IV.

A SEMANTIC MODEL OF EXCEPTION MANAGEMENT

A. The Role of Ontologies in Operations’ Risk
Management
Ontology is a formal specification of shared concepts
within a domain and the relationships between those concepts and is used to improve communication between human
beings and computers. With ontologies, a vocabulary capturing concepts that underlie knowledge of a specific domain
can be defined [13]. For example, an ontology of a manufacturing domain would capture concepts describing seman-
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Figure 4. Ontology of Exception Management.

tically the existing production processes, the resources that
are required for or the goals that need to be achieved by these
processes. A risk exception management ontology, as the one
presented in the lower section, should include the basic
concepts of an unplanned event, the impact and risk values of
this event, the management processes and policies applied in
case of an exception, etc.
A major advantage offered by ontologies is the act of
Reasoning or Inference. Reasoning is the process of deriving
facts that are not explicitly stated in an ontology [14]. The
process of inference can be achieved with a piece of software
known as Semantic Reasoner. In the context of the RL of a
factory, reasoning can be applied in order to identify the
most appropriate policy to mitigate the impact of a negative
unplanned event or to take advantage from the impact of a
positive event that may follow a negative event. The reasoner
should take into consideration the parameters of the context
of the unplanned event, which include but are not limited to
details of the work-order, the resources utilised during the
process the event was raised, any other event that has preceded and the policies, if any, that were applied in order to
mitigate the impact of this event.
Based on knowledge offered by the ontology, the need
for the specification of a new policy, the application of an
already existing one or even the re-evaluation of an already
applied policy can be derived through the process of inference. In this manner, the semantic representation of policies
in combination with the adoption of logic inference facilitates the control of a complex system, such as a manufacturing
system, autonomously, thus, reducing human error.
Furthermore, a well-defined ontology can be used in
combination with ontologies of different domains, providing
the opportunity to build large-scale ontologies covering the
concepts and the relations among them in a broader context.
For example, in the semantic model presented in the lower
section, the concept of time is planned to be expressed by
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means of a Time Ontology. Knowledge related to the engineering domain is planned to be modelled in an Engineering
Ontology. Additionally, a unified ontology, providing a
shared and reusable vocabulary, can be effectively used to
govern the operational behaviour of multi-agent systems,
where agents operate using knowledge from different domains. To sum up, the benefit of a unified semantic model is
its flexibility, providing effective handling of heterogeneities,
as well as its extensibility for additional semantic information, maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications
B. Ontological Model of Exception Management
In order to capture the aforementioned concepts, the
ontological model shown in Figure 4 was created. When an
event is raised, an instance of the Event class is created being
either a Planned Event or an Unplanned Event. Each is
associated with an Economic Expectation Value, which is
formed by the Event Risk value, the Impact value and the
Awareness value of the respective event. The latter may be
improved by Training, which is a type of Goal. A Goal is
assigned to a Role or a set of Roles, implemented by an
Actor. Generally, a Goal is specified by a KPI (Key
Performance Indicator) Type, which may be quantitative or
qualitative, and is associated with a KPI Value. It is pursued
within events handling by the responsible Manager and may
be modified by Relevance of events due to the Economic
Expectation Value.
Usually, a Goal may be either of type Standard Management, denoting an everyday production goal related to
Planned Events handling, or Exception Management, representing the goal of dealing with an exception, referring to an
Unplanned Event. Specifically, the Exception Management
process, which may consist of one or more sub-processes, is
responsible for choosing the appropriate Policy. A Policy
may be explicitly elaborated and filed into a Policy Library.
Implicit Policies are implemented during the exception
handling process, in order to provide an intermediate solution
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by reducing the impact of the unplanned event’s propagation
and mitigating the impact of waiting time, during which it is
necessary to find and implement an enduring solution.
Furthermore, each Policy is implemented by a Process,
which uses Resources that may be either Standard, i.e.,
resources that are used by default according to the type of the
production process, or Implemental, i.e., complementary
resources that are not included in the work-order but it is
known that they are able to substitute the resource in
question. The aforementioned process consumes the Planned
Economic Budget, which is an argument of the Expected
Policy Pay-Off, taking also into account the Economic
Expectation Value of the unplanned event. Note that the eEV
now is determined by the value of expected propagation,
only because the event has occurred so that p=1 and since the
work on finding a policy implies that awareness has the value
a=1.
Additionally, an appropriate type of the Operations Area
performs a number of actions on different types of events. To
be more specific, the Production department is responsible
for the Missing Resource Events handling and the
Engineering department for either Non-Conformity Events or
Change Technology Events. Other Domains of a
manufacturing company have responsibility for decisionmaking in the context of Other Unplanned Events. All of
these events are types of Unplanned Events. Irrespective of
the reason, a Missing Resource Event is raised when a
required resource is not available in planning of production
or in life production. It may be triggered by a NonConformity Event, a Change-Technology Event or an Other
Unplanned Event, referring to sources that are not explicitly
elaborated in the model.
A Non-Conformity (NC) Event may lead to a Missing
Resource Event, since at the moment a product is declared
“non-conformant”, it is no longer available for use during
production processes. An NC Event is considered to have
ended when the final solution has been applied, since any
intermediate solution can only mitigate the propagation of
the event. A Technology Change Event, which may also
trigger a Missing Resource Event, implies that a change of
the used technology has been defined by an engineer and has
to be implemented in the production line. In addition, each
Operations Area specifies the responsibility of a Role, which
may reflect the right or the obligation an actor with a specific
role may have to act or decide.
V. HEC AND HPC SUPPORT
With many modern and often dynamical and interactive
application scenarios, the term “high performance” is
covering demanding applications that are on the one hand
compute- and on the other hand data-centric. It is a common
understanding that parts of the respective scenarios will
support the exploitation of parallelism for their implementation.
High End Computing (HEC) systems can range from a
desktop computer, through clusters of servers and data centres up to high-end custom supercomputers. Resources can
be physically close to each other, e.g., in a highly performant
compute cluster, or the compute power can be distributed on
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a large number of computers as with most Grid and Cloud
computing concepts. Mostly, these architectures are used for
task-parallel problems in classical capacity computing.
High Performance Computing (HPC) systems are based
on architectures with a large number of processors, for
exploiting massive parallelism. Commonly used models are
Massively Parallel Processing and Symmetric MultiProcessing, used with the concept of local islands. Due to
physically shared memory usage and compute communication, the physical architectures with these HPC systems are
different.
Handling of RM processes will therefore focus on distributed components. Due to the physically different structure
of highly distributed and massively parallel resources, the
following aspects can be considered.
In the case of HEC, e.g., Cloud Computing, these components can be system resources acting autonomously like
servers, being connected by external network means, being
the ideal resources for events processing at capacity level.
HEC resources can provide efficient means for massively
distributed tasks. The non-availability of resources can be
handled on a job or task base.
In the case of HPC, e.g., common with Scientific Computing on Supercomputing resources, the components can be
internal network resources only, compute nodes on the one
hand, being controlled by a management network and
software, and management nodes on the other hand. The
communication intensive modelling especially for the overall
results and visualisation as well as the pre- and postprocessing for the models will be suitable for use of HPC
resources. In order to optimise the efficiency and economic
use of the HPC resources and minimising the effects of job
size fragmentation these resources should be used for a
defined class of suitable large tasks within the workflow.
Available resources can be configured as distributed HPC
resources within the network provided for the described
systems. Software Defined Networks (SDN) can provide
modular solutions for this purpose.
VI. DISCUSSION
On corporate level risk is addressed by Enterprise Risk
Management providing the integrating structure of strategies
and proceedings as approached by actuarial sciences
addressing both risk in terms of insurance business and of
real industry with a comparing idea. “A major challenge here
is a more substantial and realistic description and modeling
of the various complex dependence structures between risks
showing up on all scales” [15]. To our research, related work
focuses on stochastic models not addressing the ambiguity of
scenes and therefore neither takes a semantic approach nor is
able of discrete, event-driven simulation or control. Although
our work is still in a very early stadium, the industrial usecases provide confidence that the particular computational
approach discussed above at least will add a promising
strategy to risk management in real economy under
exceptional circumstances.Conclusion and Future Work
For operation and management, it has shown appropriate
to focus on the RM concept and service levels [11] [12].
Therefore, MR or CT Events and related processes can be
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handled with less interference if services are defined and
interfaces for the processes are created. This is especially
important for the HEC, HPC, and communication resources
required. For the HEC processes, this can be done on a
service level Cloud base, whereas for the HPC resources
available in research environments, this mostly will have to
be assisted by service level agreement policies.
In both fields of semantic modelling and computation of
industrial landscapes of risk, further work is to be done. One
issue is that hybrid models require the integration of
semantic conceptualisation with the mathematics of the neoBayesian school of probability [15]that significantly goes
beyond the eEV-model used in this paper. Another aspect is
that the relation between ontological and process-based
reasoning (things and flows) may have to be revised [9].
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Abstract—A software platform was de veloped to facilitate the
development of 3D hydrogeological models. It is composed of a
hydrogeological geospatial database and several sets of tools
developed in a GIS environment. The geospatial database is
used for the management of a great amount of different data
types coming from different sources (geophysical, geological,
hydrogeologicals, hydrological and others). The instruments
enable us to create 3D geological models and allow further
hydrogeological analysis. This platform offers interoperability
with other external platforms.

Keywords;GIS, geospatial database, groundwater

I.

INT RODUCTION

Groundwater represents an important source of water;
therefore, evaluating and pred icting its availability and
accessibility is one of the main tasks in Integrated Water
Resources Management (IWRM) [2]. In an IWRM
framework, the development of hydrogeological models is
required in order to predict the impact of different land and
water management. Moreover, all data required in modeling
should be easily accessible to decision makers and modelers
[3].
Models are a representation of the reality [6], but reality
is elusive. A co mprehensive hydrogeological model must
use all kinds of information available such as geological,
hydrometeorological,
geographical,
hydrochemical,
hydrogeological and environ mental information among
other. Each aforementioned field comp lements the
interpretation of the rest of the fields. For instance, a proper
hydrochemical analysis allo ws us to reinterpret the geology,
or a co mprehensive geological analysis enables us to
perform a proper hydraulic parameterizat ion that can be
complemented with pu mping or tracer tests.
In practice, this interpretation task may face several
difficult ies: i) managing and integrating this vast amount of
time and spatial data collected fro m d iverse source and
gathered in different formats [5], [25] and ii) the existence
of gaps between data collection and modeling due to the
necessity of a seamless integration between databases with
raw data, databases with models data and models [19].
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Moreover, the scarcity of co mprehensive tools for the
management of spatial-temporal dependent hydrogeological
data, including all the in formation required for a wide range
of groundwater modeling platforms (e.g. hydrochemical,
geological and flow modeling) further co mp licates their
interpretation.
Most common in practice software dealing with
hydrogeological data are specifically designed to manage or
interpret separately the different aspects involved in a
groundwater analysis. For instance, GOCAD [12] is mainly
used for 3D geological modeling whereas a co mprehensive
hydrochemical analysis can be performed by using
AQUACHEM [1]. Other hydrogeological analysis such as
aquifer tests interpretations can be easily managed using
EPHEBO [9].
Geographical Informat ion Systems (GIS) may serve as
an efficient tool for interpreting and analyzing groundwater
data [21], join ing most of the aforementioned aspects in a
single platform. Ho wever, some procedures are still missing
refinements (e.g. detailed geological analysis, specific
hydraulic tests management …).
In this context, a GIS-based platform has been
developed. It is co mposed of a geospatial database and a set
of toolbox that arranges all the availab le data into a coherent
structure and provides support for its proper management,
analysis and interpretation. Furthermore, it facilitates the
pre- and post-processing of the hydrogeological data for
modeling.
The presented work forms part of a wider on-going
framework for the facilitation of detailed hydrogeological
modeling that includes further hydrochemical and
geological GIS–based analysis tools. These tools are
described in [23] and [24]. Here, we describe new details of
the hydrogeological database regarding to other
hydrogeological data (e.g. heads measurements, hydraulic
tests) and the innovative analysis tools orientated to the
visualizat ion and retrieval of these data.
These technologies were applied to some studies such as
the metropolitan area of Barcelona (Spain) (e.g. [22]) and
the urban area of Bucharest (Ro man ia) (e.g. [14]).
The organizat ion of the paper is as fo llo ws: First,
Section II presents the design and functionalities of the
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geospatial database (subparagraph A) and the instruments
developed in the GIS environ ment (subparagraph B). The
main conclusions arising fro m the application of the
software are presented in Section III.
II.

GIS-BASED HYDROGEOLOGICA L PLATFORM

This software platfo rm was designed taking into account
the different tools and methodologies that the water
managers use to evaluate, integrate and analyze the wide
range of informat ion for the construction of a
hydrogeological model. Consequently, the following
requirements were adopted during the design of the software
platform: (1) A geospatial database with appropriate data
store and management (HYDOR), (2) Data processing and
analysis tools of geological and hydrogeological analysis in
a GIS environ ment, (3) Interaction with external software
for further analysis and (4) Post-processing.
A. The hydrogeological Geospatial database (HYDOR)
The geospatial database represents geospatial
informat ion based on the Personal Geodatabase structure
provided by the ArcGIS (ESRI) concept. Its structure
facilitates: 1) data standardization and harmonization; 2) the
storage and management of large amount of spatial features
and time-dependent data; and 3) the creation and the
execution of simple queries.
In order to ensure the standardization and harmonizat ion
of the data, several libraries (e.g. list of lithology, type of
wells) were created, taking into account standard guidelines
(e.g. INSPIRE [15]). Additionally, schemas of some
features have been directly imported fro m others sources
such as O&M [16], OGCWaterM.L2.0 [17] or WFD [11] to
assure correct future data exchanges.
The main components include geographical (e.g. Dig ital
Terrain Model) , hydrological (e.g. river, lakes, wetlands),
environmental (e.g. vulnerable or protected areas, soil uses),
geological (e.g., boreholes lithological description,
stratigraphic units, depth to bedrock), geotechnical (e.g.
laboratory tests) , hydrochemical (physic-chemical
parameters), hydrogeological (e.g. well descriptions, head
measurements, extraction measurements), data co ming fro m
field tests such pumping tests, tracer tests or other in situ
tests (CPT, d iagraphy) and admin istrative features (e.g.
water directives, entities).
The data derived from interpretation and modeling
efforts are stored separately, thus allowing further
interpretation.
A sketch of some of the co mponents related to
hydrogeological points of measurements and hydraulic field
tests are shown in Figure 1.
B. GIS-based tools
The set of analysis tools were developed as an extension
of ArcMap environ ment (ArcGIS; ESRI) [10]. They were
created with ArcObjects, which is a developer kit for
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ArcGIS, based on Component Object Model (COM ), and
programmed in Visual Basic using the Visual Studio
(Microsoft) environ ment.
They have been set up to manage, visualize, analy ze and
interpret the data stored in the spatial database. This set of
tools is separated in three main modules represented by
different toolbar termed HEROS, QUIM ET and HYYH.
The first module (HEROS) allows the user to exp loit the
geological data stored and to facilitate the geological
interpretation. Detailed stratigraphic colu mns of the selected
boreholes can be generated using customized queries.
Creat ing automatically a geological pro file is further
possible by displaying the boreholes lithological colu mns
and the geophysical and geotechnical field-tests’ results
together with the defined stratigraphic units. Based on an
interactive analysis environment, the user is able to analyze
and to define the poss ible existing correlation surfaces,
units, and faults. The obtained information represented by
the geological units can be then converted within a 3D
environment. Finally, employing the resulting geological
model in support of the hydraulic parameterizatio n for
hydrogeological modeling is also possible (for further
informat ion see [23]).
The second module (QUIM ET) is co mposed of a set of
instruments for analysis that cover a wide range of
methodologies for querying, interpreting and comparing
groundwater quality parameters. They include, among
others, chemical t ime-series analysis, ionic balance
calculations, correlation o f chemical parameters, and
calculation of various common hydrogeochemical d iagrams
(e.g. Schöeller-Berkaloff, Piper, and Stiff). The GIS
platform allows the generation of maps of the spatial
distribution of several hydrogeochemical parameters and of
the aforementioned specific hydrogeochemical diagrams.
Moreover, it is also possible to perform a co mp lete
statistical analysis of the data includ ing descriptive statistic
univariate and bivariate analysis, the generation of
correlation matrices of several co mponents, calculation of
correlation graphics, and so on [24].
The last module (HYYH) has been designed to analyze
and visualize different hydrogeological measurements and
hydraulic field tests results (see Fig 2).
Contour maps and further spatial operations of the depth
or thickness of the aquifers could be generated using
customized queries. Likewise piezo metric maps can be
created for the selected points and for the selected period of
time with another command included in this toolbar.
Finally, mu lti-criteria query forms enable the user to
analyze and v isualize different data and interpretations
derived fro m pump ing and tracer tests.
All the results obtained by using the aforementioned
toolbars can be further analyzed using other inbuilt tools of
ArcGIS, such as the Geostatistical Analysis toolbox or
Spatial Analysis Tools.
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Figure 1: Simplified conceptual diagram representing the main contents in the hydrogeological database. The 1 and 1*.. represents the cardinality of the
relationship between tables (further information of the database can be seen in [23]and [24]).

This software platform offers interoperability with
external software for further analysis of the hydrogeological
data, such as Hydrochemical modeling packages (e.g.
EASYQUIM ; [8] and MIX; [4] ), or codes designed to
facilitate the hydraulic test interpretation
(e.g.
EPHEBO).Thus, the user pre-process the required spatialtemporal data in the same GIS environment and through the
use of the export co mmands integrated in the d ifferent
toolbars aforementioned, the results are t ransferred
automatically through input/output predefined files.
III.

CONCLUSION

The GIS-base software p latform presented in this paper
offers a user friendly GIS environ ment with a large variety
of automatic tools developed specifically for the
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management and analysis of hydrogeological data to
facilitate their integration and interpretation.
Despite the comp lexity of the internal structure of the
database, the consultation and the introduction of the data is
simp le using the different query forms and instruments.
This software p latform enables us to set up an updatable
model database for further interpretations. Thus, each model
study does not have to start fro m scratch.
The tools developed add a spatio-temporal analysis
required to co mplete the analysis to other external platfo rms
such as EASYQUIM or MIX. Moreover, with adequate
adjustments this software platform could be readily lin ked
to other programs such as PHREEQC [18], SGeMs [20],
MODFLOW, and EASYBA L [7] considerably increasing
the variety of hydrogeological calculat ions.
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Figure 2: Toolbar HYYH integrated as an extension in ArcMap. It is composed of several commands: 1) inbuilt tools of ArcGIS (select, add data,
statistical tools, etc) and three different multi-criteria query forms for interpreting hydrogeological analysis.
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Abstract—The relevance of this paper to the topics of the
conference is that this paper provides a contribution to the
area of systems communications, since this paper participates
in the improvement of the Wireless Response Systems (WRS).
In more detail, the rapid development of computer and
wireless technologies improves many aspects of daily life. The
objective of this research is to develop a database for the WRS
in order to gain an efficient, fast, and reliable database
management system. Furthermore, this research proposes a
generic database structure for the Wireless Response System.
Moreover, it investigates and studies advanced database
indexing techniques and then performs a comparison between
them. Subsequently, this work makes an argument to find out
the most appropriate indexing technique for the WRS.
Consequently, this research has achieved a great deal of
success and has met the objectives and aims. To conclude, a
framework for the Wireless Response System database has
been developed. Additionally, the B+ Tree and Hash indexing
techniques have been examined successfully. Thus, it is found
that the B+ Tree is a powerful technique for this particular
system.

large databases need to be indexed to meet performance
requirements [5][6].
Objectives and Aims: It is an attempt to enhance the WRS
by proposing an appropriate generic architecture for the
WRS database. This research concentrates on the
development of an evolutionary scheme to support future
improvement of the WRS and mobile computing technology
in the education field. Subsequently, develop this proposal
by using MySQL technology. The research will also
investigate the possibility of implementing an appropriate
advanced indexing technique for the WRS in order to gain
an efficient and reliable system.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II discusses related works. Section III defines
database structure for the WRS as a case study. Section IV
describes the methods and explains the implementation of
the design. Section V shows the results and discusses them.
Section VI concludes the work and recommends some future
work.
II.

Keywords-wireless response system; student response system;
indexing techniques.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since mobile computing has grown rapidly in recent
years, it has been involved in many life aspects such as ecommerce, e-education etc. The Student Response System
(SRS) is an example of the e-education aspect. The SRS has
improved the learning environment [1]. Moreover, the
revolution in smart phone devices, Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) and other software development platforms
has provided much support for the SRS. These devices have
many advantages such as touch screens and Wi-Fi access
which also gives them a great opportunity to be used as
clickers [2]. The development of handheld devices has
provided a motivation for developing the Wireless Response
Systems (WRS) [3][4].
Database Management systems (DBMS) are widely used
as a method for manipulating large datasets. Indexing
technology is used by these systems to enable fast access to
stored data. The index structures are additional files that
provide alternative methods to access the data without
affecting the physical placement of data on the disk. In fact,
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LITERATURE REVIEW

A.

Student Response System :
SRS has been used for many years, usually in large
classes and lectures to increase the involvement of the
student in the learning process. Traditionally, it began as a
clicker device used to transfer student responses to the
teacher or instructor as a receiver. The SRS has many
different names such as clickers, personal response system,
audience response system etc. The SRS has shown efficiency
as a tool for improving the educational environment [7][8].
The EduMECCA SRS project was a part of the European
funded Lifelong Learning Program. The aim of this project is
to develop an easy to use SRS for iPod Touch and iPhone
and PC. It is also to provide instructors and teachers with a
new tool to improve the integration between the students and
the teachers [7]. This SRS uses broadly tablet PCs and smart
mobile devices, which can be connected to the internet, for
collection of student responses [9]. There are some
assessments and study cases that show how the SRS has
contributed to improvement of the educational environment.
For instance, the EduMECCA SRS tool was used by the
University of Buckingham as a pilot study in a number of
courses. The feedback shows that the WRS has a positive
impact on student learning [9]. Another example is that an
assessment of the effects of SRS on student learning and
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attitudes over a number of courses at the Department of
Biology, New Mexico State University shows that the use of
SRS in classes had a positive effect on student performance
in all biology courses [10].
B.

Database Management System for the Wireless
Response System
There are number of DBMS available such as:
1) Relational Database Management System: There are
many types of Relational Database Management Systems
(RDBMS) in the market such as My-SQL, Oracle, MS SQL
server, MS Access. Additionally, many well-known firms
use My-SQL for their systems, for instance YouTube, social
networks, and Wikipedia [1].
2) Object-Relational Database Management System : it
is similar to RDBMS. The difference is the ObjectRelational Database Management System (ORDBMS) is
based on supporting an object oriented database model such
as class, objects, and inheritance. The objective of
ORDBMS is to connect Entity Relationship with ObjectRelational Mapping [3].
3) Object Database Management System: it is also
called Object-Oriented Database. The Object Database
Management System (ODBMS) is a kind of database that
stores objects rather than data such as numbers, integers,
and strings [1].
4) XML Database Management System: It is an
advanced database technology which considers data as an
XML format. The XML Database Management System
(XDBMS) has the advantage that data can be queried in
many different formats. There are mainly two kinds of XML
database, namely XML Enabled and Native XML. XML has
a great deal of advantages such as: efficiency, eliminating
redundancy, fast, simple, strong, and object-oriented and
relational [1][11].
The database technology for the WRS system was
considered by the XDIR group at Huddersfield University
[1]. It is an important step and it was proposed that using
RDBMS is perhaps the most appropriate method [1].
Database Indexing Techniques:
The aim of database indexing is to improve the
performance of the system. This goal can be achieved by
making the retrieval of the data very fast. Therefore,
indexing is a vital task to ensure a massive database is
efficient and robust [3]. There are many indexing techniques.
However, there is no indexing technique that is all-powerful
and ideal for all types of queries. As far as classifications of
indexing techniques are concerned, there are different kinds
of classifications, each of which is based on particular
criteria. Nevertheless, generally speaking, there are two
kinds of indices, namely ordered indices and hash indices
[5][12]. Ordered indices: this sort of index is based on a
sorted ordering of data. Hash indices: such index is based on
the values being distributed across a range of buckets [12].
Ordered Indices: we use index structure in order to get quick
access to data. Each index structure is associated with a

C.
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specific search key. A file may have a number of indexes
[12].
1) Primary Index: in this kind of index we assume that
data are sorted sequentially on a search key. These types of
indices are developed for applications that request
sequential and random access [12]. There are two types of
ordered indices as follows. First, dense Indices is seen in
every record of the file. The index record has a pointer to
the first data record in the file/table/relation that has its
search-key value; since it’s a clustering index, all other
records with that search-key value will be known to follow
that record [12]. Second, sparse Indices: A sparse index
holds index records only for some of the search-key values
that are known. Sparse indices must be clustering – the
sparse approach doesn’t make sense for non-clustering
indices.
2) Secondary Index: it provides a secondary way of
accessing data. This data might be ordered, unordered, or
hashed. B+ Tree indexes have been broadly used in data
heavy systems to ease query retrieval. It is widely accepted
due to height balanced tree [13]. In more detail, each path
from the root of the tree to a leaf of the tree is the same
length. Moreover, this indexing technique is the most
widely used since it keeps its efficiency in the insertion and
deletion data. B+ Tree indexes are an alternative to indexedsequential files. The disadvantage of indexed-sequential
files is that the performance degrades as the file grows,
since many overflow blocks get produced. Periodic
reorganization of the entire file is required. Advantage of
B+ Tree index files are as follows: it automatically
reorganizes itself with small, local, changes, in the face of
insertions and deletions. Reorganization of the entire file is
not required to maintain performance. The disadvantage of
B+ Tree indexes is extra insertion and deletion overhead,
space overhead. The advantages of B+–trees outweigh the
disadvantages, and they are used extensively. Moreover, B
Tree supports access concurrency, which is an important
feature of the WRS. This maximizes access concurrency by
multiple users [14][15][16].
Hash index: The disadvantage of sequential file indexing
techniques is that there is a need to access the index structure
to access the data or alternatively use a binary search. The
consequence of this technique is more I/O operations. The
hash index technique needs no such mechanism [12]. The
hash index technique is another type of primary index file
organization that is based on hashing, which provides very
fast access to records under certain search conditions. This
organization is usually called a hash file. The search
condition must be an equality condition on a single field,
called the hash field. In most cases, the hash field is also a
key field of the file, in which case it is called the hash key
[17]. The main advantage of hash tables over other table data
structures is speed. This advantage is more apparent when
the number of entries is large (thousands or more). Hash
tables are particularly efficient when the maximum number
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of entries can be predicted in advance, so that the bucket
array can be allocated once with the optimum size and never
resized. If the set of key-value pairs is fixed and known
ahead of time (so insertions and deletions are not allowed),
one may reduce the average lookup cost by a careful choice
of the hash function, bucket table size, and internal data
structures. In particular, one may be able to devise a hash
function that is collision-free, or even perfect. In this case the
keys need not be stored in the table [18].
D.

Comparison of B+ Tree and Hashing indexes:
Selecting criteria for suitable comparison is a
sophisticated task in many cases. Broadly speaking, there
are four methods by which indexing techniques can be
compared with respect to these criteria, namely direct
argument, mathematical modelling, simulation, and
experimentation [19]. Perhaps this research will just use the
argument method as the research for selecting the most
appropriate technique for the WRS [19][20].
Criteria of Comparison: there are many criteria by which
index techniques can be compared, such as space
requirement, CPU time, and memory requirement, overall
speed etc. [19]. Perhaps we need to consider some of these
criteria in case of addition, modification and deletion of
records. Having studied the B+ Tree and Hashing indices,
the results will be summarised in a couple of tables to show
the advantages and disadvantages for each of these
techniques. Table number I shows the advantages and
disadvantages of the B+ Tree index technique [20][21][22].
Table number II illustrates the advantages and disadvantages
of the Hash index technique [23].

TABLE I.

No
1

2
3
4
5
6

CASE STUDY: DATABASE STRUCTURE FOR
THE WIRLESS RESPONSE SYSTEM

Background: The WRS is being developed by the XDIR
Research Group. This system is based on a wireless network
environment by using the most recent smart phones and
handheld devices [2]. The aim of the XDIR group is to
develop an easy-to-use, efficient and fast system. Thus, this
group proposed a prototype based on mobile devices [2].
There were found to be many advantages in this system such
as: the system users do not always need an internet
connection, and instead Wi-Fi can be sufficient for using the
system. Moreover, mobile phone devices are a portable, easy
to carry, and cost-effective tool compared with PCs [1].
Responding Relationship: there is a formula that defines
the technique of the responding relationships as shown in (1)
below [2].
SD= ∑qi←→∑rj
(1)
Whereas SD is a subject domain, qi means a group of
questions that respond to a group of responses in a particular
session. rj stands for a particular response in a session [2].
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Advantages
It automatically re-organizes itself
with small, local, changes when
insertions and deletions occur.
The overhead is acceptable as the cost
of file reorganisation is avoided.
Reorganization of entire file is not
required to maintain performance
B+–Tree is an alternative to indexedsequential file.
MySQL servers support B Tree index
B Tree supports access concurrency
TABLE II.

No
1

2

3
4

5

6

III.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF B+ TREE
INDEX TECHNIQUE.
Disadvantages
Extra insertion and
deletion cause space
overhead.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
HASH INDEX TECHNIQUE.

Advantages
Hash performance does not
degrade with growth of file
minimal space overhead
Hash indexing is efficient
when the maximum
number of entries can be
predicted in advance.
Fast for exact-match
comparison
Whenever the indexed
table is updated, the hash
index is updated
automatically.
Search keys can be
prefixed if the key can’t be
used to find rows.

Disadvantages
Hash index may be less efficient
than B tree for particular string
processing applications
Hash tables may also be used as
disk-based data structures and
database indices, although B–trees
are more popular in these
applications
Hash is used only for = or <=>
comparison
Poor for looking for range of values

Only whole search keys can be used
to search for row, prefix of the key
can’t be used to find rows.
Hash index is stored in the main
memory only.

Figure 1 shows a corresponding relationship between the
questions and responses. As soon as qi has been generated
by the system, some rj’s will be hit back to qi’s. At the same
time a number of rj’s will receive some qi’s concurrently.
As a result the system has to consider this relationship as
many to many [2].
Since the WRS is based on the usage of mobile phone
devices, and the communication method is wireless
networking, the WRS should thus support a variety of sorts
of both hardware and software mobile phones. Figure 1
illustrates the relationships between questions and responses.
When a qi has been triggered by the system, a number of rj’s
will be hit back to qi’s. Meanwhile, the number of rj’s will
receive a number of qi’s at the same time [2].
Specifications and Features of the WRS:
A number of features and specifications need to be
considered, which in some way are associated with the WRS
database. Perhaps, some of these specifications are generic
and will not be considered in this stage. The following
specifications are the most important ones for the WRS:
• Concurrency: it is obvious that the nature of the
WRS leads to heavy concurrent operations in the
session’s time.
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Figure 1.

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Logical relationship of wireless response system.

Usability: the WRS is being developed to be simple
to use and fast in storing and retrieving data [1].
Scalability: the volume of the disk space needed for
this system is crucial. Furthermore, the growth of the
database files is also needs to be worked out.
Extensibility: the numbers of queries in a certain
time and to certain records of the database have to be
figured out.
Data types: the WRS is a sophisticated system that is
supposed to support different kinds of data such as
video, sound, picture, and text.
Types of Queries: Different kinds of queries need
different indexing techniques. For instance, some
indexing techniques are good for exact-match
comparisons; however, they are poor for queries that
look for a range of values [24]. Therefore different
queries scenarios need to be defined.
Internationalization: the WRS is being developed to
be an international system and can be used in
different languages and different countries.
Generalization: in this stage the WRS should be a
generic system, so it can be used for different life
aspects and the Mobile Exam System (MES) is an
example [25][26][27].
IV.

METHODS

A logical diagram was proposed for the WRS database.
It is a generic framework for the WRS database. Basically,
this framework includes three components, namely,
disciplines, users, and results. Then, this framework was
implemented using the appropriate technology which is
MySQL. It is the most reliable and proper technology to
implement this database and its relationships. Secondly, the
current indexing techniques were studied and their
advantages and disadvantages investigated. Thirdly, these
techniques were compared in terms of the specifications and
features of the WRS.
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A. Database Design
It is assumed that the WRS needs a certain database
management system in order to match the WRS’s
specifications. Figure 2 shows the proposed framework for
the WRS database. As can be seen, the diagram has three
components as follows: first of all, disciplines: this
component includes all entities representing subjects and
discipline materials. Second, users: this component includes
all people that deal with the system such as teachers,
students and administrators. Third and finally, results: this is
the biggest and most sophisticated component which
includes exam sessions and the relevant materials and
marking. This design provides a clear and flexible scheme.
Thus, it can be reformed in future for other systems.
B. Implmentation
The WRS database has been developed using MySQL by
the phpMyAdmin. This database has sixteen entities (tables)
so far. However, the work on it is still on-going and further
development and enhancement are being considered. The
diagram in Figure 3 provides a visual overview of the WRS
database design and the relationships between the tables.
Each table includes additional details on the columns
(attributes).
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results
An implementation of the database model for the WRS
has been developed. This implementation is a generic
scheme that can be adopted by other systems in future. The
system is being integrated in the WRS by a researcher in the
XDIR Group. It is being tested in order to find out any
limitations. As far as the indexing technique is concerned,
here is the comparison of B+ tree and Hash indexing
techniques as follows:
Having considered the advantages and disadvantages for
both indexing techniques, as well as the comparison of these
techniques in Tables I, II and III, we are able to figure out
the following results:
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Figure 2.

•

•

•

•

Generic Framework for WRS Database.

Since WRS is a system that offers flexible and easyto-use interfaces and functions, flexible and wide
queries thus need to be accepted and accomplished.
As a result, the B + tree indexing was selected to
provide the required flexibility for broad queries.
The WRS database is being developed by MySQL
technology. Hence this technology supports both
indexing techniques. B+ Tree is more flexible and
suitable for WRS with wide queries support.
The developed WRS database is a generic system,
since the B+ tree indexing technique is intended for
general purpose and is supported for different
storage engines. Therefore, B+ tree would be the
compatible technique for this system.
In terms of types of queries, the WRS database is a
generic and flexible system. Therefore, the indexing

Figure 3.
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that will be used must be efficient for a varying
range of queries, which in this case is the B+ Tree.
B. Discussion
The efficiency of WRS is crucial as this system needs to
be fast and reliable in order to cope with its purposes such as
MES. As a consequence, this research investigated the most
powerful indexing techniques in order to achieve an efficient
DBMS. Subsequently, a comparison among these techniques
has been accomplished. As a result, this research proposes to
use an indexing technique in order to achieve an efficient
database system. The B+ Tree indexing technique is
proposed to be the technique for the WRS as this is the most
suitable one for this system.

Database Structure of WRS.
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TABLE III.

A COMPARISON OF B+ TREE AND HASH INDEXING.

FEATURE OF
WRS
Keys of search
and types of
query.
Reorganization
of data
Range of values

B+ tree

Hash

Remarks

Efficient for
range of values
(e.g., prefix)
It is updated
automatically
Supports
queries for a
wide range of
values

Not efficient for
range of values

B+ Tree
preferred

It is updated
automatically
Inefficient for
range of values

Both are
acceptable
B+ Tree
preferred

Only in main
memory
Supports
concurrency

B+ Tree
preferred

Storage location
ACCESS
CONCURRENCY

VI.

SUPPORTS
CONCURRENCY

BOTH

ARE
ACCEPTABLE

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusion
This research proposes an indexing technique for the WRS
database, in order to achieve fast and reliable system. It is
found that the B+ Tree is a powerful technique in terms of the
WRS specification, and it is a great deal to use it. Moreover,
it has been developed and implemented a generic architecture
for the WRS database that can be adapted by other relevant
systems in future. In brief, this research has accomplished a
solid base for building an efficient and reliable database
system for the WRS.
B. Future Work
Further research and investigation need to be carried out.
Furthermore, it is recommended to be in the following areas:
• Test the WRS database performance in order to
confirm the indexing technique.
•
Investigate the possibility of implementing XML
technology in the WRS database in order to make it
secure and reliable.
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Abstract—In this paper we will present a new methodology
for the development of efficient hybrid multiderivative multistep
methods for the approximate solution of the Schrödinger equation
and related initial-value or boundary-value problems with solutions, which their behavior is periodical or oscillating. The main
characteristics of this new methodology are (1) the vanishing of
the phase-lag on its level of the hybrid multiderivative method
and (2) the vanishing of the its derivatives on its level of the
hybrid multiderivative method. We apply the new methodology
on a four-step hybrid type multiderivative method. A comparative
error and stability analysis will be presented for the new produced
method. The new constructed method will finally be applied to
the resonance problem of the Schrödinger equation in order to
show its efficiency.
Keywords—Numerical solution, Schrödinger equation, multistep
methods, hybrid methods, multiderivative methods, interval of
periodicity, P-stability, phase-lag, phase-fitted, derivatives of the
phase-lag

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The Schrödinger equation is a very important mathematical
model in quantum mechanics, which describes how the quantum state of some physical system changes with time. This
mathematical model was first formulated in late 1925, and published in 1926, by the Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger
(see for details [1])
The numerical solution of the the radial time-independent
Schrödinger equation and of the related initial-value or
boundary-value problems with periodical and/or oscillating
solutions is investigated in this paper.

In order to have the completion of the above mentioned
mathematical model, we have give the following definitions of
the functions, quantities and parameters presented in Equation
1:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The main purposes of this paper are (1) to introduce a
new procedure in order to obtain efficient methods for the
numerical solution of second order initial or boundary value
problems of the form q ′′ (x) = f (x, q (x)) with periodical
and/or oscillating solutions and (2) to develop (based on the
previous mentioned procedure) an efficient hybrid four-step
multiderivative method.
II.
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D ESCRIPTION

OF THE

M ETHODOLOGY

In Sciences and Engineering there are a significant number
of real problems, which have models, which can be expressed
as initial or boundary value problems of the above mentioned
category (for example, the Schrödingers equation, Duffings
equation, etc).

(1)

•

The determination of the form of the hybrid multiderivative multistep method (i.e., method with more
that one stage, higher order derivatives and more than
one step)

•

On each level of the hybrid multiderivative multistep
method the vanishing of the phase-lag

is a boundary value problem. The one boundary condition is
the following:
q(0) = 0

The function W (r) = l(l + 1)/r2 + V (r) is called
the effective potential. This satisfies W (x) → 0 as
x → ∞,
The quantity k 2 is a real number denoting the energy,
The quantity l is a given integer representing the
angular momentum,
V is a given function, which denotes the potential.

The new procedure for the development of efficient multiderivative multistep methods consists the following stages:

The radial time independent Schrödinger equation :
q ′′ (r) = [l(l + 1)/r2 + V (r) − k 2 ]q(r).

and the other boundary condition, for large values of r,
determined by the physical conditions and parameters of the
specific problem.

(2)
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•

•

•

On each level of the hybrid multiderivative multistep method the vanishing of the derivatives of the
derivatives (the order of the derivatives depends from
the free parameters that the hybrid multiderivative
multistep method has)
The determination of how much more efficient are the
new developed methods i.e., the investigation on how
the vanishing of the phase-lag and its derivative affects
the efficiency of the produced numerical methods
The determination of how much more efficient are
the new developed methods compared with those
developed via the vanishing of the phase-lag and its
derivatives in the whole of the method (and not on
each stage).

III.

2)
3)

•

We divide the interval of integration [a, b] into n +
n
1 intervals {xi }i=0 of equal length. The length h =
|xi+1 − xi | is called step-size of the integration.

•

For the approximate solution of the above described
problem we consider the general 2 n-step finite difference multistep multiderivative method of the form:
n
X

i=−n

problems with oscillating and / or periodical solutions,
problems in which the functions cos and sin are
presented in their analytical solution,
problems in which combination of the functions cos
and sin are presented in their analytical solution.

3)

the maximum possible algebraic order
the vanishing of the phase-lag on each stage of the
method
the vanishing of the derivatives of the phase-lag on
each stage of the method. The maximum order of
the derivatives to be vanished is dependent on the
free parameters which we have. The number of free
parameters is dependent by the form of the hybrid
two-stage, four-step multiderivative method

The satisfaction of the above purposes requires the computation of the phase-lag and its derivatives for the specific
method. In [2] and [3], Simos and co-authors has proved
a direct formula for the computation of the phase-lag for a
2 n-step method. We mention here that the computation of
the derivatives of the phase-lag is based on the previously
mentioned formula.
In order to investigate the efficiency of the new produced
method, we will apply the following studies:
1)
2)
3)

The local truncation of the new developed method
will be compared with those of other methods of the
same form (comparative error analysis),
The Stability (interval of periodicity) of the new
obtained method will be determined and
Finally, the new produced method will be applied to
the resonance problem of the radial time independent
Schrödinger equation (see for more details [4]) and
the results will be compared with those of other well
known methods in the literature.
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P HASE - LAG OF S YMMETRIC 2 n- STEP
M ETHODS

In order to investigate the above mentioned problem we
apply the follow procedure

ai qk+i

= h2

n
X

i=−n



bji f (j) xk+i , q (xk+i ) ,

j = 0, 1, . . .
(3)


where f (j) xk+i , q (xk+i ) is the derivative of j order




of: f xk+i , q (xk+i ) and f (0) xk+i , q (xk+i ) =


f xk+i , q (xk+i ) .
Using the integration step-size defined above, the
method (Equation 3) is applied over the above mentioned integration area. In this paper we will study
the specific category of methods (Equation 3), which
are symmetric i.e., the category of methods for which:
ai = a−i , bi = b−i , i = −n(1)n.

The aim and scope of the present research is the construction of a two-stage, four-step hybrid multiderivative method
with the following properties:
1)
2)

OF THE

The general problem we face in the paper is the numerical
solution of the the initial or boundary value problem of the
form q ′′ (x) = f (x, q (x)) via multistep multiderivative finite
difference methods.

Problems for which the algorithms presented in this paper
are efficient for this approximate solution are:
1)

S TUDY

•

We investigate now the phase-lag of the above mentioned method. The study demands the following
procedure:

•

In order to define the phase-lag for the above category
of methods, we use the scalar test equation:
q ′′ = −φ2 q

•

(4)

If we apply a symmetric 2 n-step multiderivative
method to the above test equation (Equation 4), the
following difference equation is produced:
An (w) qk+n + . . . + A1 (w) qk+1 + A0 (w) qk +
+A1 (w) qk−1 + ... + An (w) qk−n = 0 (5)
where w = φ h, h is the step length and A0 (w),
A1 (w), . . ., An (w) are polynomials of w = φ h.

•

We note here that in our analysis the corresponding
characteristic equation is also required. The characteristic equation of the difference equation (5) is given
by:
An (w) λn + ... + A1 (w) λ + A0 (w) +
+A1 (w) λ−1 + ... + An (w) λ−n = 0

•

(6)

The calculation of the phase-lag can be done via the
following theorem which is proved by Simos and coworkers (see [2] and [3]):
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Theorem 1: [2] and [3] The symmetric 2 n-step
method with characteristic equation given by Equation
6 has phase-lag order q and phase-lag constant c given
by:
 T0
−c wq+2 + O wq+4 =
T1

where

T0 = 2 An (w) cos (n w) + . . . +
+2 Aj (w) cos (j w) + . . . + A0 (w)
T1 = 2 n2 An (w) + . . . +
+2 j 2 Aj (w) + . . . + 2 A1 (w)

pn+2 − c0 pn+1 − c0 pn−1 + pn−2 =


= h2 a0 p′′n+1 + a1 p′′n + a0 p′′n−1 +


(4)
(4)
+h4 b0 pn+1 + b1 p(4)
+
b
p
0 n−1
n

(8)
(9)

(11)

Applying the method given by Equation 11 to the test
equation (4), we obtain the difference equation (5) with n = 2.
We note that Aj (w) , j = 0, 1, 2 are given by:

A2 (w) = 1, A1 (w) = −c0 + w2 a0 − w4 b0 ,
A0 (w) = w2 a1 − w4 b1

(12)

T HE N EW A LGORITHM

The construction of a hybrid type symmetric four-step
multiderivative method for the numerical solution of problems
of the form p′′ = f (x, p) is presented in this section.
Consider the method:
p̂n+2 = c0 pn+1 + c0 pn−1 − pn−2 +


+h2 a0 p′′n+1 + a1 p′′n + a0 p′′n−1 +


(4)
(4)
+h4 b0 pn+1 + b1 p(4)
+
b
p
0
n
n−1

p′′n+1
+h

4

+

"

p′′n−1



+

a2 p′′n

#

T2



(4)
(4)
b4 p̂n+2 + pn−2 +

#

(10)

Notations for the above mentioned general family of methods :
•

We define as free parameters the coefficients aj , j =
0(1)4 and bi , i = 0(1)4.

•

The step size of the integration is defined as h.

•

n is the number of steps,

•

The approximation of the solution on the point xn is
presented as pn

•

xn = x0 + n h and

•

x0 is the initial value point.
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T2
1
=0
2 −4 + c0 − w2 a0 + w4 b0

(13)

where

+



(4)
(4)
+b3 pn+1 + pn−1 + b2 p(4)
n

We demand the above scheme to have the phase-lag vanished. Based on the formula given by Equation 7 (for n = 2)
and taking into account the formulae given by the Equations
12, we obtain the following equation:

Phase − Lag =

pn+2 − c1 pn+1 − c1 pn−1 + pn−2 =
"

2
= h a4 p̂′′n+2 + p′′n−2 +
+a3

Our study begins from the first method of the above
mentioned hybrid scheme:

(7)

where the polynomials A0 (w), A1 (w), . . ., An (w) are
given above (see Equation 5 and Equation 6).
Remark 1: It is easy to see that from the above
formulae Equations 7, 8 and 9 we can compute the
phase-lag of any symmetric 2 n-step multiderivative
method.
IV.

A. First Layer of the Hybrid Method

=
+
+

2

−4 (cos (w)) + 2
2 cos (w) c0 − 2 cos (w) w2 a0
2 cos (w) w4 b0 − w2 a1 + w4 b1

(14)

Remark 2: Equations for the first, second etc derivatives of
the phase-lag can be produced. In order to define the maximum
number of the available equations of the previous type, we
must check the free parameters ofthe algorithm. Inour case
and since we have five parameters c0 , a0 , a1 b0 , b1 , we can
produce four more equations for the vanishing of the first,
second, third and fourth derivatives of the phase-lag.
Remark 3: The definition of the free parameters
of the

scheme, i.e., the parameters c0 , a0 , a1 b0 , b1 , can be done
solving the system of equations produced by the requirement
of the vanishing of the phase-lag and its derivatives.

B. Second Layer of the Hybrid Method
Our study is continued now to the second layer of the
proposed method (10) :
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Remark 5: The definition of the free parameters of the
scheme, i.e., the parameters

qn+2 − c1 pn+1 − c1 pn−1 + pn−2 =
"

2
= h a4 p′′n+2 + p′′n−2 +

c1 , aj , j = 2(1)4 bi , i = 2(1)4,

can be done solving the system of equations produced by
the requirement of the vanishing of the phase-lag and its
derivatives.

#


+a3 p′′n+1 + p′′n−1 + a2 p′′n +
+h4


Based on the above developments several methods can be
obtained.

"



(4)
(4)
b4 p̂n+2 + pn−2 +

(4)

(4)



+b3 pn+1 + pn−1 + b2 p(4)
n

#

(15)

Applying now the second layer (15) to the test equation
(4) (following the methodology described in the previous
section for the first layer of the hybrid method), we obtain the
difference equation (5) with n = 2 and Aj (w) , j = 0, 1, 2
given by:
A2 (w) = 1 + w2 a4 + w4 b4 ,
A1 (w) = −c1 + w2 a3 − w4 b3
A0 (w) = w2 a2 − w4 b2

(16)

We require now the above algorithm to have the phaselag vanished. We again base our investigation on the formula
given by Equation 7 (for n = 2) and we take into account the
formulae given by Equations 16. Based on this the following
equation holds:
Phase − Lag =

1 T3
=0
2 T4

Remark 6: If we demand our hybrid multiderivative fourstep method of the form (10) to have vanished the phase-lag
and its first derivative, then the formulae (13), (17) have to
be satisfied and also the corresponding formulae for the first
derivatives. In order the above relations to be satisfied we must
have at least four free parameters. We can choose four from
the twelve free parameters of the scheme in order the above
request to be satisfied on each layer of the hybrid method.
Remark 7: If we demand our hybrid multiderivative fourstep method of the form (10) to have vanished the phase-lag
and its first and second derivatives, then the formulae (13),
(17) have to be satisfied and also the corresponding formulae
for the first and second derivatives. In order the above relations
to be satisfied we must have at least six free parameters. We
can choose six from the twelve free parameters of the scheme
in order the above request to be satisfied on each layer of the
hybrid method
The steps we have to follow for the development of the
new hybrid four-step multiderivative method are:
•

Decision of the form of the method we wish to
have (this is based on the mathematical model of the
problem. If, for example, we have a problem with
oscillating behavior of the solution, the we must have
a method with vanished the phase-lag and as much as
we can derivatives of the phase-lag)

•

Development of the equations, which satisfy the above

•

Solution of the system of equations and determination
of the free parameters of the method

•

Analysis of the produced method: local truncation
error analysis, stability analysis.

•

Finally, application of the obtained method to several
well known problems in order to test the efficiency of
the new algorithms.

(17)

where

T3

=
+
+
+

T4

=
+


2
4 (cos (w)) −4 w2 a4


4 w4 b4 − 1 + 2 cos (w) −w2 a3



w4 b3 + c1 + w4 −2 b4 + b2


w 2 2 a4 − a2 + 2


−4 + c1 − w2 a3 + 4 a4


w 4 b3 + 4 b4

(21)

(18)

V.

(19)

Remark 4: Equations for the first, second etc derivatives
of the phase-lag can be also obtained. In order to define the
maximum number of the available equations of the previous
type, we must check the free parameters of the algorithm. In
our case and since we have seven parameters

E VALUATION

The new proposed methods have the following characteristics :

(20)

High algebraic order
Vanishing of the phase-lag on each stage of the
method
Vanishing of the derivatives of the phase-lag on each
stage of the method

we can produce six more equations for the vanishing of the
first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth derivatives of the
phase-lag.

Based on the above characteristics, the new proposed
method can be efficiently to any second order initial or
boundary value problem with oscillating solutions.

c1 , aj , j = 2(1)4 bi , i = 2(1)4,
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2)
3)
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VI.

C ONCLUSION

A new methodology for the construction of effective hybrid
multiderivative multistep methods for the approximate solution
of the Schrödinger equation and related problems with periodical or oscillating solutions is presented in this paper. It is
mentioned that the important parts of this new methodology
are (i) the vanishing of the phase-lag on its level of the
hybrid multiderivative method and (ii) the vanishing of the its
derivatives on its level of the hybrid multiderivative method.
As an example, we applied the new methodology on a fourstep hybrid type multiderivative method. From the numerical
results produced from the application of this new developed
four-step hybrid type multiderivative method to the resonance
problem of the Schrödinger equation it is easy for one to see
the efficiency of the new methodology.
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Abstract—A good design of node location is critical for efficient
and effective wireless communications. This paper presents an
improved algorithm, in order to solve the low localization
accuracy caused by traditional centroid algorithm. The
improved algorithm combined with VIRE system and
traditional centroid algorithm. The VIRE algorithm is
introduced and the signal propagation model is utilized to
construct virtual reference tags in the location area. Simulation
shows that this further developed algorithm has further
improved the accuracy of positioning up to 35.12% compared
to the traditional centroid algorithm. It is concluded that this
algorithm can further improve the locating accuracy in
comparison with the original centroid algorithm.
Keywords–VIRE algorithm; Virtual reference tags; RSS;
Centroid algorithm.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Node localization is one of the core technologies in
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1]. Currently, the
localization algorithm of wireless sensor network can be
divided into two categories: the distance-independence [2]
and distance-dependence [3].
The common positioning algorithms of distanceindependence are centroid algorithm and Approximate PointIn-triangulation Test (APIT) [4, 5]. Bulusu et al. [4]
introduced a node positioning technology-centroid algorithm
that has a lower computational complexity than that of the
trilateration [5]. The positioning algorithm, such as Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), of distance-dependence has
better accuracy, but the survival of the network is stronger
when the unknown node has not had a high positioning
accuracy.
In order to improve the accuracy of centroid localization,
this paper proposes a modified algorithm similar to the
Virtual Reference Elimination (VIRE) algorithm [6]. This
modified algorithm uses the signal propagation model [7] to
construct the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [8]
information of virtual reference tags in location area and
locates the object using traditional centroid algorithm. The
VIRE realizes accurate position using a linear interpolation
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algorithm with adding a grid virtual reference tags based on
the LANDMARC [9] algorithm.
To reduce the redundant calculation of VIRE algorithm,
Shi et al. [10] used Subregion Selection (SRS) mechanism to
reduce the interpolation area, and a nonlinear interpolation
algorithm to calculate the RSSI values of virtual reference
tags. Nevertheless, the location accuracy is affected by
dividing areas [10].
To solve the above problem, this paper proposes an
improved algorithm that combines with VIRE system and
the original centroid algorithm according to the VIRE
algorithm and the RSSI information of virtual reference tags
that are established by signal transmission model in the
location area. The simulation results show that the algorithm
can further improve the locating accuracy without any
additional hardware overhead in comparison with the
original centroid algorithm.
The rest of the paper will be organized as follows.
Section II will describe RSSI location, VIRE disposing and
transmission model of wireless signal. Section III will
describe the detailed research approach. Section IV will
describe the experiments and error analysis. Finally, Section
V will draw the conclusion and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

A. Ranging methods
According to the physical medium, there are four
popularly ranging methods in the signal communications of
sensor systems: 1) the RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indicator) [8], 2) the TOA (Time Of Arrival) [11], 3) the
TDOA (Time Difference Of Arrival) [12], and 4) the AOA
(Angle Of Arrival) [13]. The performance comparison of
four ranging methods is shown in Table I.
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TABLE I. THE COMPARISON OF RANGING METHOD BASED ON
DISTANCE

The TOA algorithm requires GPS-assisted equipment,
which is not used in the indoor environment [16]. Ultrasonic
transmission distance is limited, which is usually less than 10
meters, affected by angle, temperature, and obstructions [17].
The AOA is reliable only in the line of sight signal dominant
circumstances [18]. It follows that these limitations of three
positioning methods lead to an extreme difficulty in dealing
with the complex indoor environments. The RSSI-based
ranging method has the advantages of long transmission
distance, lower cost, lower power consumption, easy node
hardware, small size, and light weight [19]. However, the
positioning accuracy of RSSI based methods is low, as it can
only be used as a rough ranging method [19]. Thus, its
positioning accuracy must be improved by an adjunct way.
B. Transmission model of wireless signal
The Received Signal Strength Indictor (RSSI) converts
the loss during the process of transmission according to the
signal intensity of transmitting and node received [14]. In the
indoor location, the RSSI ranging signal propagation model
can be simplified as (1) in consideration of environmental,
cost, location accuracy requirements and other factors:
RSSI = − (10 n 1 log 10 d + k1 ) (1)
wherein, n1 is the signal attenuation factor that is from 2 to 4;
d is the distance of reference node and object node; k1 is the
measured RSSI of one meter, with the unit of dBm.
III.

RESEARCH APPROACH

The approach is designed in two phases: first, the system
structure and the algorithm based on virtual tags; second, the
realization of algorithm in VIRE system.
A. System structure and algorithm based on virtual tags
1) Construction of VIRE system (VIRE disposing)
‘Virtual Reference Elimination’ (VIRE) is introduced in
[6]. In the VIRE, instead of deploying many real reference
RFID tags, the concept of virtual reference tags is provided
as denser reference coverage in the sensing areas.
The distribution of VIRE reader R i and reference tags, Ta ,
Tb , Tc and Td are shown in Figure 1 with relationship,

a,b,c,d∈N+ . The object tags are in the range of specified area.
The core of VIRE method is related to 4 reference tags as a
unit grid: N1xN1, shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The distribution of VIRE readers and tags

Figure 2. The distribution of virtual reference tags

Under the condition of known values of reference tags’
position and density, the field strength of virtual reference
tags in both horizontal and vertical directions is calculated by
(2) and (3):

ERi (t, b) = ERi (a, b) + t ×

ERi (a + N1, b) − ERi (a, b) (2)
N1

ERi (u, y) = ERi (a, y) + u ×

ERi (a, b + N1) − ERi (a, b)
(3)
N1

wherein, E Ri is RSSI value of reference tag located at

(i, j ) for the Ri reader. The values of
parameters are a = i / N1 , b =  j / N1 , t is known and
the coordinate

located at x axis as the interval of object virtual reference tag,
and u is known and located at y axis as the interval of object
virtual reference tag.
Under the conditions of known values of the field
intensity of reference tags and virtual reference tags,
LANDMARC algorithm is normally used to select a certain
threshold for solving the nearest reference tag weights, in
order to obtain positioning results [10].
According to the VIRE system, this paper gives a further
development of the positioning method.
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Figure 4. Process of selection of virtual reference tags

Figure 3. The definition of virtual reference tags area

The positioning system is for a two-dimensional plane.
The location area has a size of S×T, where reference tags are
the four vertices of the region, and the coordinates
are T1 (0,0) , T2 (0, T ) , T3 ( S , T ) , T4 (0, S ) . Four readers
are placed on those vertices, as shown in Figure 3.
Assuming the Coordinate of virtual reference tag D is (xi,
yj), the Euclidean distance between D and reference tags Ti
are:
2

DPT1 = x i + y i

2

（ ）
D = （x - S） +（y - T）
D = （x - S） + y
2

2

2

2

i

i

i

(4)

i

According to above (4), the tables are established for the
four reference tags shown in Table II below.
TABLE II. VIRTUAL REFERENCE TAGS RSSI FOR REFERENCE
TAGS
Distance of virtual reference
RSSI value of virtual reference
Tags to the reference tags
Tags relative to the reference tags

There are

DPT1

RSSI PT1

DPT2

RSSI PT2

DPT3

RSSI PT3

DPT4

RSSI PT4

( N1 + 1) 2 − 4 data in the table.
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Valuei = RSSI Q − RSSIVi

ELSE
Return (min Valuei)
Return i
end
End
The four virtual reference tags are selected in Figure 4 as
below.

2

2

PT4

THEN
for i=1 to (N1+1)2 -4
do

DPT2 = x i + y i - T

PT3

2) The selection of virtual tags
An object node is located at Q ( x q , y q ) , the RSSI values
will be read by readers at four corners. A comparison was
carried out with the virtual reference tags’RSSI from readers.
The virtual reference tags that are nearest distance between
Q (xq , yq )
are selected according to the following algorism.
IF RSSI Q >0

ISBN: 978-1-61208-310-0

V1 ( xv1 , y v1 ) , V2 ( xv2 , yv2 ), V3 ( xv3 , y v3 ), V4 ( x v4 , y v4 )
B. The realization of algorithm in VIRE system
1) Traditional centroid algorithm
According to the traditional centroid algorithm, the four
virtual reference tags are selected to form an enclosed area
that is the estimated area of the object node [12]. By (5), the
estimate coordinates of object node can be calculated.

1

x = ( x v1 + x v 2 + x v 3 + x v 4 )
 q
4

y = 1 (y + y + y + y )
v1
v2
v3
v4
 q
4

(5)
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1
x f = ( xv1 + xv2 )
2
1
y f = ( yv1 + yv2 )
2

(7)

1
( xv + xv4 )
2 3
1
ye = ( yv3 + yv4 )
2

(8)

xg =

Figure 5. The schematic diagram of the renewed centroid algorithm

2) Renewed centroid algorithm
Through narrowing down the testing area, a key
improvement of centroid algorithm in positioning accuracy is
described as follows.
According to the geometric relationship, in Figure 5, the
coordinates: e, f, g, h, and o, are defined in the following
relationships of (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10):

1
xe = ( xv2 + xv3 )
2
1
ye = ( yv2 + yv3 )
2

(6)

1
xh = ( xv1 + xv4 )
2
(9)
1
y h = ( yv1 + yv4 )
2
1
xo = ( xv1 + xv2 + xv + xv4 )
3
4
(10)
1
yo = ( yv1 + yv2 + yv3 + yv4 )
4
The process of the renewed algorithm is as shown in
Table III.

TABLE III. PROCESS OF THE RENEWED ALGORITHM
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IV.

THE SIMULATION AND ERROR ANALYSIS

In the simulation experiment, Matlab7.6.0 software is
used. There are two indicators of size set up and the
positioning accuracy is set as the evaluation criteria, when
the positioning precision, scale, network coverage rate, and
power consumption are often used as the evaluation index in
the WSN. In the simulation experiment, the WSN area is set
that the S and T are equal to 90. The reference tags are
located at the four vertices of this area and uniformly

distributed. The positioning error of the object nodes is
defined in (11):

AverageError =

(x q - x real ) 2 + (y q - y real ) 2

(11)

s1
Wherein, s1 is the times of the Simulation.
A. Searching the optimum number of the virtual reference
tags
As shown in Table IV, ten object nodes’ RSSI are from
the reader Ri , where i is shown as 1, 2, 3, 4.

TABLE IV OBJECT NODES’S RSSI

When the number of the virtual reference tags increases,
the error in comparison with the two algorithms are
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6 shows that there is no obvious change between
the two algorithms, if the number of the virtual reference

tags is above 121 and the 90/N2 is greater than 10. The best
performance shows that the number of the virtual reference
tags is 49 when 90/N2 is equal to 6. It follows that the
renewed centroid algorithm could further improve the
accuracy compared with the traditional centroid algorithm.

Figure 6. The difference between two algorithms
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Figure 7. The error comparison of two algorithms when the number of the virtual reference tags increases

B. Comparison of the two algorithms when the number of
virtual reference tags is 49
Figure 8 shows that the results are obtained by (5) from
the test for 100 times. It is clear that the renewed centroid

algorithm gets a further improved localization accuracy
compared with the traditional one.

Figure 8. The comparison of the two algorithms

C. Error analysis
For the virtual reference tags, they may not be able to
choose four ones near the object node, or four virtual
reference tags are repeatedly chosen, as it may lead to
excessive error(s). In the radio propagation model, the signal
is disturbed by the external environment instead of being
transmitted in free space. Through repeated measurements
and the statistical average value, some error can be reduced,
although the further improvement is still needed.
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A. Achievements
One of the hot topics in WSN is localization of the object
node. The paper proposes an improved centroid algorithm
combined with the VIRE system. The algorithm is simple.
The positioning accuracy of the object nodes has been
improved significantly in comparison with the traditional
centroid algorithm. This new algorithm can be used to solve
the problem of the low localization accuracy of the
traditional centroid algorithm.
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B. Future work
However, there are still some shortcomings existing in
the positioning methods. On one hand, the signal
propagation model applicable to non-free-space conditions
needs further research. On the other hand, the selection
methods of the virtual reference tags need further
optimization so as to further improve the positioning
accuracy.
Acknowledgement: authors thank Dr Sawsaa’s feedback
and proof reading for the final version of the paper.
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Abstract—The target of our effort is the definition of a
dynamic network architecture meeting the requirements of applications competing for reliable high performance network resources. These applications have different requirements regarding
reliability, bandwidth, latency, predictability, quality, reliable lead
time and allocatability. At a designated instance in time a virtual
network has to be defined automatically for a limited period of
time, based on an existing physical network infrastructure, which
implements the requirements of an application. We suggest an
integrated Software Defined Network (SDN) architecture providing
highly customizable functionalities required for efficient data
transfer. It consists of a service interface towards the application
and an open network interface towards the physical infrastructure. Control and forwarding plane are separated for better
scalability. This type of architecture allows to negotiate the reservation of network resources involving multiple applications with
different requirement profiles within multi-domain environments.
Keywords – Software Defined Networking, Huge Data, Network
Architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION
In fields like climate research, astronomy and high energy
physics, international collaboration is standard today. Consequently, mass data have to be transported between compute and
storage sites. Federation techniques consolidate the view on
dispersed datasets, however they do not transport them. Mass
data applications relying on multi-site datasets require networks with highest possible bandwidth and additional features,
such as low latency and low latency variation at a dedicated
instance of time for a period of time.
Applications taking advantage of distributed computing
rely on highest possible bandwidth and lowest possible delay
and delay variation for short periods of time. Both types of
applications should be able to utilize the same network without
mutual interference. Current developments like the Open Flow
standard [17] and the Network Service Interface (NSI) [21]
suite are a step towards fully automated virtual network provisioning. The NSI activities bridge the gap between application
and network while OpenFlow standardizes the communication
between controller and network element.
In this paper, we introduce an integrated multi-domain
SDN architecture, in which network control is decoupled from
forwarding and directly programmable by open interfaces between different layers. In Section II some approaches targeting
similar objectives are evaluated. Our architecture as well as an
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automated network configuration process arbitrating between
the concurrent applications competing for network resources is
described in Section III. Finally, we summarize our approach
in Section IV.
II. R ELATED WORK
Approaches to provide application-oriented sustained network services on demand already exist. Also, protocols for
traffic engineering and optimization were specified. For both,
some examples are given in this section, together with the
reason they don’t gain acceptance.
A. Network service architectures
ITU-T G. 805 03/2000 [1] describes a technology independent functional architecture of a transport network. At the time
the standard was written it provided a set of functional architecture recommendations for the prevailing network transport
technologies. However, because of the agnostic character of
G.805 it is valid for all types of current transport technology
and future implementations to come. Multi layer networking
and multi layer control plane interworking are not considered.
GMPLS [16] is a generalization of IP/MPLS for layer 1
transport services. It was initially defined to enable dynamic
restoration in transport networks. In the course of the VIOLA
project [14] UNI-Client and UNI-Server interworking was
implemented between the transport layer and an IP/MPLS
layer. This way bandwidth requirement from the IP/MPLS
layer could be communicated to the transport layer.
The common Network Information Service Schema Specification (cNIS) activities [15] by Geant2 community are
targeted at supplying domain related network information to
the application layer regardless of the network layers present in
the respective domains. Inter domain exchange of information
is part of the service. The cNIS activities are vital for the NSI
definition.
G.805 abstracts from hardware related description of transport networks, GMPLS defines cross network layer interworking and cNIS finally makes the networking layer transparent
for the application layer. The missing link is a control interface
between the application and the network.
B. SDN architectures
We also evaluated other SDN approaches like e.g. [5], [6],
[7], [8] or [20]. Thereby we recognized three main deficiencies:
1) Single-domain solutions only ([5], [8])
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TABLE I: T IME TO T RANSPORT 1 TB AND 1 PB OF DATA FROM ONE
C LIMATE C ENTER TO A NOTHER [9]
Transfer
Rate
10 Mbps
50 Mbps
100 Mbps
1 Gbps
10 Gbps
100 Gbps

Fig. 1: Integrated SDN architecture overview

2) Based on a specific protocol like OpenFlow ([6], [8])
3) Missing consideration of the application layer ([7], [20]).
Hence, our architecture described in the following section
will support end-to-end negotiation of network resources,
depending on the requirements of the application. Thereby,
applications are implemented by the end user and not equatable
to network functions. Communication partners can be located
within different domains and the infrastructure is not limited
to a single protocol.
III. I NTEGRATED SDN A RCHITECTURE
To provide application-oriented network services, we suggest an architecture consisting of three layers, depicted in
Figure 1. The infrastructure layer defined by the network
providers and hardware vendors is usually characterized by
a vast heterogeneity. It lays at the bottom of our architecture.
The control layer in the middle abstracts from the infrastructure
layer and prevents direct user access to the hardware. At the
top level sits the application layer representing the users view
on this network architecture.
Interoperability between these layers enables an
application- and user-oriented network infrastructure. To
achieve this, additional communication protocols have to
be specified providing the required functionality. Therefore,
we introduce an Open Network Interface (ONI) between
infrastructure and control layer as well as a Service Interface
(SI) with an appropriate connection service protocol between
control and application layer.
In the following, we describe the layers and the intermediate communication protocols in more detail and give an
example of a communication process within this architecture.
A. Layer description
In the following sections we describe the three layers of
the introduced architecture. The application layer representing
the users view, the control layer as intermediary between
application and network hardware, and the infrastructure layer,
consisting of the network elements and their interconnects.
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Time to Transport Data of Size
1 TB
1 PB
9.7 days
1.94 days
23.3 hours
2.28 hours
13.65 minutes
81.9 seconds

27.20 years
5.44 years
2.72 years
97.1 days
9.7 days
23.3 hours

1) Application Layer: The activities in data management
rely on fast, broadband, reliable networks. At the moment,
intercontinental network speeds are limited to 40 Gb/s [4]. The
project Advanced North Atlantic 100G Pilot (ANA100G) tries
to reach the 100 Gb/s barrier [10] On the other hand, practical
experience shows, that the opportunistic networks (WANs)
available today do not offer enough reliability, predictability
and speed per cost necessary for the applications from the
“Data Tsunami”.
The international Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project
(CMIP) [3] conducts sets of co-ordinated experiments with
numerical climate models to compare them against each other.
This comparison of climate models serves as the basis for
the Assessment Reports, on which the Nobel Laureate International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) bases its recommendations for policy makers.
Numerical Climate Models regularly utilise to a high
percentage high performance computers like those to be found
in the TOP500 list [22]. They also swamp these computers with
data volumes at the bleeding edge of the most current technologies available (for an overview of some of the problems see
e.g. [13]). As the name of the project suggests (Coupled Model
Inter-comparison Project), these data need to be compared.
Since the models and their data are situated at different places,
they have to be transported. Or the applications that compare
the data have to be available near to the data – unfortunately
practical experience shows that it is much easier to organise
data near to applications than applications near to data, see
e.g. the results of the German C3-Grid initiative [11].
The climate modeling community agreed upon sub-setting
the data to a volume of about 1,5 PB, containing only those
data most relevant for the comparison, and to make these
data available in five centers world-wide for easier access and
replication [3]. ESnet says: ”The fastest we could hope to
move only 1 PB of data from PCMDI to one of the RCA data
centers is essentially one day at 100 Gbps, whereas with a peak
of 10 Gbps, it would take almost 1.5 weeks.“ An estimation
of the speeds following the ESnet can be found in Table I,
whereas the last row – the 100 Gbps – are not reached yet,
but only addressed in the ANA100G project [10]. The fact
that many network lines outward bound from centers seem
rather underutilised does not contradict this observation: Burstwise utilisation is common-place, people try to get their job
done, but the unreliability of the connections and the fact that
the slowest part of the complete connection limits the transfer
speed, make life of the users difficult: Maintaining constantly
high data transfer speeds is near to impossible today.
If we interpret current negotiations about CMIP6, the future
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edition of CMIP, correctly, it can be expected that the data
volumes will be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than in
CMIP5, with the intercontinental network speeds staying about
the same. With respect to the architecture of the application
layer it can be expected that the available system (ESGF) will
be stabilized and possibly extended by a federated file system.
The situation for the CMIP5 data: Until now the scientists
have to search through a data jungle by clicking through web
portals, looking at folders on different servers or using scripts.
With neither of these methods all data can be accessed. E.g.
the scriptbundle called synchro-data [19] can access only the
data available with the new ESGF login method, not with the
old one, and requires a special port which is then locked. Two
users at one time can’t download from the same machine at the
same time. Again: many networks seem to be underutilised,
but not because the scientists don’t need their data, but because
retrieving them is intransparent. The scientists want to know
how to get the data and how long the transfer takes.
A data management tool hides this data access complexity.
It informs about the expected time constraints and offers
reserving mechanisms. In contrast to the current tools it offers
a feedback about the transfer – a very essential but missing
feature. This new functionality is offered by lower SDN layers
to the application layer.
A totally different, but also very demanding application
for the network is state-of-the-art turbine development as it is
performed at DLR (German Aerospace Centre). It requires a
multitude of different process chains to be completed. Such
process chains typically consist of different simulation tools
such as CFD and CSM solvers, which are executed in a specific
collaborative order. The data is needed “just in time”: At
DLR different clusters of different sizes and configurations
are available at geographically distributed locations. Optimal
resource usage implies high flexibility in where to run jobs. In
order to avoid necessity of moving data to a selected resource
in order to be able to run a job it is desirable to provide reliable
and fast access to all data from all different resources and
locations. This is not “Big Data” application but it urges the
network to be prioritized.
Thus we have the climate application which needs high
bandwidth for a long time and can manage interruptions, and
the turbine application which needs prioritization to receive the
data as fast as possible. These two applications do not cumber
each other and are a good example for challenging our SDN
architecture.
2) Control Layer: Our control layer, depicted in Figure 2,
consists of two main components – the Network Operating
System (NOS) on the application side and one or more
Controllers on the side of the infrastructure. The communication between the upper and lower layer is realized by a
north- and southbound API. Additionally the NOS module
within the control layer needs an interface for inter-domain
communication to enable multi-domain interoperability.
The NOS we introduce operates similar to typical operating
systems. Within its domain it interacts as an intermediary
between applications and network hardware, to avoid direct
access to the network hardware and to hide unnecessary
information. This increases the security on the one hand
and enables the possibility to virtualize the network on the
other hand. Therefore, the integrated Broker compares the
requirements – transmitted through the northbound API – with
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Fig. 2: Single domain control layer overview

the available network resources – which can be requested
through the southbound API – and instructs the reservation
if available resources meet the requirements. Negotiation between application layer and network layer should be possible.
The requesting application receives only a partial graph, which
can be a direct link with the corresponding characteristics
between ingress and egress at the end.
Besides the virtualization our approach also takes traffic engineering into account. Link state information can be updated
periodically or requested on demand via the southbound API.
This way, weighted graphs are composed for the entire domain,
in which the weights can represent any link parameter – like
bandwidth, latency, utilization or costs – or any combination
of them. Based on these graphs the route is optimized w.r.t. the
requirements of the applications. Link parameters should not
change during transmission. However, if a change is inevitable,
the network resources dedicated to a certain application should
be adapted within feasible bounds.
Real time communication is another feature which can be
implemented within this network architecture. Especially with
respect to large data volumes the transfer completion time is
often more important than the entire transfer time. Knowing
this point in time allows more efficient resource planning
which can result in reduction of costs. This functionality is
enabled by allowing reservations of network resources for
specific periods of time. The reservations for specific flows
are managed by the Broker, which has a global view on the
entire domain. Thereby, overcommitment can be avoided and
start and end points of the data transfer can be guaranteed.
All described features are necessary to transfer the amounts
of data described in Section III-A1 efficiently through a shared
multi-user network. Many different algorithms and other features exist, which can be realized by this architecture. So, we
encapsulate these functionalities in different modules, which
can be added, replaced or removed during runtime without
interruption, similar to loadable kernel modules. Thereby,
every domain can optimize its control layer for its requirements
as long as the interoperability is still guaranteed.
To enable the described functionality between multiple
domains, an inter-domain communication is required. Those
incoming and outgoing requests are also handled by the
Broker and will be processed similar to intra-domain requests.
Therefore, external and internal request messages may only
differ in the source tag which determines the security group
classification and the consequential permissions of the service
requestor.
Beside the loadable kernel modules and the Broker we
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Fig. 3: Deterministic and statistically multiplexed transport

suggest to encapsulate the Controller as executive unit. Controllers implement the interface to the network infrastructure
and perform requests or reservations, instructed by the Broker.
Since this can result in a bottleneck depending on the number
of requests and the domain size, we recommend to use
more than one Controller. Thereby the separation from the
NOS enables scalability by varying the number of Controllers
depending on the network size and work load. An additional
aspect which motivates for separation of NOS and Controller
are the heterogeneous interfaces we expect to be provided by
the network hardware vendors. To enable compatibility, at least
one Controller for every network interface implementation
has to be provided. The integration is mainly realized by the
hardware vendors, similar to hardware drivers in conventional
operating systems. Hence the encapsulation of the Controllers
guarantees scalability and interoperability in our proposed
architecture.
In summary the control layer we introduce provides required functionalities – like network virtualization, adaptive
routing or real time communication – for the application layer,
to enable an efficient transfer of big data volumes. The layer
is highly customizable by integrating the functionality within
loadable kernel modules which can be added, substituted
or removed on demand. Additionally we took into account
scalability and compatibility of an heterogenous infrastructure
by encapsulating the Controllers as executive units.
3) Network Layer: In data networks there is a hierarchy of
deterministic transport and statistical multiplexing. Deterministic transport can be utilized for client-to-client communication
and as a transport layer for, e.g., routed services. The Broker
instance shown in Figure 3 arbitrates between the requirements
of multiple applications and available network services. Based
on requirements communicated by the Network Service Agent
(NSA), it will decide if the requested capacity will be provided
on a deterministic or routed path.
Multi domain networks suffer from a lack of homogeneity. This in turn requires abstraction that allows for a unified network description language. The Network Description
Language (NDL), introduced in [12], is a modular set of
schemata. The topology schema describes devices and interactions between them on a single layer. The layer schema
takes into account the existence of multiple layers and inter-
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actions between these layers. Capabilities of network devices
are described in the capability schema and domain schemata
have to deal with different domains and in consequence with
administrative entities and services linked to these entities.
Finally the physical schema describes the physical aspects of
network elements. This set of schemata defines the ontology
of network functionality.
Since most applications rely on resources from different
domains, information about services and capabilities of these
domains will have to be interpreted and coordinated. An
application and its related data management is attached to a
single domain. All information from external domains should
be gathered here and communicated to the data manager to
enable negotiation.
B. Communication Interfaces
Interoperability between the layers introduced in Section III-A requires information exchange. Therefore, interfaces
have to be defined, which enable communication in both
directions. To achieve compatibility, open interface standards
are preferred. The following sections describe general requirements for service and network interfaces.
1) Open Service Interface (OSI): The northbound interface
of the control layer communicates with the application layer,
the southbound interface with the network layer. Since there
is a multitude of network domains, horizontal communication
is mandatory to enable federated network services based on a
virtual multi domain network. Therefore both, application and
control layer, implement embedded Network Service Agents
(NSA) which are connected by a service interface. The application NSA is called requesting, the control layer NSA
providing agent. Multiple services can be handled by a single
NSA, in fact, as many as there are available on the end to
end infrastructure. The requesting agent communicates only
with the local NOS, information from other network domains
is gathered and provided by the remote home domain NOS.
Because the NSA has no authority about local or remote
resources, any kind of resource management is realized by the
NOS in conjunction with the controller. Flexibility regarding
to the introduction of new network services is enabled by the
modularity of the OSI and NSA concept.
The OSI connection protocol communicates requirements
to the providing agent and consists of 6 primitives, listed
in Table II. These requirements have to be mapped on the
corresponding QoS properties – sustained bandwidth, latency
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Fig. 4: Communication process within an integrated SDN architecture

and maximum latency variation. Furthermore the dedicated
instance of time a certain transmission should start is communicated. The providing agent either answers with a complete
confirmation or starts negotiating with the requesting agent.
Once a service is confirmed there will be no further negotiations or limitations.
2) Open Network Interface (ONI): Current network elements implement control and forwarding plane on the same
closed platform. Decoupling this control functionalities from
the infrastructure, requires a protocol to exchange information
between these two layers. This section describes the functions,
required to implement the features described in Section III-A2.
An efficient placement of data flows requires a global view
on the underlaying infrastructure. Therefore the position of
all network elements within a domain and their connection
between themselves has to be announced to the control layer.
This can be implemented by an initialization message during
the startup of a network element and a link discovery protocol
like LLDP [2]. Once a network element and its connections
is known, state changes are noticed implicitly as soon as a
data flow can not be routed anymore. In this case the link is
removed from the topology graph until the node is back and
sends the initialization message.
Once the underlaying network topology is identified, link
characteristics like bandwidth, latency or cost have to be
communicated to the control layer during the initialization
phase. These mostly static properties are stored together with
source and destination of a link and are used to build a
weighted graph for data transfers if requested.
Next to these properties, there are more varying link
state informations like utilization, message rate or number
of flows. Updating these values on every change would
cause an immense overhead. Therefore these informations are
requested periodically by the Controller and only reported
to the NOS as soon as values exceed predefined thresholds.
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The controller can request these informations explicitly by
a message, or implicitly as soon as a data transfer is completed.
Additionally to the upward directed information flow the
ONI has to implement the reservation requests from the Control Layer to the network elements. These reservation requests
can be combined with a period of time during which they
are valid. If the reservation observance can be handled by the
network elements only, the requests have to be transmitted. If
not, the control layer has to add the reservation at the beginning
and remove it at the end. This causes more overhead, but leaves
the control function within the dedicated layer.
As described, the main objective of the ONI is to provide
information about the infrastructure for the control layer to enable efficient traffic engineering. To reduce the emerging overhead, information should be updated implicitly on occurring
events which already require a communication. Additionally
the executive commands instructed by the control layer have
to be transmitted to the network elements by the ONI.
C. Communication process
Specified requirements for data transfers can not be satisfied in any case, e.g., if the request exceeds available capacities.
To ensure a data transfer anyway and independent from the
current utilization, we recommend to partition the available
capacity. One part for best-effort transfers, the other one for
optimized SDN communications. This way, rejected data transfer requests can use conventional communication protocols.
Also for small data sets the best-effort transfer might be the
better path. Since the conventional best-effort communication
is known, we confine the description in this section to the
optimized SDN communication.
Figure 4 depicts the chronological sequence of a demandoriented communication within the introduced SDN architecture. Thereby the application communicates its requirements
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to the data management tool first. The integrated service agent
determines the network services which are required to satisfy
the request. Subsequently the agent can apply for these services
by forwarding the request to the Broker of the Control Layer.
As described in section III-A2 the Broker verifies incoming
requests. If the requestor is not authorized to use these services
or if there are not enough resources to fulfill the request, the
transfer fails and the application is informed by the service
agent. At this point, a new request with different requirements
can be initiated. This process can be repeated until both
sides accept the conditions. The negotiation phase can also
be implemented transparent to applications within the data
management tool. This way the application defines tolerable
ranges for the requested network parameters instead of single
values. If both sides can not agree on a parameter set, the
application has to transfer the data by using the conventional
best-effort path.
If the request is valid the Broker initializes the reservation
process and instructs all required Controllers to distribute the
reservation to all participating network elements. Once all
reservation confirmations arrived at the Controller, the Service
Agent can be informed about the conditions of the requested
transfer. At the communicated start point the data transfer can
be initialized and accomplished. From the application’s point
of view, the following transfer does not differ from the conventional communication process, except that the infrastructure
behaves like negotiated in the initialization phase.
As Figure 4 and the description of the communication
process show, the overhead increases due to the initialization
phase. Therefore the optimized data path is only recommended
for elephant flows, where the transfer time is much higher
than the startup time. In this case the overhead to define an
optimized environment is worthwhile. However, small flows
may still use the conventional data path.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Our integrated SDN architecture enables concurrent applications competing for network resources, to define virtual
networks that satisfy their respective requirements providing
efficient network usage and reliable data transfers. We introduced the elements necessary for an end-to-end negotiation
of network resources between multiple domains and without
any limitation to specific protocols. The authors of this paper
already introduced a first SDN prototype on the ISC’13 [18],
based on a 400 Gbits demonstrator between the Center for
Information Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH)
in Dresden and the Rechenzentrum Garching (RZG).
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Abstract— Nowadays, people widely utilize mobile devices e.g.,
smart phones and tablets into their daily lives. Educational
institutions for years have developed the wireless networking
environments, providing students with flexibility of accessing
the educational resources and creating the opportunities for
downloading the academic publications and course materials
at a desired time and location. The paper aims to reveal the
purpose of usage of mobile devices by the university students
as well as to illustrate by case study on SAP Business One
academic course the benefits of Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) approach at universities.
Keywords-mobile
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INTRODUCTION

Mobility is not only the most important market and
technological trend within information and communication
technology (ICT) as Krogstie argues [13], but first of all the
most typical characteristics of contemporary life style.
Literature studies mostly focus on clarification and
explanation of construction of mobile devices, investigation
of the technological issues, research on mobile information
systems influence on the business organization, and on
implementation and evolution of mobile information
systems. Starting the research on mobile information system
development requires to explain the theoretical background.
Beyond that, certain novelty in research results is required as
well as the applied methodology should be explained.
The paper consists of three parts. The first part covers
explanation of theoretical background of methodologies
applied for research of end user behaviour in their work with
mobile devices and mobile enterprise information systems.
The second part includes discussion on application of mobile
devices in different socio-economic domains: healthcare,
marketing, business, banking, education and public
administration. Next, the short survey research results are
discussed on new media and mobile devices usage by
university students. The fourth part of the papers comprises a
case study on opportunities to apply bring your own device
(BYOD) strategy to support
university computerized
infrastructure.
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II.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES FOR MOBILE DEVICES
MANAGEMENT

During the last years, the Internet and mobile
technologies have changed people’s life, work and
communication. The evolution has made it possible to have
access to information and software applications anytime and
anywhere. There are three trends connected with mobile
technologies that are driving economy: user centered
innovation development, new mobile devices innovation and
new infrastructure innovation [12]. The concept of user
centered innovation ranges from innovations created by the
user to user direct involvement in the innovation process.
There are a couple of methodologies for research realization
on the mobile devices' acceptance and deployment by users.
User centered mobile device innovation implies that
companies are striving to deliver innovations that generate
user value or user experience unmatched by the competitors.
These methods require an understanding of user needs and
user values as well as the ability to translate these into
unique products and experiences. The methods for research
on user acceptance of mobile devices are as follows: user
experience, user centric management, and user experience
design.
A.

User Centered Development Process
User centered development process is a product
development process focusing on usability throughout the
entire development process and further throughout the
product life cycle. The key principles of the approach are as
follows: user focus, active user involvement, evolutionary
system development, simple design representation,
prototyping, evaluation of user in a context, holistic design,
process customization [11]. The purpose of user centered
development (UCD) is to develop products with a high
degree of usability. The user becomes the centre of focus on
the usability goals, environment, tasks and workflows [7].
Design methods of UCD approach include prototyping and
participatory design. Among the evaluation methods, there
are usability inspection methods, and user testing methods
such as laboratory and field tests. Major issues considered in
this approach cover the expertise regarding users' own work,
sustainable innovation opportunities, and the linking of the
work practices, technology and the work environment
context [18].
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B.

User Centric Management
User centric management (UCM) is a philosophy and an
approach to business management that puts users first in all
decision making. The approach is realized to ensure
frictionless, easy and intuitive interactions between the
company and its stakeholders [16]. For example, the
business organizations are under strong influence of user
critique provided online, therefore they carefully analyze
their website content and distribute only what is not harmful
for them. They create a certain environment for users to
increase their personal satisfaction and software usability.
C.

User Experience
The concept of user experience is understood as the
subjective relationship between user and application or daily
use technical devices. It goes beyond the usability of the
application or device, focusing on the personal outcome that
the user gets from interacting with the application or device
while performing a task [9]. In Human Computer Interaction
(HCI), the term designing for experience is about
considering the user, the task and the context when designing
a computer application [8]. Usually, projects have a larger
context that the users understand and Information
Communication Technology (ICT) people integrate into their
planning. This context is the project's ecosystem and it
includes the environment they are working within the
company culture, the general type of work they all will be
engaged in and the people with whom they interact within
the roles and responsibilities. According to Beccari and
Oliveira, the user experience orientation concentrates on a
project’s goals, but not just to attain effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction, but to enhance the entire experience and
emotions resulting from the use of a product, system or
service [5]. For example, user experience in games is
evaluated using a variety of concepts, i.e., immersion, fun,
presence, involvement, engagement, playability and
entertainment. Bernhaupt noticed that user experience
includes a look on all the qualitative experience a user is
making while interacting with a product, and the emotions
made during interacting with a special type of product, i.e.,
mobile phones [6].
III.

MOBILE DEVICES' APPLICATION REVIEW

According to McGrane research, [15] 86% of smart
phones owners say they use their phone while watching
television. The numbers are even higher for tablet owners.
71% of smart phone users say they are searching for more
information on their mobile device after seeing an
advertisement on TV, in print, or online [15].
The e-business is constantly changed into mobile (mbusiness) . Mobile business is the best where the consumer is
driven by a sense of urgency, and when they need to have
their goods and services immediately for upcoming functions
and events, although the consumer must wait for delivering
material product. User with the same device is able to
communicate over a wireless network and view office
documents at the same time. In today's mobile commerce
paradigm, when users are empowered by mobile solutions, a
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number of benefits emerge: increased employee productivity,
faster response times to business changes, streamlined
business processes, improved customer satisfaction, and
increased competitive advantage [10]. M-commerce enables
users to access the Internet without the need to find a place to
plug in through the cable connection. People can buy and sell
goods and services through wireless handheld devices and
they are able to receive updated information concerning for
instance the flight time on the way to the airport. M-banking
is a very successful extension to Internet banking [3, 10].
The customers' benefits come from the use of mobile devices
for online payments through e-cash. Mobile users withdraw
daily news, i.e., stock quotes, weather information,
entertainment, sports scores from their mobile devices. The
mobile operators and service providers have access to several
types of advertising information, therefore, with the
cooperation with advertisers, they are able to distribute
personalized advertisements to the prospective customers.
This approach demands an acceptance of message recipients.
Generally, mobile marketing is used in connection with
other marketing events, i.e., campaigns on television, in
printed journals or on the web portals. This is referred to as
integrated marketing. Nowadays, integration of mobile
marketing with social networks sites is an effective approach
to increase brand awareness and loyalty. Social networking
supports building brand awareness and loyalty, and creates
the Internet image of the company, but the mobile devices
and mobile applications radically speed up the activities.
Known as next-generation technology, mobile enterprise
systems can either be enterprise system extended to support
process mobility or separate mobile applications on mobile
devices integrated with existing enterprise systems. The
mobile enterprise systems require the further re-engineering
of business processes as well as development of special
repositories for temporal data storing on mobile devices.
Mobile enterprise system technologies combined with other
technologies such as bar code, GPS (Global Positioning
System) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) can
offer a substantial efficiency and cost-effectiveness
improvements. In the same way, supply chain management
and procurement management processes benefit from mobile
devices and mobile applications. The main characteristic of
a mobile business process is the mobility of human and
physical resourses involved in the process. Mobile devices
allow to track goods delivery and movements of vehicles.
According to Alag, the application of m-business can be
distinguished as global use in outdoor settings
in
interorganizational logistics chains, or local usage e.g., in
hospitals, libraries, universities or hypermarkets [1].
M-healthcare enables connecting medical devices to
mobile phones and permits the patient data to be transmitted
to remote clinics healthcare systems for further processing
[4]. Some of the mobile applications that are downloaded to
patient handsets can provide answers to medical questions
without necessary connecting to a remote clinical centre,
therefore patients and their relatives can self-control
automatically and only occasionally contact the hospitals.
Mobile devices are not only simple voice communication
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devices. They are a medium to create on demand voice,
music, text, video and image communications [19].
IV.

BYOD STRATEGY BENEFITS AND WEAKNESSES

During the development of mobile devices and services,
the consideration of market offers plays an important role.
Inadequate market orientation is the main reason of failures
in the development of mobile services. However, the
business considering enterprise wide process mobility
requires a mobility strategy. The mobility strategy should
guide operations and technology employees through the
process redesign, application design, and implementation of
the mobile enterprises systems. Alag argues that mobility
strategies depend on factors, such as the business nature,
strategic goals, need for process mobility, existing IT
infrastructure and financial budgets [1]. Mobility strategies
are unique for enterprises and cover many important
problems e.g., risk and expected benefits of mobile devices
usage, BYOD approach implementation. For instance,
making decisions and quantifying risks about mobile devices
is hard without good investigation of the mobile devices'
usage in a business organization. Some organizations permit
end user to take care of device management but some may
want more protection. Anyhow, the business organization
should be able to track, monitor, and control mobile network
usage for business purposes. For example, if any of the users
work with critical and unique data, they should consider
using a backup and recovery solution. BYOD is a recent idea
to exploit the personal communication devices for the workrelated tasks. Although, some business organizations have
for years provided smart phones, laptops and tablet
computers to employees, nowadays, personally-owned
mobile devices are permitted to access the organization's
networks and data. The obvious advantage for the enterprise
is cost savings achieved by not having to purchase these
employee-owned devices. According to the Forrsights
Workforce Employee Survey, Q4 2011 in North America
and European Union countries 57% of users choose work
devices themselves and spend their own money. For the
netbooks, it is 51%, for tablets it is 48%, for laptops it is
41%, but for PC desktops it is only 16%.
The BYOD-specific security and control issues are as
follows: protection of sensitive data and intellectual property,
protection of networks to which BYOD devices connect,
responsibility and accountability for the device and
information contained on it, removal of the data in case of
the device loss, malware protection, ensuring that employeeowned devices are properly backed up at all times [14]. Silva
presented findings that 77% of responding business
professionals said that the use of mobile devices in the
workplace is important to achieving business goals, but
simultaneously, 76% of respondents believe that mobile
devices introduce a serious risk [17]. The survey revealed
that only 39% of the devices have security controls to
mitigate the risk and nearly 59% of respondents admitted to
malware infections over the last 12 months of unsecured
laptops, smart phones, and tablets. Business organizations,
particularly in government, health care and defence face new
legal questions: ownership of devices, buying the device,
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ownership of the information on the device. There is no clear
answer, therefore the companies should consider the context,
in which their employees' devices are used and if the
employees' use of the devices for work purposes is very
limited and concerns non-critical information, then BYOD
strategy can make sense and it adds convenience at a
predictable cost. However, the companies have several
classes of users and have to choose a different provisioning
and cost strategy for each separately.
V.

M-EDUCATION

Soon, computer laboratories will not need to be
supported by desktop computers, instead there is an
opportunity to use private mobile devices to connect through
Internet to servers and utilize business applications.
However, wide implementation of mobile education is still a
challenge. Some of the problems are mobile service costs,
the need to change attitudes and institutions' policy against
using electronic devices [19]. Development of mobile
learning is driven by an opportunity, necessity,
innovativeness and perceived weaknesses of e-learning.
Nowadays, private enterprises and government sponsored
programs and educational institutions are in a key position to
find new ways to emphasize the role of m-learning and focus
on user experience for further m-learning system
development. M-learning means also the change of learning
process paradigm. M-learning is not simply a direct
extension of e-learning. So, what may work perfectly well in
traditional education or even in e-learning system, may not
fit the dynamic mobile environment. M-learning seems to
support individual learning in the special context. Glossaries,
dictionaries, phrasebooks, learning tips, examples, games
and other learning aids are important in m-learning. Mlearners within a community share ideas, stories, opinions or
ratings, and utilize the student-to-student and student-toteacher interactions. Mobile devices allow for the realization
of education process in a particular socio-natural context,
where teachers are able to explain more precisely the course
topics during field works. For instance, students can learn
biology in the forest. M-grading and m-testing are also
possible with mobile phones. For example, during a course
in the big university hall a concrete questions are randomly
sent to the particular, chosen students who are obliged to
answer within a few seconds. Teachers can provide feedback
via Short Message Service (SMS) or other means regarding
homework assignments or test scores to a group of students.
However, it can be stressful for teachers, who are obliged to
answer students anytime and anywhere. In some cases,
mobile learning is seen as an adjunct to more traditional
learning or e-learning. For example, students call together
for group projects or entertainment events. The use of the
small screen of mobile device for animations, graphs,
equations perhaps is trendy, and the graphical user interface
makes course materials more appealing to students. There
are some considerations for defining m-learning systems
compared to the traditional e-learning system. Some
important issues are as follows: 1) understanding which
mobile systems model is to be used 2) controlling the access
of student data on mobile devices and 3) the profile of the
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student. For the designing of m-learning system, student
must be at the design centre. Some business software
development companies support e/m-learning providing
business application online. For instance, SAP realizes SAP
Business One and SAP ERP courses online. Students have
access to remote server from their own private notebooks. In
computer laboratories students used to utilize the university
desktops, but more and more frequently they prefer to work
on their own personal notebook. They are able to create their
own data bases and realize all business transactions. Their
data is secured, each student receives individual login and
password for their own private access to the SAP Business
One applications. So, students have access to the applications
wherever they are at school, university open spaces and
corridors in buildings. They can work at home, and they do
not need to have special software license, but rather login
and password to access the Internet. The unlimited number
of students can take part in the provided online course
materials. When asked what they considered to be new and
innovative about their experience of m-learning, students
talked about the following qualitative advantages:
availability of data and applications, flexibility, portability,
easy navigation and intuitiveness of SAP Business One,
efficiency of m-course provision in comparison with the
traditional
learning,
comfortability,
communication
possibility and the sense of being in control. For years, the
same two options (i.e., PC versus notebook) were offered to
teachers. They can provide courses directly from university
desktops or change to their own notebook. For some of them,
teaching directly from personal notebook is more
comfortable and safe. It allows teachers to keep all data files
under control.
VI.

RESEARCH ON MOBILE DEVICE USAGE BY STUDENTS

So far, some research has been done on factors
influencing mobile technologies successful implementation.
According to Amberg et al., for a systematic research
process there is a need for a comprehensive, complete and
disjunctive classification of factors influencing mobile
services. Although, in literature there are some detailed
approaches identifying concrete factors, generally the factors
can be divided into four groups: structure (who?) process
(how?) outcomes (for what?) and market (what?) [2]. The
structure dimension describes the required input factors for
the mobile service development. So, there is the need to
answer who is the recipient of the service or mobile device.
In this research, the university students are the recipients of
mobile services and devices. The process dimension
represents the required processes during the product
lifecycle. There is a question of how or in what processes or
procedures students use the mobile devices. In this research,
work, entertainment and education are the basic processes of
mobile devices' usage. The outcome of a mobile service and
device can be divided into procedural outcome and impact of
the outcome. In this research, the usage of mobile devices is
to increase knowledge resource or to develop social
relationships. The procedural outcome can be evaluated at
the end of the service provision. The impact of the mobile
service and mobile devices has a long term character. This is
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significantly determined by the end-user's acceptance. The
fourth, market dimension covers services and devices
vendors, their brands and concrete products. However, these
issues are out of the scope of this research.
It is generally believed that the rapid development of
mobile technologies as well as the increase of mobile
solutions for students call for a user-centered research to
develop further applications. Therefore, the research is
focused on analysis of students behaviour and students
attitudes towards mobile devices. The short questionnaire
was distributed during the first lecture at the beginning of the
semester, after the presentation of the course curricula
among the students of Logistics Information Systems,
Business Information Systems and Corporate Architecture
courses at the University of Economics in Katowice, Poland.
114 students answered the questionnaire. They accepted the
questionnaire as important for the evaluation of their
competencies to use mobile devices in learning processes as
well as in other activities. Generally, the students' tasks can
be categorized based on the areas that can be affected by
mobile technologies. So, there are three categories of
students' tasks: information tasks, interaction tasks, and
planning tasks [2]. Although, each category of tasks has
specific requirements in terms of mobile support and there is
a need to fit mobile technologies characteristics with the
requirements in terms of content, processing, and device
portability, this research considers which devices are used
for learning, occupational works and for social
communication.
The first question in the survey concerns the issue of
what devices and technologies are utilized by the students.
The answers are included in Table 1.
TABLE I.

Technology and
Device

TECHNOLOGIES AND MOBILE DEVICES USED BY
STUDENTS

Learning

Purpose of usage
Social
Occupation
Relations

No
use

stationary phone

2a

31

41

50

mobile phone

35

60

103

9

smart phone

30

27

57

56

iPod

3

0

3

109

iPad

6

3

8

106

notebook

76

55

72

33

netbook

23

18

24

83

desktop computer

49

37

50

44

tablet

11

6

14

93

GPSdevice

1

32

38

52

RFID device

0

6

2

108

2

7

1

106

2

5

2

106

automatic personal
identification
biometric
identification

a. number of positive answers, index applies to all numbers in Table
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In Table 1, the number of positive answers are included. So,
mobile phones (103 positive answers) and notebooks (72
positive answers) are the most popular devices for social
relations development as well as for learning and for
occupational work. Young people, i.e., students reject
stationary phones for mobile phones and smart phones. The
devices for automatic identification and biometric
identification are still not very popular, although new
passports are supported by the biometric identification of
the owner. They still use desktop computers for learning,
because at university laboratories there are desktop
computers available, and only part of them prefer to use
their own computers. However, 54% of surveyed students
have answered they use their own mobile devices for
occupational works, 89% of the students use owned devices
in learning processes at university. Only 34% of students
declared that they prefer to access the Internet from only
one device. 76% of the students use different mobile devices
for different purposes. 46% of the surveyed students believe
that access to Internet from only one device is realized more
quickly than access from more than one. Nearly the same
percent of students believes that access to Internet from one
device is more efficient (48% of students) and more secure
(55% of students). Figure 1 presents percentages of students
who use the devices in comparison with the percent of
students who do not use the mobile devices and
technologies.

widely used in other countries and by politicians, but not by
students in Poland. Recommender systems are implemented,
but they are not widely approved by students. They have
own preferences, instead of using the suggested products.
Although, sometimes students are not conscious that they
behave according to recommendations.
TABLE II.

COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE AND SOCIAL MEDIA USAGE

Social media &
communication
software

Learning

Purpose of usage
Social
Occupation
Relations

No
use

email

102a

82

108

0

SMS

69

60

112

0

chat room

50

33

76

28

Skype

28

9

94

31

Facebook

54

18

105

18

YouTube

51

13

81

7

Twitter

1

2

5

107

WAYN

0

0

0

114

LinkedIn

0

6

8

102

recommender system

4

3

6

103

price
portals

13

18

46

43

GoogleMaps

44

49

66

14

Wikipedia

84

29

26

13

discussion fora

52

21

47

33

blogs

16

6

37

66

open e-book
repositories

54

13

13

51

76

20

22

26

comparison

open e-publication

a. number of positive answers, index applies to all numbers in Table

Figure 1. Percent of students using the mobile devices.

The second part of the survey concerns the popularity of
social media, social network portals and communication
software among students and use of the technologies for
learning support, occupational work support and for social
communication, maintaining contacts with friends and
families or generally, for social relations development. The
survey results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2. Email
and SMS are the most popular communication forms. All the
surveyed students use them. The email is called "killer
application" and it is treated as the basic communication
form between university faculty staff and students. It should
be noted that Facebook is also very popular in contrast with
LinkedIn and Where Are You Now? (WAYN). Twitter is
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Figure 2. Percent of students using new media.
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It should be noticed that students readily support their
educational processes as well as their occupational works by
knowledge from open repositories. Reading e-publication is
more comfortable than reading printed materials. The
research results are very similar to the effects received by
Wojcik [20]. There is also the tendency visible to reduce
usage of desktop computers and stationary telephones in
favour of laptops and mobile devices.

[4]

[5]

[6]

VII. CONCLUSION
The paper was to show the university students’ attitudes
towards mobile devices and new media. Students as
consumers of mobile devices have been found to rely on
market information when evaluating innovations. Irrationally
high price is the main reason of low usage of iPods and
iPads. Students simply cannot afford these overpriced pieces.
However, the increase of demand for the devices is expected
to bring the price reduction. Students do not perceive
application of RFID and biometric identification in their life,
although biometric passwords are now widely implemented.
Simply, students in survey process do not think about the
opportunities to apply biometrics in daily use. Students are
rather conservative and need time for the verification of
usefulness of Twitter, blogs and recommender systems.
Usability of some new media is bigger for private social
communication than for business, as it is in the case of
Skype, Facebook, Google Maps and YouTube. Further
research would cover analysis of environment, client and
organizational factors influencing student behaviour in this
user centered approach. The group of environmental factors
will cover market issues, infrastructure, culture and skills.
Organizational factors will comprise relevant prior
experience in e-learning, willingness to explore the potential
of the Internet and mobile devices. Client factors cover
convenience of purchasing, prices and quality of the
products, security and level of maintenance service.

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]
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